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EDITOR’S PREFACE

Till! British nation, whose liistory has seemingly been so greatly

favoured by fortune, suflers from one notable drawback in the fact

that it has possessed no continuous hereditary princely House. In

the course of the twenty centuries of its history, it has constantly

changed its ruling dynasties : from the Romans to the Anglo-

Saxons, from the Norman kings to the Angcvin-Plantagenets
;

thence to the Houses of lancastcr and York
; from the 'Pudors to

the Stuarts, with the interlude of the Cromwellian Commonwealth
;

and finally, from the House of Orange to the Hanoverians, and on-

wards to the Queen who married a Prince of Saxe-Coburg and

(lOtha (the House since 1917 has been entitled the House of Windsor)
— nearly all of these successive dynasties non-English, and displaying

a variety, the like of which is to be found only in Germany. In

England, however, this has not stood in the way of development in

the direction of unity and integration, as it did in Germany.

'fhe hlnglish monarchy has been riebarred by this variety and

the foreign character of its ruling Houses, and perhaps even more
by the ways in which the Crown has passed from one dynasty to the

next, from availing itself of the powerful principle of IvCgitimacy,

as the llabsburgs, the Hohenzollcrns, and the Bourbons were

able to do. For it was not just force, as in the case of William the

Conqueror, that gave them their thrones, but grounds of law, alight

though these sometimes were. In such a soil the Legitimist idea

could strike no roots.

As a consequence of these facts, in some measure the ruling

Housek, however the individual representatives may have varied,

remained foreigners to the English throughout, the sole exceptions

being those of the House of Tudor. Under the later Hanoverians
V
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the prestige of the Crown was to all intents shattered. When (iue(‘n

Victoria came to the throne in 1837, the Crown was at its lowe.'U ehh.

No wonder then that, with this weakness of the Legitimist idea, and

of the dignity of the Crown itself, the doctrine of the divine right of

kings could not, as could the Continental nionarehi<'s, prevent

the rise of a rival mightier than the Throne, destined, frojn the

time of Cromwell onwards, to he preponderant over it Parliament.

The power of Parliament waxed in proportion as the 'Phrone ami its

occupants grew weaker.

In Queen Victoria the English nation gained for the first time a

real Queen on whom it could gaze in love and reverence and grati-

tude, as it had gazed on no ruler for centuries. For the (jueen, with

full realisation, exalted the Crown to the height of its splendour, hut

yet of her own free will submitted herself to its law
;
she gave, and

thereby gained. She was the first monarch to unite the English

Royal House firmly with the nation
;

under her, therefore, the

balance of power between Crown anil Parliament necessajily settled

itself to the advantage of the former once again. Her son, Ivdward

VII, continued her work by making himself an instrument of foreign

policy at the service of the Government of tlie day. I ler grandson,

George V, made the Crown national and imperial, and it was umler

him that it attained to its present high and peculiar significance
;
for

the Statute of Westminster of 1931 made the Crown, as worn by the

King of England, the one and only tie binding the British nominions

together. In these times, when crowns which appeared more secure

have been crashing to the ground, the British monarchy stands

stronger than ever before, and the genuineness of its vitality was

proved in a very impressive fashion in 1936, when the institution of the

Crown actually asserted itself successfully in opposition to its wearer.

Nevertheless, Queen Victoria did not give the Crown its proper

direction at the very start of her reign. For the first few years she

was at the mercy of party ties, highly derogatory to the peculiar

position of the Sovereign. Much of the increase in dignity and
prestige gained by the monarchy at her accession fell away in the

three following years. To her marriage and to the personality of

her husband was due the marked renewal of that prestige.

Prince Albert was a member of the House of Coburg, which in the
first half of the nineteenth century gained extensive dynastic ex-
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pansion. The Coburgcrs regarded Leopold, a younger brother of

Albert's father, Duke Ernest I, as their spiritual leader* Leopold

had married Princess Charlotte of Great Britain, then heiress to the

throne of Phigland* But her early death had disappointed his hopes*

He was offered, but refused, the Crown of Greece, and ended by

accepting the newly constituted Kingdom of the Belgians. He stood

out in his time as champion of constitutional and liberal government,

an ideal which enabled his country to weather every storm. 1\) him

was due the marriage of Victoria and Albert, and to him and Stock-

mar the political ideal, which in the person of Albert was destined to

influence the course of British history.

Albert's historical task was to win by systematic labour for the

Crown the position it should properly occupy. A considerable

portion of this book deals with the methods by which he planned and

carried out this object in detail. Here it is sufHcient to state the

fact that he succeeded completely in attaining his object, and in

inspiring his wife with his ideas so absolutely, that his influence

continued to prevail after his early death
;

in fact, it was only in

the long years of widowhood tliat it came to its full fruition. When
all is considered, it is in essence due to the merits of the (Jermau

prince, who for less than two decades sat upon, or rather stood by,

the throne of lutgland as the faithful guardian of the Crown, that

to-day the British monarchy is able to command the power, prestige,

and internal strength, rc<iuired by the British Empire to hold

together its self-governing members, and to take rank as a World

There is yet another fact to note in this brief survey. Whilst the

CJcrmati people may feel proud that one arose from their midst,

destined to be of such high significance to the British limpire, they

may be still more proud when it is shown that Prince Albert never

forswore his German nationality in England, but remained true to

it to the clay of his death* During the years of struggle for (Jerman

national unity he kept up a close connection with the leading

personages involved, and served the CJcrman people in thought ami

action
;

for, belonging by birth and adoption to both of tlicse

Germanic nations, he aspired to nothing less than an Anglo-German

alliance. - Who can say how the destiny of Europe might have

shaped itself, supposing he had been granted a longer span of life ?

The aim of this selection from the Prince Consort's correspond-
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ence and note-books is, as in the case of those of Queen Victoria, to

present a biographical picture drawn from his own utterances, and a

Life written in letters. To this end everything characteristic of tlie

writer’s personality, everything that may shed a light on his life and

spiritual development, has been included.

The collection contains over 350 letters and memoranda, of

which the large majority have never yet been published. All the 28

letters to Queen Victoria during the engagement period (only short

passages from eight letters having appeared in print) ;
a letter to

Albert’s daughter, the Crown Princess Victoria, of 24th April, 1861 ;

all the letters to King Frederick William IV of Prussia, 26 in number

(the only one already published ^ is that of ist December, 1850, and

is not counted among these) ;
forty-nine letters to King William I

;

all letters (22) to Queen Augusta of Prussia, and finally, the letter of

22nd July, 1861, to Duke Ernest 11
,
appear for the first time.

Leave was granted to supplement and complete the letters to Queen

Victoria in the marriage period from the originals in the Royal

Archives at Windsor. The letters of the engagement period come

also from the Windsor Archives. The above-mentioned letter to

Duke Ernest II is derived from the ducal Archives at Coburg, while

all the rest of the letters quoted come from the Brandenburg-Prussian

Archives at Charlottenburg.

Of the documents already published, far the greatest part is taken

from the Life of His Royal Highness the Prince Consort, by Sir

Theodore Martin. A number of letters in Part I are reproduced

from General Charles Grey’s The Early Days of the Prince Consort.

The letters to Duke Ernest II are taken from his Memoirs (Ifrnst II,

Atis meinem Lehen und meiner Zeit, Berlin, 1887-9) >
those to Bunsen

and Prince Karl of Leiningen from the Deutsche Revue, vol. xxii,

1897 ;
a number of letters to British statesmen come out of the First

Series of The Letters of Queen Victoria (London, 1907). Nearly all

the letters published here were written in German. I’hose addressed

to Englishmen were in English.

'

^ Queen Victoria : Bin Frauenleben unter der Krone^ Berlin, 1936,

^ Josef von Radowitz : Nachgelassene Briefe und At^Mtehnungen mr Gcschkhte

der Jahre 1848-1853, W. M6ring, Stuttgart-Bcrlin, 19x2, p. 368,
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TRANSLATOR’S NOTH

Dr. Kurt Jagow, in his effort to portray the Prince Consort :i.s

the one man with the brains and the capacity to restore tlic fallen

prestige of the British nronarchy, makes certain points which no

Englishman who has nrade any study of the early yeans of tlic reign

can be expected to accept without some modification. The low

reputation of the monarchy at the time of the (Rieen’s accession was

entirely due to the inferiority of the characters who had represented

it for a considerable number of years in succession, d’he Queen,

young as she was, was well grounded in the facts of her conslitnlional

position by laird Melbourne, who naturally belonged to one party in

the State, and it is not fair to presume that her young symiiathies,

which were at that early period personal rather than political, wouhl
have caused her to favour anything in the shape of a “ (Jueeu’s

Party,” whomever she married. Even in later life, when she c<m»
ceived a personal distaste for Mr, (Jladstonc, there is no evidence

that she brought unconstitutional influence to bear against his policy

when he was in power.

Prince Albert was trained by two very wise and far-seeing men
with a direct view to the position that they intendtal him to occupy,
and he imbibed their teaching to the full. 'I’hey taught him to

think out every subject down to the minutest detail. 'Phis huhil of
thought stimulated his ardent nature to eomnumicatc the reaultH of
it to others, and the letters written by him in the first years of his

married life are mature with the maturity of King LeopoUl I uiul

Baron Stockmar. At the same time a little more experience of me«i
might have caused him to hesitate before addressing such a letter a»
he wrote at the age of twenty-six to Bishop Wilberforce on hi-s

appointment to the See of Oxford (p, 97). 'Phis letter is remarkable
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as defining the German view of the duties of the Churches in relation

to the State—a view which Bismarck tried in vain to enforce, and

which Herr Hitler in our own day is attempting to carry out to its

bitterest extreme.

Again, it is somewhat unfair to attribute Prince Albert’s de-

pression of spirits, as the years went on, so very largely to the QueeiPs

inability to march in step with his mind, and to British failure to

appreciate his efforts to improve conditions of every sort. As a

general rule, those who worked with him conceived a very genuine

admiration for his powers of work and his absolute rectitude and

honesty of mind. The excellence of the schemes which he originated

and the thought and labour he expended in making them successful

received all the credit due to them.

And yet, something was lacking. In spite of all his care to avoid

overstepping the constitutional limits of his position, in spite of

efforts to confer very real benefits on the country of his adoption, he

failed to form any real personal contact with linglishmcn. llis love

for detailed theorising kindled no answering spark ii^ the easy-going

English mind, which is apt to regard too much theory as so much
waste of time.

He felt this want of sympathy deeply. It increased his natural

moodiness, which, in its turn, affected the spirits of the ()uecn.

She lost some of her natural buoyancy through association with his

deep seriousness.

His influence upon German and Prussian politics was largely

exerted through the ladies of the Prussian Royal House. The
letters to Queen Augusta and the Crown Princess Frederick show
how he hoped that their influence with their husbands might lead

German policy into Liberal channels. Ernst Berner {Quellm find

Untersuchmgen zur Geschichte des Hauses HohenzoUern^ voL iii)

discusses how far Augusta’s arguments influenced her tuisband’s

policy. He does not allow that they had much effect. But Bis-

marck’s bitter antagonism against the Empress and against the Crown
Princess Frederick continued throughout his career, and colours
the memories of his old age to such an extent that it is clear that he
feared their influence all through those years.

The German Editor is certainly correct in saying that the Prince
Consort s personality lived on many years after he himself had passed
away.
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The German edition of this book, selected and edited by Dr,

Jagow, has to some extent been subjected to further selection and

editing for this English edition. The extracts origitially in English

which were translated for the German edition have of course been

given in the original English here.
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1831-1840

In the very heart of Germany, on the southern edge of tlic 'rimring-

ian Forest, there stands a charming capital town, with fine Renais-

sance buildings, a wonderful old market-place, and a palace dating

from the Middle Ages but reconstructed in tlie Gothic style, the whole
dominated by its lofty fortress : that is Coburg, once the capital of
the Duchy of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha. About an hour distant

there stands, in the midst of a large park, a romantic dtu:al

summer residence—the Rosenau. Here it was tluit on aOth August,
1819, Prince Albert first saw the light.

The line from which Albert descended was the eldci', or lirncst-

ine, branch of the Mouse of Wettin, whose history is closely bound up
with that of the German Reformation. 'I'lie Rlector Frederick the
Wise was the protector of Luther. John the Steadfast was the
organiser of the Reformation under the German princes. John
Frederick the Magnanimous it was who paid for his championship
of the new creed with the loss of hi.s lands and his .status as an
Elector, both of which were transferred to the Albertine brunch.
Within the Saxon-Thuringian heritage, which wa.s retained by the
Ernestines, there were as time went on, perman<mt losses of property,
resulting from countless partitions and family setllcmentH. In the
Duchy of Saxe-Coburg-Saalfeld, Duke lirnest I, the father of
Albert, succeeded in adding to his pos.scssion8 that of Saxe-Gotha,
but was obliged to hand over Saalfeld to Haxe-Mt'iningcn in exchange
for it, in 1826. After that date his Duchy was nanied Saxe-tJoburg
and Gotha.

’

The most prominent characteristic of Duke Ernest I was
a deep love of sport. In 18x7 he married the seventeen-ycars-old
Princess Louise of Saxe-Gotha-Altenhurg, who preseixted him with
two sons : Ernest (later Duke Ernest II), born in 1818, and Albert,
born in 1819. They were named after the founders of the two
Wettin lines. The marriage was not a happy one, for the Duke and
Duchess were separated in 1824 and divorced in 1826. All the

%
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Stories about the Duchess’s alleged unfaithfulness before Albert’s

birth and the conclusions drawn from them arc more gossip. Both

parties married again. The Duchess, who hail but five years more

to live, married a Baron von Hanstcin in 1826, whilst the Duke in

1832 married his niece. Princess Marie of Wurttemherg. (^ueen

Victoria bore witness in after years :
“ The Prince never forgot

his mother and spoke with much tenderness and sorrow of her,

and was deeply affected in reading, after his marriage, the accounts

of her sad and painful illness. One of the first gifts he made to

the Queen was a little pin he had received from her when a little

child.” 1

The two brothers, Ernest and Albert, in spite of differences of

nature and character, clung to each other with tender alfection, and

spent a very happy childhood together. 'I'heir widowed grand-

mothers, Duchess Augusta of Coburg and Duchess Caroline of

Gotha, vied with one another in the effort to replace their mother.

Between the fdrmer at the Rosenau, in Schloss Ehrenburg at Coburg,

and at Ketschendorf close by, and the latter at Reinhardsbrunn and

at Gotha, they spent the years of their youth, with constant changes

of home.
Albert was a very delicate child, shy and sensitive, not_ strong

physically
;
even at four years old he had to be carried by his tutor

up and down stairs. Early of an evening he was apt to be over-

powered by sudden exhaustion, so that he might fall asleep all in a

moment and slip from his chair ; throughout his life late hours

were a torture to him. In his boyhood his large blue eyes and yellow

locks, his precocious, vivacious nature and his drollery “ won all

hearts by their beauty and charm.” He inherited from his mother

many of her mental and physical qualities. “ The Prince,” wrote

Baron Stockmar later,® “ bears a striking resemblance to his mother,

and at the same time, though differing in much, takes after her in

many respects, both physical and mental. He has the same mobility

and readiness of mind, and the same intelligence, the same over-

ruling desire and talent for appearing kind and amiable to others, the

same tendency to espUglerie, to treat things and people in a droll

and often amusing fashion, the same habit of not dwelling long on a

subject.” His blue eyes and yellow hair came to him from her also,

whereas it was from his father’s mother that his strongly marked
features were inherited. His taste for art, and especially the remark-

able later development of a talent for landscape gardening, came
down from his father.

Surprisingly early in boyhood and youth there rose to' the surface

^ See Grey, Early Years

j

p. 8.
® See Martip, vol. i, p. 33 ; Stockmar, DmkuHlrdigkeitin^ p* 331*
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the qualities which were to be the distinguishing mark of his future

career. There were combined in him a silent, meditative tempera-

ment and great will-power and self-restraint. His circumspection,

skill, and quickness in taking a point, and his practical common sense

were amazing
;
men were struck by his clear impassionatc judgment

and his power of convincing by strictly logical argument
;
there was

soon perceptible a certain vein of doctrinairism running through it

all. His untiring interest in science and research, his aptitude

and keenness for work, and his steady sense of duty were greatly

helped by a splendid memory and a pronounced sense of onlcr an<l

method. Added to this was a fine, lovable, and grateful nature,

devoid of self-seeking or vanity, actuated solely by the desire to

increase the happiness of his fellow-men and improve their position.

Spotlessly pure in heart and disposition, deeply convinced of the

truth of the Christian verities, he wius a man of the highest principle,

in harmony with himself, to whom those round him naturally Icjokcd

up with boundless love and admiration.

He loved and was familiar with Nature in all her manifestations,
and by taking long expeditions discovered for himself the beautie.s

of the country round his home.
He and his brother Ernest formed a fine collection of natural

objects—minerals, shells, plants, and the like—which in its turn
became the foundation of the collections to he seeir to-day in the
Castle of Coburg. He liked shooting and lishing hecause they
brought him nearer to Nature ; at the same, time, any creature in
pain excited in him deep compassion. Riding, too, appealed ttv

him more as a lover of NaPire than merely as a sport. I le vva.s a
good rider, swimmer, and gymnast, a fine shot, and a brilliant
fencer.

His favourite art was music. He sang well, and foundetl a
singing society at Gotha, taking part in it himself. He played the
organ and piano, and even composed a numher of songs amt
ballads, thirty of which have appeared in print. A talent for
drawing and painting displayed itself in an original way in caricat ure
from life.

Interested as the Prince was in all and everything, there was one
thing with which he desired to have nothing to do polIticH 1

Stockmar wrote of him at the age of twenty :
“ IhiU of tlie best

intentions and the noblest resolutions, he often falls short in giving
them effect. His judgment is in many things beyond his years

; but

^ far, at least, he has shown not the slightest interest in politics.
Even while most important events arc in progress, and their
issues undecided, they fail to induce him to open a newspaper.
He holds, moreover, all foreign journals in abhorrence

; and
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though he declares that the Augsburger Allgemcinc Zdtung is the

only paper one might need or care to rcadj he docs not lead

even that.” ^ „ i ,

And this but a short time before Albert was to become the

husband of the Queen of England !
_ _

In social intercourse he was one of those who are happier m a

small circle, and expand and come out of themselves better thus.

He could give fuller play to his natural cheerfulness and amiability,

his pleasure in deep and serious conversation, and not less to his

delight in fun and joking, aided by his power of mimicry. In larger

gatherings and official ceremonies he suffered from a certain psycho-

logical feeling of repression. His whole being felt cramped ;
he

was embarrassed, and easily became formal and reserved, appearing

“ cold and stiff.” Making conventional conversation, especially

with ladies, remained a heavy burden all through his life, and only

his limitless sense of duty enabled him to conquer it.

Albert’s destiny—he was aware of it from the first— was his

English cousin, Victoria, the future Queen. Even at three years old

he had heard the “ little May-flower ” spoken of as his future com-

panion in life, and himself had never thought of anyone else as his

wife. There had been two English marriages in his family. In

i8i6 Leopold, his father’s youngest brother, had married Princess

Charlotte, then heiress to the throne of England
;
but she had

died within a year on the birth of her dead child. In i8t8

Prince Edward, Duke of Kent, the fourth son of George HI,

married Albert’s father’s youngest sister, Victoria, widow of Prince

Emich Karl zu Leiningen, and from this marriage was born,

on 24th May, 1819, Victoria, next in succession to the English

throne.

The plan of an alliance between Albert and Victoria, both nearly

of an age, had been keenly pursued in the Coburg family, to which

the Duchess of Kent belonged, while its special supporter was

Leopold, the uncle of both, who in 1831 had become King of the

Belgians. His confidant in the matter was a Coburger, Stockmar,

his former physician-in-ordinary. During the years between the

death of Charlotte and Leopold’s assumption of the Crown at

Brussels, this man had been his confidential secretary
;
he possessed

a very exact knowledge of England, its institutions, political parties,

and politicians. Thus there could be no more efficient ally and
intermediary in paving the way to a marriage between Albert and
Victoria.

The first time the two royal children met one another '<vas in May,
1836, when Duke Ernest I, in pursuance of this far-seeing scheme,

^ See Stockmar, DenkwUrdigkeiten, p. 331.
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paid a visit of foxir weeks at Kensington Palace to the Dnchcss of

Kent, accompanied by his sons. Victoria and Albert were then six-

teen years old. It was observed with, much satisfaction that the

impression made by the prince upon his cousin was mo.st favourable ;

Victoria was deeply struck with his character atid handsomeness, and
agreed heartily with the marriage sclnanc which was then for the first

time suggested to her. On 7th June she wrote to King Leopold :

“ I miust thank you, my beloved Uncle, for the prospect of

happinc.ss you have contributed to give me, iu the person of clear

Albert. Allow me, then, my dearest Uncle, to tell you how de-

lighted I am with him, and how much I like him iu every way. 1 Ic

posse.sscs every quality that could bo desired to render me perfectly

happy, lie is so sensible, so kind, and so good, and so amiable, too.

He has, besides, the most pleasing and dcliglitful exterior and appear-

ance you can possibly see.” *

Now that all had gone off so well and desirably, Uncle Leopold
and Stockmar plantuxl Albert’s education with a special view to his

future position, whiciv might now bo counted as a certainty. On
returning from England, the brothers were to go at once for ten

months to Brussels, so that Albert, under his uncle’s personal super-

vision, might study the theory of constitutional monarchy in

Europe and a working example of Liberal government, as practised

iu Belgium. 'Lhc special subjects be chose were mathematic.s,

modern languages, and history
; he was particularly inUTcstcd in the

.social-statistical and anthropometric researclu^s of the mathematician,

Quetclct, whose aim was to demonstrate the laws followed by in-

dividuals as well as comnuuiilie.s, us shown by physical and moral
phenomena. 'I'he princes then spent a year and a half at the

University of Bonn, where Albert worked hard at law, political

economy, philosophy, and natural history. A Hanoverian military

tutor was attached to him to impart to him the most necessary

military acquiremettts. In April, 1H37, the princes broke off their

studies and made an expedition on foot through Switzerland and
Northern Italy, including Milan and Venice

; on the road Albert
collected souvenirs of the journey, and sent them bound in a book as

a gift to the Queen in England
; this she tre;isured all her life.

In the autumn of 1838, when tlieir studies were completed, the
brothers separated. Ernest went to Dresden to begin life, tis a
soldier, as befitted a future ruler ; Albert completed his education
with the tour which all young Uermana of education had to perform
—six months’ study of the art of Italy. Soon after Ills rettirn he
started, in October, 1839, on his second and decisive visit to

England.

^ Bc€ L^turs 0/ Qutm Victorm^ voL i, 6a.
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Victoria was now no longer the little princess of former clays.

On 20th June, 1837, she haci become Queen of Great Britain and
Ireland. Her attitude to the thought of an alliance with Albert had
not altered its basis, but now, in the enjoyment of her new freedom
and independence, she was not prepared to marry as ha.stily a.s she
had imagined earlier. Six months after her accession she com-
municated her scruples (in a letter of 4th January, 1838) to Uncle
Leopold. They were both too young to marry, Albert not yet of
age, and not sufficiently perfect in the Eitglish language

; he imust
win more experience, greater observation, and more self-confidence.
On Albert’s arrival in Brussels King Leopold told him for the first

time of the marriage scheme and of Victoria’s opinions regarding it.

Albert agreed entirely
; he displayed himself in a light which fully

confirmed Leopold’s confidence in him. The King wrote to Stock-
mar :

“ He possesses all the qualities required to fit him for the
position which he will occupy in England. His understanding is

sound, his apprehension clear and rapid, and in all things concerning
personal demeanour, he has the correct feeling. He observes well,
and is prudent and foreseeing, without anything about him in the
least cold or morose.” Shortly afterwards the little Queen per-
formed two significant acts : she conferred the Order of the Chirter
on Albert’s father, who was present at her Coronation in June,
1838 ; and instructed Stockmar, now her confidential advisor, to
accompany Albert on his Italian travels

; later on Sir brands Sey-
mour, then a subaltern in the 19th Regiment, was added to the
Prince’s suite in Italy.

When Albert was back from Italy and the critical moment of his
arrival in England was approaching, fresh scruples assailed the
Queen. She wrote in somewhat abrupt terms to her uncle on 1 5! h
July, 1839,1 that firstly, there had been no contract regarding
the marriage, and secondly, she did not dc.sirc to make any final
promise for two or three years, “for, apart from my youth,
and my great repugnance to change ray present position, there
IS no anxiety evinced in this country for such an tsvent, and it
would be more prudent, in my opinion, to wait till some such
demonstration is shown—else if it were hurried it might produce
discontent.

u
thereports of Albert arc most favourable, and though

have little doubt I shall like him, still one can never answer before-
hand for feelings, and I may not have the feeling for him which is
requisite to ensure happiness. I may like him as a friend, and as acomn and as a brother, but not more

; and should this be the case
(which IS not likely) I am very anxious that it should be undcr-

‘ See Queen Victoria’s Letters, vol. i, p. **4.
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Stood, that I am not guilty of any breach of promise, for / never

gave any."

Before Albert left for England, King Leopold told him of this

attitude taken up by the young Queen, who cerlaiuly was not so very

absolute in her refusal (“ which is not likely ”)
;
but he did make, it

out more harsh and absolute than it was, for he apparently repre-

sented the two or three years’ delay as four years. In ;iny ease, Albert

crossed to England with the intention of refusing to wait any longer,

if Victoria could not make tip her mind there and then. However,

all the girl Queen’s objections and scruples were dissolved when
Albert 'arrived with his brother, and she saw him again. On that

day, loth October, she finds him “ beautiful and fa.scinating,” and

on the nth she writes :
“ Albert is, in fact, so fascinating and looks

so handsome
;
he has such beautiful blue eyes, a delicate nose, a

beautiful mouth with a small mou.stache, and very alight whiskers.

1 lis figure is line, broad at the shoulders and slender at the. waist. I

have to keep a tight hold on my heart.” And on the lath * :
‘‘ Al-

bert’s beauty is most striking, atul he is so amiable and unaffected *

in short, very fascinating •, he. is e.xcessively admired here,” On the

i^th she speaks of her “ dearest Albert,” and remarks that meeting

him face to face has entirely altered her views about matrimony
; on

the 14th she has decided on the marriage, and on the 15th she offers

her young cousin her heart and hand in an indescribably moving

scene.

'rims was the destiny fulfilled which, ever since their childhood,

had been decided for them both, and in spite of all political wire-

pulling it turned into a love match. In her original and natural way
Victoria was so full of joy that she could not help imparting it to all

her entourage. Albert, cooler and more reserved, kept his feeling.^

more to himself
;

only in his letters to his fknciSe does he express

them in restrained terms.
”

'I'hc kittens which she received from

him then are now her greatCvSt trca.surc,” the Queen confessed after

her husband’s death. In them Albert did not ignore his high

future, calling; during the engagement period he. set before him-

self the high moral determination to become ” a personality, a

character, of a kind to win the respect, love, and confidence of the

Queen and the nation,” and “ to be in all things noble, manly,

princely.”

It wa.s the Queen’s wish tliat the marriage shotild take place in

February, 1840, and preparations for it were begun immediately.

On 14th November Albert returned to Germany with his brother.

On the 28th Victoria announced her coming marriage to the Privy

Council
;
on 8th December it was proclaimed at Coburg, and on

^ See Queen Vktoria'*s LetUrSt voL i, p» *37.
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i6th January, 1840, it was announced by the Queen from the throne

at the Opening of Parliament. At the same tinie in England

negotiations were set on foot for Albert’s naturalisation, his house-

hold, his rank, his revenue, his coat of arms, etc.

These matters, however, did not proceed without setbacks and

vexations. The omission of the bridegroom’s religion in the Queen’s

Proclamation led to unpleasant remarks, and to a report that the

Prince was a Roman Catholic—^which under the Constitution would

have been an absolute bar to the marriage of the Queen Regnant

;

the House of Commons had the meanness to reduce his proposed

grant of £$o,qoo to ^30,000 ;
the House of Ijords made difficulties

about his rank
;
the Prince was forced against his will to take as his

Private Secretary the secretary of the Whig Minister, Lord Mel-

bourne, a man known as a partisan in politics
; in the question of

arms, he saw his fiancee obliged to declare that he had no prescrip-

tive right to bear arms in England, but that as SovereigTi she could

and would grant them to him by Royal Licence ;
but. Her Majesty

repeated, it was only possible by Royal Licence. (No distinctive

title was granted to him ;
it was not till eighteen years later that he

received the title and dignity of Prince Consort.) Albert had hoped
for a long, quiet stay at Windsor after the marriage, but had to bo
content with the Queen’s reply :

“ You have not, dear Albert,

understood the matter. You forget, my dearest, that I am tlu;

Sovereign, and that business can stop and wait for nothing. . . .

Therefore two or three days is already a long time to be absent.” ‘

In short, the young bridegroom had plenty of opportunities of

proving his oft-boasted talent for self-restraint.

Meantime, the Prince was preparing for his bridal journey, in

company with his father and brother and a small suite. On 26th
December, after great festivities, he departed from his beloved
Coburg and went to the other capital of the Duchy. On 28th
January, 1840, he left Gotha, here also surrounded by the sympathy
of his relations and of the population, and himself deeply distressed

at parting from his home and its dear memories, and not unassaileil

by qualms concerning what awaited him, but twenty years old, on
the throne of the British Empire. However, in leaving his
German Fatherland he registered a solemn vow :

” Whilst striving
and working indcfatigably for the country to which I shall belong in
future and in which I am called to occupy a high position, I shall not
cease to be a loyal German, Coburger, Gothaner.”

After a short stay in Brussels with his Uncle Leopold, the Prince
endured a stormy crossing from Calais to Dover, where he received a
hearty popular ovation. He proceeded to Canterbury, and arrived

^ See Queen Victorians LetterSi vol. i, p. ^69.
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at Buckingham Palace on the afternoon of 8th February, where he

was received in State by the Queen and the whole Court. On the

loth, the State wedding took place in the Chapel of St Jamcs’.s

Palace.

Victoria and Albert had taken the decisive step of their whole
lives.
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To Duke Ernest I of Saxe-Cohurg and Gotha.

^ KosmAV, jfidy tH$t»

Dear Papa,—^You will long before this have reachedyourjourney’s

end, and will already have gone all over London. I wish I was with

you, to see all the sights that you will have seen. We heard of you

yesterday from Thiel, the last place at which you passed the niglit
;

and we were very glad to hear that you were quite well. Wc arc

also quite well, dear Papa, and though I should like to be with you,

yet we like being here also, and are very happy at the Rosenaxi. The
quiet of the place too is very agreeable, for our time is well regulated

and divided. The day before yesterday was the fete of the Gym-
nasium at Coburg, to which we were invited

;
so we drove into the

town in the morning, and heard a beautiful speech from Professor

Troupheller. I am sure it would have pleased you.

We stayed the whole day at Coburg, as our Grand-Aunt ^ arrived

in the afternoon from Lobenstein, and we visited her immediately.

She is staying at Ketschendorf with dear Grandmama,*
We are going next Saturday to Gotha, to which wc look forward

with much pleasure. We will write to you from thence, and tell you
how we made the journey. If the weather is only ‘‘ good 1

To Duchess Marie of Saxe^-Coburg and Gotha.

London, istyune XB36.

Dear Mama,—Accept mine and Ernest’s heartfelt thanks for your
dear, kind letter. I would have answered you sooner if I had not
been suffering for some days from a bilious fever. The climate of

1 Louise, widow of Prince Plenry XLIH of Reuss.
Duchess Augusta of Saxe-Coburg-Saalfcld.
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this country, the different way of living, and the late hours, do

not agree with me. I am now, however, fairly upon niy legs

again.

My first appearance was at a levcc of the King’s, which was long

and fatiguing, but very interesting. The same evening we dined at

Court, and at night there was a beautiful concert, at which we had to

stand till two o’clock, 'fhe next day, the King’s l)irth-day was kept.

We went in the middle of the day to a Drawing-room at St. James’s

Palace, at which about 3,800 people passed before the King and

Queen and the other high dignitaries, to offer their congratulations.

'Fhere was again a great dinner in the evening, and then a concert

which lasted till one o’clock. You can well imagine that I had many

hard battles to fight against sleepiness during these late entertain-

ments.

The day before yesterday, Monday, our Aunt' gave a brilliant ball

here at Kensington Palace, at which the gentlemen appeared in

uniform, and the ladies in so-called fancy dresses. We remained

till four o’clock. Duke William of Urunswick, the Prince of Orange

and his two sons, and the Duke of Wellington, were the only guests

that you will care to hear about.

Yesterday we spent with the Duke of Northumberland at Sion,

and now we are going to Claremont. P'roin this account you will see

how constantly engaged we are, and that we must make the most of

our time to see at least some of the sights in London. Dear Aunt is

very kind to us, and does everything she can to please us ;
and our

cousin also is very amiable. We have not a great deal of room in our

apartment, but arc nevertheless very comfortably lodged.

To Duke Ernest I ofSaxe-Coburg anti Gotha.

Bw«s«U, a<)th November 1836.

Drar Papa,
—'Wc should be $0 glad to accept your invitation to

go to Coburg for a few days, and to spend Christmas there. But if

we are to profit by our stay hero, I am afraid we must deny ourselves

that pleasure. Such an expedition would require five or six weeks,

and our course of study would be quite disturbed by such an inter-

ruption. We told dear uncle the purport of your letter, and he

said he would write to you on the subject.

' Th» Duchesn of Kent.
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[Extract.] To the Same.

Bonn, J'««e 1837.—A few days ago I received a letter from Aunt

Kent, enclosing one from our cousin. She told me 1 was to com-

municate its contents to you, so I send it on with a translation of the

English. The day before yesterday I received a second and still

kinder letter from my cousin, in which she thanks me for my good

wishes on her birth-day. You may easily imagine that both tliese

letters gave me the greatest pleasure.

To Queen Victoria.

Bonn, lOthyune 1837.

My dearest Cousin,—I must write you a few lines to present you

my sineerest felicitations on that great change which has taken place

in your life.

Now you are Queen of the mightiest land of liurope, in your

hand lies the happiness of millions. May Heaven assist you and

strengthen you with its strength in that high but diflicult task.

I hope that your reign may be long, happy, and glorious, and that

your efforts may be rewarded by the thankfulness and love of your

subjects.

May I pray you to think likewise sometimes of your cousins in

Bonn, and to continue to them that kindness you favoured them with

till now. Be assured that our minds are always with you.

I will not be indiscreet and abuse your time. Believe me always,

your Majesty’s most obedient and faithful servant, Albert.

To Duke Ernest I ofSaxe-Cohurg and Gotha,

4tA July 1837.—The death of the King of England has every-

where caused the greatest sensation. From what uncle I^eopold, us

well as aunt, writes to us, the new reign has begun most successfully.

Cousin Victoria is said to have shown astonishing self-possession.

She undertakes a heavy responsibility, especially at the preseiit

moment, when parties are so excited, and all rest their hopes on
her. Poor aunt has again been violently attacked in tlie news-
papers

;
still she has found good defenders.

To the Same.

Bonn, 20th July 1837.—^Uncle Leopold has written to me a
great deal about England and all that is going on there. United
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though all parties arc in high praise of the young Queen, the more do

they seem to manoeuvre and intrigue with and against each other.

On every side there is nothing hut a network of cabals and intrigues,

and parties are arrayed against each other in the most inexplicable

manner.

To the Same.

Bonn, 12th Nowmher 1837.

Dear Papa,—The last term really ended before we had time to

collect our thoughts about it.

We have already plunged into the midst of the new one.

This winter will be one of very hard work for us, for we are over-

whelmed with lectures, papers, exercises, &c. See.

The chief subjects of our studies at present are Roman law,

constitutional law and political science, and the principles of finance.

We also attend two courses of historical lectures by Jxlbcll and A. W.
von Schlegel, and a philosophical lecture (Anthropology and Philo-

sophy) by Fichte. At the same time we shall not fail to give atten-

tion to the study of modern languages.

To Duchess Caroline of Sa.vc-Gotha~AUcnburir.

Bonn, iptA Nov. 1837. - -'riie day before yesterday I received a

letter from uncle Leopold, expressing a wish that we should visit him
at Brussels during Christmas week, when there will be no lectures.

You may easily imagine, dear Clrandmama, how we look forward to

this short visit. I am the more glad of it, because we shall then have

an opportunity of learning more distinctly what Uncle thinks of the

coming separation, next spring, of our hitherto united lives, and also

of giving him, at the same time, our own views of it.

The prospect of that sad moment is ever in my thoughts
;
so wc

wish, while we still have time, to do all wc can to relieve the pain of

it, and so gild the pill.

To Duke Ernest I ofSaxe-Coburg and Gotha.

Bonn, 26th Dec. 1837.—Wc had thought of celebrating your

birth-day with our dear uncle at Brussels, but the tiresome blow I

gave my knee prevented us from having that pleasure. I am, how-
ever, quite well again, only I must still spare my leg a little, so that,
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on the one hand, I could not undertake the fatigues of Brussels, and,

on the other, I shrank from being seen limping about. Wc therefore

remained quietly at Bonn, where we are busy with our studies. . . .

You will no doubt have taken much interest in the affairs at Cologne.^

Here it is the all-engrossing subject, and it is very evident that the

much-extolled loyalty of the Rhinelanders is wonderfully loose.

“ Prussian ” and “ Lutheran heretic ” arc common tertus of con-

tumely. The party of the priests seems to be very strong. 'I'hey

find their chief support in the aristocracy and the coinmou ptiople
;

the aristocracy in particular being very bigoted.

To the Same.

Bonn, 23rd May 1838.—So you go to England to the Clorona-

tion, and afterwards we shall have the happiness of seeing you with

us. Inconvenient and tiring as the doings will be in London, they

will still be very interesting. It is really a pity that Mama should

not be going also ;
it would have been more natural, and I am sure

the Queen will be very sorry not to see her. At the same time 1 must

say that I never thought dear Mama would make up her mind

to accept such an invitation.

To the Same.

Venice, 12th Oct. 1838.—How much thanks I owe you, dear

Papa, for allowing me to make such a splendid tour. 1 am still

bewildered with everything I have seen in this short time. Herr

Florschiitz’s reports will have shown you how successful wc have

been in penetrating into every part of Switzerland. The weather

favoured us, and we have enjoyed to the utmost the beauties of that

country. Milan and, even more, heavenly Venice, pos.seas tivasures

of art which amaze me.

To Duchess Caroline of Saxe-Gotha-Altenhur^.

Rosbnau, Mh October 1838.

Dear Grandmama,—I have again delayed writing to you, but
when a man is once sunk in idleness, it is difficult to get out of it.

I learned from your dear letter to Ernest that you are better and

^ During the Church disputes at Cologne, Archbishop Droste-Vischering was
removed to Minden.
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;hat you have nioveil into your pretty winter residence in all its new

splendour.

How perishable such splei\dour is we felt: seriously ye.sterday,

when, if God had not held his proteoliiij' liatul over us, the whole

palace of Cohurp; mijd't have become a prey to the Humes, nor we

ourselves able in any way to escape.

A lire is lit in our rooms every monung lest we should lind them

cold when we come to town occasi(tnally in the afternoon. It

happened the day before yesterday that wc stayetl in town after the

Play, in order not to catch cold tlriving back to the Rostanui. 'I'he

next morninfj; I was awoke by an tinpleasatU smell
;

I sprang out of

bed to see whether they had not forgotten to open the register

m one of the stoves. 'Phe smoke met me thicker and ihiclun*,

but 1 could nt)t discover anything. In the fourth rootn I was met by

the Haines darting towards me ; it was all on lire. I called out

“ Fire 1 lire !

’’ when ICrnest and Cart came from their rooms to my
assistance. No living soul was in this wing of the palace, except us

three
;
it was also so early

,
that nobody wais astir tn the neighbourhood.

You can fancy our alarm. We did not take long to consider, hut

closed all the doors and shut ourselves up with the lire, 'Fherc

were only two jugs with water, aiul a jug of camomile-fca at our com-

mand, of which W'c made the most. ICrnest took my cloak and hia

own and threw them upon the flames, while 1 draggeil all my hcdtliug

there, ami pressed the mattresses and large, counterpanes against tlu*

burning wall . Cart lifted a marble table, with incredible strength and

threw it against the bookcase enveloped in flames, causing it to fall

down. Having thus subdued the lire, we could think of calling for

more help.

Ernest ran just as he got out of bed downstairs to the sentry, who
gave the alarm, whilst I and Cart were still working upstains. 'Fhe

heat and smoke were so powerful that all the windows luul fallen out

;

even the glasses of the frametl pictures were cracked, and the pictures

sliri veiled, and the paint of the doors is quite charred.

Help now came iti haste from all sides : a number of workmen
brought water up and extingui.shed the. smouldering fire. A book-

stand with many bocLs, and all our prints, two chains, a tabic, a

looking-glass, &c. have been Inirnt.

There is no other harm done, but that Cart and I have burnt the

soles of our feet as wc went barefooted into the cinders.
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The accident was caused by the ignorance of a stoker wlio liad

heated a stove that was not meant to he used, and on which hooks

and prints were lying, and against which a cpiautity of maps were

standing.

The only picture that is not injured is the one of the fire at the

Palace of Gotha.

Farewell now, dear Grandnrama, and always love your faithful

grandson, Albert.

To Prince William zu Lowenstein-Wcrthem-Prciuknher^.'-

CoBiruG, %()th October 1838,

Dear Lowenstein,—A thousand thousand thanks for your dear

friendly letter, which is a proof to us that you still soinctiincs think of

your true friends. I believe that the pleasant days which we spent

together, partly in useful occupations, partly in cheerful intercourse,

will ever appear to me as the happiest of my life. In spite of our

unrestrained intimacy and our many jokes, the utmost lurmony

always existed between us. How pleasant were our wii^tcr-conccrts

—our theatrical attempts—our walks to the Venusberg -the swim-

ming-school—the fencing-ground 1 I dare not think back upon

all these things.

Ernest is now going to Dresden in order to sacrilke himself to

Mars. He will there throw himself entirely into a military existence,

I shall shortly begin my Italian travels. I will occasionally give

you news of myself from different places
;
b\it you must also write

to me
;

I will always let you know my addresses, la ten or twelve

days I shall have left my home behind, I shall not set out till

Ernest also starts his journey, so that he may not be left behind

alone. The separation will be frightfully painful to us. Up to this

moment we have never, as long as we can recollect, been a single day

away from each other ! I cannot bear to think of that moment 1

To Duchess Caroline of Saxe-Gotha--Altenburg.

Coburg, zgth Nov. 1838,—Now I am quite alone. Ernest is

far off and I am left behind
;

still surrounded by so many things

which keep up the constant illusion that he is in the next room.
To whom could I turn, to whom could I pour out my heart better

^ A student friend at Bonn University.
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than to you, dear Grandmaina, wlio always take such inttu'cst in

cveryiliing tluit happens to us
;
who also know and understand us

both so well ?

We accompanied lu'uest as far as Lohcnstcin, where we spcait

an eveniipo; and the following morning together, with our dear old

great-aunt.^ She was delighted to have us with her once more,

maybe for the last time, for sbe is eighty years old, and very poorly,

The two cotisins were also very kind to us.

During the evening we were very happy together. The next

morning brought the pain of parting. We only stayed till twelve

o'clock, and then drove home, this time without Krnest, arriving

at ten o'clock at night, almost frozen to death.

We went, as usual, in an open carriage, and had to endure the

cold of i6 degrees [Reaunuir] while crossing the lovely Frankenwald.

Now lirnest has slept his first night at Drcstlen. This day

will also bring to him the feeling that something is wanting.

I wrote to him to-day and expect a few linos from him to-morrow

or the day after, which I will send to you at once if you like it.

If I have not written to you for ssome tiu\c, it was because during

the last days we really had so much to talk and to care about. I ant

sure you will not be angry with me. 1 must now give up the ctmtom

of saying zve and use the /, which sounds so egotistical and cold.

In toe everything sounded much softer, for the we expresses the

harmony between dilfercnt souls, the / rather the resistance of the

individual against outward forces, thougli also confidence in its

own strength. 1 am afraid of tiring you with my talk, and yet in

this present silence it is a comfort to be able to talk.

To Prince William ofLoumstein.

2Sth Fdmwry 1839.

Dear liiwENstKiN,^ -I have long wislied to write you a few lines,

to thank you for your dear letter of the 3rd January, which 1 rcixived

here, sent after me from Gotha. But you know that the l)est

intentions arc ever the most rarely carried out, and tlms it is that

I am so late in writing.

Oh I Florence, where I have been for two months, has gathered

to herself noble treasures of art. I am often quite intoxicated with

^ Louise, PrinccHE of Rcusa-Lobensteiii, eUleat siwter of the Prince^ md
Queen*® mattnuil grandnxuthcr.
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delight when I come out of one of the galleries, 'rhe country round

Florence, too, possesses extraordinary attractions. 1 liavc lately

thrown myself entirely into the whirl of society. I have danced,

dined, supped, paid compliments, have been introduced to people,

and had people introduced to me
;
have spoken !<'rench and ICnglish

—exhausted all remarks about the weather —have [ilaycd tin; amiable

—and, in short, have made bonne mine il mauvais jeu. You

know my passion for such things, and must therefore admire my
strength of character, that I have never excused myself luwer

returned home till five in the morning—that I have emptied the

carnival cup to the dregs.

My stay at Florence will not last much longer. On the loth

of March I go to Rome, where I shall remain three weeks. 'I'hcnce

I shall hasten to Naples, and before the overpowering heat Ixigins,

hope to have tire white peaks of the Alps once more in sight.

I must now again say good-bye, dear Loweirstein. 'rhink some-

times with affection of your sincere friend, Ai.ukrt.

To Dtike Ernest I of Saxc-Cohuri^ and Gollia.

UoMU, lyf/j May 1831;.

Dear Papa,—We arrived yesterday evening in the world-

renowned city of Rome, and I at once sit down to aiurounce it. We
took four days to perform the journey, visiting several places of

note on our way
;
such as the celebrated waterfall at 'I'erni, which is

really more grand than any of those we saw in Switecsrland
;

the

lake of Trasimene
;

the bridge of Augustus at Narni, &c.

Yesterday I took a walk with Mr. Seymour through the streets

of Rome, but I find it hard to persuade myself that 1 am really in

Rome. But for some beautiful palaces, it might just as well be any

town in Germany. By the ist of April we expect to have seen all

the sights here, and on the first days of next mouth to be able tt)

continue our journey to Naples.

To Prince William ofLomnstcin.

Couimo, 3odiy««e i83«>.

Dear Lowenstein,—^Your dear letter from Berlin has given me
great pleasure, for I had heard nothing of you for so long. So you
are well and happy, and bear your fate in being an inhabitant of the
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imagine that the University and the many distinguished and cele-

brated men who labour there, afford a rich compensation. When
I say the word “ University,” and remember all the good resolutions

which I there made, I am quite ashamed of my present life, which

consists chiefly in dawdling about, and exchanging compliments.

I must, however, acknowledge that my late Italian tour was of great

advantage to me. It has made an irapressioir upon me, not so much
by its particular incidents as by its general character. My range

of observation has been doubled, and my power of forming a right

judgment will be much increased by having seen for myself.

Italy is truly a most interesting country, and an incxhau.stiblc

source of knowledge. One contrives, however, to taste extra-

ordinarily little of the enjoyment which one there promises oneself.

In many, many respects the country is far behind what one had

expected. In the climate, in the scenery, in the study of the arts,

one feels most disagreeably disappointed.

On the whole, my life was very pleasant. 'I’hc society of a man
so highly distinguished as Baron Stockmar was most precious and
valuable to me. I was also accompanied by a young and very

amiable Ihiglishman, a Mr. Seymour, with whom 1 have become
very intimate. Above all, that complete harmony which i.s so

necessary for any enjoyment of life, always c.xisted amongst us.

On the 2ist of June, we celebrated Ernest’s birth-day here, his

twenty-first, when he came of age. I had also the great happiness

of being declared on the same day, by a Government patent, of full

age, and I am now my own master, as 1 hope always to be, and under
all circumstances. In conscqticnce of this event we have had great

fttes here, in which the whole country has moat heartily taken

part.

On the 13th (July) I shall accompany Ernest to Dresden, and
stay with him ft)r about fourteen days. I’hcn must I go to a place

that I hate mortally, that charming Carlsbad, where Papa is taking

the waters, and much wishes me to be with him, I hope this

affair will be over by the middle of August.

You can imagine how pleased I was to see Ernest and dear

Coburg again. Florachiitz I found had married
; Wichmann I

met at Geneva with my Aunt Juliana, the Grand-Duchess. Oh !

if I could only come across you somewhere. I should be so glad
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to be with you, if only for a few hours. I forget that you have

something better to do than to read my scrawls. So good-bye for a

little. Let mo hear from you, and don’t forget your faithful

friend, Albert.

To Music Director SpSth.

DRKsnfiN, 2 :^rdyufy 1839.

My dear Music Director,-—You will have received through

Privy Councillor Florschiitz the last parcel of my contributions to

the Singing Society got together by me at Gotha.

I send you to-day Beethoven’s much wished-for and highly

admired Praise of Music. As parts of it only could be got here, I

had to write to Leipzig for it, which accounts for your only now

receiving it. You will find the instrumental music written out

in parts, as well as that for the vocal performers, which, by a lucky

mistake of the shopkeeper, is in duplicate, 'rite whole comes more

expensive than I at first expected. It will amount to a sum of

about sixty florins, showing that we shall not be able to make any

important acquisitions out of our funds.

You may now hand over this cantata to the library of the Singing

Society. I would only ask you to send me back the- pianoforte

score after the concert has taken place.

I offer myself for the bass solo in the cantata, which, though

not important, seems to be very interesting. It will, perhaps, give

you some trouble to find two good sopranos. For the part of the

violin obligato, which is extremely bcautifid, Eichhorn will suit

very well.

Now, good-bye, my dear Concert-master, Send me some

account to Carlsbad of the rehearsals of Handel and Ncncini,

Ever yours sincerely, Albert.

To Queen Victoria.

Windsor Ca-stlis, isth October 1839,

•

Dearest, greatly beloved Victoria,—I am so touched by the

mark of confidence which you give me by sending me your letters,

and by the loving sentiments towards me which you express in them
that I hardly know how to answer you. How is it that I have

deserved so much love, so much affection ? I cannot get used to the
^ The day of the engagement.
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reality of all that I sec aiul licat\ aiu! liuvc to believe that Ilcaveii

has seat me an angel whose brightness shall illtimine, my life, ( Hi,

that I may succeetl in making you vio'y, very happy, as ha(ipy as

you deserve to be. In body and soul ever your slave, yinir loyal,

Albi-:rt.

To Hanm von Stockinar.

Windsor Castlk, i6/// (hi. tSj<g ! write* to you on oia* of the

happiest days of my life, to givi* you the most welcona* iu‘ws possible,

. , . Victoria is so gootl and kind to me that I am often at a loss to

believe that snch aflVction sliouUl he shown me. I know the*

great interest you take in my happiness; so I can peutr nut my
heart to you , , , More, or more seriously, I cannot write to you

;

for that, at this moment, I am t(u) bewildered.

Dus Augr Ntrlit tlrri IIinitnt‘1 nlt'rn,

Eh udavimnU ilas Her/, in HdtMlnnt.*

To (jturn TirtoritL

WiNIonu t'AS'n.r, Sutiihy, (hftrrt

DsAKRy T.ovF.i) Vl(*'roiUA, 1 semi you my h‘(teio to Ikipa, Uncle

Leopold and Stockmar, with tlic request that after looking well

through them you will lei im* have them back agaim I hope that

you slept well last night, Iwer and always your faithful, Auumcis

On iiw sntnf dnv*

Drarly eovri) Vit*TouiA, I liave just read Vt\ Riiekert V; poems,

and came upon a little, sonnet which moved me tleeply. 1 seuil il ;

perhaps it will please you, Vour faithful, Aiaiiacr,

Mir tin I Irr/.rn vnmrnniumciu
(li)tt m dicnen, huh* trh mm*
Ihu itrrrima /tun On /n knininen,

Wn mim Hnll in hVetuirn rtdm*

In drn StthnHH tlen Enoutienw
Mddit* teh tlnvh nUtdn nieht Ftrhii,

Kdrmt* it*h hvun luieh, nimr tlirnrtt

Blniulr Hnupt tiei inir /u uehn I

Nicht nlu <>h ieh EulrnUECr
Siiclum vvnilt in Ihimnduhlmm,
Sundern wrirn mirdi hetum
In drr C ilnrie sn< /uuchaniu

^ Schiller’ii Lmitmi fkr (ihckr^ a pnern of which rtic Piincf wuh vtry tniitg
and knew mostly by heart*
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To Duchess Marie of Saxe-Cohurg and Gotha,

Windsor, $th November 1839,

Dear Mama,—Apart from my relations with her (Victoria), my
future position will have certain dark sides, and the skies above me
will not always be blue and unclouded. Still, life, whci'cvcr one is,

has its storms, and it is a support to one to feel that one has used

all one’s endeavours and strength in some great object, decisive for

the welfare of so many.

To Baron von Stockmar,

Windsor, gth November 1839.

Dear Baron Stockmar,—

A

thousand thousand thanks for

your dear, kind letter. I thought you would surely take much
interest in an event which is so important for me, and which you

yourself prepared.

Your prophecy is fulfilled. The event has come upon us by
surprise, sooner than wc could have expected

;
and I now doubly

regret that I have lost the last summer, which I might have employed

in many useful preparations, in deference to the wishes of relations,

and to the opposition of those who influenced the disposal of my
life.

I have laid to heart your friendly and kind-hearted advice as to

the true foundation on which my future happiness must rest, and it

agrees entirely with the principles of action which I had already

privately framed for myself. An individuality, a character, which
shall win the respect, the love, and the confidence of the Queen and
of the nation, must be the groundwork of my position. This
individuality gives security for the disposition which prompts one’s

actions
;
and even should mistakes occur, they will be more easily

pardoned on account of that personal character : while even the

most noble and beautiful undertakings fail in procuring support

for a man who is not capable of inspiring that confidence.

If, therefore, I prove a “ noble ” Prince in the true sense of the

word, as you call upon me to be, wise and prudent conduct will

become easier to me, and its results more rich in blessings.

I will not let my courage fail. With firm resolution and true
zeal on my part, I cannot fail to continue “ noble, manly, and
princely ” in all things. In what I may do, good advice is the first
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thinp necessary ; and tliat, you can )a;ivc hetler than any one, if you

can only make up your mind to saeri lice your lime to me for the first

year of my life here.

1 Iiiivc still much to say to you, Imt must conclude, as tlu; courier

cannot wait loiif'cr. 1 hope, however, to discuss tlu; subject more
fully with you by woial of mouth at Wiesbaden. Hoping; that 1

shall there, find you well atid liearty, I remain, yours truly, Ai.itirn’r.

7 (> Ihniirs!; (Mwlitir ofSoxM 'tOtlui-Altcnhur^.

WiNiKStjH, uih Ntwemher 1831),

Dt'-Mt (iKANUMAMA, 1 tremble as I take, up my pen, for I cannot

but fear that what I am about to tell y(»u will at the same time rai.se a

thouftht which cannot be otherwise than painful to you, and oh 1

which is very much so to me also, namely, that of partiuj.', 'hhe sub-

ject which has occupied us .so mueli of latt; is at last .settled.

The (Jueeu sent lor me alotie to her room a few days aj'o, and
declared to uu> in a pemiinr outhurst of love and allVetiou, that I had
gained her whole heatt, and wotdd make her intensely hai^py if I

would make lier the saeriliee of sharing her life with her. for she said

she loolu'd on it as a saeri lice ; the only thing which trotibled her wa.s

that .she did not think she was worthy (d me. The joyous f)('>enne.ss

of manner in which she told me this quite enchanted me, and 1 was
quite earriwl away liy it . Sh<- is really most good and amiable, and 1

aitt quite sure heavett has not given me into evil hatids, and that we
shall he hapjty together.

Hiiice, that moment \hetoria ihies whatever .she fancies I .should

wi.sh or like, ami eve talk together a great deal alumt our future life,

which she promises me («) make as hajqty as possible. Oh, the

future I tides it not firing with it the moment wlien I shall have to

take leave of my tleur, tlear home, and of you 1

I cannot think of that without deep melancholy taking posse,ssion

of me.

It was on the 15th October that Vhetoria made me this tlechiration,

and I have hitherto .shrunk from tellitig you
; Inti how eloca delay

make it better ?

The periotl of our marriage in alreiuiy dose at baud. 'I'he (jucen
and the Ministers wi.sh exceedingly that it shoultl take jdace in tli<‘

fmst days of February, in which I acquiesced after hearing their

reasons for it.
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We have therefore fixed our departure for the 14th inst., so as to

have still as much time as possible at home. We shall therefore

follow close upon this letter.

My position here will be very pleasant, inasmuch as I have refused

all the offered titles. I keep my own name, and remain what I was.

This will make me very independent, and it will be easy for me to

run over occasionally to see all my dear relations.

But it is very painful to know that there will be the sea between us

.

I now take leave of you again. Victoria is writing to you herself

to tell you all she wishes.

I ask you to give me your grandmotherly blessing in this im-

portant and decisive step in my life
;

it will be a talisman to me
against all the storms the future may have in store for me.

Good-bye, dear Grandmama, and do not take your love from me.

Heaven will make all things right. Always and ever, your

devoted grandson, Albert.

May I beg of you to keep the news a secret till the end of the

month, as it will only then be made known here.

To Queen Victoria,

Calais, isth November 1839.

Dearest, deeply loved Victoria,—^According to your wish, and

by the urging of my heart to talk to you and open my heart to you, I

send these lines. We arrived safely at Calais, and Lord Alfred Paget

is tb re-cross in a quarter of an hour, and will arrive at Windsor early

to-morrow. The state of the tide and strong wind forced us to start

across at 2.30 in the morning, and we reached here at about 6 o’clock.

Even then the Firebrand could not approach the quay, so that we
decided to go ashore in a smaller boat. We both, Schenk, and all

the servants were fearfully ill
;

I have hardly recovered yet. I need

not tell you that since we left, all my thoughts have been with you at

Windsor, and your image fills my whole soul. Even in my dreams

I never imagined that I should find so much love on earth. How that

moment shines for me when I was close to you, with your hand in

mine I Those days flew by so quickly, but our separation will fly

equally so. Ernest wishes me to say a thousand nice things to you.

With promises of unchanging love and devotion, your ever true,

Albert.

My best respects to the aunt and Baroness Lehzen.
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7b the Slime.

HmMsni,s, tylh November 1839.

Dkau, hki.ovki) VtcroiUA, I wriu; to-day from Brussels, whence

we tU'part iu a few hours. Unluckily the courier Inus not come yet,

and probably will not do so till late in the afternoon, so that I must

renounce the ttreal, j.peat joy of hearinjj; from you here. How
happy 1 shall be when my eyes fall on your dear hand-writing again.

I have given <u-ders that a courier shall be sent (vn to us at once

with your letter, ami 1 trust it will catch up with us at Bonn. Since

,my la.st letter to you, \vc reached O.stcnd, and yesterday morning

we travelled heic by train and arrived at ii o’clock. Wc arc

lodged, as you rightly expected, tint at Lacken, but in Brussels.

Directly after our arrival we drove at once to the tiear aunt, whom I

foumi looking wonderfully well, and on the whole in very good

spirits. You may well imagiu<>, dearest Vic4s)ria, that Windsor and

you were tlu* sole subjects of our talk. 'riie. aunt loves you so much,

and that makes her doubly dear to me.

On returning, we werti visited by the Minister, de 'I’hcux, who
with much ceremony presented us both with the. Belgian Order in

the name, of our unele
;
Alvenslebcn received the Cross of a Cnm-

mamlcr of tlu' ( haler, a distinction which he has fully earned. In the

evening there wa.s a Baiujuet at Lacken.

'I’he. cxeellenl Seymour, whom I have scitt for here, has not

arrived yet, and mu.st follow* on so as to cateli us at Bonn or Weis-

hatlen. Wc sliall spi'tul three tlay.s on the road to Wiesbaden in

onler not to tire hrnest too much, but wc must not let him observe

this. Wc sleep to-night at Ais la Chapcllc, and to-morrow at Bonn,

wher<! the ilay after wc tma,n to give a great hmchcon for one of the

professors, wdto wits our old tutor. According to the news here,

Ba()a will have arrivet! at Wiesbaden yesterday ; so it seems that the

morning of the 40th will sec the whole family gathered together.

I shall setul you a report of our doings from there. Krncst, who is

still asleep, it being 5 o’clock in the morning, wishes to send messages,

I am sure, and will praise me, when he wake.s,for having done so. It is

alway.s nice to earn |>raist‘, to myself all the more, since 1 soseldom get it.

luire-well, dearet4t Victoria, I kiss you a thousand times. Leave

a little room in your heart for your faithful Aliskkt.

My respects to the Baroness.
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To Queen Victoria.

WiESBADKN, 2IJt Nojiciiibrr 1830.

Dearly beloved Victoria,—How you have charmed me with
your very dear letter of the 14th, which I received at Bonn by the

courier when passing through. Such warm, deep feeling is expressed

in your lines that I cannot read them without emotion. I cannot
imagine how it is that I am the object of so much love and affection.

To myself I seem too ordinary, too much lacking in merit, to be
enjoying such fortune. For to know that you are so kind to me
makes me too happy. I can only imagine you on the 14th in your
little blue sitting-room feeling rather lonely ; we were so happy
sitting together there on the little sofa. How I would like to be
there by magic to cheer your loneliness. I have these days been
distracted by fresh places, fresh conditions, memories, people,

events, and yet none of them can smother the painful feeling of

separation.

We found dear Uncle Leopold in very good health and spirits.

From his looks I do not think his condition in any way dangerous.
Papa is here

;
we are living with him, and talk much of the dear, good

Victoria. I discussed with the Uncle the affair of the Peerage, and
also a number of other matters which affect my future, all very
important and interesting. As regards the first of them he suggested
to me many reasons in favour of it, which we did not think of at

Windsor
;
at the same time there is much to be argued against it. I

think we shall do best to leave the matter severely alone. When I

come to England life will show what is necessary. It needs but the
stroke of your pen to make me a peer and to give me an English
name. . . .

We shall be another two days at Wiesbaden, and on the 23 rd make
for home. The uncle stays on till the 27th. Karl is no longer
here.

Now I must say good-bye to you again. May heaven pour its

best blessings on you, dearest Victoria. That is the prayer of, your
deeply loving, Albert.

P S .—It is right of you to announce your engagement to the
English family now. I, as well as you, am anxious to see their
replies. Uncle considers that it would be a much stronger mesure
[sic] than if you had it published in the newspapers.
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I send yf>u a trifle which came to me here and appealed to me on
account of its sentiment. May you think with love of your faithful

Albert when you lake it into yovir hand. ICrnest adds some verses

which the occasion elicited from him. My respects to the Baroness

Lehzen.

7 0 the Duchess of Kent.

Wn?siiAUEN, 3Kt November 1839.

Deahest Aunt,-- a thousand thanks for your two dear letters,

just received I I see from them that you are in close sympathy with

your nephew- your son-in-law soon to be --which gratifies me very,

very much. All you say strikes me as very true, and as emanating

from a heart as wise us it is kind. 1 regret, as you do, that I have not

still some months at command, to prepare myself for my new position

- a position new to me in so many ways
;
yet what little time I have

shall not fail to be turned to account, if they will allow me a moment’s

leisure in Coburg from other m-atters.

What you say about my poor little Bride sitting all alone in her

r(»om, silent and sad, has touched me to the heart. Oh, that 1 might

lly to her siile to cheer her !

You wish me to give you something I have worn. I send you the

ring which you gave tnc at Kensington on Victoria’s birthday in

1836. hVom that time it has never left my finger. Its very shape

proclaims that it has been squeezed in the grasp of many a manly

hand. It has your name upon it : but the name is Victoria’s too,

aiul 1 lieg yoti to wear it in remembrance of her and of myself.

Cur stay in Wiesbaden will be brief, for we expect to start for

home the day after to-morrow. We stayed for a couple of hours in

Bonn, visited our little old home there, and then gave a dejeuner to our

old tutors, who received us with great cordiality.

Now farewell, dearest Aunt, and continue your love for your de-

voted nephew, Ai.nnuT.

To Queen Victoria.

CoBURO, 30t^i November 1839.

Drakly beloved Victoria,—-I long to talk to you
;
otherwise the

separation is too painful. Your dear picture stands on my table in

front of me, and 1 can hardly take my eyes off it. I can some-

times imagine you are answering me, and this thought makes me
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most happy. Perhaps you think of me when my thoughts arc

with you.

You receive these lines from dear old Coburg, where I have been

received with all possible cordiality. All arc on the tiptoe of

curiosity, anxious to know, and yet not daring to ask, and I am cruel

enough to say nothing. This state of uncertainty, however, will not

continue long. The next newspaper will probably bring the news of

your declaration to the Privy Council, and then there will be a

general outburst of joy among the people here.

My poor dear grandmama is greatly touched by your letter. She

is sadly depressed at the thought of parting from me. She says that

since my mother’s death she has not wept so much as in these last

days
;

still she hopes, what I am convinced will be the case, tliat I

may find in you, my dear Victoria, all the happiness I could

possibly desire. And so I shall, I can truly tell her for her comfort.

Thinking of you makes me so happy—what a delight it must be

to walk through the whole of my life, with its joys and storms, with

you at my side ! Where love is, there is happiness. Love of you

fills my whole heart.

Ernest will remain with us a few more days. He goes the day

after to-morrow to Dresden and will come back to us at the New
Year. We saw Charles that last evening at Wiesbaden

;
he wants to

come here on the 9th for a few days, and then to go on to Munich,
to spend the winter speaking in the Bavarian Chamber. Now I am
plagued with packing, making arrangements, giving orders, etc. But

when Stockmar, who is to be here about 3, arrives, I shall at once set

to work to make a thorough study of the Blackstone you have so

kindly sent me.^ We expect Seymour here to-day, whom we missed

at Brussels.

May I remind you of the presents we both intended to give

together to Lehzen, Melbourne and Stockmar ? Be so kind, clear,

splendid Victoria, to remember me to the aunt, to whom I cannot

write to-day, and to the Baronesses. I should have written in

English, but German runs more easily with me, and as we always

spoke in German together during that heavenly time together at

Windsor, it does not sound right to me at all to address you in

English. So a good hearty good-bye in German ! Think sometimes

^ Blackstone 's Commentaries on the Laws of England (1765-9), the classic work
on English jurisprudence.
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with love of youf Albert, whoso heart heats truly and honourably for

you, and whose tloarcst wish is that your love may continue. Ever
and always your faithful, Al.umiT.

I had closed my letter and was about to send it off, when Sey-
mour arrived last night and handed me your dear, dear, loving

letter. 1 low happy your words make me ! Such an intimate out-

pouring from your warm heart, your tenderness. I have to read it

again and again, to see in your own words what 1 so love to sec—that
you love. me.

I have no words to express my feelings about you, hou'cver

much I try to look for them. It will be splendid if you write me a

few words every day, and I cannot thank you enough. 'I'hough so

far from you, 1 cat> then live each day with you, since 1 shall know all

you arc doing. I wouhl do the same, though I hardly think that life

at Coburg would interest you sufficiently, as you don’t know anybody
here. 'Flic attempt to waltz, and the two Pagets tied together must
really have luam excruciatingly funny. I have read through with

great intta-esl the letters received from your family. I think mo!5t

of them are making hunnt' wine <l mauvuis jeu. Put at any rate the

letters are very nice ami llattering to mo, and this is so immerited
that it almost looks like making fun of me, 'Plu; Duchess of Glouces-
ter writes mo.sl eomteously to me ; I mean to answer her to-day, but
am rather embarrassed and uncertain whether to address her as

Royal Highness, Dear Duchess, Aunt, or what.

I Icre we live for the sport which goes on every day
;
yesterday we

had a most lively hall. Wc had the Regatta Gallop. I could not

join in it
;

the sound of it transjiorted me to Windsor, and in my
thoughts 1 was with you, leaning against the long mirror, or flying

with you through that h»vely ball-room. 'Fhese happy hours will,

1 lH*pe, so(tn return, (iood-hyc. I kiss you a thousand times.

May Heaven bless you 1

Ih'c, I am like Don Ha.silio in the “ Barbiere,” and after each

farewell ht'gin all over again. My grandmother writes, delighted

with the lovely bracelet she has just received, and begs me to lay her

thanks at your feet.

I should like to say that you would do me the greatest pleasure if

you would wait a little longer till 1 come back to you, before choosing

the gentlemen who are to form my future Household
;
since it is very

important in such a relationship that I should suit them and they
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should suit me, and that both sides should inspire confidence in the

other.

I enclose a copy of a portrait done of me in my eighth year, since

you desired to possess one. It is said to have been very like me.
Now seriously, good-bye dear, dear Victoria.

To Prince Williatn ofLowensteith

Coburg, 6th Dec. 1839.—^Although I am overwhelmed by a mass
of business and work of all sorts, I miust find a few minutes in order

to give you, my faithful friend, the news of my happiness direct from

myself.

Yes—I am actually an engaged man ! and about the 4th of

February hope to see myself united to her I love 1

You know how matters stood when I last saw you here. After

that the sky was darkened more and more, llic Queen declared to

my uncle of Belgium, that she wished the affair to be considered as

broken oft', and that for four years she could think of no marriage. I

went therefore with the quiet but firm resolution to declare, on
my part, that I also, tired of the delay, withdrew entirely from the

affair. It was not, however, thus ordained by Providence
;

for on
the second day after our arrival, the most friendly demonstrations

were directed towards me, and two days later I was secretly called to

a private audience, in which the Queen offered me her hand and
heart. The strictest secrecy was reejuired. Ernest alone knew of it,

and it was only at our departure that I could communicate my
engagement to the Queen's mother.

I think I shall be very happy, for Victoria possesses all the qualities

which make a home happy, and seems to be attached to me with her

whole heart.

My future lot is high and brilliant, but also plentifully strewed

with thorns. Struggles will not be wanting, and the month of March
already appears to have storms in store.

The separation from my native country—from dear Coburg—
from so many friends, is very painful to me I When shall I see you
again, dear Lowenstein ?

Pray show no one this letter. I write you these details, relying

upon your silence, for I know your friendship for me. Now good-
bye, and think sometimes of your Albert,
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To the I^tielw^s of Kent.

C’oBtiRo^ (Uh Datember

Dkakkst Aunt, Accept my most hearty thanks lor your dear

note, which convinces me that I am still often in your thoughts.

What a multitiule of cjnotions of the most diverse kind sweeps over

and overwhelms me hope, htve for dear Victoria, the pain of leav-

ing home, the parting from very ilear kimlred, the entrance into a

new circle of relations, all meetitig me with the utmost kindne.ss,

prospects most brilliant, the dread of being uneciual to my position,

the demonstrations of so much attachment on the. part of the loyal

Coburgers, [Itnglish enthusiasm on the tijr-toe of expe.ctation'J the

multiplicity of duties to be fuliillcd, and to crown all, so much
laudation on every sitle that I could sink to the earth with very

shame. 1 am lost in bewilderment. 1 pack, arrange, give directions

about pieces of property, .settles contracts, engagt' servants, write an

infinitude of letters, study the English Constitution, aiul occupy my-
self about my future.

Krnest has left me and gone to Dresden. 1 shall not see him at

Coburg again.

Ivvcrything is deep in snow', and 1 am tormented with a heavy

cold. Forgive, me, deare.st Aunt, if what I write be rather confused.

Just at present I am in that slate myself. Not to weary you more, I

take my leave, aud remain, your devoted nephew, Ai.iikrt.

7 a Queen Vktoria,

CoBvm,yth Dec. I rcceivctl your letter of the 2iHt "23rd*

with extreme joy aud much gratitude. Ho the secret is out, the

alfair made public, and to all ajipearanee generally received with great

satisfaction. 'I'his i.s a good omcti for us. Here it has been no easy

matter for some days hack to keep the secret, and it is well we need
do so no longer, 'fluit iieople everywhere entertain so good an

opinion of jm: is not pleasant, for it lills me with uneasitiess and ap-

prehension, that when I make my appearance they will he bitterly

undeceived not to lind me what they expected.

How often are ray thoughts W'ith yytil The hours I was privileged

to pass with you in your dear little room are the radiant poitits of my

^ Oiiutteil by th<i (kmian rUitor.

» gmm Vkwm*$ vo.l pix 247*9-
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7(1 thr Diirhess ofKeiU.

C'oiittw;, (ith Dt'Ciimbfr 1831).

Dhaurst Aunt, -Accept iny most hearty thanks for your dear

note, which convinces me tliut 1 am still often in your thoujfhts.

What a multitude of emotions of the most tiiversc kind sweeps over

and ovcrwhelm.s me hope, love f<>r dear Victoria, the pain of leav-

ing home, the [nirting from very dear kindred, the. entrance into a

new circle of relations, all meeting me with tlie utmost kindness,

prospects most hrilliant, the dread of heiug unecjual to my position,

the demonstrations of so much attachntent on the part of the loyal

Coburgers, [linglish enthusiasm on the tip-toe of expectation'] the

multiplicity of duties to be fulfilled, and to crown all, so much
laudation on ('very side that 1 could sink to the earth with very

shame. I am lost in bewilderment. I pack, arrange, give directions

about pieces of property, settle contracts, engagt; servants, write an

infinittule of letters, study the luiglish Constitution, and occupy my-
self about my future.

Ernest has left me and gone to Dresden. 1 .shall ttot sec him at

Coburg again.

Evcrytliing is deep in snow, and I am tormented with a heavy

cold. Forgive tnc, dearest Amtt, if what I write he rather confused.

Just at present 1 am ht that state myself. Not to weary you more, I

take my leave, and rem;iin, your devoted nephew, Aujhkt.

7(1 Qkci'h I'ifUniit.

CoBUU<},7//( Dec. iHjt). I received your letter of the ai.st“23rd*

with extreme joy and much gratitude. Ho the secret is out, the

all'air tnadc public, and to all appearance generally received with great

satisfaction. 'I’his is a good omen for us. Here it has been no easy

matter for some days back to keep the secret, and it is well we need

do HO no longer, 'i'hat people, everywhere entertain so good an

opinioiv of mcj is itot pleasant, for it fills me with umtasiness and ap-

prehension, that wlicn I make my appeanmee they will he bitterly

undeceiveil not to find me what they expected.

How often arc my thoughts with you! 'I’he hours I was privileged

to pass with you in ytuir dear little room arc the radiant points of my

* Oiiiittwl by tlie etlitar.
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life, and I cannot even yet clearly picture to mysclF that I am to he

indeed so happy as to be always near you, always your protector.

It gives me great pleasure that you intend soon to send me the

Garter. I should like to have the uniform also, as I think it very

essential to try it on and have it fitted here, so that when I come to

England I am not made ridiculous by a badly fitting unii'orm, as I

was the last time owing to having the wrong kind of hat. Also, sup-

posing I have not the Patent and uniform by me here as I was given

to expect, I shall have to he equipped afresh in Coburg uniform,

since I left my better things in London as a pattern for the tailor,

and there will not be time.

You wish a Declaration to be made here, to be sent to you at

once. For this purpose a ceremony is ordered for to-morrow, as

follows : In the morning the whole Court goes in full dress to hear

the Word of God
;
then it assembles in the I'hrone Room along with

the members of the Chamber, Delegates from tlie towns, chiefs of

Colleges, the Army, the Clergy, etc., and, before Papa and myself,

Minister von Carlowitz (after the Saxon custcun, the Ruler never

speaking in person) will read the Declaration, which will then be

printed and sent throughout the country in a special newspaper issue.

Then a Court for congratulations (much the same as a Drawing

Room) will be held, and then a state Banquet. 1 am attaching to

this letter the Declaration translated into English.

In accordance with your wish, wc have set about the preparation

of an historical sketch of the progenitors of our House, so as to show

at once their position towards the Reformation and Protestantism.

It is not yet complete, but it shall be sent with my next letter. It

demonstrates that to the Flouse of SaxonyProtestantism, in a measure,

owes its existence, for this House and that of the Landgrave of Hesse

stood quite alone against Europe, and upheld Luther and his cause

triumphantly. This shows the folly of constantly assailing our House

as Papistical. So little is this the case, that there has not been a

single Catholic Princess introduced into the Coburg family since the

appearance of Luther in 1 521 , Moreover, the Elector, Frederick the

Wise of Saxony, was the very first Protestant that ever lived. That

you may know and judge for yourself, dear Victoria, what my creed

and religious principles are, I send you a confession of faith which I

worked out for myself in 1835, and which I then publicly avowed

and §w9re to in our High Church. I enclose an English copy, and
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the original as I then wrote it. You will see my hand is somewhat
changed since then.

I do not think the Ministry is taking a correct view as regards the

regulations in lingland concerning the Saxc-Coburg succession.^

It stands actually as follow.s : iny eldest son --should I have one

—

without any question whatever, as a male descendant of the

House <»i' C'olntrg fx pucto et proviclentia majorum, has the right of

succe.ssion to the property and government of the Saxon lands
;

unless by special provision, no one can contest this with him. Now
it cannot be to the interest of h'ngland that the Prince of Wales or

the King should at the same time be a German Duke. To take the

instance of Hanover, this would be the case, and the King might
perhaps send lus brother here as Vice-Duke, since he cannot be in

two places at the same time
;
and this would be a great misfortune

for this country, which lives solely on the Ducal family. Therefore

it will he to the host interests of both countries that the King of

lingland shovdd renounce the Coburg succession in favour of a

younger brother, who thereby enters upon an agreeable life. The
decision could be promulgated by Papa, as Head of the House, and

be inserted in a clause in our marriage contract. If it was settled in

this way, it ought to please the linglish that provision has been

made that a future King shall not he involved in German affairs

;

they have never much liked this. It might be well to have

these considerations translated into linglisli and handed to Lord
Melbourne.*

I mu.st he a great bore to you, poor Victoria, with my long, dull

letter ; l)ut 1 haven’t corac to the end of it yet, and must begin

again on another point.

You write :
“ For me wc require no contract of marriage,”

»
(I see

that point perfectly) “ but if you require anything to bo settled,

the best will be to send it here.” Being so situated, I will obey your

commands, and send by my next letter the points which I am con-

sidering. From my point of view it is very desirable that a treaty

should deline the concessions that are being made to me, since later

on perhaps they might in some way be questioned by Parliament,

^ Qmm VkMrh*s voL i, p* 348,
» III th« Emc»t II, who 4wa chilakia, w«» succeeded by Albertis son,

Alfred. Hr, hiving died without a son in *900, was succeeded by the son of

Albrrt‘'« fourth son, Leopold, us Duke Charles £dward"-"until 1918.
** See Qmm Vktoriks voL p. 348.
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whilst matters affecting me, once they are in a treaty, an^ (luite hors

de combat.

I hear from Brussels that letters from you have, an iveil ther<^ fu

be brought on hereby a courier. I rejoice, dear, to hear from you. I

shall give him the papers I promised when he goes hack. Your

account of the Privy Council and of the popular enthusiasm > has

interested me very much. I have answered the aunt and the

princesses and enclose the letters. A nice message lor Barom-ss

Lehzen.

Now I must give you a parting kiss, embrace you once more,

;

another look and good-bye. Farewell, dear, tlear Victoria, and

don’t let your love cool for your faithful, Ai.Biurr.

P.S .—The picture I painted for you leaves to-day.

To the Same.

Cojuii^cj, iQth DPtmhr 1839,

My dearest, beloved Victoria,—! received your dear, dear

lines of the 25th and 26th yesterday. They are so lull ot allection

for me, and make me therefore intensely happy. You say you fear

to tire me with your letters—^liow could you think such a thing ?

Whilst we are separated is it not my sole comfort to talk to you, and

hear from you ? The letters from Charles and Uncle Meiusdorff have

greatly interested me
;

I am sending them back with this letter.

Charles arrived here ye.sterday and stays a few (.lays. He says that

this marriage has been the dearest wish of himself and hi.s wife, and

praises me veiy much for it. (Anyone who thinks that will go to

heaven 1) The article in the Globe * is a delightful one, but so

disgustingly flattering as to make me feel quite uncomfortable.

Two days ago we held the great Declaration ceremony here,

which went off really brilliantly and well. I send the account of it

from the Court Circular (Hofzeremonial). The day alfccted me
much, so many emotions of every kind possessed me. Your health

was drunk at the dinner, at which 300 persons were present, with a

general chorus of cheers. The popular joy w-as so great that guns ami

pistols were fired off in the streets all the night through till the next

morning, so continuously that one might almost imagine a battle was

in progress.

* See Queen Victoria's Letters, vol. i, p. 348.
’See Grey, Early Years, pp. 347-9.
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On tlic of the Stli I h;ui a hich fever owiiijj: to a cold caught

in tlic churcli ami the <iay before while ahootiug. It kept on
throughout the wlmlc day. hut to-day it is imich better, though 1 feel

rather weak atid pullnl tlown.

1 received yotir <I<'ar loving letter <tf the. 27th to 29th.' [ am
delighte.d that tny letter from Wicalutden finally reached you on the

28th, and that Ihw-st'fi little poem about the orange blossom pleased

you. I will send the letter to Mrnest on to him at Dre.sden.

I can understand your being indignant with the Tories, for their

gmrnhling and abuse, is unhelievahle. I am sorry for poor Lord
Melbourne having to listen to ami hear .no much that is hard and
unfriendly ;

still, it need mU trotihle you as (iueen, except for your
friendship for the gfiod Lord Melbourne. Otherwise a constitu-

tional sovereign m.iybe inditleient towhat is.saidagaiitst his Ministry.

They arc .so unjust to Loid Melhmtrne, and the attack on the

Declaration on aeeount of the omission of ih<! " Ihole.ntant ” clause is

ridiculous."

As regnuals my peerage and the fears of my playing a political

part, dear, helovni Vieturiu, 1 have only one anxious wish and one
prayer ; do not allow it to become a matter of worry to you. Ixtt

the papers ami the pimple, whoever they may he, he as angry with

me as they like ; mdy do not let it cause you to mistni.st my love,

my honesty ami frankness to you. That would distress me deeply.

Believe nte, I shall give yoti no e.Mi:te fur mistni.nt or suspicion
;

only prtunise me that the etjipty, fiu.spicious gossip of others will

never infliiener you in the alightcst. Mxaminc whether I am
worthy of your ttitst

; once you believe this, you need never allow

yourself to be led astray.

Now 1 come to u weeotnl poiut which you totich upon in your
letter, and which I have also nmeliat lieait ; I mean the choice of the

persoiiti who are to belong to tny household, The maxim, “
'I'ell me

whotii hcuH:ioeiateswith,and I will tell you what manner of man heks,”

must here espeeially not be lo!.{ ttighl of. I should wish particularly

that the selretiou tilnmhl he mtule witlwtut regard to pttlitics
; for

if I am really to keep myself free from all parties, my people must
not l*eh»ng exclusively to one sitle. Above all, these appointments

^ Hw riiifwfW*# Vf#l ig iS*
* liiklit «! hy aiiU tti wporti that

the Frificr. mm • Ihitiwit m $ rmhi!»l c»r htfitkh
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should not be mere party rewards/’ but they should possess

other recommendations besides those of party. Let them be either

of very high rank, or very rich, or very clever, or persons who have

performed important services for England. It is very necessary

that they should be chosen from both sides—the same number of

Whigs as of Tories
;
and above all do I wish that they should be

well-educated men and of high character, who, as I have already

said, shall have already distinguished themselves in their several

positions, whether it be in the army, or navy, or in the scientific

world. I know you will agree in my views, and you would do me a

great service, if you would have them translated into English and

communicated to Lord Melbourne, so that he may learn my point

of view on this matter.

It is very good news to me that the aunt ^ at last realises her

position, and is thinking of leaving her house, and, more important

still, of appointing another gentleman.® It will certainly be for her

good, and ensure her a suitable position once again. Uncle Leopold

writes that he is prepared to sacrifice himself and invite her to

Brussels after our wedding.

I shall be very pleased to grant the request of the good Brown,®

for he is a nice man and should be a good doctor.

Papa wishes to be recommended to your favour, my grand-

mother is delighted with her bracelet. Mama sighs for hers. Papa

has charged me with something else. He is having the Star of the

Garter made in diamonds, but cannot at short notice discover a

small cut onyx suitable for the Garter
;
and he asks me to enquire

whether you could possibly obtain one for him in England.

I venture, now that Christmas is at the door, to enclose a small

bracelet for you, begging you to think not of the object, but of the

feelings of love and attachment it dedicates to you. If I could but

find words to tell you how warmly my heart beats for you, how my
life is only valuable by the thought that it exists for you. May
God pour His best blessings upon you, is the prayer of your faithful,

Albert.

I enclose the promised points for the marriage Treaty.

^ Duchess of Kent. See Queen Victorians Letters^ vol. i, p. 361.
® To succeed Sir John Conray whom the Queen much disliked, but without

reason.
® Dr. Brown, of Windsor, physician to the Duchess of Kent. He attended the

Prince Consort in his last illness.
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To Queen Victoria.

C'omjRO, i^th Dreemher 1839.

Vhry i>kar VicrroRiA,- -How it rejoices me to receive a letter

from yon. Yesterday the nood Seymour brought me your dear

lines of the 30th, which charmed me afresh. I hope your dream
will soon come true, and that our lips will blossom afresh when
they have touched each other. How my heart long.s for that.

You are lucky in being aide to tlroam. If it happens to me for long

together, it becomes one. of the most wearisome things in the world,

and 1 am glad when it is over.

Yesterday we had a grand (’oncert of our singing society,

attended by 150 persons, mostly of good society. Mama, a Countess

Rottcidtan, Herr von Ptillniu and I took the solo parts. We per-

formed, I may say, with nmch success, an overture by Spilth,

Beethoven’s Cantata. The Praise of Music, Ncncini’s Af^nus Dei,

and M. Haydn’s Miserere.

It delights me. that you sometimes sing my songs. I will see if I

can set lirnest’s verses to imisic for you. It will not he easy, for it

is mo.stly narrative, and in composition recitative alone is suitable for

narrative, and the words are hardly thrilling enough for a ballad.

Bulwer’s two poems are really very good and so full of deep feeling.

Your saying, " It expresses jtist what 1 feel for you,” overjoys me.

I am cpiite well again. I cannot he. really ill, for I have no time

f<»r it, owing to the boring trilles which overwhelm me.

Now I mu.Hl say goo<l-liye. In the hope that these lines will

reach you, I remain, your faithhd, At.ttKKT.

To the y^time.

Ctuuiao, tsth Decmhfr 1839.

Dhau, Vit’ToitiA, A thousand, thousand thanks for

your dear lines of the 3rd, which came Jtwt after my last letter left.

Yoti are right we arc too far apiirt
; it makes free correspondence

difficult ;
for one has to wait too long for the answers, and I at least

await them witli longing. It utakes «ne too happy when 1 hear from

you, and ytmr letters are s<» sweet, so full of allcction and love.

I reproach myself so often, bectmsc compared with yours my
letters are so cold aiul still', and yet 1 shrink from boring you with

my outp(mrings.
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To-day at last I am able to send you a complete historical account

of my ancestors and their connection with the Reformation and the

Protestant movement. I hope it will interest you. Schenk has

turned it into English. Stockmar is sending a German version to

Murray, who speaks German well and also takes an interest in

German subjects.

[The following passage was written in English by the Prince :]

As for your proposition concerning Mr. Anson, I confess to have

my doubts. I am quite sure that he must be an intelligent and a

strictly honest man, else he would not be Secretary to Lord Mel-

bourne. But to take a man for a confidential servant is another

thing, this requires confidence, and confidence grows only out of

time, selfobservation and trial. It is my nature, dearest beloved

Victoria, to trust only upon a thorough knowledge and self-

conviction of a person’s worthiness, and I must acknowdedge that

I feel unwilling to deviate in an important point from a maxim,

congenial with my character. Besides that I know personally

nothing of Mr. Anson, except that I have seen him dance a Quadrille.

I give you to consider, dearest love, if my taking the secretary of the

Prime Minister as Treasurer would not from the beginning make me
a partisan in the eyes of many ? As my privy purse cannot have so

much to do, I hope that Schenk, whom as you know I have already

appointed, will be quite adequate to the bussiness. If the name
Treasurer should give offence in any way, I am quite i-eady to call

him Privypurse, Comptroller, Subtreasurer, Secretary or anything.

To conclude I hope you will, dearest Victoria, agree with me, that

all these appointments are in no way so urging, and that it will in

every way be more safe for you and myself not to make more than

absolutely necessary, and rather to put off the rest, till I am on the

spot.

I feel sure you will realise the truth and necessity of my remarks.

I am thoroughly touched at Lord Melbourne giving himself so

much trouble on my account, for he cannot have much time to give

to it
; and to you I am very grateful for your loving care on my

behalf. Though I am beginning to come to the end of my arrange-

ments, I still have a fearful lot to do, for I am pestered by a crowd
of people who want to be or get something.

Yesterday we had a really lovely Ball lasting until four in the

morning; as a result I am feeling rather sleepy to-day. I have
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made a start at setting the poem to music, hut 1 shall find it most

difficult. C’harlcs Leiningen, who is here, sends you many nice

messages.

Now good-bye, best and d<‘are.st Victoria, and let your dear

heart think of me sometimes, for that is the greatest happiness for

your faithful, Al.imUT.

7b (ytiren I 'uioria.

C’.oinTRCj t$th Dfcffnher 1839*

Dear, mii.ovia) Victoria, 1 hasten to reply to your dear letter

received yesterday, and to thank you for all the love speaking to

me through it. bvery word from you makes me so happy, and

when that word is “
I love you,” you can imagine how it charms

me. I hope that you are receiving letters from me more regularly

now
;
the lu.st long gap of which you complain was at the moment

of our journey here from VVieshaden, ami the (irst few days here

when everything was in confusion.

1 am very sorry that you have not heim able to grant my first

rcque.st, the one about the gentlemen of my Ilmtsehold, for I know
it was not an unfair one, for you yourself say, ” Your people arc

appointed by you aiul not by me,” * and I was justified in hoping

you might do me a favour in the matter which touches me so nearly.

However, if you choose them for me, that alone shall make me value

them. Still, it must he difiicult for a lady, in a society as large

as that of London, to get to know gentlemen us well as is necessary

in making such a choice. But these gentlemen, as you say, “ will

not be in continual attendanee ” on me, and that too makes a

difference. ( liven that they are of no political party, nut too young,

hut scnsihle, steady, useful people, as you say, then 1 am very,

very grateful to yon. But I must get to know my ctmlidwUial

servants intimately hcforchuml, and that is why I am against the

appointment of Mr. Anson us 'freasurer, Think of my position,

dear Victoria. I am leaving my home with all its old associations,

all my Ihisoiu friends, amt going to a country in which everything

is new and strange to me men, language, customs, modes of life,

position. Except yourself, I have no one to confide in. And is

it not even to he comwded to me that tlie two or three persons, who

* Hff Qmin Vk(orm*x voL I, p. 154*
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are to have the charge of my private affairs, shall be persons who

already command my confidence ?

Your news of the marriage between Lord Palmerston and

Lady Cowper ^ amuses me ; she must be an old flame. By your

reckoning they together make up a century ; but tliey arc quite

right, and I am delighted whenever I hear of a marriage, for I

always imagine the people must be as happy as I am. I should

love to see you waltzing with your Maids of Honour, and am sure

you are improving quickly. The music programme (Zcttel)

amused me very much. I can understand your being angry with

the Tories, but I cannot imagine how you can get even with them.

Shakespeare, of course, said, “ Revenge is sweet,” but that would

not be in keeping with your dear blue eyes. Please don’t think

you bore me when you write me all your feelings, as they come

upon you. To me it is a great proof of your love, and it docs one

so much good to be able to confide in a friend.

I cannot understand where the bust “ can be lying ; I almost

fear some Customs House is holding it up. . . .

I have only a week more in dear old Coburg, and then I must

bid it farewell ; it will be hard. We .stay for a month at (Jotha,

where Ernest comes to us again. Charles leaves to-morrow, but

comes with his wife to Gotha. Prince and Princess Rciuss will be

there also, and perhaps Uncle Ferdinand and Victoirc.* 'I'hcn to

you, and a new era of my life begins.

I enclose the pedigree, which was missing from Dr. Praetor’s

historical sketch of the family. To-night there is a great final

Ball, given for me by the whole of society here. For the days

following we shall live quite quietly and privately, for we mean
to go to Communion on the 23rd. Now I must say farewell.

God’s best blessings on you ! Ever and always your faithful,

Al.BF.RT.

It is a very good thing that Stockmar is going to England about

the Treaty, sorry though I am to lose him. We liavc been working

well together, burrowing through Blackstone. Be so kind as to

thank the excellent Lord Melbourne sincerely for me for taking so

^ Sister of Lord Melbourne*
® King Leopold was sending Princess Charlotte's bust to the Queen at Windsor*

See Queen Victorians Letters^ voL i, p. 259.
3 Prince Ferdinand of Saxe-Coburg and his daughter, who married the Due de

Nemours in 1840.
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much trouble over my affair?^. I shall write to him in a day or two.

Papa is close by me, and sends you many messages. • .

.

To Queen Victoria,

Coburg, iznd December 1839.

Dear, bf.loved Victoria,—-I have another dear letter from you

of the iith-i3th, for which I thank you from my heart. I cannot

understand how you have failed to hear from me for some time, for

I write fairly regularly. On the 12th you wrote that you had no

time to write to me
;
you could only say you loved me unspeakably.

To me that is as ii" you had written a work of twelve volumes 1

Please repeat that
;

it does me so much good to hear it from you.

You can’t think how much 1 I feel to-day particularly depressed

and religious {hciligf^cstimrnt). In an hour we go to receive the

Sacrament in the Church. God will not be angry with me if,

during that service 1 think of you even at the Altar, for I shall

pray for you and the salvation of your soul, and He will not with-

liold His blessing from us.

I receivctl a letter yesterday from Uncle Leopold, complaining

much about his health, I am sorry to say. Think of it 1 Uncle

h'erdinand and August have never answered the letters I wrote

them from Windsor. I approve the salaries suggested for my
future equerries. But I bog you once more from the heart that,

since these gentlemen arc all getting very respectable salaries, you

will work together with rnc to ensure appointment only of men

who conmuuul respect, and arc distinguished in rank and education,

personal merits ami character. . . .

Above all I strongly approve of your method of writing to me in

hlnglish when you feel you must express yourself very clearly, and

I beg you to continue ytnir habit of writing partly in German and

partly in Mngliah, a method which I shall likewise follow, and by

which we shall not only be enabled to understand each other fully,

but by which also my dearest Victoria will become the most amiable

and useful language master I can possibly have.

I agree fully with the plan regarding the equerries, and am glad

to see from your letter that you have at last fulfilled my desire and

appointed no one so far besides Seymour and Mr. George Anson.

Accept my thanks for this. So should it ever be, dearest Victoria,

one heart, one mind.
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Charles is living entirely with us
; he goes with us to Gotha

and stays there with his wife till we go to lingland. He seems to

take quite naturally his not going to our wedding. I think he means
then to go to Munich. I enclose a letter from him. 1 am very

glad the Garter is coming so soon, though it might have been better

if you had sent it by an Envoy
; that is the general rule, and Papa

is justifiably anxious lest our neighbours— specially those in Berlin

—

may put it down as a slight to him. Tlie cost would not have
frightened us, since the Court is so organised as to be able to receive

a Mission at any moment.

I remind you again of the bracelet for Mama, as I was afraid

that it might cause a little friction with (Jrandmama, for the public

might say—how is it that the Duchess of (Jotha has been given the

portrait, and not the Duchess of Coburg, who after all is the Prince’s

mother ? Stockmar is ready to start
;

it seems to me that a good
portrait of you and me would give him more pleasure than any
other present. . . .

Now farewell, dear, splendid Victoria
;

look after your health

(one ought not to say that, but I dare do so) so that we may both be
well when we meet, and may your dear heart be my dwelling place

;

mine is open to you. Papa and Mama send you messages. My
respects to Baroness Lehzen. Unchanging and always your

faithful, Albert.

To Queen Victoria.

Gotha, zBtk December 1S39,

Dear, beloved Victoria,—Your dear letter of the I4th-I7th lies

before me, and I can scarcely tear my eyes away from it to write to

you, for the letter expresses what makes me most happy—that you
love me. Accept my most heart-felt thanks. I’he little pin is

lovely. I put it on at once to the admiration of all.

These last days have been very trying and painful for me. 'Phe

day before yesterday I bade adieu to dear old Coburg
; now it lies

behind me, and we have arrived at Gotha. The extraordinary kind-
ness everywhere shown me on my leaving increased the emotion I

could not but feel at taking leave. There was quite a stream of
people from all quarters to the palace, the last days I was there, to

get another look at me ; not a village but must send its delegate to

town to express to myself the interest taken by the community in the
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coming event. 1 urn usually (alas I) of a rather cold nature, and it

needs a pretty .strong appeal to move me, hut to .see so many eyes

fdlcd with teans was too much for me. Here 1 have boon received

with a grand illumination, luul a torchlight proco.ssion of the civic

body.

Allow me, dear bride, to wish you from the bottom of my heart

happiness for the New Yetir. May the year ’40, .so important to both

of ns, give you all the blessings that you and, I for you, could desire,

and may you iu imr future married life find the heaven which I would

so gladly make for you on earth. May ( Jod bless it. I add a little

New Year’s token, as is the custom in (rcnnany.

I return Sir Willianv Woods’s menutrandum
; it pleased and

intere.stcd me very much to see in your letter that you will be willing

to bear my arms. Sir W. Wootls cannot have properly undenstood

the tiucstion which was put to him, for his paper says nothing about

the arms I am to bear, but deals solely with the question whether or

not a Queen of ICngland may bear her husband’s arm.s, and demon-

strates that she may certainly bear a .sort of “ alliance-coat,” but the

shields should In* .separate, ami that of the husband should be on the

right side. As for me, 1 may not bear an ” alliance-coat,” but, as I

understand linglish heraldry, the English and Saxon arms will have

to be quartered 011 one .stiield. 1 observe also that the design marked

A is not with the rest of the tlocuments. 1 beg you to have the matter

cnqtiirctl into. Sir W. Woods is uncertain also whether I may iMjar

the wreath of rue only on the Saxon arms, or the large one combined.

1 can bear it just tis well a.H the title which I put down for you at

Windsor, that of Duke zu Sachsen.

hapa is extretnely grateful for the lovely present that he has

received from you, and charges me to lay his thanks at your feet.

I am so glad that you are walking a lot, as I sec from your letter,

dear 'Victoria, for 1 am sure it will do you good. I only wish I could

be walking with you. You write that you arc longing hir me, and

do not know how you can bear the separation. Oh ! it is the same

with me. What cheens me ttp is imisic. I send you the song 1

composed at Windsor ; sing it and think ofyour Albert. I shall have

finished the ballad of the orange llowcra in a few days and shall send

it directly it is ready.

The letters from 1 lelcn and Queen Adelaide have much interested

me. Imagine what 1 have done 1 I wrote to all your relations,
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including even Uncle Ernest of Hanover, and when T was putting

my papers in order at Cohurg, 1 found my letter to Queen Adelaide
had been forgotten 1 I was and still am beside myself, since only
yesterday I received a very friendly and gracious letter from the
Queen, sent on to me by (Jrandmama. I enclose a letter for your
aunt and beg you to make my excuses to her for having been guilty of

such stupidity, so that she may not think a letter was not sent to her
on purpose.

Papa, Mama and Grandmama all charge me to give you their best
wishes for the New Year. . . . Now farewell, dear, splendid
Victoria, and keep your love for your ever devotetl, loving, Alukrt.

I have had a very sad letter from poor Uncle Leopokl
;

it seems
that his health is worse again, and his doctors are very anxious.

To Queen Victoria.

CJoTHA, 3U'/ December xH3<>*

Dearest, best beloved ViCToitrA,—Already another dear, dear
letter from you which has wholly charmed me, for it once again tells

me you love me, and proves that you love me truly and faithfully.

You can confer on me no greater happiness. But why do you say
you are unworthy ? I would allow no one in the world to say such a
thing

; therefore I may not suffer it from you, for I cannot hear my
dear good Victoria disparaged. I hope that in fear of me you will

conceive a better opinion of yourself. You say that to you the whole
thing seems to be merely a beautiful dream. It is no better with me.
I cannot get it into my head that it is all real, though I trust that the
moment when we meet again will thoroughly convince me.

I am very glad to hear that the points about the Coburg succes-
sion have been “very much liked” in England (as Lord Melbourne
says). Here the arrangement will not be quite simple to make, but
I consider it very essential. Prince and Princess Reuss with their
daughter arrived here yesterday. We expect Ernest here this
morning between nine and ten

;
I shall be very glad to see him

again.

You ask after good old Nus, and my faitliful, but not disinter-
ested Eoa.^ She is very well, looks after herself as much as she can,

shfi
which he took with him to England

;

Nm m Windsor Park, with an effigy of her in bronze on heigrave, JNus was preauaiedly her mother.
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sloops by the stove, is ve.ry friendly if there is plum-cake in the room,

very much put out when she has to jump over the stick, keen

on huntinjj;, sleepy after it, always proud, and contemptuous of

other doK«.

J cannot tell you much, us nothiiif!; worth telling occurs to me.

Oh yes 1 there is something
;
my song of the orange blossoms is

fmislied, and what is more the modest young composer is delighted

with it and says it is one of his most .successful works, excellent, un-

surpassed in meloily and harmony 1 In humblest devotion my
insignilicance ventures to lay at Your Majesty’s feet the said work,

the said incomparable work of a moment of youthful inspiration

by the trembling undersignetl. 'I'he composer has taken a great

deal of trotibleand hopes qtte sa composition fera de I’effet et aura un

feu de sticch. ('rUis is modesty of a genius.)

The engagement of ('.rand- Duchess Olga and the Archduke

Stephen is news to me. I do m>t kxtow him, but Papa thinks highly

of him. 1 le must be very smart, which is not a recommendation in

my eyes. I'he story about hrncst’s jaundice is really too stupid, I

cannot say how plea,scd I am that you are walking a lot. In this cold

damp weather it is certainly (he healthiest thing and will keep your

feet warm. Do you remember how I warmed your dear little hands

every day in the lovely little blue room ? In tpuet hours I live on

such memories. Oood, dear, charming Victoria, in my thoughts I

am very much with you.

Now I must say good-bye again. Messages to Baroness Lehssen.

CJood-bye and he still the loving friend of your faithful, Albert,

To the Same.

(‘kmiA, yd January X840,

Dkari'ST, wwx-hki.ovku Victoria,’ Receive my heart-felt

thanks for your last dear letter of the 20th™23 rd. Wluitever they

cemtuin, I always value your lettens intensely, for they come from

your dear hand, ami the .spirit of love breatliing in them ennobles and

uplifts every tiling, 'riiis time, however, it contained a passage about

Mr. Anson whicli distressed me, for it stirs up a difference of opinion

between us two, who ought always to be one soul and one will.

Dearest Victoria, when I sec anything that may be of service or be

needful to you, I shall not be afraid of any sacrifice to obtain it for

you. All 1 have, my blood, my life, 1 would willingly give up for
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you, if ncc^cssary. But why do you wish to iti.sist forcibly on some-

thing that can be of no use or service to you, and which you well know
is very distasteful to me ? I thought I might dare hope that you

valued my satisfaction higher than that of Mr. Anson, for this is, in

fact, pleasing Mr. Anson and displeasing me. Since you yourself

say—Lord Melbourne does not press me —you ought nut to listen to

other people, who are trying to support Mr. Anson at my expense
;

that is not right. I have to complain to-day, dear Victoria, but I

know you will not misunderstand your Ihithful Albert when he puts

his case, flow can you think that if 1 cannot do something when
you ask me to do it, I should do it at the instance of Uncle

Leopold ? Can I love any one better than you ? (’an any third

person pay you more respect than I do ? Oh 1 Victoria, how little

you know my heart

!

The fact is that Schenk cannot be made 'IVcasurer
; he is not

needed, and moreover does not wish to bo. I might perhaps later

appoint a Treasurer for dignity’s .sake. I .shall in any case be

receiving no English money till next April, for the anmiitics are to be

post-paid quarterly
; therefore the appointment of a 'rreasurcr is

not so very pressing. As regards my Household, 1 beg you in the

meantime to appoint only the Croom of the Stole, two out of the

three Gentlemen, and only three each of the four Grooms and

Equerries, for these will be quite enough to start with for the sake

of appearances, and it will leave me more latitude for the future ;

you may rest assured that I shall appoint no one who will prejudice

you or your interests. Moreover, for financial reasons, if all the

places are filled, an increasing of the people of my court [in, English]

would hardly be possible. . . .

Again to-day I have worried you with my own stupicl affairs,

poor Victoria ! But I am sure you will sympathise with and under-

stand my feelings.

Yesterday being Papa’s birth-day we had a great festivity —the

opening of a beautiful new theatre, which Papa has had built. There
was a brilliantly successful performance of Robert le Diable, at which
many delegations and foreigners were present. I'hc day before

we had had a gala Banquet of 300 persons, and on New Year’s Eve a

Ball. The one-legged Prince Ernest of Hessen-Philippsthal was
here, but illness prevented Duke Bernard of Meiningcn from coming.

A thousand thanks for the paper from the Chancellor, which I
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shall communicate to the Ministry to-day. I do not think he is

quite right about the guardianship of the children. You really cannot

need to nominate me as guardian (Vortnund)

;

for every father has a

legal right to control the education of his children, till they are of age.

With the rest I shall not attempt to deal further, for Stockmar, who
will soon be in Imgland, understands very clearly what to do, and

will be able to discuss everything with you and the Ministers.

Now I have finished, and must beg your pardon for boring you so

much, 'fhe happy moment when we can embrace each other and

talk of our love is drawing nearer each day. May God give you His

blessing, and may you continue to love your ever faithful, Albert.

To Queen Victoria.

OoTHA» (itk January 1840.

Di5ar, beloved Victoria,—-Accept my heartfelt thanks for your

dear letter of the 26th-27th. It delights me to see that you went to

Communion at Windsor on the same Hunday that we did at Coburg
;

we thus entered into communion with the Lord together. I quite

realise that to partake of it with people whom one cannot love, must
be terribly distasteful. In such a case one should not do it at all, for

one cannot receive the blessing of the sacred act, if one’s feeling is not

entirely one of love.

We are curious to know when Yorrington and his party will

arrive,* for we have had no news yet of their departure. We have

so little time left at Gotha, for we shall probably be leaving here on
the 23rd. 1 tell you this so that you may address your letters so as

not to come here when we have left. Letters usually take seven

or eight days on the way.

1 wrote so fully about Anson in my most recent letters, that I

will now he silent and leave the matter for your good feeling to

deal with. Your remark at the end of your letter about “ a new pro-

position concerning the management of my money affairs ” rather

worries me. I'hc accounts arc so simple tliat I could manage them
myself, if 1 had the time and inclination. Moreover, 1 am entering

upon already existing conditions, but tome new. I cannot shape them
to my liking, but must accept them as they are. As the Queen’s

* Lord Torrington and Colonol Grey started on 14th January with three
royal carriages from Buckingham Palace for Gotha, to conduct the Prince to
England.

4
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husband, I shall be in a dependent position, more dcpendeitt than

any other husband, in my domestic circumstances. My private

fortune is all that remains to me to dispose of. I am therefore not

unfair in requesting that that which has belonged to me since I

came of age nearly a year ago (and indeed belongs to any grown man)
shall be left under my own control.

I enclose a cutting from the Gotha newspaper which may
perhaps interest you. It describes the New Year celebrations and
Papa’s birth-day.

I must now say good-bye, dearest, much loved. liach day that

flies by brings me nearer to you
;
soon we shall be in each other’s

arms. With burning love for you, I remain, your faithful, Aujhrt.

To the Same.

Gotha, loth Jarmary 1840.

Dear, beloved Victoria,—I have not heard from you for an

age. I long so much for a few lines from you and look for them
every day, but the ninth has passed, and still I have nothing in my
hands. Are you well ? I hope so.

Except for a heavy cold, which has bothered me for nearly a week
and has not been treated by me with much consideration, I am
quite well. An English artist, named George Patten,* left yesterday.

He was brought here by your engraver. Graves,’ to paint my portrait

and have it engraved at the same time. 'Phe picture is finished and
is universally admired here. The painter wished to present it to

you himself, and asked for a letter to you. He said it while I was
still sitting half an hour before he was due to depart. Leiningen
was kind enough to write the letter, so I hope it will reach you
before the picture and Charles’s letter too.

The moment of our departure comes ever nearer, and so does
that wonderful moment when I see you again. It is like a fairy

story to me, and I shan’t believe it till I feel the pressure of your
hand in mine.

Two days ago we went to pay a farewell visit at Weimar, where
we were reeeived with astonishing cordiality by the Grand Duke
Charles Frederick. Our party was : Ernest and myself, Herr von

* Oeorge Patten (1801-1865). In the Dictionary of National Biography it is
stated that the picture was engraved by Charles Eden Wagstaff.

’ Robert Graves (1798-1873). Line engraver.
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L(5wenfcls imd Seymour. I'he Grand Duke’a son, Charles

Alexander, whom you know, was not there. He has followctl

Ernest’s example at Dresden, and established himself at Breslau,

where he h:is entered a Prussian Cuirassier regiment as Captain.

I’he Archduchess (Maria Paulowna) was surprisingly gracious to

us, and asked very many questions about you and your life. You

may imagine, dear, good Victoria, how glad I was to talk about you.

To-morrow we probably travel to Meiningen to make our departing

bow. We have settled deiiuitely on the 23rd for our departure.

Allow me to remiml you that you have not yet really invited Papa

!

My horses and library start to-day. Now I say good-bye again,

and beg you to keep your love for your faithful, Aluhrt.

Ernest lays himself at your feet. He has just been made a

Colonel by the King of Saxony, and is much pleased at it.

To the Satne.

(•oTHX, i^th ,7ammry 1840.

Deauust, itw.ovED VioTOlUA, I had just .sent olf my last letter

to you, when I received y*)ur dear lines of the 30th and 3xst.* It

makes me very glad and provul that you did not altogether dislike

my painting. I cpiite agree with you ; how spleiulid it will be

when we can paint together. I do not rcmetJiber having received

Gust’s petition, and, if for this reason alone, I shall not answer him.

As regards Lord Melbourne’s letter, I am sorry I cannot agree

with you that “ nothing e<»uld be better,” as it contains no really

clear ideas and is self-contradictory. He states that his
"

principal

object is to avoid anything like a difference of opinion ” between

me and H.M. I hope Ia»rd Melbourne doe.s not think we want

to lead a life of strife and disscjxsion instead of one of love and unity
;

one’s opinions are not to he dictated, for an opinion is the result of

reflection and conviction, and you could not respect a husband

who never formed an i)piuion till you had fornved yours, and whose

opinions were always the same as yours. It is a somewhat different

matter to express an opinion publicly on subjects on which not the

slightest ” division ” must be allowed to appear. Lord Melbourne

goes on to say, “ it would be prudent not to take an active part in

political questions,” but still I ought to be considered as couuten-

* See QM$n yUim'u’t Ltttm, vol. i, p. 863.
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ancing the policy of the actual Governmeitt. Both these together

are an impossibility, for “ countenaitcing ” is “ activity.”

As regards Lord Melbourne’s remarks on the Household, your
sound clear mind will discover, on closer examination, that there are

contradictions throughout. I have always asked for a Household
of mixed politics, and the answer always has been, “ that would not
do, but I must have people out of parties ” (non-party people).

Now Lord Melbourne himself says that this is impossible, and
that the Household should have “ a decided leaning to the opinions

of ” the Government of the day, and yet “ they should not change
upon a change of administration.” How is that possible ? If I

now accept decided Whigs and a Tory Ministry comes into power,
I suppose these same people are to remain on and become decided
Tories ! You cannot wish yourself and myself to be surrounded
by such characterless people. I have written a few lines to Lord
Melbourne, and enclose a copy for you.

In the evening of the day that I had your letter of the 30th,

your dear letter of the ist came into my hands, written on beautiful

paper. It pleased me greatly, for it expressed your dear, warm-
hearted spirit. I am most grateful for your kind good wishes for

the New Year, and hope with you that it may bring every blessing

we may hope to expect. . . .

You say more about the Treasurer. I have exhausted all my
arguments on that point, and written myself nearly blind to make
you understand how distasteful it all is to me. It was the first

and only request with which I appealed to your love, and I do not

wish to make a second
;
but I declare calmly that I will not take

Mr. Anson nor anybody now.

In accordance with your arrangements Torrington and Grey
will leave London on the i6th and arrive here on the 24th. If we
are to be with you by the 8th, we must leave here on the 28th.

I should love it if we can have one day, Sunday the 9th, to spend
quietly together

;
it will do us all good after the journey.

Two days ago we went on a visit to Meiningen where we found
the family in good health. The Duke [Bernard], Duchess [Marie]
and also Prince Ernest of Hessen-Barchfeld charged me to present
many compliments to you. To-day we expect the Grand Duke
of Weimar here.

Now I must say good-bye. Look well after your dear healtlr.
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With truest and most uuqucnchal'dc love, I remain, my dearest

Victoria, your faithful, Alukrt.

Papa, Mama, and especially Krncst, recommend themselves

to your favour, hrncst wrote, to you from Dresden for Christmas.

One remark I venture to make, namely this : you should not confuse

personal matters with business, hut keep them strictly separate, so

that if I, follo\vit\g my duty and conscience, say what I think about

business matters, you may not take it as failure of my love towards

yourself, which nothing can shake.

I'o Qticeti Victoria.

(kmth, lyth January 1840^

DkaR nraxivKi) Vk'tokia, Your <lear, charming letter of the

6th has caused me immea.se pleasure, and I cannot thank you enough

for it ;
for it is so bill of love, and loving self-denial and of the out-

pourings of your dear nature, f must confess that recently I have

rather trembled on opening a letter from you, for it has distressed

me so much (siuc<- the Household and 'Preasurer questions have

been under discussion) that you were withholding something from

me, and it forces me to contradict yon and give myself so much

pain. And yet I could not do otherwise. To-day there is nothing

to upset me, and I can tell you with a free heart how inexpressibly

I love you, dear Victoria.

So my setting of the Orange. Flowers has pleased you
;

that

makes me very happy. 1 am now working on a duct for which

Ernest has written some pretty verses. It is for us both to sing the

day after the wedding. Hut I am afraiil 1 shall not be able to perfect

it, as I have much too much to do and have too many interruptions.

The Duke of Meiningen has addressed through me an earnest

request to you. He say.s that the state of his sister^s [Queen

Adelaide] health is not free from danger, and that shortly after

going to church she had another lucmorrhage. He fears that the

long marriage .service in the eokl Chapel Rtiyal would be prejudicial

to her, and yet he is sure she could not be restrained from being

present at the ceremony, for fear of reviving the silly clamour of

the newspapers and of making public the attitude slie adopted

towards the event, unless yoti can intlucc her to stay away. I feel

sure you will gladly do what you can to get her not to go to the
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Chapel. I quite appreciate what you say about the coat of arms,

but the argument in favour of my having them quartered is that

I do not as your husband, wish to bear your arms—i.c. those of

the Sovereign or, as in this case, Queen Regnant—though of course

I could not have it otherwise than as you say ; but it is my right to

quarter the English arms with mine, since I have been created before

marriage an English prince by Act of Parliament, and as such,

may quarter my arms with those of Saxony, as Uncle Leopold did.

Have the kindness to get the matter further enquired into, and

mention my argument to those whose opinion you asked, and sec

if they do not agree with me. I really ask you to do this.

I have a thousand messages for you from Papa, Mama, Grand-

mama, Ernest, Charles I,einingcn and his wife, Ernest Wurttemberg,

Spilth, and now I must myself say good-bye, laying myself at the

feet of my dear rosy bride, remaining ever, your faithful, At.bkrt.

The death of your aunt, the Landgravine,' will no doubt have

distressed you much. I hope that the mourning will not postpone

our wedding, though it may be necessary to limit the festivities.

There will be a month in between. . . .

To Qi/cc« Victoria.

Gotha, zoth January 1840.

Dear beloved Victoria,—I must first give you many, many
thanks for your loving letter of the 9th, written still from Windsor.

So our marriage is definitely fixed for the 10th of February, and

Grey is to come here with Torrington. You say they left I^ondon

on the 15th, and yet we have had an express letter by post from

Torrington to say they expect to arrive here at Gotha at 5 o’clock

to-day. He must have made a much earlier start, for he could

not have reached here so quickly flying on the wings of a pigeon.

I am so glad we are to go together directly after the wedding to

Windsor, and are not to be joined there by the rest of the family

until two days later. I only wish we could remain there a few days

longer, as you until now expected that we could. It is usual in

England, is it not ? for newly married people to stay up to four or

six weeks away from the town and society, and they seem to make
a great point of this. It might perhaps be a good and delicate

^ daughter of George III, -widow of the Landgrave Frederick 11 of
Heaae-Homburg. She died on loth January.
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action not to depart from this custom altogether and to retire from

the public eye for at least a fortnight—or a week.

What you write of the aunt ' has greatly relieved me
;
you did

tell me of it before, and I expect the best results from the arrange-

ment. I am pleased also with Dunfermline’s “ advice ; it makes

me hope that the plan of this journey will be resumed.

Now I must again thank you for your dear letter of the nth.’

Stockmar, at your wi.sh, has written me all about the matters en

question, but a.s he does i\ot know all the reasons I have explained

to you in so many letters, he merely repeats what you say ; that

Anson is a pleasant young man, and that I require a Treasurer, but

am not obliged to give him my “ confidential businesses ” to look

after. Repeating a former argumcirt is no answer, when someone

has produced reasons in opposition to it. I stick to what I said.

Buckingham Palace must now be beautiful. It will be a glorious

monumt for me when I enter it hy your side. Thank you for the

dainty little medals ; they really arc charming.

I can tell you little about this place. The Grand Duke of

Weimar has left us. On his last day a great shooting party was

got up for him, in which I took part, and was so lucky as to kill

105 hares to my own gun. We have had here for a few days on a

visit Princess Ckiroline of Schaumberg-Lippe-Buckeburg, whom
you have met in England, with her niece, Princess Mathilde. Two
days ago the city and court society gave a great Ball for me, with

500 persons present, which was most brilliant and lively. Among
well-known linglishmcn we have Colonel Bentinck,* a Guardsman,

visiting here.

Now good-bye, dearest Victoria, and keep your heart true and

devoted to your ever loving, Aebert.

To the Same.

Gotha, 2ydyamary 1840.

Dear beloved Victoria,—^Many, many thanks for your dear

letter of the 12th * which I’orrington handed to me. They duly

’ The Ducheas of Kent. See letter of loth December, and Queen Victoria’s

Letters, vol. i, p, 361.
* James Atiercromby, Lord Dunfermline, late Speaker of the House of

Commons.
* See Queen Victoria's Letters, vol. i, p. a66.
* Sir John William Bentinck.
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arrived here on the 20th, stopping for 24 hours at Frankfort. Your

Speech at the opening of Parliament must certainly have made you

rather nervous, but I understand that you do these Speeches so

well that I am sure you surmounted all the reefs successfully. On
the day of 'I’orrington’s and Grey’s arrival wc went to a great

evening party at Grandmama’s and took them with us. I'hc day

before yesterday we held a brilliant masked Ball in the new theatre
;

it was really very successful and everybody enjoyed it greatly.

To-day my Investiture with the Order of the Garter is to take place,

and I hope it will all go well.

We have had a terrible loss here, which has plunged us and the

whole country in grief. Herr von Carlowitz, Papa’s best and, I

may say, only intimate friend, died suddenly of a stroke. He had

been Prime Minister for 18 years, and Chancellor of the House,

and was a distinguished statesman. He was universally respected

and loved.

Our departure is fixed for the 28th. On that day wc go to

Casscl, on the 29th to Arnsberg, on the 30th to Dusscldorf, on the

31st to Li6ge, on the ist to Brussels, where we stay till the 5th.

Then wc go to Ostend, on the 6th to Calais, on the 7th to Canterbury

and on the 8th to your arms. Wc shall try to arrive by midday,

so as to gain as much of that day as possible.

It is all wrong that Mama has never yet received her bracelet,

for it points to there being little regard for her, and she feels it

keenly.

I must stop now, but will write to you again to-morrow, if I can.

So good-bye and think kindly of your faithful, Albert.

To Queen Victoria.

Gotha, %%thjatnutry 1840.

Dear beloved Victoria,—My heartfelt thanks for your dear,

friendly letter of the lyth.^ I am delighted that the Opening of

Parliament went off so well, and that your reception by the public

was so good. This is a good omen for me too, as it proves that the

public welcome our marriage ;
and I am very glad to hear that the

mourning for the Landgravine will not stand in the way of the

wedding. I knew her very well, and a week before her death had

received a really most friendly letter from her.

^ See Queen Victoria^ Letters, voL i, p* a67 .
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Your judgment of Patten's picture is just the same as mine.

The eyes look as if the.y were da'/zlcd hy a glare of light. With this

letter 1 scndy<m a little miniature to have fiKcd in a bracelet to wear

in the morning. I consider it much better than the one by Ross/

though it may not perhaps he so well painted.

Our Oarter ceremony went off very well, and was most imposing.

Papa and I stood under a canopy, and Brncst and C’harles by the side

of us on a dais. On the left w'ere the ladies of the nobility, on the right

Mama, Princess Re.uss and Anna, Marie Leiningen, Ernest Wtirttem-

berg. Prince Rcuss and suite. In the body of the chamber on the

left stood Papa’s suite, the Cotirt, the Ministry, and the public

authorities ;
on the right the Members of the Chamber and all

foreigners who come to Court (a large number). On the other side of

the partition a crowd of onlookers. Yoiir ( Jentlemen were then

conducted from their rooms by the Master of Ceremonies, two

Chamberlains and two pag<-s. At the entrance of the. chamber they

were received by the two Marshals and led up to the Throne. Tor-

rington earrietl the Patent, and Colonel (Irey and tkilonel IkaUinck

of the (k)ld.stream ( !uar<ls the two satin cushions on which lay the

Insignia of the Order. Oeheimrat Stein presented a formal address

to Papa acciuainting him of the despatch of the Order. Torrington

handed your two oOicial letters to Papa and read them aloud iti

English
;
the Master of the. Cereinonie.H followed with a translation

in German. Then he took the two cushions from their bearers

and presented them to Papa,* who Inmg the Chain round my
neck and pitmed oti the. Star, while Charles fastened the Garter.

Then your official despatch to me was read in Iffiglish hy

Seymour, and in German by Schenk. After the Court had passed

before us, we partook of a meal attended by 250 persons, and

honoured by the presence of Uncle [Count bunamiel] Mensdorff,

accompanied by Hugo ajid Alphous. Papa proposed your health,

Torrington Papa’s, mine and that of the. House of Coburg, and

the First Hofmarschall that of the Knights of the CJarter. In

the evening a full dress perhirmance. (Der FrdschiUs) in the

Theatre.

Yesterday we had a great shoot and this evening there is a “ dress

* Kir W. UpprtKluwtl on p, as® “f t»rey’» t'My Venn.
* Albert’* tnvesiitvire with the (!«rter took plaw tiy the Queen’s authority at

the hands of the Duke, who was himself a Kniaht ot the Order.
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Ball.” I must say good-bye, dearest Victoria. Good-bye, and
keep your love for your faithful, Albeut.

To Queen Vietoria.

(JoTiiA, January 1840.

Dear beloved Victoria,— I must write you two words before I

leave my dear home for ever. Wo start on our journey early to-

morrow morning ; to-day I have, to get through the packing and
other arrangements, and the leave-takings. It will be a trying day for

me, and many tears will be shed, but I trust I shall nf)t Itreak down
myself. To-day there i.s a concert and Court for leavotakiug.

Again I say good-bye, for 1 feel in a state of confusion
;
you will

hear from me again from Brussels. Give the aunt a thousand mes-
sages, and forgive me for not having written to lu^r. It has been
simply impossible. In honest love for you, my dear bride, your
faithful, Albert.

To the. Same.

ts( pyhruary 1H40.

Dear beloved Victoria,—A courier is going this evening to

London
; so I seize my pen to tell you in two lines of our safe arrival

this afternoon in Brussels. I am this much nearer to you. I found
waiting here your two dear letters of the z i st * and 23 rd

,
and thank you

heartily for them. You can imagine how aimoyetl I am at the news
of the really most indecent vote in the Coimnons abotit my
income. We saw it in the paper when we dined at Aix. ICvcn in

the House of Lords they arc making themselves unnecesHarily un-
pleasant. I must stop, and can only tell that if your love remains,
they cannot make roe unhappy. liver and always, your true,

Albert.

To the Same.

Bnus.smj, 4th February *840.

Dear beloved Victoria,—I owe you very very many thanks for
your dear letter of the 3i8t,^ which I hereby dtdy render. I am
most delighted to hear that the little picture has not di-splcascd you.
I think your criticisms of it are quite right

; I also find it too pale and
* See Queen Victoria’t Letters, vol. i, p. a68.
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too grey round the eyes. Torrington and Grey have been given their

Orders. 'I'hat you arc staying only three days at Windsor, since you

say it is the correct thing to do, is agreeable to me, for I shall have so

much to do in London before 1 have unpacked everything and made
some sort of order.

The bracelet for Mama, for which I am most grateful, will cer-

tainly give her great pleasure, and she needs it particularly now that

sire is so lonely and deserted. I am very glad that you are going to

give your royal command for my arms, and thank you from my
heart.

So Vccto ‘ is going to nrarry the Due de Nemours 1 I am sure it

will be for their happine.ss, they arc both so good and gentle. M. de

Bussii;rc, the h'rench Minister at Dresden, travelled here express, and

yesterday made a great .speech to Papa, as Head of the House, in

presenting the proposal of marriage. In the meantime Papa has

consented, and Ihiclc I'erdinand and Victoirc arc expected. The
opinion of ICrnest and all of us about Augu.sta’ [the Duke of

Oambridge’s daughterj is that, all things considered, she would

make the most suitaldc partic for hinr [ICrnest] that now offers

itself. Still he must wait to sec what his heart says to it, until

he gct.s to know her better, which will not be difficult for him

now in London.

I am surjtrised that you have said no word of sympathy to me
about the vote of the aStli, for those nice 'Pories have cut off half my
income (that was to be expected), and it makes my position no very

pleasant f)nc. It is hardly conceivable tlmt anyone could behave as

ntcauly and disgracefully as they have to you and me. It cannot

do th<nn much good, for it is hardly po.s8iblc to maintain any respect

for them any longer, liveryone, even here, is indignant about it.

I am sending you a very silly book, MonsieurJabot, but I am sure

it will amuse you. I have been laughing myself nearly ill for three

moTiths over the wittiness of the drawings, and the truly French

style of the comments (ErklUrung).

We start for Calais early tomorrow, and then there awaits us that

sad time on the sea, which, I fear, will be bound up with great

sacrifices ! 'I'he public, who will probably be assembled at Dover,

will obtain a pleasant vision of me I

^ Princesj* VictDire of Saxe-Coburg.
® She married Frederick William of Meckknbwg-Strelitz in June 1S43.
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Now good-bye, dear, dear Victoria, and think of your faithful,

Albert.

To Queen Victoria.

t)0VKR, yth Fthruary ^840.

Dear beloved Victoria,—Now I am in the same country as you.

What a comforting thought for me ! And to-morrow I shall he

looking into your dear eyes. It is hard to have to wait till to-morrow

evening
;
and yet the long absence has flown hy so ciuickly, and

to-morrow’s dawn will soon break. We had a terrible crossing

yesterday, for the whole boat was crammed with sick people. I

never remember having suffered so long or so violently. Papa and

Ernest too were in a miserable condition. When we landed our

faces were more the colour of wax candles than human visages.

However, our reception was very satisfactory, 'fhousaiuls were

standing on the quay, and greeted us with loud and continuous

cheering. Torrington says it is long since he saw so hearty a

welcome.

The authorities arc to come this morning with their Address,

and I shall return thanks with the reply sent me fronv l.,otuIon.

After that we set out for Canterbury. I shall be very glad to meet
the good Stockmar there again. Have the kindness, splendid

Victoria, to give the aunt a thousand messages from me. Papa and

Ernest lay themselves at your feet. I lay myself higher-right up to

your heart, hoping to find it open to me, and remain with unchanging
love and attachment, my own dear bride’s ever faithfifl, Al.mvRT.

To the Same.

Cantbrjuiry, 7th February *840.

Dearest, beloved Victoria,—A very few words of heartfelt

thanks for your very dear letter, which I found waiting for me, and
which has given me so much pleasure. You need not disturb your-
self about the room

;
a tiny corner close to you is enough to make

me over-full of joy. . , , Stockmar not to be found here, for

which I am amazingly sorry. We have just arrived and have
been most heartily welcomed, I must hasten to close this letter.

Forgive my horrid scrawl and keep your love for your faithful,

Albert.



ILM. Queen Victoria

h'rom thf rnfawdnl bv H. I*, (tibbun, after William Vaialer
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1\) Dtuliess (airotine of Saxe^Goitm Altenhurg.

L(»nih)N,. loth Fdmmry 1S40.

Dkak CJhaniimama, hi Ickh than three hours I shall he standing

bel'ort* the altar with uiy dear hride. In that solemn moment I must

once again ask lor your blessing, which I am well assured I shall

receive, anti which shall be my protection and my joy. 1 must end.

May Clod be tuy helper 1

Ever ytjur faithful, Grandson.



Pakt I’wo

THE YEARS OF TESTING



1840-1847

Early in 1836 King Leop(»ld I made his first intimation to his

faithful Baron tttockmur of his scheme for a marriage between
Victoria and Albert. 'Bhe trusted Coburger, in his reply, first

described Albert’s character, as far as he then knew it, and then

indicated in clear terms the programme for his future position in

England. He. wrote :
“

. . . Until 1 have observed him longer, I

can form no judgment as to his capacity and the probable develop-

ment of his character. lie is said to be circumspect, discreet, and
even now cautious. But all this is not enough. He ought to have

not merely great ability, but a riffht andiition, and great force of will

as well. I'o jnirsue for a lifetime a political career so arduous

demands more than energy and inclination—it demands also that

earnest frame of mind which is ready to sacrifice mere pleasure to real

usefulness. If he is not satisfied hereafter with the consciousness of

having achieved one of the most influential positions in Europe,

how often will he feel tempted to repent what he has undertaken ?

If he does not from tlic very outset accept it as an undertaking

of grave re.Hponsibility, on the efficient fulfilment of which his

honour and happiness depend, there is small likelihood of his

succeeding.”

How the chances of attaining this high-pitched ideal then stood

becomes obvious when Stockmar’s words, written a short time before

the engagement, are recalled. He wrote that Albert had not so far

shown the slightest interest in politics
;
he never read a newspaper.

What prospect was there then that there would be any alteration in

the Prince’s disposition, which was borne out only too well by

Stockmar’s experieirce of him ? Even if there was a change, how
far would this youth of twenty years succeed in asserting himself in

circumstances so utterly strange to him ? Moreover, the British

Constitution provided in no way for the conception of a Queen
Regnant’s consort, Victoria herself desired anything rather than

that Albert should busy himself with politics, and was encouraged in
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this view by the adored Lord Melbourne. As an ci\giij>;ed girl she

had written the Prince a warning letter,'

“ The English are very jealous of any foreigner interfering in the

government of this country, and have already in some of the. papers

{which are friendly to me and you) expressed a hope that you would
not interfere. Noio, though I knowyou never zoould, still, ifyou were a
Peer, they would all say, the Prince meant to play a political part. 1

am certain you will understand thi.s.”

I’he Queen maintained this attitude of refusal after the wedding.
She would never discuss politics with her husband nor pay attention

to his questions or suggestions. Politics wore the affair of the all-

powerful Minister, Lord Melbourne, who.se counterpart in the

Household was Baroness Lchzcn, Victoria’s old governess. Not only
did this lady look after the private correspondence of her fornver

pupil, but the Royal Household as well, and held the powerful posi-

tion of the Queen’s private treasurer. 'I'hree months after his mar-
riage Albert was forced to admit that he was “ only the husband,
and not the master in the house.” *

But before long the influence of Stockmar, who at first was per-

manently in England and later spent several months in each year
there, began to effect a fundamental alteration

;
it was essential that

the Prince shoidd attain to the position in I'ingland to which his

Uncle Leopold had once upon a time seemed de.stincd. As far as

Albert was concerned, his calculations were entirely successful.

He managed to influence the Prince through his pride and his stmse t)f

duty, and showed him that his predestined task in life was to re-

establish the idea of kingship in England, to re-unite the Ch'own
with the nation, and the means to tlic end was to be simjily the

example which the Palace must set to the nation, .strict adhesion to

principle, and maintenance of the Crown separate from, and superior
to, party. In her youth and inexperience Victoria had failed to live

up to this basic principle of the monarchic institution, for she was
unwHling to cut loose from the Whig Ministry

;
she gave offence to

the Tories, and called the national hero, the Duke of Wellington,
an “ old rebel,” and was against inviting him to her wedding. ( )ther

mistakes she committed, in consctiuence of which many anxieties

were likely to arise for the future of the British Crown, the scope of
which is after all limited by the Constitution. 'Phe treatment by
Parliament of the questions of Albert’s rank and income was in itself

a protest against the Crown’s partisan conncctioms.
But all Albert’s readiness with his own .special qualities of tact,

diligence, and patience in reinforcing Stockmar’.s efforts to effect

^
See Queen VictoritCs Letters^ voL p. asa,

^ To Prince Ldwemtein, May 1840,
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an improvement in his position, and all Stockman’s success, as time
went on, in securing the active support of Ministers—first of Mel-
bourne, and later (and most important) of Peel and Aberdeen

—

would have failed, had not the experience of falling in love made a
totally dilfcrent creature of Victoria. P'or she came to love Albert
above all else ;

she worshipped him, and all he did or said was
perfcetioii itself

;
he had no superior. I’e her her married and

family life, in its unrulEed harmony, was a source of unimagined
joy. In the company of her children, who in course of time reached
the number of nine, and of her adored husband, and preferably
far away from the capital, at Windsor, or better still in the idyllic

Highlands or in the Isle of Wight, Victoria enjoyed the greatest

blessing that can be granted to any woman.
Under the rays of this happiness Albert’s position was bound to

gain in substance and significance. He made a beginning by being
empowored to supervise officially the arts and sciences and the
philanthropic and social schemes of his period, and it soon came
abotit that there was no problem alFecting his countrymen to the
solution of which Albert luid not brought to bear his warm heart,

profouttd intelligence, his iron power of work, and his talent as a
speaker. Step by step, with surpassing patience he advanced to

his great goal. Again, since he had the (tntr^e to Ministerial parties

and could take cognisance of all papers dealing with foreign policy,

the peculiar domain of Hnglish constitutional rulers, he was able to

record his views on policy in exhaustive memoranda, and so gradually
bring himself to the front.

It was a clear mark of success that, when Victoria was expecting
her first child, he was appointed to be Regent in the event of her
death. When Melbourne’s Cabinet was turned out by Peel,
“ the Prince ” played a decisive part in the negotiations preceding
the change of government. And it w'as not long before he became
the Queen’s must confidential indeed indispensable—adviser,

and at the same time her Private Secretary and “ permanent
Minister,” the man nearest the 'I’hrone. By the time of the minis-
terial crises of 1845 and 1846, his position was so generally acknow-
ledged that he was accepted without question as the pivot of the

negotiuti(7na and acted boldly as the faithful champion of the 'Throne.

'There was a similar change in his position in the Household, which
was altered and reorganised according to his plans

;
Lehzen’s

power was ended, and she herself was finally dismissed.

When this Part closes, Albert’s influence will be seen to be
unbounded, not only in the Queen’s heart, but equally so in the
family circle, and in the department of politics—he is, in fact, in

everything except name. King of England. He has won his way
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to the goal pointed out to him by Stockiiiar. 'I'he Crown stands,

as it should, above party and outside politics
;
the exemplary lives

led by its wearer and her luisband have won for it far gi'cater dignity,

respect, and popularity than ever Victoria’s predecessors enjoyed -

or indeed she herself at the beginning of her reign. If it be allowed

that the symbols of the Victorian era are sound common sense,

family life, and “ morality ” (i.c. moral courage), the part played by

Albert stands out clearly. 'I’lic real creator (d the Victorian era is

the German prince who came from Coburg.
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To Prina’ JViHiam zn Lowcnstcin-Wertheim-Freudenber^.

May 1840.— 111 niy home life I am very happy and con-

tented
;

hut the difficulty in filliu}» my place with the proper

dignity is, tliat I am only the husband, and not the master in

the house.

To Duke Tiniest I of Saxc~Coburg and Gotha}

Buckinoiiam Falaoe, 4.th June 1840 .

—
"Wc came back yesterday

from Cdarenumt, where we have again passed two days. We went

there this time in order to he able to go from the neighbourhood to

the celebrated ICpsom races, which were certainly very interesting.

'Fhe numbers of people there were estimated at from one to two

hundred thousand. We were received with the greatest enthusiasm

and cordiality. 1 rode about a little in the crowd, but was almost

crushed by the rush of people.

I had to go to the Anti-Slave-Trade Meeting, and my speech

was received with great applause, and seems to have produced a

good effect in the country. 'I’his rewards me sufficiently for the

fear and nervousness I had to conquer before I began my speech.

I composed it my.sclf, and then learnt it by heart, for it is always

difficult to have to speak in a foreign language before five or six

thousand eager listeners.

I'he Park near the Palace of which you speak, is really very

pleasant, and I have enlivened it with all sorts of animals and rare

aquatic birds.

‘ See Grey, p. 341.

6 (;
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To Duchess Caroline of Saxe-Gotha-Ahcnbiirj;;.'^

DttcKfNCHAM Faiach, titft,7iinr 1840.

Dear Grandmama,—I hustoti to give you an account of an event

which might otherwise be misrepresented to you, which endangered

my life and that of Victoria, but from which we escaped under the

protection of the watchful hand of Providence. We. drove out

yesterday afternoon, about six o’clock, tt) pay Aunt Kent a visit,

and to take a turn rouitd Hyde. Park. We drove in a small phaeton.

I sat on the right, Victoria on the left. We. had hardly proceeded a

hundred yards from the palace, when 1 noticed, on the footpath on

my side, a little mean-looking man holding sometlning towartls us
;

and before I could distinguish what it was, a shot wa,s fircil, which

almost stunned us both, it was so loud, atul fired barely six paces

from us. Victoria had just turned to the left to look at a horse,

and could not therefore understand why her ears were, ringing, as

from its being so very near she could hardly distinguish that it

proceeded from a shot having been fired. 'I'he horses started and

the carriage stopped. I seized Victoria’s haitds, and asked if the

fright had not shaken her, but she laughed at the thing.

1 then looked again at the man, who was still standijig in the same

place, his arms crossed, and a pistol in each hand. I lis attitude wa.s

so affected and theatrical that it quite amused me. Suddenly he

again pointed his pistol and fired a second time. Tl'his time. Victoria

also saw the shot, and stooped quickly, drawn down by me. The
ball must have passed just above her head, to judge from the place

where it was found sticking in an opposite wall. 'The many people

who stood round us and the man, and were at first petrified with

fright on seeing what happened, now rushed upon him. 1 called

to the postilion to go on, and we arrived safely at Aunt Kent’s.

From thence we took a short drive through the Park, partly to give

Victoria a little air, partly also to show the public that we ha<l not,

on account of what happened, lost all confidence in them.

To-day I am very tired and knocked up by the quantity of

visitors, the questions, and descriptions I have had to give. You
must therefore excuse my ending now, only thanking you for your

^ See Grey, p. 344. This was the first of the seven attacks made on the Queen
during her reign. A plea of insanity was set up, and Oxford was committed to a
lunatic asylum.
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letter which 1 have just received, but have not yet been able to

read.

My chief anxiety was lest the fright should have been injurious

to Victoria in her present state, but she is quite well, as I am myself.

I thank Almighty God for His protection. Your faithful grandson,

Alhrkt.

d’he name of the culprit is Edward Oxford. He is seventeen

years old, a waiter in a low inn—not mad—but quite quiet and

composed.

To Kitti;! Frederick William IV of Prussia.

Buckingham Palack, lothjuly 1840.

AiXERDURCiiLAticiiTK!.STF,R KoNiG,—I havc had the honour to

receive the distressing news of the decease of His Majesty, your

father. I feel all the more this loss, so grievous to Your Majesty

and to your whole House, since I was favoured with His late Majesty’s

acquaintance, and am iir a position to pay personal respect to his

rare merits. It is my most heart-felt wish that kind Providence

may strengthen Your Majesty in this moment of deep sorrow, and

that it may grant that Your Majesty’s reign may be long, glorious,

and full of blessings.

Commending myself to a continuance of Your Majesty’s

remembrance and favour, I am, with the greatest respect and

devotion, your Majesty’s faithful servant and cousin, Albeiit.

To Duke Ernest I of Saxe-Cobtirg and Gotha.^

2\thjuly 1840.—An affair of the greatest importance to me will

be settled in a few days. I mean the Regency Bill, which will to-day

be read for a third time in the House of Lords, after which it will be

brought before the House of Commons. There has been much

trouble to carry the matter through, for all sorts of intrigues were

at work, and had not Stockmar induced the Opposition to support

the Government, it might well have ended as did the £50,000.

There was not a word of opposition in the House of Lords, except

from the Duke of Sussex. . . .

Lord Melbourne is a very good, upright man, and supports me
in everything that is right.

^ See Grey, p. 351-
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To Duchess Caroline of Saxc-^Gotha-Altcnhurji.^

Buckingham Palace, izth Feb. 1841.—The cold has been

intense. . . . Nevertheless, I managed, in skating, three days ago,

to break through the ice in Buckingham Palace (Jardens. I was

making my way to Victoria, who was standing on the bank with one

of her ladies, and when within some few yards of the bank I fell

plump into the water, and had to swim for two or three minutes in

order to get out. Victoria was the only person who had the presence

of mind to lend me assistance, her lady being more occupied in

screaming for help. I'he shock from the cold was extremely

painful, and I cannot thank Heaven enough, that I escaped with

nothing more than a severe cold. They had, it seems, broken the

ice recently at that particular spot, and it had frozen over again, so

that it was impossible to distinguish the place. . . .

The Christening* went off very well. Your little great-grandchild

behaved with great propriety, and like a Chri.stian. She was awake,

but did not cry at all, and seemed to crow with immense satisfaction

at the lights and brilliant uniforms, for she is very intelligent and

observing. The ceremony took place at half-past six p.m., and
after it there was a dinner, and then we had some instrumental

music. The health of the little one was drunk with great

enthusiasm.

I can scarcely realise the fact, that I have already been married a

year and two days ;
and it brings the sad truth afrc.sh to my mind,

that we have been so long separated from each other. I hope,

however, to see you cither here or at Ostend. Uncle Leopold, who
is very well, will, alas 1 not remain with us long. To me his being

here is a great pleasure.

The little girl bears the Saxon arms in the middle of the English,

which looks very pretty.

To Duke Ernest I of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha,

Windsor, znd Aug. 1841.—^We returned yesterday from our
excursion into the country, and are highly delighted with the

beautiful things we have seen, and the heartiness and enthusiasm
of the reception we have everywhere received. There genuinely

^ See Martin, voL i, p* loo.

® Of the Princess Royal*
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is fitill in the Enj^lish country-people an extraordinary amount of

religious feeling and devotion to the Throne, the law and the

Church, which it is most gratifying to sec. Hatfield House, which

once belonged to Queeir lilizaheth and has been since James I, the

property of I/ord Salisbury’s family, would very much interest

you with its architecture arid fine wood-carvings.

To Sir Robert Peel, Prime Minister.'^

2fd October 1841.

My dhar Sir Robert,—^When you were last here our conversa-

tion turned upon the Nibdungcnlicd, arid you seemed to take some

interest in this celebratt.:d poem of the prehistoric times of Germany.

I thought it wouUI amuse you to see a very fine edition of the work,

which has lately appeanxl, and therefore send it to you to look at.

I'he illustrations are by Bcndemann and Hiibncr, and fine specimens

of the school erf Diisseldorf. I am sure you will be pleased with the

correctnc.ss of drawing and conrp(»sition.

I was glad to see that your announcement of the intention to

form a Royal Gommission was so well received in the House of

Commons. I have thought much of the proposed plan, and have

arrived at the conviction that there had better be no artist by pro-

fession on the Committee. 'I’he benefit of an artist’s opinion would

be as well or even better olitained by taking it upon examination,

a.s this would enable the Commission to procure the different

opinions of a greater number of artists. I am afraid, moreover,

that the discussion upon the various points would not be so free

amongst the laymen if distinguished professionals were present, as

these would scarcely venture to maintain an opinion in opposition

to those of the latter class.

1 only give you my crude views, and have no wish whatever to

press them against the c.xpcricncc of others.

Believe me, dear Sir Robert, &c., &c., Albert.

To King Frederick William IV of Prussia.

Buckinoham Pai^ack, nth November 1841.

Your Majesty,—I have the honour to inform Your Majesty

of the safe delivery of my wife of a healthy prince at a quarter to

* See Mtutln, vol. i, p. 119. For Sir Robert’s reply, sec Martin, vol. i, pp.
lao-i.
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eleven on 9th November.^ The truly friendly feelings of Your
Majesty towards the royal mother and also myself cause us to be
assured that you will learn with sympathy of this event.

With true gratification I take advantage of this joyl'ul occasion

to assure Your Majesty once again of the sincere respect and
devotion, in which I shall ever be Your Majesty’s faithful and devoted

Servant and Cousin, Albert.

To the Same.

BticKiNOiiAM PAj.Arr,, it)ih Nowmber 1841.

Your Majesty,—The respect and amity with which the Queen,
my wife, regards Your Majesty’s person, and the pure veneration

for Your Majesty with which I myself am penetrated, have inspired

us with the desire that Your Majesty may be so gracious as to grant

us a request. This request is that Your Majesty may be pleased to

stand God-father to our new-born son. I admit without hesitation

that the friendly fulfilment of this desire would give us very genuine
pleasure. The date of the christening rvhich unforeseen circum-
stances might possibly cause to be altered later on- is fixed pro-

visionally for the middle of January, 1842. We think of inviting

the Duke of Cambridge, my uncle, Prince I'erdinand zu Wien,
Princess Sophia of Great Britain, my grandmother (the widowed
Duchess of Gotha), and my mother (the reigning Duchess of

Coburg). The Queen intends that the Prince shall be chri.stcned

Albert Edward in memory of her late Father.

The Queen, who, with the Prince, thanks be to the Almighty, is

in perfectly good health, desires to send most friendly messages to

Your Majesty, and I seize this opportunity to express once again to

Your Majesty my reverence and true devotion.

To the Same,

Windsor Castmr, izth Dceember 1841.

Your Majesty,—I have had the honour to receive on the ist of
this month Your Majesty’s most kind and friendly letter. Accept
from us both our warm thanks for the prompt fulfilment of our
request, which Your Majesty has in essence and form granted in a

way which could not have been more friendly and gracious. And
> Albert Edward, Prince of Wales ; later, King Edward VIl.
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indeed there would be good reason for satisfaction for all who would

wish that our desires may be fulfilled, if the Prince of Wales could

be granted the happiness of being held at the font by his royal

Sponsor. In expressing this heart-felt wish we do not ignore in

any way the difficulties, objections, nay, perhaps the impossibilities

which Your Majesty may have to face, even though your personal

inclination may urge you to grant our request. But it is the plain

truth that we should gratefully welcome a visit from the King and

Queen. As a further proof of our sincerity my wife has written a

letter, which I enclose. Be so gracious as to commend us most

kindly to the Queen and communicate to her our sincere invitation.

We have fixed the 25th of January for the Christening, which will

take place in the ancient Chapel of St. George here. The objections

and inconveniences attaching to so long a journey in the depth of

winter arc clearly before my eyes, and whilst urging you warmly and

eagerly hoping for success, I feel it essential to advise moderation

and careful consideration.

I indeed hope that fortunate circumstances may combine to

favour us, and allow Your Majesty soon to forward to us the decision

that we so much desire. Do not forget, your gracious Majesty, to

let us know soon and for certain when and from what port the ship

that carries you to us will sail.

Memorandum.'-

Dec. 1 841 .—Lord Aberdeen has in my opinion laid down the right

principle, that the Foreign Powers ought not to propose candidates

of their own —ought not to intrigue and push for them—but that the

choice of a future husband for the Queen ought to be left to the

’ See Martin, vol. i, p. 346. As early as 1840 Louis Philippe foroned a scheme

to obtain control of the Spanish throne. The whole story is known in history as

that of the “ Spanish MarriaKCS.’’ Six years later (in 1846) the defence put

forward by the Kintt and Guizot of the unseemly haste with which the marnage

of the young Queen was forced on by them in 1846, is founded by M. Guizot upon

the fact, that, “ whether the English Government desired it or not, the Coburg

marriage had become probable and imminent.”
The Engliah Government did not desire it, either then or at any other time.

When the subject was first mooted to Prince Albert in December 1841, he put his

views into writing in a Memorandum, which was submitted to Lord Aberdeen.

Lord Aberdeen, in a letter to Princess Ideven (zist December 1841), wrote :

“ The Spanish marriages were an ugly business, but it is now well over and I have

no wish whatever to recur to it, except as an example that notwithstanding M.
Guizot’s personal opinions and view, we cannot be certain of the conduct of the

Government." (Lady Frances Balfour, Life of the Earl of Aberdeen, vol, ii, p. 136.)
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Spanish nation, and to the feelings of tlio (jneen herself. If such a

choice be made, they ought to support it for tlus .sake of tramiuillity

in Spain, unless it be a choice which could threaten aiul en-

danger the balance of power in liuropc. [After reviewing the

various candidates, and what might be said for Prince heopohl, the

Prince concludes,] Still I have no wish to pre.ss my cousin, if he should

not be asked for by Spain herself, or to sacrifice him, should he have
no inclination to undertake so troublesome a task.

To Duke lirncst I of Saxc-Cohiirj^ and Gotha.'

Windsor Castle, Dee. 1841. 'Phis is the tleai- Chri.stmas

Eve, on which 1 have so often listened with impatience for your step,

which was to usher us into the present-room. 'I'o-day I have two
children of my own to give presents to, who, they know nut why, are

full of happy wonder at the Cerraan C.Kristmaa-tree and its radiant

candles.

To the Same."

Wmiwou Cakti.h, 1842.

Dear Papa,—I hasten to give you a true repoit of the dreadful

occurrence of yesterday, that you may be possesseil of the actual

facts
; and I beg you to communicate the content.^ of this letter to all

our relations, and to send copies of it to dear Craiulmama aiul those
who are at a distance, as I have no time to-day to write more.

On vSunday the a9th as we were returning from the Chapel
Royal, St. James's Palace, at two o’clock, as we drove along the Mall,
there was as usual a crowd of spectatons under the trees on our left,

who bowed and cheered. When we were nearly opposite Htullord

House, I saw a man step out from the crowd and present a pistol full

at me. He was some two paces from us. I heard the trigger snap,
but it must have missed fire. I turned to Victoria, who was seated
on my right, and asked her, “ Did you hear that ?

” She hud been
bowing to the people on the right, and had observed nothing. I

said, “ I may be mistaken, but I am sure I saw someone take aim at
us.” When we reached the Palace I asked the footmen who had
been at the back of the carriage if they had not noticed a man step
forward and stretch his hand towards tlic carriage, as if he wanted to

^ See Mftrtin, vol. i, p, 126. ® fbuLy p. 137^
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throw a petition into it. M'hcy had noticed nothing. We were

immediately impressed with the importance of keeping what had

occurred a profound secret. I did not breathe a syllable about it to

any one except Colonel Arbuthnot, to whom I told what had hap-

pened, and directed him to make it known forthwith to the Inspector

of Police, to Sir Robert Peel, and Sir James Graham.

I then ran out upon the balcony to see whether the man had irot

been seized, which would luivc led to a commotion and to hundreds

crowding round him. But all was quiet
;
and the people dispersed,

satisfied with having seen the Queen. ... In the afternoon

Sir Robert Peel came with the Head of the Police and took down my
statements in writing, together with a description of the man’s

appearance. I began ahnost to distrust myself and what I had seen,

as no one else had noticed anything, and we were driving rapidly

at the time. . . .

Yesterday morning (30th), at 9 a.m., a boy of 14 (named Pcarse),

who stutters greatly, came to Mr. Murray and said he had seen a

man present a pistol at us, as we were returning from church, but not

fire, exclaiming afterwards, “ Fool that I was, not to fire !
” Besides

himself (I’earse) the thing had been seen by an elderly gentleman,

who had turned round to him, and said, “ This is something too

strange.” lie followed the gentleman, fancying he would go and

report the matter to the police, and thinking he might be wanted, as a

witness ;
but the gentleman walked on up St. James’s Street. Here

he turned round, having observed that the boy continued to follow

him, repeated his former exclamation, asked the boy’s name, age,

address, &c., and wrote them down. Pcarse, thinking this was with a

view to citing him as a witness, considered the affair was in good

hands, and went home. But as he heard no more of the gentleman,

he came to the Palace. 'Phere was now no longer any doubt, so we sent

the boy to the I lomc Oflice, where his evidence was taken down. The

Police showed the greatest activity. We were naturally much

agitated
,
Victoria very nciwous and unwell. As the doctor wished that

she should go out, we determined to do so, for we should have had

to shut ourselves up for months, had we settled not to go out, so

long as the miscreant was at large. Besides, as he could have

no suspicion he was watched, and although so careless the first time,

had yet made such a lucky escape, we felt sure he would again come

skulking about the Palace, and that the numerous policemen in plain
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clothes, who were on the look-out for him, wotikl seize him on the

least imprudence or carelessness on his part. We drove out at 4,

gave orders to drive faster than usual, and for the two equerries,

Colonel Wylde and Colonel Arbuthnot, to ride close to the carriage.

You may imagine that our minds were itot very easy. We. looked

behind every tree, and I cast my eyes round in search of the rascal’s

face. We, however, got safely through the Parks, and drove

towards Hampstead. The weatlier was superb, and hosts of people

on foot. On our way home, as we were approaching the Palace,

between the Creen Park and the (lardcn Wall, a shot was bred at vis

about live paces otf. It was the same fellow with the pistol- a little

swarthy, ill-looking rascal. The shot must have passeil under the

carriage, for he lowered his hand. We felt as if a load had been taken

off our hearts, and we thanked the Almighty for having preserved us

a second time from so great a danger.

John Francis (that is the man’s name) was standing near a police-

man, who immediately seized him, but could not prevent the shot.

It was at the same spot where Oxford had bred at us two years ago,

with this dilTercnce only, that Oxford was standing on our left with

his back to the Garden Wall. Uncle Mensdorff and Mama were

driving close behind us. 'Phe Duchess Bernliard of Weimar was on

horseback not sixty paces from us. 'I'hc culprit was instantly taken

off to the police station. 'Phe populace arc in a state of extreme indig-

nation. He is not out of his mind, but a thorough .scamp. His

answers are coarse and witty. He tries to make fun of his judges.

Little Pearsc identified him this morning as the same, person he liad

seen on Sunday. He is twenty-two years old, and a joiner
;
the son

of a mechanic at one of the theatres
;
a wretched creature. I hope

his trial will be coitducted with the greatest strictness. . . , Your
devoted Son, Albert.

To King Frederick William IVofPnmUu

UucKiNOHAM Palack, lith Jum> 184a.

Your Majesty ,—I am making use of the opportunity offered by
Lord Hardwicke’s visit to Your Majesty to express my grateful

thanks for your gracious letter forwarded to me by Felix Mendclasohn-
Bartholdy. The poor man was so seriously over-strained by the

effort of directing the Rhenish Musical Festival, that he became
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really ill ,
aixd had to go off to the country to recover his health a little.

This circumstance is to blame for my not having yet met that inter-

esting musician. Your Majesty has been very kind in ordering him

to bring his score of the Atitigone with him, and we look forward to

enjoying it greatly. I am considering the bold idea of getting the

tragedy performed somehow, in order to have justice done to

Mendelssohn’s works.'

You have made Lord Hardwicke very happy by your commands,

and he obeys them the more readily, since he is genuinely very much
attached to you personally.

I am able to give Your Majesty the best news of your god-son,

who is growing stronger daily. Lady Lyttelton, who is known to

Your Majesty, has been appointed in charge of the nursery
;
her

e.'cperiencc and her cultured mind make us confident that the children

will be wisely looked after.

Your Majesty will doubtless have heard with indignation of the

fresh attempt on the Queen’s life. I am happy to reassure you that

Victoria is well in mind and body and much touched at the sympathy

shown on all sides.

To Duke Ernest I ofSaxe-Cohurg and Gothab

IkiCKiNCiiAM Palace, ^thjuly 1842.—I have again to tell you of

an attempt on Victoria’s life. As we drove to the Chapel of St.

James’s Palace yesterday, a hunchbacked wretch tried to shoot at the

carriage in which Victoria, myself, and Uncle Leopold were sitting.

I'he pistol missed fire, and a boy of si.x;teen (called Dassett) tore the

weapon out of his hand and collared him, calling at the same time to

the crowd to secure the assassin. Everybody laughed, and the people

cried, " (live him back his pistol
;

it is only a joke.” Little Dassett

and his brother, however, dragged the fellow to some policemen, who

only laughed and pushed him away as making fun of them. The

crowd pressed upon poor Dassett in such a way that he had to let

the hunchback go. Not satisfied, however, Dassett, followed by

the mob, went up to a policeman and showed him the pistol. The

policeman seized him, thinking he was the culprit, and wanted to

get olf by shamming that he had taken the pistol from somebody

' Mcmklsaohn’s own description of his visit is given by Theodore Martin,

voL if pp.
» See vol. p* 14*^-
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else. By this time others came up who had Siam the attempt, in-

cluding the boy’s uncle who had been present, and there was no

longer any doubt of tlie fact. The pistol was exatuined by the

police inspector, and was found to contain powder, paper tightly

rammed down, and some pieces of clay pipe. Last night, about lo

o’clock, the hunchback (whose name is Bean) was arrested. Ilis

father is a worker in gold, and he is himself a chemist’s assistant.

He left his father a week ago, and wrote to him he would “ never

see him again, as he intended doing something which was not dis-

honest but desperate, and begged to be remembered to his aunt, and

also to his brothers, although they had never tia^atcd liim like a

brother,” He signed himself, Your unhappy, but disobedient

son.”

I can quite imagine that the circumstances of this attempt l)cing

made the day after Francis received his pardon will excite much
surprise in Germany. But this letter was written six days licforc

Francis’s pardon. As the law now stands, his execution, notwltli-

standing the verdict of the jury, would have been nothing less than

a judicial murder, as it is CvSscntial that the act should be committed

with intent to kill or wound, and in Francis’s case this, to all ap-

pearance, was not the fact, at least it was open to grave doubt. I’he

vindictive feeling of the common people would l)e a thousand times

moredangerous than the madness of individuals.^ . . . Your devoted

Son, Albert.

To Kin^ Frederick William IV of Prussia.

WlNDSUH CaSTLH, 4f/( Auaust 1843.

Your Majesty,—^Your Majesty’s most kind letter from Lands-

berg was very welcome. Herr Gehoitner Rat votx Massow is an

old acquaintance, and it will give great pleasure to the Queen and

myself to see him again and welcome him as a friend of Your
Majesty’s. With the true enthusiasm of an under-standing and

experienced lover of art he is going the round of the parks and

gardens here, which, we may say without exposing ourselves to a

just reproach of Anglomania, are more numerons and more
artistically designed and kept than anywhere else. Herr von

Massow returned extremely pleased from the great Agrichltural

^ Bean was aenteaced to 18 montha^ impriBonnicat.
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Meeting at Bristol, which, as far as I have heard, must have been a

specimen, of such gatherings well worth seeing.

The Duke of Orlean’s horrible death ^ plunged us all in con-

sternation and deep distress. To my imagination it appears as a

mysterious enigmatic lesson full of deep significance, and will long

exercise my mind and spirit. It has made a strong and agitating

impression upon the Queen, The unhappy Duchess will have to

show the greatest fortitude and self-control in her state of affliction.

According to Uncle Leopold's letters the grief of the whole family

is such as to cause well-founded anxiety for the health, nay, even

the life of certain of its members. . . .

To Duchess Caroline of Saxe-^Gotha-Altenhurg^

Windsor Castle, iSth Sept, 1842,—Scotland has made a most

favourable impression upon us both. The country is full of beauty,

of a severe and grand character
;

perfect for sport of all kinds, and

the air remarkably pure and light in comparison with what we have

here. The people arc more natural, and marked by that honesty

and sympathy which always distinguish the inhabitants of moun-

tainous countries, who live far away from towns. There is, more-

over, no country where historical traditions are preserved with such

fidelity, or to the same extent. Every spot is connected with some

interesting historical fact, and with most of these Sir Walter Scott’s

accurate descriptions have made us familiar* The finest points we

visited were Perth, Loch Leven, Scone, Dunkeld, Taymouth,

Killin, Loch Tay, Loch Earn, Glen Ogle, Drummond Castle,

Stirling, Linlithgow.

To King Frederick William IV ofPrussia,

Windsor Castle, ut October 184a*

Youe Majesty,—Forgive this intrusion dictated by the demands

of my heart. I must sincerely wish you happiness for what you

have accomplished during your tour on the Rhine, The truly

royal manner in which you so graciously received our island country-

^ On 13th July the Duke of Orleans was on the road from Paris to Neuilly,

when the horses bolted. He leaped out of the carriage and was killed. Through
his sister he was related to the House of Coburg, being a brother of the wife of King
Leopold.

* See Martin, voL i, p, 147.

6
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men ^ has been observed here with much satisfaction
; it puts the

Queen and myself under a fresh obligatioti to you, Be so kind as to

accept our joint thanks for it.

Our delightful, exciting tour through Scotland, winch has a

beauty all its own, passed off happily. That country deserves a

visit by Your Majesty. On several occasions I was forced to reflect

what an enjoyment such a visit would be to one of your spirit and

nature. In the nteantime I shall regard this idea as a seed, which I

trust tliat the favour of the future may cause to develop.

The visit of my old friend at the Utniversity, Fritz Htrelilz, gave

me deep pleasure, '.rherc is talk of an citgagemeitt with our

Princess Augusta, hut we know nothing abont it so far
;
but if it is

so, it will be a source of happinevSsS to me that a new fairuly relation-

ship will be added to my older iiUhtiacy with Fritz.

To Your Majcsty*s gracious recommendation we owe a very

enjoyable evening, when Herr Bohrer drew wonderful tones frottt

his instrument. I regret fronn xny heart that Your Majesty has lost

from your service that exquisite musician.

To Baron inm Stockinar/'^

Windsor C'AS’ri.r, 2^th Dccmlwr 1H42.

My dear Stockmar,— ... I cannot let the old year close without

praising the foresight which during its course has arranged so much
for my advantage, and without again seeing in the results a sacred

duty, zealously to use the position I have been placed in for the good

of all around me, and to lay out like a treasure at interest the

experience I have gained. Let me once more thank you for much
loyal concern for the welfare of us all, for much tnniblc and fatlicrly

counsel in many moments of difliculty. When I look back I sec

nothing which I could wish otherwise
;

but when I look forward,

I feel that much remains to be done to bring matters to a satisfactory

issue. . . .

We have reached a critical transition-period, in wliich seedvS with

a noble purpose may daily be sown. Still 1 feel the necessity

for the wise counsel and support of a man of experience. When
you left us, you said to me, When you really want me, write, and I

will come.^' I am well aware of what you arc to your family, and

British officers who were attending military mimoeuvreti at CXjbleirz.
® See Martin, vol. i, p. 154.
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your own concerns, and I have therefore been unwilling till now to

importune you to return so soon. But now the moment is come,
when I think I may venture to remind you of your promise

; there-

fore do not delay. My attention hitherto has been directed to a

host of trifles. It always seems to me as if an infinitude of small

trivialities hang about me like an ever present weight
;

I mean by
these the domestic and Court arrangements, and to these I have
chiefly applied myself, feeling that we never shall be in a position to

occupy ourselves with higher and graver things, so long as we have
to deal with these trifles. . . . Albeut.

1 0 Dtidicss Marie of Saxe~Cohur^(; and Gotha}-

WiND.soH Castle, lirth Feb. 1843.—There is certainly a great

charm, as w'ell as deep interest in watching the development of

feelings and facviUies in a little child, and nothing is itiorc instructive

for the knowledge of our own nature, than to observe in a little

creature the stages of development, which, when we were ourselves

passing through them, seemed scarcely to have an existence for us.

1 feel this daily in watching our young oflspring, whose characters

are quite ditt'erent, and who both show many lovable qualities.

1 wish yovi more success than generally attends the education

of poor children of the lower ranks by persons of our own
;
and I

cannot but warn you against a mistake often committed under
similar circumstances, i.e. forgetting that education is the prepara-

tion for the future life, and that, if it be not consistent with the

pupil’s prospects, he may have to pay for the pleasure, which his

education gives you, with the happiness of his whole life, as nothing

is more certain to ensure an unhappy future than disappointed

expectations.

'Vo King Frederick William IV of Prussia.

Huckinoiiam Palace, z6th April 1843.

Youk Majesty,—Your Majesty’s friendship for the Queen and
myself assures me that you will be interested to hear the news that

the Queen was delivered yesterday at 4 in the morning of a healthy

daughter,* and that both arc perfectly well. With respectful

^ Sec Martin, vol. i, p. 164,
» Princcay Alice, later Grand Duchesfi of Hesse.
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messages to Her Majesty the Queen, I seize the opportunity of this

event, so full of rejoicing to us, to renew the expression of our

deepest veneration and devotion. . . .

To the Same.

Windsor Casti-b, August 1843.

Yo0R Majesty,—I must excuse myself to Your Majesty for

replying so tardily to Your Majesty’s gracious letter, which Professor

Hensel handed to me. I delayed purposely so as to be able to

report to you the success of the work which that clever artist

undertook at Your Majesty’s command, and with which 1 hope
Your Majesty will be satisfied. Victoria recognises in Your
Majesty’s wish to possess the picture a further proof of your friendly

thought.

We felt deeply for Your Majesty and your family in the loss

sustained by you through the death of Prince Augustus." I'he

sympathy universally shown is a proof of the respect and love

which were felt for the deceased.

Victoria commissions me to ask Your Majesty’s gracious pcr~

mission to be allowed to bestow on Prince William, Your Majesty’s

uncle, the Grand Cross of the Order of the Bath as a proof of their

high regard for that distinguished prince, and of recognition of his

glorious efforts in a battle * in which God brought success to the

allied armies of your Kingdom and of England, and by a brilliant

victory permitted peace to be restored, under the blessings of which
Europe has been flourishing and prospering now for 28 years.

Your permission will give her great pleasure.

I have only good to report to Your Majesty of the health and
advancing development of our little family. Now that a very long

and thorny Session of Parliament has come to an end, we arc

thinking of making a short cruise at sea. Owing to Mr. O’ConneU’s
agitation • we have been obliged to give up an earlier plan of visiting

Ireland this autumn, and shall have to limit our cruise to the Channel.

^ Son of Prince Ferdinand of Prussia, brother of Frederick the Great, and himself
a brother of Prince Louis Ferdinand.

William of Prussia, a brother of King Frederick William HI, had
distinguished himself at Belle Alliance [Waterloo] as leader of the cavalry, held
in reserve, of Bliicher*® Corps,

s O'Connell was agitating to set aside the Union of England and Ireland. He
was a bom agitator, and his mass meetings caused great excitement in the country.
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To Baron von StockmarJ

Windsor Castle, z^tk Sept. 1843.—Our travels are now over,

and have left behind them in our minds a most agreeable impression.
Never have I seen such enthusiasm as the Belgians showed us at

every step, and such a show of sentiment is bound to be of great

service to our Uncle. The delight at our visit was so combined with
the national feeling, that it afforded a fresh guarantee for the con-
tinuance of the present state of things. The old cities of Flanders
had put on their fairest array, and were very tastefully decorated
with tapestries, flowers, trees, pictures, &c., &c., which, combined
with the numerous old monuments, churches and convents, and the
gay crowds of people, produced a most striking effect.

Victoria was greatly interested and impressed
; and the cordiality

and friendliness which met us everywhere could not fail to attract

her towards the Belgian people.

We found Uncle and Aunt very well, and greatly delighted at

our visit. The children are blooming. Little Charlotte * is quite

the prettiest child you ever saw .... Leopold and Philippe are very
tall for their age, and quite strong and vigorous. Albert.

To King Frederick William IV of Prussia.

Windsor Castlb, gtA November 1843.

Your Majesty,—I deeply share Your Majesty’s regret over the

late sad events in Greece.* The British public do not share these

feelings
;
they count a “ glorious Revolution ” as one of the finest

achievements in their own history. The Government feel deeply

their responsibility for these events, in that they casually let time
slip by, and did not press for fulfilment of the promise of a Constitu-

tion, which was given to the Greek nation at the time when the

Greek Kingdom was set up. I cannot conceal from Your Majesty

my belief that, apart from the breach of this promise, much provoca-

tion was offered to the Greek nation. A really good national Greek
Government would have made the people forget that they had no
representation. But not only has King Otho’s Government failed

* See Martin, voL i, p. 184.
^ Later the wife of the Archduke Maximilian of Austria, Emperor of Mexico.
“ In September King Otho, of the House of Wittelsbach, was forced by

his rebellious subjects to grant a constitution on the two-Chamber basis*
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to show efficiency, but it has also shown an anti-national spirit by

allowing the Greeks but a very small share in it. 'I'hcy arc very

pleased here with the conduct of Sir K. Lyons ' who, seeing whither

the tendencies of King Othn and his advisers were bound to lead,

had frequently given warnings ; and King Otho himself seems also

to be pleased with him, since he called Sir Edmiuul his only real

friend in front of the whole Ciourt, saying that if he had followed

his advice earlier he would have overcome his present embarrass-

ments. 'I'hc King’s only course now is to keep his word, and I

adjure Your Majesty to use all po.ssibic influence to convince the

King of the absolute ncccs.sity of this. Unfortunately Kolokotronis’

recent experiment is in itself a blow to the nation’s confidence in

the King’s good faith. 1 can reassure Your Majesty that here

everything will be done to ensure that the new Constitution shall

be " a reasonable and possible ” one.

Lord Aberdeen has given Sir L. I /yons strict instructions to use

every effort to prevent the title “ King of Greece ” being altered to

“ King of the Greeks,” so that the ordering of the succession may

suffer the least possible disturbance. (Juizot and Aberdeen arc in

agreement about the Con.stitution
;
they hold that the mouarchical

principle must be maintained as strongly as possible, and the

greatest power possible be given to the l?ixecutivc, and that the

first of the two Chambers to be sumnroned must consist of life-

members, to be nominated by the King.

We celebrate to-day the second birthday of your little godson
;

I rejoice to be able to report to Your Majesty that he is advancing

and developing satisfactorily. I'his morning he was greeted by a

Feu de Joic from the troops
;

it gave him great pleasure, for lie

passionately admires all soldiers.

To Baron von Stockmar.*

Windsor Castle, l^th Dec. 1843. '"'rhe children in whose

welfare you take so kindly an interest are making most favourable

progress. The eldest, “ Pussy,” is now quite a little personage.

She speaks English and French with great fluency and choice of

Admiral Edmimd Lyons {kter Lord Lyona), left the Navy tmd
served in the Diplomatic Service between iHao and 1:853. In the Crimean War
be was second in command of the Black Sea Fleet*

® See Martin, voL i, p* 195.
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phrase. . . . The little gentleman is grown much stronger than he
was. . . . The youngest is the beauty of the family, and is an extra-
ordinarily good and merry child. . . .

Ireland is to all appearances perfectly quiet at present. Every-
thing, however, is being got ready for the struggle in the Queen’s
Bench. . . .

Our visit to Drayton has made the Premier very happy, and is
calculated to strengthen his position.

I went from there to Birmingham to see its manufactures.
Sir James Graham and others had advised me strongly not to go,
as the town is entirely in the hands of the Chartists, and even the
Radicals dare not show themselves in it. Nevertheless, I was
received with an indescribable enthusiasm. The people regarded
the visit as a great proof of confidence, and did all they could to give
assurance of their loyalty. In short, our excursion was one unbroken
triumph.

The Queen Dowager was at Drayton, and some of the Ministers.
At Chatsworth there was a large and brilliant assemblage of the
leading Whigs, and at Belvoir of the fashionable hunting men of
Melton and Leicester. Here I took part in a regular fox-hunt, had a
capital run, and moreover distinguished myself by keeping well up
with the hounds all through. Anson and Bouverie both fell on my
left and right, whilst I came off with a whole skin. . . .

Now to come back to sacred matters. The day after to-morrow
the Chapel is to be consecrated, and by the Bishop of Oxford.
Albert.

To the Duke of Wellington.

Windsor Castle, i^th Jan. X844.— . . . Unquestionably the
power to punish is there

;
but it seems almost an injustice to

make use of it, so long as no other protection for the honour of
officers is provided. I’akcn in the abstract, honour is invulner-
able. It is a treasure no one can take from us, and which we our-
selves cannot wound. No act of a third person can rob us of it.

But there is an honour which rests entirely on the world’s opinion,
and therefore is dependent on others. A man whose honour (in this

sense of the word) has been insulted, must possess some means
whereby he can recover the treasure that has been taken from him,
and reinstate himself in the opinion of the world. In old days the
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appeal to the sword was the recognised means. But as civilisation

advanced and Christianity gained influence, this unchristian and

barbarian custom became universally condemned, prohibited by

law, and severely punished
;
but no substitute was offered, and the

officer, whose whole existence rests upon honour, had but two al-

ternatives to choose from, either to overstep the law of religion and

the State and become a criminal, or to lose his professional honour in

the eyes of his fellow-officers and the world, and to see that, which is

his pride, besmirched. A sense of justice demands examination of

some other means to be provided, seeing that the only means at

present recognised has to be prosecuted with the full force of the law.

To Baron von Stochnar}

WiNason Castle, 4th February 1844.

Dear Stoctmar,—My heart impels m.e to give vent to my tears

upon the bosom of a true and loving friend. 1 have sustained a

terrible loss, and can as yet scarcely believe it. I fancy I still hear

your prophetic words ringing in my cars, that my poor father would
die suddenly.* So it has proveil. God will give us all strength to

bear the blow becomingly. 'I’hat we were separated gives it a

peculiar poignancy. Not to see him, not to be present to close his

eyes, not to help to comfort tho.se he leaves behind, and to be com-
forted by them, is very hard. Here we sit together, poor Mama,
Victoria, and myself, and weep, with a great cold public ar«)und us,

insensible as stone. To have some true sympathetic friends at

hand would be a great solace. Come to us in this time of trouble, if

come you can.

With him it is well. I share your belief that his would have

been a dreary old age
;
and even were not my faith strong in the

Providence which shapes all things for our good, I should find con-

solation in this. Still for us the loss is terrible. 'I'he parent stem
has been levelled by the storm, and the branches, which are scat-

tered all over the world, must now strike separate roots for them-
selves. May love, friendship, harmony keep them all together I

For me the father’s house is for ever closed
;
that house, it did me

good to think, I might return to upon occasion. The sweet feeling

^ See Martin, voL i, p. %o2.
* Duke Erpeat I, died on Januiry, 1844.
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that thought inspired I shall never know again. This reflection

shakes me to the centre.

This shall not weaken my love for my bereft native land. I

will help Ernest with heart and hand in the difficult task to which he

is called. Unfortunately, I am greatly hampered by being so far

away. How much need has poor Grandmama of consolation, who
has now lost her last friend 1 And poor desolate Mama 1 The good
Alexandrine seems to me in the whole picture like the consoling

angel. Just such is Victoria to me, who feels and shares my grief,

and is the treasure on which my whole existence rests. The
relation in which we stand to one another leaves nothing to desire.

It is a union of heart and soul, and is therefore noble, and in it the

poor children shall find their cradle, so as to be able one day to ensure

a like happiness for themselves.

Outside there is still much to do, and I long greatly for your wise

and faithful counsel.

The world is assuredly not our true happiness
;
and, alas 1 every

day’s experience forces me to see how wicked men are. Every

imaginable calumny is heaped upon us, especially upon me ; and

although a pure nature, conscious of its own high purposes, is and

ought to be lifted above attacks, still it is painful to be misrepresented

by people of whom one believed better things. Albert.

To the Same}

WiNDSOH Castus, ^th February 1844.

Dear Stockmar,—^We are all well, and getting used by degrees to

the thought that Papa is no more, which at first seemed to us hardly

believable. I have regained my composure, and will set to work to

fortify myself by constant activity, to which I have not been able to

brace myself hitherto. A new epoch has commenced in my life, not

indeed in action and aim, but in my emotional life. My youth, with

all the recollections linked with it, has been buried with him around

whom they centred. From that world I am forcibly torn away, and

my whole thoughts diverted to my life and my own separate family.

For these I will live wholly from this time forth, and be to it the

father whose loss I mourn for myself. In the free fresh courage

requisite for this, I have, however, been disturbed so long as my

See Martin vol. i, p* 304.
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thoughts reverted anxiously and sadly to the dear ones left behind at

my native home. I will, therefore, at once close accounts there, and
set about putting the machine into a state in which it may go working

on for the future. . . .

'fhese considerations have decided me to go over. Ten to

twelve days arc enough to despatch the whole business, and I

esteem it a sacred duty to devote them to it. Victoria is of the same
mind, and urges me to the step. At Easter Parliament rises h)r ten

days, in which all the world leaves town, and these days I have set

apart for the purpose. I have rcciucstcd Uncle Leopold to permit

good Aunt Louise to give her companionship to poor Victoria during

my absence
;
perhaps to come with her himself, ami I doubt not he

will comply with our wish. Albert.

To Kin£ Frederick William IV of Prussia.

WiNasoH Ca.stu!, Fr.hnuiry 1844.

Your Majesty,-—Your Maje.sty’s most gracious ami kindly letter

has brought much relief to Victoria’s wounded heart and to mine
also. You know from experience the fulness of grief thiit over-

whelms the soul at the separation in this life irom tlu; parent who
begot us and developed the first germ of life, tcmletl it with care, and
rejoiced in its blossoming, and the pain that we can only expro.H3 our

gratitude with our tears. My family has suffered a terrible loss
;

it

was a tempest shattering the stem of the tree. Scatterctl as we arc in

different parts of the world, the. centre by which we were united in

love is destroyed. We must however submit to CJotl’s will in piety

and resignation, and put our trust in the wisdom of Ilis decrees.

What distresses me particularly is the desolate state, of my step-

mother, and the difficult situation of my brother, who is now left all

alone at home with the great task of replacing him who was so much
beloved by the country. I may be able, I think, to take the 8 or 10

days of the Parliamentary recCsSS at Easter for a hasty visit to Coburg
and Gotha, in the hope of comforting and helping. The time is of

course short, but now that means of communication arc daily

improving, the journey can be made in an unbelievably short

space. I regret that lack of time will make it impossible to pay
a visit to Your Majesty, which would have given me very great

gratification.
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To Queen Victoria}

S.S. “ Princess Alice,’' Dover Harbour, aSf/z March 1:844.

My own Darling,—Wc have got over our journey thus far

rapidly and well, but the tide has been so unmannerly as to be an

hour later than the calculated time, so that I cannot sail before three.

Nevertheless, Smithett promises to deposit me at Ostend by half-

past seven. 1 have been here about an hour, and regret the lost

time which I might have spent with you. Poor child
!
you will,

while I write, be getting ready for luncheon, and you will find a place

vacant where I sat yesterday. In your heart, however, I hope my
place will not he vacant. I at least have you on board with me in

spirit.

I reiterate my entreaty, ** Bear up ! and do not give way to low

spirits, but try to occupy yourself as much as possible. You are even

now half a day nearer to seeing me again
; by the time you get this

letter you will be a whole one-—thirteen more, and I am again within

your arms.

The railroad is wonderful, especially that part of it between this

and Folkestone. I have gone through part of the fortifications with

some of the commanding olHcers, and am now writing in a handsome

cabin on board the Princess Alice, They arc on the point of raising

the anchor, which makc.s a hideous clatter.

Our party is complete. Sydow also has met us. The sun

shines brightly, and the sea looks quite calm. To-morrow Seymour

will bring you furtlicr news of me. Your most devoted, Albert.

To the Same,

Ostend, zBth Match 1844.

Dear uttle One,— . . . I cannot go to bed without writing two

words more. I occupy your old room, and have just come from

dinner, at which General D’llaue, Hir II. Seymour, Colonel de la

Place, and the Burgomaster were present. We had a rather un-

pleasant passage. I kept my scat on one spot all the way with my
eyes shut, but I was far from easy in my mind, and I arrived at half-

past eight stilf with cold.

It is ixow close on eleven, I am sleepy, and must therefore con-

clude. My prayers are with you. . . .

* See Martin, voJ. i, pp. 306 et seq.
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Cologne, z^th March .—Safe in Cologne, my first act is to

assure you of the fact. The journey was accomplished in eleven

hours from point to point, and was in every way propitious. Uncle
Leopold joined us at Malincs, and went with us as far as Verviers.

He looks well, and hopes to be with you by Tuesday, The railroad

from Li6ge to Aix-la-ChapclIc is wonderfully beautiful. Every-

where I receive attention from the authorities. Here in old

Cologne, where I was so often in my student days, 1 cut a truly

comical figure in my own eyes. I have put up at the Imperial

Hotel. Your picture has been hung up everywhere, and been
very prettily wreathed with laurel, so that you will look down
from the walls upon my tSte~d-t3te with Bouveric (the Prince’s

equerry).

I have just heard that the snow will prevent my making the

journey by way of Casscl. News exactly the reverse rcacli me
from another source, at which you will be surprised

; but I saw the

chief post-office official, and have despatched Dchler with thtfourgon
to bespeak horses for me.

Cologne, ^oth March .—Six a.m. Just up. . . . 'The day is

fine, and about seven I shall cross the Rhine by the bridge of boats.

Every step takes me farther from you—not a cheerful thought.

To the Same.

Gotha, ^utMareh 1844.

Dear, dear Child,—I arrived in Gotha safely about two hours
since. Ernest came to meet me some miles out of town, and wc
alighted together at Grandmama’s. Her delight is not to be de-

scribed. It made me quite nervous for her. Alexandrine was there

.

Mama and Ernest Wiirttemberg came shortly after, and completed
our dinner-party. I find Grandmama visibly altered

; her deafness

somewhat increased, but in all other respects the same true, warm,
loving nature, by which she is so pre-eminently distinguished.

Mama has grown much stouter, and at the same time looks older.

She wears the black point and the long veil of a German widow
. . . Your gifts have excited the greatest delight and admiration.

Oh 1 how many varied emotions overwhelm me 1 remembrance,
sorrow, joy, all these together produce a peculiar sadness. To-
morrow I shall make the trying visit to the Palace. I shudder at the
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thought of it. Could you have witnessed the happiness my return

gave my family, you would have been amply repaid for the sacrifice

of our separation. We spoke much of you. So many questions are

put to me, that I am scarcely able to answer them.

Now I am rather tired after my night journey and the exhausting

incidents of the day, so I shall make haste to bed. Farewell, my
darling, and fortify yourself with the thought of my speedy return.

God’s blessing rest upon you and the dear children !

To the Same.

Gotha, 2nd April 1844.

Dear, good little One,

—

I am getting these lines ready for the

courier, whom I expect to-morrow or the next day. What joy it will

be for me to get news of you and to see your dear hand-writing.

May the news be good, and you not sad.

I made the sad visit to the Palace to-day, which much oppressed

me. Everything is as it was, but the Palace stood gloomy and empty,

and all the rooms were shown me as if I was a stranger, the rooms

in which I spent my youth under the eye of my departed father. . . .

The good Grandmama is extremely grateful to you. . . .

P.S .—I am rather tired with people who all want to come for

only a moment. . . . Not to mortify them, I have had to consent to

hold a levee at the I*alace to-morrow. The ladies had all set their

hearts upon coming as well, but upon this I put a negative. Yes 1 I

receive many undoubted proofs of affection and attachment. I

went to-day with Ernest and Ernest Wiirttemberg to Reinhardts-

brunn, a very mournful excursion. Papa was so fond of the place, it

was his last creation. I enclose an auricula and a pansy, which I

gathered for you at Reinhardtsbrunn. Plere in the little garden

tihere is absolutely nothing that I could bring away for you. . . .

I purpose going to Coburg by way of Meiningen, and seeing the

Duke en passant, so as to give him news of Queen Adelaide. Here I

conclude my chronicle for the day, announcing that I have got toys

for the children, and porcelain views for you, and that I have also

procured whatever engravings and lithographs were to be had. Now
good night, little grass-widow.

Gotha, yrd April 1844.—How I have been delighted by your dear

letter, which your courier brought me this morning : he shall be
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sent back to you this very evening, I was sure you would feel

rather downcast and forlorn, still I w'as glad to how well you

fought against it. 1 cannot he grateful enough to the kind Aunt

[Louise] for having supported you so well. Your dear words

have done me so much good, and you need never fear writing itie too

much or at too great length. 1 am most grateful to Peel for hi.s

letter. 'Phe courier is m\v fmakmaif departing. 1 send you a few

sugar Itaster eggs. Now good-bye. You will soon hear from me by

Benda, and then f shall be at home with you. bwer your faithful,

Albert.

To Queen Victoria.

Kalenbero, ^th April. I write to you to-day from the Kalen-

berg, where we arrived safely ye.sterday about eight. 'Phis morning

is again bright and glorious. Oh ! how lovely and friendly is this

dear old country, how glad I should be to have my little wife

beside me, that I might share my pleasure with her 1 Lntest has

arranged everything in really splendid style, aiul the greatest

elegance pervades the place.

Immediately after hreakfast 1 shall hurry into town, to visit many
dear .spots, and alas 1 to sec many people also. About two we shall go

to the St. Moritx Church, where the Passion Music of old (irauu is

to be given. How often have I heard it on (Jood Friday with poor

Papa.

Our journey was a very rapid one. 'Phe parting was a severe

trial to good Grandmama. She is .so very kind and loving to me,

1 alighted for a moment at Oberhof, to take aimther look at Papa’s

favourite shooting lodge. My reception at Meiningen was mu.st

cordial. . . . Stockmar, who left Coburg yesterday, hud been in

Meiningen some hours before, but had travelled on without waiting

for me. I hope he will be with you all the sooner. Here I stop

to go to breakfast.

Before going to bed let me add a word about to-day’s doings, I

started early for the town, where I saw a great many people, 'Phe

Palace produced a terribly depressing ell'ect upon tne. . . . Coburg
has marvellously grown in beauty. About two we went with Mama,
Alexandrine, and Ernest to the town church. 'Phe beautiful

devotional singing of the congregation, as well as the admirable

sermon of General-Superintendent Gensler, moved me to tears.
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After Church wc visited the Festung, and Papa’s last beautiful

creation there ; and afterwards wc rode to the Eckhardsberg, which
our lost one had selected for his burial-place. Now good night, my
sweetheart.

To the Same.

Coburg, 6th April 1844.—I have this morning received your
letter by the hands of Benda. He is to take his departure again

forthwith, so as to be able (perhaps) to he with you a day sooner than

myself. I can therefore spare time for only two words to say that

I am well
;
that I will start for England the day after to-morrow, and

expect to reach Windsor by Thursday evening. I shall probably

have a few minutes’ conversation at Bamberg with the Crown Prince

of Bavaria. Charles is to meet me at Mayencc. I was at the

Rosenau to-day, and send you the enclosed flowers from there.

We dine here with Mama to-day. To-morrow I hold a levee, and
then hurry back to you, dear little wife, your faithful husband,
Albert.

To King Trederick William IV ofPrussia.

Windsor Castle, Gth August 1844.

Your Majesty,—-Your Majesty will be glad to hear that this

morning a few minutes before 8 Victoria was successfully delivered

of a fine strong boy.^ Mother and son ai'c well, thank God. With
feelings of the truest respect and devotion, I am Your Majesty’s

faithful and devoted cousin, Albert.

To Duchess Marie of Saxe~Cohurg and Gotha.^

Blair Castle,* 2znd Sept. 1844.— . . . We are all well, and
live a somewhat primitive, yet romantic, mountain life, that acts

as a tonic to the nerves, and gladdens the heart of a lover like myself

of field sports and of Nature. Pussy’s cheeks are on the point of

bursting, they have grown so red and plump
;
she is learning Gaelic,

but makes wild work with the names of the mountains.

* Prince Alfred, Duke of Edinburgh, from 1893 to 1900 Duke of Saxe-Cobuxg
and CJotha.

* See Martin, vol. i, p. 234.
* Blair Atholl, the seat of Lord Glenlyon, afterwards Duke of Atholl, in

Perthshire.
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We leave on the ist, and expect by 6 p.m. on the 3rd to roach

Windsor, where, after a preliminary training on the sea, the bold

deer-stalking mountaineer will have to transform himsedf into a

courtier, to receive and filer a King of the French, ai\d play the part

of a staid and astute diplomatist.

To Baron von StockmarP-

Uuckinoham Paiack, toth May 1B45.

Dear Stockmar,—Here we arc at the Whitsun holidays, when
the weary combatants in Parliament and the tiretl-out epicureans

fly from town for a little fresh air. We do the same, exhavistcd

partly by business, partly by the so-called social pleasures, and are

off at noon to-day to tlic Isle of Wight with C'.harles (Prince

Leiningen), who has been with us for four days, and the two oldest

children. Osborne is bought, and, with some, adjoining farms,

which wc have also bought, makes a domain of 1,500 acres in a ring

fence.

I'he religious warfare continues, but Peel is a gainer by the

lengthened duration of the debate, which is now adjourned to the

19th, as the excitement, which has been in a great measure produced

by extraneous stimulants, will not hold out so long.

The weather is frightfully cold and disagreeable, still both

crops and grass promise well.

To King Frederick William IV of Prussia.

Antwerp, 10th Aug. 1845.—Ilcrr von Arnim has delivered to me
Your Majesty’s gracious letter, and 1 hasten to express my very

sincere thanks to Your Majesty for it, and at the same time to

announce our safe arrival at the Port of Antwerp. Wc start off

very early to-morrow (7 o’clock) and look forward impatiently to

the pleasure of presenting ourselves before Your Majesty and the

Queen. You will be able to gauge the feelings which stir my
German bosom at the thought of setting foot on German soil under

such very special circumstances 1 We shall gratefully seize the

opportunity of this journey to pay homage to the Emperor Charle-

magne on our way [at Aix-la-Chapelle],*

^ See Martin, yoI, i, p, 265*
* This was Qmm Victoris^s fost visit to Germmy.
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To Baron von Stockmar}

Coburg, 34/// Aug, 1845.—The visit to the Rhine, except for

unceasing rain, was very pleasant, and our reception brilliant and

hearty. Victoria seems to have pleased everybody, and is herself

satisfied and extremely interested in all she sees or has seen. The

mass of Royal personages, who stream in from all sides, is somewhat

oppressive, although their empressement cannot be otherwise than

flattering. Here everything up to the present time has been a

complete success- simple, hearty, and in good taste.

To Dr, WilherforcCj Dean of Westminster.'^

Windsor Casixb, xgth October 1845.

My dear Dean,-- I had intended to commit to paper for you my

views on the position of a Bishop in the House of Lords, but gave

up the idea, fearing that it miglit appear presumptuous on my part.

Anson, Irowever, tells me that he is sure you would not consider it

as such, and would be pleased if 1 were still to do it
;
I accordingly

resume the pen.

A Bishop ought to abstain completely from mixing himself up

with the politics of the day, and beyond giving a general support

to the Queen's Government, and occasionally voting for it, should

take no part in the discussion of State affairs (for instance, Corn

Laws, Game Laws, M'rade or Financial questions, &c., &c.) ;
but he

should come forward whenever the interests of Humanity are at

stake, and give boldly and manfully his advice to the House and

Country (I mean questions like Negro Emancipation, education of

the people, improvement of the health of towns, measures for the

recreation of the poor, against cruelty to animals, for regulating

factory labour. See., See.).

As to religious aifairs, he cannot but take an active part in them ;

but let that always be the part of a Christian, not of a mere Churchman.

Let him never forget the insufficiency of human knowledge and

wisdom, and the impossibility for any man, or even Church, to say,

“ I am right, and I alone am right.” Let him, therefore, be meek,

and liberal, and tolerant to other confessions
;
but let him never

forget that he is a representative of the Church of the Land, the

Sc^ Martin, voL i, p. aSi}.
.

^ On appointment as Bishop of Oxford, uee Martm, voU n, p. 133.

7
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maintenance of wliich is as important to the country as that of its

Constitution or its 'I'lirone. Let him, licrc, always be conscious

that the Church has duties to fulfil, that it does not exist for itself,

but for the people, for the country, and that it ought to have no

higher aim than to be the Church of the people. Let there be,

therefore, no calling for new rights, privileges, grants, &c., but

show the zeal and capacity of the Church to stretch her powers

and capabilities to the utmost for the ftilfilmcnt of her sacred

duties to the people, in ministering and teaching. A Bishop

ought to be uniformly a peace-maker, and, when he can, it is

his duty to lessen political and other animosities, and remind the

Peers of their duties as Christians. He ought to be a guardian

of public morality, not, like the press, by tediously interfering

with every man’s private affairs, speaking for applause, or tramp-

ling on those that are fallen, but by watching t)ver the naorality

of the State in acts which expediency or hope lor profit may

tempt it to commit, as well in home and colonial as in foreign

affairs.

He should likewise boldly admonish the public even against its

predominant feeling, if this be contrary to the purest standard of

morality (reproving, for instance, the recklessness and the wickedness

of the Projectors of Railway schemes, who, having no funds them-

selves, acquire riches at the expense of others, their dupes). Here

the nation is in the greatest danger, as every individual gets cor-

rupted, and every sense of shame is lost.

In this way the Bishops would become a powerful force in the

Lords, and the country would feel that their presence there supplies

a great want, and is a great protection to the people.

I have spoken as thoughts have struck me, and am sure you will be

better able than I am to take a comprehensive view of the position.

Ever yours truly, Albert.

Duchess Marie of Saxe-Coburg and Gothab

25th Dec. 1845.-—We are seeknfroh (glad in soul), as they say in

Coburg, or still more frequently, gans fidcl (in higli glee), that we

have survived a Ministerial crisis of fourteen days’ duration, and

are now standing exactly where we stood before—upon our feet,

* See Martin, vol. i, p. 313.
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whereas during the crisis we were very nearly standing on our

heads.

To Baron van Stockmar}

Windsor Castle, 6thyamcry 1846.

Dear Stockmar,—I believe that the crisis,® now past, has been

a source of real advantage to the Crown, by producing a widely

spread feeling that amid all the general confusion and heat of party

at least one person has remained calm and free from party spirit,

this person being the Queen. The very Radical Examiner had a

very remarkable article on the subject, in which it brought promin-

ently forward the advantage for the country of the existence of

a third power so free from partisanship.® Our travels on the

Continent, too, have made the impression general, that t\xt personal

appearance of the Sovereign in foreign countries secures the friend-

ship of those countries for the English nation, and in particular,

that to the personal friendship between Victoria and Louis Philippe

is to be ascribed the maintenance so much desired of peace between

France and England. These are certainly very cheering, if only

moderate, strides in policy, domestic and foreign.

Had we not also to secure the moral dignity of the Court ? This

basis has been obtained. To my mind, the exaltation of Royalty is

possible only through the personal character of the Sovereign.

When a person enjoys complete confidence, we desire for him more

power also and influence in the conduct of affairs. But confidence

is of slow growth.

The opening of Parliament will be very interesting, and many
may be the storms that await us,

^ See Martin, vol. i, p. 315-
® Sir Robert Feel went out of office in December, 1845, and after long negotia-

tions Lord John Russell declared his readiness to form a fresh Government. He
was, however, unsuccessful and Feel returned to power.

® The following is obviously the passage to which the Prince refers. It occurs

in the Examiner of a7th December, 1845. “ In the pranks and bunglings of the

last three weeks, there is one part which, according to all report, has been played

most faultlessly—that of a Constitutional Sovereign. In the pages of history the

directness, the sincerity, the scrupulous observance of constitutional rules, which
have marked Her Majesty's conduct in circumstances the most trying will have
their place of honour. Unused as we are to deal in homage to royalty, we must
add, that never, we believe, was the heart of a monarch so warmly devoted to the

interests of a people, and with so enlightened a sense of their interests.’^ The
article of which this forms a part is in the brilliant and bitter style of Mr. Albany
Fonblanque, and it is especially conspicuous for that rancorous injustice to Sir

Robert Peel which its writer lived to regret,
''
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To Kin^ Frederick IVilluim IV of Prussia.

UUCKINGUAM 1 ’Al.ACl!, ISt Al>ril X846.

Youk Majesty,—Your Majesty has honoured me with a very

graciovis letter, and also given me very great jdeasure hy your
present oF a inagnihcent pair t)f pistols. Permit me to express my
sincere thanks. I’he decoration on these weajmns is remarkably

tasteful and rich, and does great honour to Your Majesty’s artificers.

They are almost too beautiful to he allowed to hear witness to my
skill in target practice. Your Majesty’s kindness to my brother has

laid Victoria and myself under a further obligation of gratitude.

We share your regret that he did not take Alexandrine to Berlin,

and have informed him of our feeling, especially as he has now
taken her on a tour to Spain and Portugal, a trip which we. cannot

regard as a happily conceived idea. 'I’he dangerous incidents in

Poland have now, thank Heaven, come to m end, and this will

relieve you of a heavy an.xiety. All the details about it that have

come to our cars have naturally caused us deep distress.

We have received splendid news from India, where the victories

of Aliwal and Bobraon completed the earlier ones, about which

Your Majesty evinced such kindly interest. They have brought

about a peace which promises new strength, solidity and lasting

power to the Iitdian Empire. Once again your cousin. Prince

Valdemar, has won for himself well merited appreciation and
admiration, and proved himself a worthy scion of your House.

I venture to express my sincere congrattdations to yourself and also

to Prince William. Sir ficnry Ilardingc has most deservedly been

created a Peer as Viscount Hardingc, with the choice of describing

himself as of Moodkee, P'erozesluih, Sobrat)u or Lahore.' Sir

Hugh CJough is Baron (Jough (and a Peer) and Bit Harry Smith a

Baronet. 'Phey have all proved themselves true heroes, and
Sir Henry Hardinge is a great ntan in every sense of the word.

I am convinced that in the Prussian Army also interest will be

taken in his renown.

Our political problems arc still far from beiitg solved* 'Phe

struggle is being conducted with much bitterness, and Sir Robert

numbers only 112 genuine adherents out of 658 members of the

House of Commons, and this includes the 40 Ministerial members.

' Lahore was chosen.
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It is all very sad. He will force through his measures, but this will

lead us into a labyrinth from which no one is competent to find

the way out. It displays one of the darker sides of our much
vaunted Constitution.

Memorandum.^

Buckingham Palace, yd April 1846.—I saw this day Sir R. Peel,

and showed him a memorandum, which I had drawn up respecting

our conversation of the 30th.

It filled six sheets, and contained, as minutely as I could render

it, the whole of the arguments we had gone through. Sir Robert

read it through and over again, and, after a long pause, said :
“ I was

not aware when I spoke to your Royal Highness that my words

would be taken down, and don’t acknowledge that this is a fair

representation of my opinion.” He was visibly uneasy, and added,

if he knew that what he said would be committed to paper, he

would speak differently, and give his opinion with all the circum-

spection and reserve which a Minister ought to employ when he

gave responsible advice
;
but he had in this instance spoken quite

unreservedly, like an advocate defending a point in debate, and then

he had taken another and tried to carry this as far as it would go, in

order to give me an opportunity of judging of the different bearings

of the question. He did so often in the Cabinet, when they dis-

cussed important questions, and was often asked :
“ Well, then, you

are quite against this measure ?
” “ Not at all, but I want that

the counter argument should be gone into to the fullest extent, in

order that the Cabinet should not take a one-sided view.”

He viewed the existence of such a paper with much uneasiness,

as it might appear as if he had left this before going out of office

in order to prepossess the Queen against the measures, which her

future Minister might propose to her, and so lay secretly the

foundation of his fall. The existence of such a paper might cause

great embarrassment to the Queen ; if she followed the advice of a

Minister who proposed measures hostile to the Irish Church, it

might be said, she knew what she undertook, for Sir R. Peel had

warned her and left on record the serious objections that attached

to the measure.

I said that I felt it to be of the greatest importance to possess

^ Sec Queen Victorians Letters, voL ii, p. 90.
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his views on the question, but that I thought I would not have been
justified in keeping a record of our conversation without showing

it to him, and asking him whether I had rightly understood him

;

but if he felt a moment’s uneasiness about this memorandum, I

would at once destroy it, as I was anxious that nothing should

prevent his speaking without the slightest reserve to me in future

as he had done heretofore. I felt that these open discussions were
of the greatest use to me in my endeavour to investigate the different

political questions of the day and to form a corxclusivc opinion upon
them. As Sir Robert did not say a word to tiissuade me, I took it

as an affirmative, and threw the memorandum into the fire, which, I

could see, relieved Sir Robert. Ai.burt.

To Duke Ernest II of Saxc-Colmrg and Gotha.

Bockinoiiam Pai.ac®, 26/A Mn.v 1846.

Dear Ernk.st,— . . . 'I’hings being as they are, ytm will under-

stand how sorry we are not to be able to fall in with your wish to

take us on your way, 'I’hcrc is a second point : the offer made by
Queen Cristina. This has placed us in a very emharrassing position.

Wc had promised France that if the King kept his word and refrained

from thrusting forward cither of his son.s, wc shmdd use our influence

to bring about a Bourbon marriage, which would meet the wishes

of the King and Queen Cristina and he popular in Rpain at the

same time. We have at the same time declared that wc do not

admit the right of France to dictate to the Spaniards in any way
whatever regarding the marriage of Queen Isabella

;
that wc

should support Spain’s independent right to manage her own
affairs, and that, supposing a Bourbon marriage proved unacceptable

in Spain in spite of our efforts to bring it about, then any other

marriage would be entirely approved by us, given that it was desired

in Spain.

This marriage was on the point of coming to pass when the

Bourbons became impossible, and a Spanish declaration to that

effect would have solved the difficulty. I'hen Bulwer
»
permitted

himself to be a party to a step taken by Queen Cristina, which she
did not venture to take by herself on account of King Louis Philippe.

j
Lytwn Bulwer, afterwards I.,ord DalliriK. He allowed the Queen to

Coburg
® proposing marriage with Prince Leopold oC Siixe-*
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It lays us open to suspicions of perfidiousness, intrigue and faith-

lessness, &c,, &c. ;
to the French it offers just grounds for complaint.

We have been forced to wash our hands of the matter and to tell the

French that we have had nothing whatever to do with the step taken.

Naturally we are not believed, and your journey to Spain, for which

no motive can be stated, and moreover with Uncle Ferdinand there

at the same time, is a factor which tells only too badly against us.

There is only one way to ensure success for the marriage with

Leopold, and that is for France to come in with us de bon coeur
;

otherwise, even if the matter is put through, the political future of

Spain and Portugal will be in jeopardy. It is moreover important

that France shall not appear to the world as having been over-

reached by us, which would wound her sensibilities as a nation
;

the marriage should therefore as far as possible come before the

world as a piece of work, arranged not by England, but by France.

From this point of view your coming to England just now after

what has happened, would destroy Leopold’s prospects for ever.

There is no doubt whatever that for Spain Leopold would be by

far the happiest choice, and France is bound to recognise this. It

could be made a certainty if it could be combined with a marriage

between Montpensier and the Infanta, and that is what we have to

work for. It is not for me to judge whether it would be best for

Leopold himself ;
what matters is whether he has inclination and

courage for the task. If so, the position, high, honourable, and

powerful as it is, would be a good one for him
;

if not, the inferior

personal charms of the Queen, and the many political worries, will be-

come an intolerable burden to him. Ferdinand will know most about

this ; I believe he enjoys Leopold's confidence.

I end with a request that you may be so kind as to let Uncle

Ferdinand and Ferdinand [cousin] read this letter, for I have no time

to write a second copy of it for them.

To King Frederick William IV of Prussia.

Buckingham Palace, z6th May 1846.

Your Majesty,—It gives me the greatest pleasure to be able to

announce to Your Majesty that yesterday afternoon at 3 o’clock the

Queen was safely delivered of a Princess.^ The many proofs of

friendship which Your Majesty has given to us assure me that you

^ Ffmeess Helena, afterwards wife of Prince Christian of Schleswig-Holstein.
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will receive, the news of this gladdening event with your former

interest, and I seize this happy opportunity to express anew my un-

alterable respect and devotion to Your Majesty and the Queen. . . .

7 e the Scutie.

ISlK'KINCIUM I’At.Acn, jfiDIC r.S.pl.

Youk Majesty, --I should hardly liavc ventured to send Your

Majesty this little work of art, and to recomineitd to Your Majesty’s

gracious hencvolencc the artist Ludwig Gruncr, who begs for per-

mission to deliver it to you, had not Your Majesty shown us so many
proofs of that friendly interest, which turns a kindly ear to things un-

important in themselves, but which are designed to promote cheer-

fulness and refreshment in the family circle. In decorating the,

pavilion in the Palace (uirdens we were attracted by the thought of

making a contribution towards solving the c[uestion whether painting

in fresco could be transplanted and made to flourish on ICnglish soil,

llcrr Gruncr, who possibly has the happiness <if being already known
to Your Majesty by his book on Italian fresco decoration, has been in

charge of the work on the pavilion, and has recently done many good

services to us in our love of art by his knowledge ami skill.

7 'o Queen I'lcforiii.

l-iviau>oot,,' 7.4s |\m., •jioth Jfiily 184^.

Dear Sponsa, - I write, hoping these lines, which go by the

evening post, may reach you by breakfast-time to-morrow. As I

write, you will be making your evening toilette;, aitd not he ready in

time for dinner. I must set about the same task, and not, let me
hope, with the same result. I cannot get it into my head that there

arc 250 miles between us 1 I have done wonders of activity, as you

will perhaps have learned from the papers by the time you receive

, this letter. The loyalty and enthusiasm of the inhabitants are

great
;
but the heat is greater still. ... I am satisfied that if the

population of Idverpool had been weighed this morning, and were

to be weighed again now, they would be found to he very con-

siderably lighter. The docks arc wonderful, and the mass of

shipping incredible.

* See Martin, voL i, p. 334. In May of this year the Prince had laid the
foundation stone of the Sailors’ Home for the port of London

;
and he was now

asked to perform the same office for the port of Liverpool.
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I must conclude, and enclose to end my letter two touching

objects—a flower and a programme of the procession. Good-bye.

May wo soon meet and embrace each other again ! Your faithful,

Albkrt.

To Lord Grey, Secretary for the Colonies}

Buckingham Palack, 3rd Aufiust 1846.

My dear Lord Grey,—The Queen wishes me to return you

the enclosed letter. The subject of the Government of Canada is

one which the Queen has much at heart. Canada has been for a

long time, and may probably still be for the future, a source of great

weakness to this bhnpire, and a number of experiments have been

tried. It was in a very bad state before the Union, continually

embarrassing the Home Government, and the Union has by no

means acted as a remedy, but it may be said almost to have increased

the difficulties. The only thing that has hitherto proved beneficial

was the prudent, consistent, and impartial administration of Lord

Metcalfe. Upon the continuance and consistent application of the

system which he has laid down and acted upon, will depend, in the

Queen’s estimation, the future welfare of that province, and the

maintenance of proper relations with the motlier country. The
Queen therefore is most anxious that in the appointment of a new

Governor-General (for which post she thinks Lord Elgin very well

qualified), regard should be had to securing an uninterrupted de-

velopment of Lord Metcalfe’s views. The Queen thought it the

more her duty to make you acquainted with her sentiments upon this

subject, because she thinks that additional danger arises from the

impressions which the different agents of the different political

parties in Canada try to produce upon the Home Government and

the imperial Parliament, and from their desire to mix up Canadian

party politics with general English politics. Ever yours, etc.,

Albert.

To Lord Palmerston, Foreign Secretary}

gth August 1846.

My dear Lord Palmerston,—^The Queen is much obliged for

Lord Howard de Walden’s private letter to you, and begs you will

^ See Quern Victorians Letters, vol. ii, p. xii*
^ See Queen Victorians Letters

^

voL ii, p. 113.
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never hesitate to send her such private communications, however

unreserved they may be in their language, as our chief wish and aim

is, by hearing all parties, to arrive at a just, dispassionate, and correct

opinion upon the various political questions. This, however,

entails a strict scrutiny of what is brought before us. . . .

To Kin;^ Freticrick William IV of Prussia.

Osborne, itth Aug. 1846.—I must not delay longer in answering

Your Majesty’s gracious letter of 2 T 8t June and in thanking Your

Majesty for the continuance of your greatly valued confidence. Sir

Edmund Lyons’ * case is a peculiar one. Ivord Aberdeen had

promised me, at the ne.xt opportunity that offered itself, to remove

him from a place where he has been kept too long, and where his

personal interest in the movements in the country has identified him

so completely with one political party. In conse([uencc he finds it

difficult, if not impossible, to assume the unprcjiuliced and generally

fair demeanour which a Power that wishes well to the Crreek State

and throne would wish to sec adopted by its Rcprcvsentativc. The
obstacle to the fulfilment of that promise was the relations that

developed between Sir Edmund and Piscatory, which produced a

rivalry between the British and French (lovcrnments and made it

impossible for the honour of cither country to recall its Minister.

Lord Aberdeen proposed that both should be; recalled, but this fell

to the ground owing to (Juizot’s fear of making an enemy of Pisca-

tory, who might have been dangerous to him in the French Chamber.

Lord Palmerston is now in a worse position than Lewd Aberdeen was,

for he has always supported the development of democratic institu-

tions in Greece, and Lyons' chief efforts have been in that direction.

Nevertheless he has promised me to give Lyons strict instructions

not to allow his partisanship to place him in a position of hostility to

any given Ministry in Greece, and to bear in jnind that he represents

a Government which elevated King Otho to the Greek Throne and

desires to see him strong and happy in occupation of it.

Our new Ministry * has now settled down, and will, despite a

minority of 100 votes, be able to wind up the Session without

anxiety. All the prophets are silent about further prospects, for

they feel the chances are too great of any prophecies being proved

‘ Sec p. 86. * Lord John Russell’s Libcrsl Cabinet.
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wrong in the next twelve months and are afraid of appearing ridicu-

lous. Your Majesty will appreciate my prudence in following their

example.

I venture to recommend to Your Majesty a man who begs me to

describe him to Your Majesty as one desirous of having the honour

of being permitted to converse with you. He is Dr. List, the enemy
of England and her trade. He now calls himself a friend, and states

that he has always been a misunderstood friend, and has come to

convince us that Germany needs a Protective Tariff
; and England

ought to admit that fact and be glad to see it in practice. I was

much interested in making his acquaintance, and was better able to

follow his mental processes than the English could. It would be

good for Germany as well as England, if this admittedly influential

man could be given a view of the workings of the Zollverein from the

Prussian point of view.

We arc highly dcliglitcd with the prospect of soon seeing Princess

Augusta on linglish soil. It is just a year since we were privileged to

be present on your side at the unveiling of the Monument to Beet-

hoven [at Bonn]. Victoria, who commends herself to you, thinks

longingly of those dclightfid days.

To Duchess Mark of Saxc-Cohurc’ and Gotha.

OsBORNK, March r847.—Accept a thousand thanks for your

dear letter of the 26th of last month, which you began with the best

intentions of making it legible. I have to admit that L’homme

propose., Dieu dispose, for it has not been the will of the gods that I

should decipher the whole of it ; they shrouded my eyes with clouds,

as occasionally happened to the heroes before Troy. I confess

myself to you as being one who is not master of his fate, but has

however so far conquered it as to make out that you are well ; as a

loyal son I find ample compensation in this fact. Everyone has not

been so lucky this winter. I at least cannot remember having ever

seen so many ill people. This winter seems never coming to an end.

We betook ourselves here in the hope of getting a breath of

spring among flowering myrtles, laurels and magnolias, but have

found nothing but frost and a parching east wind ;
the day before

yesterday for a change we had a foot of snow.

I have in the meanwhile been made Chancellor of the University
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of Cambridge, which has chosen me after a violent party straggle, in

which I personally of course took no part. '

To Kittii Frederick Willinm IV of Prussia

.

BtK'KINfJIlAM 'Zttd /Ipril 1847,

Your Majksty, 1 must begin my letter by expressing my deep

gratitude for the great, unrestricted and gracious confidence that you

have shown me in your two letters. Indeed, I scarcely had a right

to expect any reply to my latest lengthy epistle to Your Majesty, an

epistle whose diffuseness and urgency were justified solely by the

pressing character of the circumstances at the moment. I'hercfore I

was deeply gratified and touched by a reply expressing such perfect

friendliness, frankness and kindness, and moreover oflering so

complete an answer to my cpiestion.s. Inspired by this feeling, I

have decided to reply to Your Majesty without delay, and to imitate

the brilliant qualities displayed in your letter or at least one of

them— namely, by replying as far as is in my power with absolute

frankness and truthfulness.

There is no special need to assure Your Majesty that, in all our

views and opinions on linglish policy, as wtdl as on luiropean and

world policy connected with England, Victoria and I are one, as

beseems two faithful married people. We learn, observe ami feel

concern together, and since we continually take, pains to learn from

the countless political events of each day, we are gradually amassing

a treasure of political knowledge, which grows daily more valuable

to us, and which we hope one day to hand dowji to the Prince of

Wales, your dear god-son, as the best endowment for his future kingly

office. If however in my communications to Your Majesty there

appears, side by side with considerations concerning general world

questions, a certain excess, as in my last letter, of purely British feel-

ing, you will (knowing as I do your truly CJerman sentiments) sec in

it, I am sure, in future nothing unseemly, but will freely admit, that,

though I am incidentally the Queen of lingland’s husband, I am also

one German prince speaking to another.

It goes without saying that all such out-pourings, whether they

^ When Lord l\mh was put up as an opposition candidate, the Prince wished
to withdraw his name, But hh aupportera* among whom Trinity College was
largely represented, were not in a temper to accept the triumph of a rival College
(St. Johma), which had put forward l^ord Powis. The Prince was elected by

953 votes to S37, on 27th February, X847.
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come from Your Majesty or are addressed to you, are to be treated

by us both with the strictest secrecy, and to be withheld from every

one, including our Governments. This applies to my last letter to

you. And assuming that similar secrecy on our part is your Majesty’s

one and only condition governing continuance of this confidential

exchange of ideas, which will undoubtedly be of the greatest benefit

to Victoria and myself, I venture to hope that our correspondence

may not come to a close with this present letter.

Would Your Majesty permit me to postpone for some little time

my reply in detail to the main point of your letter—that dealing with

the Spanish question ? The events now going on in Spain appear

to tend towards destruction of the old basis without creating a new
one.

As regards the Cracow affair which was the main subject of my
last letter, I will merely say now that since its status was decided,

there have been two events which remove, at least for the moment,
the apprehensions that I submitted to you at the time :—Russia’s

(temporary ?) renunciation of her plan of utterly destroying Poland,

and the Ordinance {Stiftmig) of 3rd February.*

The first of these two events removes the danger which seemed
to me to threaten the foreign policy of Prussia by the continuance of

an alliance with Russia with joint liability [in Poland]—I mean, to a

certain extent the European danger arising from this liability. The
second event—rather, I should say, act of magnanimity—proves that

no foreign alliance could possess sufficient power or influence to

place further restrictions on Your Majesty’s noble determination

respecting internal political reform in Prussia. The danger thus

removed may be named the national or German danger. British

opinion at any rate considers that the strongest and most menacing

of all the bonds chaining Prussia to Russia and Austria—namely,

the assumed agreement of those three Powers on the principle, that,

apart from the body of officials, no individual in the nation shall be

allowed to claim as a right participation in the control of the nation’s

life as a whole,—appears now genuinely to have been severed.

^ xSis Cracow was renounced by the Emperor Alexander and was
promoted to be u Free State. Smce» however, the city developed into a centre

for pan-Polish propaganda, Austria, with the consent of Prussia and Russia,
annexed it on ixth November, 1846. She gave to England and France no
intimation beforehand of her intended action, which was contrary to the expressed
wishes of these two Governments.

^ An edict convening the combined Diet.
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Your Majesty will be better able than 1 to juclRe whethei* this release

(which is greeted with rejoicing by ICnglaiul) niuy fail perhaps to be

regarded in that favourable light by Russia atui Austria, who arc

likely to become day by day less trustful and sincere in regard to

Your Majesty’s attitude towards the alliance, which has always been

loyal and honourable. Of this however there is no doubt, that as

long as the earlier intimate relationship between the “'rhree Powers ”

continues to be a reality, lingland, in her attitude towards Prussia,

will be only too pleased to make use of her as an intermediary with the

other two Northern Powers, or, to use your own expression, to

possess a handle with which to grip and manipulate the mighty

cauldron of that Triple Alliance.

I must go with more detail into the matter of (Jreeee, which is

mentioned in Your Majesty’s second letter. 1 can assure Your

Majesty that both it and the Portuguese matter heavily concern us.

Your Majesty suffers along with both of us from the serious and un-

avoidable disadvantage of being at so great a rlistancc from the spot,

in consequence of which we arc unable, to learn of events and condi-

tions in Greece except through the. reports of our political agents.

These reports, as received by us, evidently diffeu- widely from those

received by Your Majesty, and are in fact conti'adiclory for W'hich

we have so far been unable to account. You, as well as ounselves, do

not regard Sir Edmund I^yons as a very capable diplomat, and we

know very well that his despatches arc written in a spirit of obstinate

partisanship. Nevertheless several of the facts reported by hitn are

so well supported by evidence, that their truth cannot he doubted,

whereas the same facts appear to have becu ignored l»y Your

Majesty’s diplomats. Colettis, who is the pivot round which the

matter revolves, seems according to these facts to be absolutely

unworthy of your royal nephew’s confidence. He uses the King as a

screen to protect himself from well-merited blows aimed at him,

even at the risk of the screen itself crashing down upon hitn. Our

intention in despatching our fleet was primarily to maintstin on the

spot a counterweight to the French, and to give countenance to the

representations Sir E. Lyons had to make. 'PheHe representations

concern a point with which any British Ministry would be obliged to

deal energetically.

For some long time Greece has failed to pay the interest on her

loan which is guaranteed by us
;
hence wc are forced to pay it for
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her. We are as certain as can be that Greece has all the time been
making secret payments to the French. And, moreover, that the

failure to pay is not due to lack of the means is further proved by
a declaration by the Greek Finance Minister in person that the

revenues of the State have shown a surplus. Colettis deliberately

falsified the State accounts in order to conceal the surplus from the

creditors whom he is putting off. He in the meantime appropriates

the money thus abstracted for the purpose of obtaining an artificial

majority by means of bribery and intimidation at the elections, and
so maintaining himself in power. We demand, and perfectly

fairly, restitution of at least part of the money owing to us, which has

been frittered away and squandered for anti-constitutional purposes.

If the only result of such pressure were the appointment of a law-

abiding Ministry people here would probably be satisfied. But I

can hardly imagine it possible that Sir Edmund Lyons could be so

far led astray by his personal hatreds as to make the presence of the

fleet an instrument for their satisfaction.

Your Majesty may rely on us watching Sir E. Lyons with

anxious attention, and seizing upon any action of his not in con-

formity with his duties to demand his immediate recall. The charge

Your Majesty brings against him is a very grave one, and is the more
painful to us, since we have at the moment no means of ascertaining

or proving its justification. To show you how little capable of such

action Sir E. Lyons is considered here, I must mention that directly

after the incidents of 15th September, Lord Aberdeen proposed the

Order of the Bath for him, as a distinction which his loyal and faithful

action on that occasion justly merited.

Finally Your Majesty must permit me to refer again to your grant

of a Constitution, and to congratulate you the more heartily on having

at last successfully concluded that heavy task, the more particularly,

since, if I may say so, it appears to me that in your second letter to

me and in certain phrases of your Speech from the Throne (which I

read with admiration, and indeed almost imagined hearing you

pronounce) you were not entirely just to this child of yours. The
impression produced in England by the opening of the United

Landtag, and by the speeches and other proceedings accompanying

it, has been remarkable, and everyone is wondering how so much
real parliamentary eloquence and skill, so much patriotic activity and

such a height of excellence can have lain buried in the Prussian and
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(Jcrinan peoples, aiul yet he ready suddenly to spn’np to life Indore

the eyes of the world, jtrmed uml equipped at hirth like .Minerva -or

like your Speech from the 'I'lirone 1 The complete novelty of these

phenomena is showing the extent of the tlifference hetween the

provincial Diets and the United Diet, about which Your Majesty

expressed doubts. 'Fo my mind the ditferenee is not less threat than

between eight .separate members and the living man formed of them

when combined. This United Lundta^ has given the Prussians, as a

nation, their first opportunity since i<Si
t
of lieing politically active,

and therefore alive, for “ Life is being active,” ami for a nation there

is no more e.sscntial and necessary activity (barring wars of libera-

tion) than a settled share in the management of its own political life,

whether through the medium of provincial Diets or of eleeled

deputies. Your Majesty appears to consitier the summoning of the

United Landtaj> as the first step towards the natural self-development

of the already existing system of provincial Diels
;
whereas I cannot

help thinking that the, (ir.st impulse to such a union, and with it the

germ of a real Constitution for the country or the Lmpire, lay entirely

outside that normal development, and in fact, absolutely in the hands

of the Monarch. Moreover, as regards the ap(dication of your

Majesty’s favourite anti-French princi()le to other constitutional

questions, it is still very (|uestionable, whether, surrounded as you

arc by nations, some of which have been developed politically ewer

since the Middle Ages, whilst others have attained that ilevelopment

by revolutionary violence, you can expect your nation to develop as

slowly and delibcrutely as if it was existing in a vacuum or w'as still

in the Middle Ages. You expose yourself, it seems to me, to a two-

fold danger, first tlic present day urge of your people to rush by a

violent reaction towards lawlessness and corruption, and secondly

that of stemming, owing to personal diata.ste, the natural develop-

ment of your nation’s strength to oppose that one of all foreign

nations, against which youns re<iuires to assemble all its forces.

However, I admit that all this is mere verbiage in face of Your

Majesty’s great achievement, for which you will not prohibit me
from wishing you in the name of (Jermany and Fiigland most heartily

and gratefully every possible success. By the grant of the Constitu-

tion, combined simultaneously with the laws on tolerance and the

public administration of the law (and in addition the impending

Press legislation), the internal politics and foreign relationships of
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Prussia—and Germany—have acquired a basis, which appears to me
far solider and more durable than the former condition for which it

has been substituted.

May Your Majesty soon reap a rich reward for all that you have

accomplished, m the fullest satisfaction over your achievement.

At this juncture that prayer drives every other desire (at least every

political one) into the background of my heart, and joins with all the

feelings of gratitude and devotion, of loyal affection and respect,

with which I am and ever shall be, your Majesty’s true and devoted

cousin, Albert.

To Baron von Stockmar}

Buckingham Palace, 15th April 1847.—I have to-day read with

alarm the Iving of Prussia’s Speech,* which in my bad word for word

translation gives a truly strange impression. Those who know and

love the King recognise him and his views and feelings in every word

and will be grateful to him for the frankness with which he expresses

himself
;
but if one puts oneself in the position of a cool, critical

public, one’s heart sinks. What confusion of ideas, and what

boldness in a king to speak extempore ; and at such a moment and

at such length not only to touch on topics so terrible and difficult, to

dispose of them in that slap-dash way, to call God to witness, to

promise, threaten, pledge his word, &c.

To the SameP

Buckingham Palace, xyth April 1847.—The King lets himself

be misled by similes which captivate his fancy, and which he carries

out only so far as they suit his purpose, and which frequently by no

means reflect the true state of things, but satisfy because they are

clever and full of ideas. This makes close discussion with him im-

possible. . . . Then the King runs another risk in this, that he

adopts subjective feelings and opinions as the motive principle of his

actions, and then not only acts upon them, but also desires that, as

these feelings and opinions are dear and sacred to him, they should

be the same to everybody else, no matter whether they are not even

affected by them in the slightest degree or not, nay, although to cariy

^ Sec Martin, vol i, p. 407.
® In the United Landtag in Berlin on nth April.

“ See Martin, vol i, p. 408.
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them into eil'cct would iirol>uhly rosnlt: in injustice. 'Fo this clas!

belong those feelings of piety towards the late King, which only th<

son can feel, and lho.se favourite maxims, which have a special trutl

for him, springing as they do out of certain favourite stiulics and linei

of thought. Iferein is to he found the key to his strange, addresi

from the tlironc. It is a purely subjective brandenlturg, llohen-

zoUern, I'rederick-Wilhelmi.sh opinion. . . .

Since I)ecend>er affairs in (Jermany have improved at cverj

turn. Russia has felt that above all things a furtlu-r attempt on th(

nationality of Poland woidd not he politic, and Prussia, by hei

entrance into constitutional life, has been witlulravvn from thost

alliances by which she has identified herself with the Nurthen

powers, although the King thinks he must and can hold by them

He will soon perceive that even although he were disposed to do so

the two other Powers woidd not agree to have him.

7i) Kbt^ I'rctkrick IVilliittn /f of PriLtsia.

IliicKiNiaiAM jMiIi April

Yomt Majkstv, We received yesterday at the haruls of you)

Minister the (ilntilumchUd * (shield of faitlt). ( ieheimer Ra
Bunsen and " Benvenuto Cellini ’’-Ilo.ssauer explained cverythinf

to ns in detail
;
and I can even now hardly find words to express mj

admiration of that uniiiue work of art. First of all, what sound wort
manship, worthy of England no less than (lermany, and wha
technical command of the material I Again, what masterly work ii

the Italian-da.ssic style in the composition, drawing, and espcdall}

in the graphic presentation of the individual de.signs ! Finally

what truly CJernuin depth of thought and artistic symbolism in tlu

conception and general arrangement I Anti when 1 reflect that this

princely gift springs not only from the hands, hut also from the hraii

of Your Majesty, seeing that you yourself originated the first idei

and the sketch, and when I think also of all the treustirc of th(

messages contained in your recent letters to us, 1 am obliged to sa)

to myself : No man has ever in a single present had showered upoi

him by another so incalculable a wealth of gifts, such as we™
Victoria, your god-son and myself—have received from You)

Majesty.

' The King’s present U> tlic Prince of Wales, cast by the limi of Jlossivuer, afte:

drawings by Peter Cornelius. It was the fifth anniversary of his christening.
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Your god-son cannot at present, I admit, rejoice properly over

such a gift, nor can he express to his Royal god-father his feelings,

as he would wish to, if he could. But I trust that his eye will learn

by constantly gazing at the work, not less than his soul will by con-

templation of its meaning
;
and I hope that, when he is old enough

to understand the difference between nations, he will feel proud that

the country which produced such a work of art is one, if only the

second, of his two fatherlands.

To the Same.

Osborne, nth August 1847.

Your Majesty,—I approach Your Majesty to-day with a request

which I think I may venture to hope will not be refused me. Three

years ago, when Professor Hofmann, of Bonn, accepted an appoint-

ment as Director of the Royal College of Chemistry in London, you

graciously permitted him to retain his former title and post as

Professor Ordinarius at the University for three years, and at the

same time promised that he should be allowed to return to Bonn

before the completion of the period, supposing that the scheme of the

College, which had just been founded and opened, were to fall to the

ground. The excellent Professor has during the last three years

been successful, by his skilful management and indefatigable energy,

in raising the new Institution to a high pitch of usefulness and

popularity, and there is every prospect that it will continue in the

same course. Nevertheless, it is always a matter of anxiety for a

German to be at the head of an institution depending entirely on

private voluntary contributions, even though I am President of it

;

and doubly anxious is it for a German who has only recently acquired

a wife
;
for now his four eyes look into the future far more doubtfully

than his single pair of eyes did before. His and my request—and

also that of the College—is now that Your Majesty may consent to

retain for Professor Hofmann his post as Ordinarius at Bonn for a

further three years.

To the Duchess ofKent.

Arbverikie,^ 2ph Aug. 1847.—I have to thank you for two dear

letters, and for very beautiful presents which reached me yesterday

^ See Martin, vol. i, p. 424. The shooting-lodge an the shore of Loch Laggan

was the property of Lord Henry Bentinck, but was leased by the Queen from the

Marquis of Abercorn.
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by Victoria's baiul, and delighted me greatly, lltc glass vases are

indeed extremely fine, and so also arc the statuettes of the consoling

and avenging angels.

Victoria has written to you with full particulars of our journey,

and Charles has also described portions of it, so you will not expect

me to do more than express in general terms that we have truly had

immense enjoyment of nature, and that the troul)le is well repaid of

visiting the west coast of Scotland. 1 must also confess that the

reporter was right when lie said, The Prince looked pleased with

everything, and everybody, and with himself too." Is not tluit a

happy state ?

Ardverikie, which you will probably not trust yourself to pro-

nounce, is very lovely and wild, and is a thorough Highland retreat,

dlie reporters call it an un-comc-at-ahle place," because they are

quartered on the other side of Loch Laggan, which is only to be

crossed on a Hying bridge, that belongs exclusively to ourselves.

The children arc well and happy. Yesterday, my twenty-eighth

birthday, we had a Highland gathering, at which there were all sorts

of ancient games of a wxirlike kind. Now 1 conclude, in peaceful

wise, calling myself, your devoted Son, Alukht.



Part Three

THE PRINCE’S SYMPATHIES WITH
THE MOVEMENT FOR GERMAN

UNITY



1847-1853

Readers will recollect that on quitting his German home in 1840 for

England, Prince Albert swore to himself and his family to be in

future “ a loyal German, Coburger, and Gothaner,” and to “ benefit

the land from which he himself had received so many benefits.”

This resolution, arising from his warm feeling for the country of his

origin, was backed up by a circumstance in consonance with constitu-

tional law, and one of special interest to Germans to-day : namely,
that, though he had become an Englishman, Prince Albert still

continued his connection with German nationality, in so far as his

descendants retained their hereditary rights in the Duchy of Saxe-
Coburg and Gotha, and, indeed, they did in course of time come to

rule over the Duchy. I'his fact by itself was enough to justify him,
although domiciled in a foreign country, in being spiritually stirred

by the destiny of (jiermany.

Albert fulfilled his pledge to the fullest extent
; unlike so many

other German princes who have gone abroad, he did not renounce
his German national sentiments on assuming another nationality

;

he remained a German in the full sense of the word. It was at his

suggestion that German was the language to be used in private with
his Royal spouse and that it was employed in everyday conversation

in his family, and the German Christmas tree was lit up in his house
at Christmas. From the same German standpoint, Albert made it

his political aim to forge an understanding between the two great

Germanic nations, to both of which he equally belonged, which might
develop in time into an Anglo-German alliance. The “ perfidy

”

of the French in 1845 in connection with the Spanish Marriages

shook the entente cordiale which had stood firm between England and
France since 1834, and thereafter Albert looked forward to creating

a great Germanic bloc, consisting of Germany, England, Belgium,

Denmark, and Switzerland, with the idea of erecting an unsurmount-
able rampart against Russia and France—against “ military despot-

ism and red republicanism.”

119
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Tn Albert ’s eyes it was an essential preliminary condition to his
project that (Jermany, still at that period broken up into a large
number of states, great and small, and since 1815 joiiied in more than
(|uestionahlc union under (he (Jerman t’onfecieralion, should be
welded into the g<amine union of a (lerman Rcir/i, acting politically

as a Power ; and furtheu' -that this Ra’ch should receive a coivstitu-

tional form of (Jovernment, since anytliing sliort of this might make
any idea of a rapprochement with (iennany unacceptable to the
British. On the other hand, England, in the early forties, had
deserted Frotcctioit for I'rce Trade, whereas (Jermany was aiming,
with the help of the Zollrereiti, at acciuiring union and strength by
means of high protective duties, and at Inx-oming an exporting
nation, and the economic opposition of the two countries had become
so intense that it demanded a great deal of faith to believe that they
could co-operate politically.

It is e.sscntial to the comprehension of the possibilities of Albert’s
genius, and also of its limitations, not to lose sight of (he fact that he
was a pure idealist, in politics as in other matters. I Ic was far from
being a ruthless power-.sceker and materialist in politics, using
without scruple the fortune of the hour for his country’s exclusive
advantage

;
his desire was to see ethicad principles and mtixims

applied with righteousness to politics. Once tlur divine law of
morality and logic, were taken as the guide in all dealings, the result

cotild not fail to he good
;
whereas failure t(j ohserve the principles

of ethics was immoral in the public, just as in the private, sense, and
also vmrcasonable from the point of view of logic, ami therefore wsis

bound to react to the disadvantage of the admittistrator. Seen in

this light, the question of (hacow, which raised so much dust in the
period of this coming section, was nothing else than a breach of

the law by Austria. Likewise, the Schleswig-I lolstein question : by
every legal right Schleswig and Holstein ought to remain united.

I'hc Augustenburg line held the right of succession
;

therefore, the
London Protocol was unjust, and Palmerston's policy should be
repudiated, apart from every other c<insideration, whether it involved
profit to the interests of Great Britain or lo.ss.

The natural consequence of Albert’s iilcological position was the
feeling he evinced in favour of applying constitutional forms after the
English (not the French) model to the old provincial diet .systems, in

the case of any State that desired it ; thus a stand ought to be made
against the Electorate of Ilcsvse, which intended to set aside the
Constitution it had promised. At the same time, States which were
ready to adopt new constitutional forms should always do so with
reference to existing institutions and in continuous organic develop-
ment of them

;
but no nation or people should be forced out of its
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course of natural development, and nothing obnoxious should be
grafted upon it. In this respect also Palmerston’s aspiration to

introduce into every country Liberalism and the parliamentary

system was necessarily repugnant to the Prince.

With this equipment of maxims and principles, Albert went about

the great task he had set himself of bringing about an Anglo-
German understanding. His first objective was the work of

establishing the needful preliminary conditions. He naturally gave

his first consideration to the only German State that could rank as a

Great Power, and which united in itself the hopes of all German
patriots—Prussia.

Albert must have been pleased that Frederick William IV was
a great admirer of Protestant England and of her Constitution—one

that was an organic growth and not a written one, and was moreover
based on a strictly aristocratic system of government

;
and the King

would be delighted to see England once again attached to the Con-
tinental Quadruple Alliance. Also it was favourable to Albert’s

scheme that the King, owing to the stress of the times in which he

lived, stood in much nearer relation to the unity and liberation of

Germany than had his father, although, as was not to be proved until

later, the two words meant to him something very different from the

constitutional and nationalist movements in Germany. In 1842 the

King had taken advantage of this Anglophil sentiment, and had gone

to England in person
;
whilst there he had started a friendly relation-

ship with Queen Victoria and Prince Albert, still further confirmed

by their ensuing exchange of letters, and also by the English

return visit to the Rhine three years later. Albert deliberately

made use of the correspondence to influence the King in favour of his

own political thought. His eflForts were crowned later on, especially

after March, 1848, when the Piince of Prussia took refuge for a time

in London. The Prince then formed a close friendship with Albert,

as his wife, Augusta, had done with Victoria on a former occasion,

and Albert was successful in imbuing the King’s brother and suc-

cessor with his views on politics.

The first time that Albert was called upon to deal officially with

German affairs was in 1847—in respect of the Neuenburg question

[Neuchitel]. It may be assumed that he was behind the Queen’s

letter to the King of Prussia,^ and that he caused her to declare that,

however greatly it would please her and her Government to see

German unity on a firmer basis, the German Confederation could

not be regarded for the time being as a Great Power ;
her Govern-

ment would prefer it to be led and represented by the King of

Prussia.

‘ See Queen Vict0ria*s Letters^ vol. ii, p. 163*
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This attitude was the outcome of a number of discussions, both
oral and in writing, conducted by Albert with Stockmar, Bunsen
(the Pnmian Minister in Tyoiulon), his brother Itrucst, and Prince
Charles of fa'inin^u'u, Albert’s brother-in-law. All of them fought,

each in his own way, with tongue and [len, for the cotjung unity and
liberation of Cennany, and the leader was the (ienuan prince near
the throne, of the powerful, constitutional, and united British Ihnpire.

In the first Memorandum, offered as a contrihutiou by Albert
towards the solution of the (Jennan problem, Austria, with her
governmental system founded on immobility, is shown :is the chief

obstacle, to Cierman unity ; the work of uniting ( lermany is Prussia’s

task and .she must assutm; tlie leadership ; as a first step on the road

towards centralisation, permanent (’ommissions formed by the

leading representatives of all (Jcvman countries must hold session at

Frankfort.

But there came a break in this clean-cut inditical Hue, for the
“ loyal Cohurger and f lOthancr ” in Albert forced its way to the

front, and he was overtaken by fears that the small (Jermau States

might he mediatised, llis Memorandum of March i.S.jB supports

the tendency towards pan-Cermanism, ami considers it unessential

to exclude Austria from the future R^'ich. 'Phe solution now
suggested is that of a Federation, with a Reichstag, consisting of two
Chambers, and a Diet of princes whose function it sliouhl he (o elect

the Fmperor
;

the hereditary Fmpire Is cast aside. It re<|uired all

the persuasion of Albert’s political friends in (Jennanyaml a face-to-

face talk with Stockmar to convince Albert that none but Prussia,

the only genuine Croat Power in Cermany, could be invited to

assiume the leadership.

From that moment onwards the Prince iulhen-d without further

vacillation to the opinion “ that the true iwliey for Austria as well as

Prussia was that each should ho couslitutcil as a separate realm,

whilst preserving mutually the most cordial friendsliip and a faithful

alliance.” He is now convinced of the necessity for excluding

Austria from (Jermany, uniting CJermany under the leadership of

an hereditary Prussian monarchy, and reducing the sovereign

authority of individual States. In further perspect ive, following the

creation of a P’ederation witliin the narrower limits, he sew a possi-

bility of founding a wider P'cderation, involving suppression of the

narrower one, and the creation of a Federated State.

This view of politics is the foundation of all his opinions. Hence
his approval of the Alliance of the Three Kings,* and the policy

of union under Prussia, his determined oppo.sition to the sham

* I’he Drcikiinlpbunclnias between Prus»i«i Kiixony, and Hanover, 26th May,
1849.
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sovereignty of the lesser kings Soverdnitdtsschwindel who
wished to prevent a Federation under Prussia

; and finally, his

warning to the small States that if they persisted in holding aloof from
an alliance with Prussia, they would run into danger of being dis-

tributed among the six Kingdoms. In the autumn of 1850 the

coincidence of the Schleswig-Holstein question and the constitu-

tional struggle in Hesse with the movement for German unity

started the great crisis which culminated in “ Olmiitz.” ^ Albert’s

opinion now was that, in face of the efforts of Austria to re-assemble

the obsolete Diet of the Confederation, Germany must adhere with

decision to the Union and the Constitution
;
he failed to realise the

feebleness of the Union’s foundations. He was unable to reply

favourably—and not merely on grounds of practical possibility—to

the King’s oflfer of an alliance in those days of trouble for Prussia
;

for the condition which he considered essential for an Anglo-German
alliance had not been fulfilled by Germany

;
the time was not ripe

for his great scheme.

While this German prince’s fight for the welfare of his former

home was denied that quick and visible success which was i*eserved

for the great statesman and practical politician [Bismarck] who came
after him, he enjoyed one triumph that admits of no denial. The
Queen had not originally been any more sympathetic towards the

movement for German unity than were the country and the Minis-

ters
;
but Albert won liis wife over to his enthusiasm for the Ger-

manic idea and to his own plan for solving the Schleswig-Holstein

question. The seed, which he then sowed in the Queen’s mind, was

not to bear fruit for Germany until after his death
;

it was due to the

Queen alone that the War of 1864, the first stage on the road to

German unity, was carried to a finish without foreign intervention.

By her policy, in this instance, she was but giving effect to a clause in

Albert’s last will and testament.

^ The Convention of Olmutz, 29th November, 1830.
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To Baroit vott Slockiiuir.^

AniivKHiiai!, znd .Sfptnnher tS47.

Dear 8TocKMAR,- -Y(m o:m only Iiavc t\v<i wonls to-ilay to tell

you that \vc arc well, that whcitcver wc stir otit wc conu; home almost

frozen and always wet to the skin, that the grouse arc wild, and the

deer very liard to gt't at, despite all whicdi wc arc still veiy happy.

I am deep in (»erman politics with Clharles [fadningen], who
undcrstiuvds thtau uu fond, ;md wc write- Memoraiula with a view to

the strengthetving of (Serman unity hy means of a living C-onfcdcra-

tion, and keep pounding away at Austria as the main ohstruction.

In the politics of liuropc that Power is likely to bring us into a

frightful complication with Italy. We can see the storm brewing. I

am strongly of opinion that England shoidd declare betimes that she

will not. endure that independent Htates should be forcibly prevented

from setting about such internal reforms as they think to he. for their

advantage. 'Phis appears to me the sound basis for us, vis-rTvis of

Germany, Switzerland and Italy. We arc frcqvtently inclined to

plunge States into constitutional reforms for which they have no

inclination. This I hold to be quite wrong (vide Spain, Portugal,

Greece), although it is Imrtl Palmerston’s hobby
;

but, on the other

hand, I maintain that Ifngland’s true position is to be tin; defence and

support of States whose independent development is tlireatencd from

without.

To Lord John Russell, Prime Minister?

Abovhuikik, sth Siftember 1847.

Ml DEAR Lord John,—Many thanks for your letter of the 2nd.

I am very glad that my Memorandum should coincide so entirely

" See Martin, vot. i, p. 435. » Ibid., p. 43s.
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with your views on the Italian question, and that you had in fact

settled upon all that we thought desirable. The suddenness of

your proposition about Lord Minto ^ startled us, and we thought it

therefore right to let you know at once our opinions, not knowing

what the objects were that you had in view.

Our policy towards Italy has hitherto been a passive or negative

one, on general principles of European policy, preferring Austrian

supremacy to French supremacy. We now enter upon an indepen-

dent line, and one which will not admit of our remaining passive any

longer. It is therefore desirable that the first step, which will give

the impulse and direction to the rest for times to come should be the

right one : I mean one based upon the principles of justice and

moderation, and intelligible to all Europe. I think further, that this

is the right moment and opportunity for correcting a great many mis-

apprehensions existing about the object of English policy in general,

and of setting this in its true light before the world as an explanation

of the past, and a declaration for the future which will enable all

governments and nations to understand what they have to expect

from us.

My notion is this :~

England has, by her own energies and the fortunate circumstances

in which she has been placed, acquired a start in civilisation, liberty,

and prosperity over all other countries. Her popular institutions are

most developed and perfected, and she has run through a develop-

ment which the other countries will yet in succession have to pass

through. England*s mission, duty, and interest is, to put herself at

the head of the diffusion of civilisation, and the attainment of liberty.

Let her mode of acting, however, be that of fostering and protecting

every effort made by a State to advance in that direction, but not of

pressing upon any State an advance which is not the i^esult of its own

impulse. Civilisation and liberal institutions must be of organic

growth, and of national development, if they are to prosper and lead

to the happiness of a people. Any stage in that development missed,

any jump made in it, is sure to lead to confusion, and to retard that

very development which we desire. Institutions not answering the

state of society for which they are intended must work ill^ even if these

^ With the view of strengthening the hands of Pope Pius IX in the course of

reform on which he had entered, Lord Palmerston intimated a desire to send a

confidential representative to Rome, and had indicated Lord Minto, then Lord

Privy Seal, for the task*
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institutions should be belter tlnin the sliUc that society is in. Let

England, therefore, be careful (in her zeal for progress) not to push

any nation beyond its own march, and not to itnpost' upon any nation

what that nation docs not itself produce
;
but let her declare herself

theprolector andfriend of all States engaged in progre.ss,and let them
acquire that confidence in England, that she will, if necessary, defend

them at lier own risk and expeiuse. 'Fhis will give her the most

powerful moral position that any country ever maintained.

In (Ireece, Spain, and Portugal, matters have become so com-
plicated, and the intrigues of other countries, which we may have

been obliged to meet with similar weapons, have led us so far, that

they have made us deviate from the principle I have* just laid down.

The result proves that this deviation cannot take place with im-

punity, and that the return for all our zeal is hatred, and i\\c f’enerd

belief that we are dis.seminuting disorder in those countries for

selfish purposes. Italy and (.ennany are yet intact, and are of their

own accord progressing in tlie direction of liberty and civilisation.

They are threatened openly by Austria and Ru.ssia, and beliind them

and underhand by France.

An open avowal of the principles above enunciated, and this

communicated to all the Courts of luirope, appears, therefore, the

step at this moment called for on the part of England, and most in

character with our position and interest. A direction should at the

same time be given to our diplomatic agents, that they are to lake

that principle as a guide for their conduct. . . .

I have shown Lord Palmerston this letter, with the contents of

which he says he agrees. lie thinks that Lord Minto’s instructions

might properly contain the outHno.s of our policy.

Memorandum on German Affairs by Prince Albert?

[Extract]

Aiujvsiuk.h, itth Sft)tmhi'r .847.

... I will not here dwell upon the development of the forms of

government into what will secure to the [(Jerman] people a larger

share in the administration of their own affairs, or, in a word, into

constitutional forms, but merely express my own conviction that this

development is advancing with rapid strides, and will very shortly

become an accomplished fact, and that, moreover, simultaneously

^ See Martin, vol i, p. 439.
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with the establishment of popular activity in politics, the yearning

for German unity will not merely be increased, but the means will

also be provided for its attainment.

In view of this unmistakable tendency of the German public

mind it becomes German Sovereigns and German Governments to

consider how such a direction shall be given to it, that it may not

merely not do mischief either to the country as a whole, or to the

separate individual life of the different federal States, but be even
productive of good to both, and so this powerful current be guided

to its outfall, beai-ing blessings on its way. . . .

It may be assumed as a general principle in the solution of all

political questions, that the organic development of what actually

exists offers a better prospect for the achievement of a future really

healthy condition, than the construction of a future out of some
abstract and therefore arbitrary theory, however closely such theory

may approximate the absolute ideiil of perfection.

The status quo, then, in Germany shows us a multitude of

different States . . . witli their only point of union in the German
Diet, as that was established, after the dissolution of the Empire and
of the partial Rhinc-Bund, as the representative of German nation-

ality and unity. Its fundamental purpose was the individual inde-

pendence and unfettered vitality of the separate States, combined
with the advancement of the welfare of Germany as a nation. At
present it is dead, a symbol rather than a reality, disowned as an
authority by the individual States, and a byword with the German
people for its inactivity and weakness. If we seek for the causes of

the decline of this solitary German national institution, there are two
which chiefly present themselves :

—

1. The mutual jealousy of the different Governments, and the

mistaken idea of the different Sovereigns that submission to the

decrees of an active confederation might derogate from their sover-

eign authority.

2. Austria, a State composed less of German than of non-
German elements, whose policy is governed by other than German
interests and views, and whose system of government is so wholly

based upon stagnation that it cannot hold out a hand to progress of

any kind, without shattering its own foundations, continues, by
virtue of its retaining as rulers the old German Imperial House, to

play the most influential part in the Diet
;
and on account of its
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palpably C4>n8ervativ(* bijw k regarded by the aitialha* Cennan States

:i8 their prolcctien arid shieUh Atmtria impedes and stillcs every

living impulse of tlie Diet, and, in its disgust at this, CJcrmany is

tempted to regard the Diet itself as the chief obstacle to (Jennan

unity, , . .

The Sovereigns, for want of a (Jennan union, have already

conceded their supremacy in om^ of its most important points, when
they put themselves, as they had to do, uiulcr the tutelage of Prussia,

by becoming parties to the Zollvcreim f'rom all tliese considera-

tions it should not be dillicult for the (Jerman Sovereigns to arrive

at the conclusion that, in every way, instead of losing influence and

power l)y strengthening the Diet, they are much more likely to gain

for themselves the position which they desire. . . .

The separation of Austria from the Diet would be a dissolution

of the Bund itself, and would sensibly weaken the strength of (3er-

many as against the rest of huropc. It therefore becaunes important

to devise some plan which will combine a (Jerman development

within tlic Bund with the retention of Austria as a member of it, and

the protection, at the same time, <if Oerman interests against the

reprcHHivc and stifling influence of Austria. The most direct way

to tliis end would be for the ( Jovernmcnls to send as their representa-

tives to the ITankfort Diet the most eminent men of their respective

dominions, so as to concentrate in one place the ciuinicsscnce of the

intelligence and practical local knowledge of each several State. . . .

It is obvious at once tliat the immediate advantage of this

centralised transaction of public business will be simplicity and

economy, but the chief advantage of it will be, that this (Congress will

be (Jerman^ even altlmugli <mly a certain number of the (Jerman

States take part in it, and because, having tlicir delegates present on

the spot, it will he made easy for the other States to take immediate

cognisance of tlic olijects of any special Confertmees, and after-

wards to enter them at any time, if so authorised, and take part in

their deliberations.

The mention of this Congress brings me to the greatest and most

important of partial unions, i.e. the Prussian-German Zollverein. . .

.

Let there be erected in Frankfort a permanent Zollverein Com-
mission, composed of the delegates of the respective States, sup-

ported, if necessary, by experts and professional men. For these

deputies may be selected from the Chambers of the different States.
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Let this permanent Commission deal continuously with all questions

of German excise and commerce
;
a step the importance and utility

of which will be obvious to all. Then, if all German life be con-

centrated in Frankfort, all international questions between the

German States will be discussed and settled there, and thus much
work will be done that will be of the most salutary effect for Ger-

many, in which Austria will take no part, and by which she will not

be affected. . . .

The question next arises, How to give life to this scheme ? My
own view is that the political reformation of Germany lies entirely

in the hands of Prussia, and that Prussia has only to will, in order

to accomplish these results. Prussia is next to Austria the most
powerful State in Germany. Prussia by the legislative measures of

the 3rd of P'ebruary has placed herself at the head of the development

of German popular institutions, Prussia has for many years stood at

the head of the Zollverein, and on Prussia the political expectations

of all Germany arc concentrated. If Prussia were really to adopt

the plan to reform here outlined, and to carry it out steadily and

fearlessly, she would become the leading and directing power in

Germany, which other Governments and people would have to

follow, and in this way she would come to be regarded as one of the

most important European powers, seeing that in the European scale

she would weigh as Prussia plus Germany. If, on the other hand,

she declines to undertake the guidance of a moderate and systematic

German development, then the vital forces of the nation driven on-

wards by the pressure of the times will find some irregular vent for

themselves, and produce convulsions of all sorts, the final issue of

which no human power can foresee. Albert.

To Baron Josias von Bunsen, Prussian Minister in London.

Windsor Castle, gth October X847.

Dear Geheimer Rat,—I have had a number of opportunities

this summer of talking to Prince Lciningen about conditions in

Germany. He knows a great deal and has, as far Ss I can judge,

very clear and correct ideas about them. He drafted a Memoran-
dum, pointing out the political dangers which the German princes

have to fear from the present commotion in German affairs, and

shows how needful it is that the princes should take note of these

9
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dangers and bo prepared to face them. I epute agree with the

Prince, hut tliink it is not enough just to realise the necessity of

meeting danger. It is necessary to use the means we liave, to guide

those tlu'catening movements towards a satisfactory solution. After

long study I have got my idcius into shape as a coherent whole, and

have put them down on paper. Prince Leiuingen wrote to me
recently from Munich and sent me a revised copy of his Memoran-
dum. 1 enclose for you copies of this Memorandum and the

Prince’s letter, along with my own work, rentembering all the lively

discussions which the Prince and I have had with you on these

subjects, and being well aeejuainted with your patriotic feelings and

your untiring efforts to aitl your King in his dillieult and sacred task,

by your frank sincerity and fearless counsel.

If the view expressed in the two papers he approved by the

King, it is certain that his heart will provide the determination and

endurance necessary to set it (or something like it) in motion, and to

carry through the great political Reformation of (Jermauy.

To the Rev. Dr, Philpott, VU'c-Cltiiticellor of Ctunhritljrc University.^

WiNiKSon C'asti.K, t^th October 1847*

My dkar Vich-Cuanckllou,^ Naturally aaxiouH to trace the

course of studies aud scicutidc inquiries pursued at Cambridge at

this time, I feel desirous of l)eing furnished with a comprehensive

table, showing tlic scheme <d' tuition in ilxc Colleges s<^j>aratdy and

in the University for the ensuing year* I mean the subjects to be

taught in the different ColIcgCvS, the autliors to l>e read lliere, the

subjects for examination, those selected for competition and prim,

and the lectures to be given by the different professors in their dif-

ferent branches, lliough fearing that the necessary incpiiiy con-

nected with detailing and systematically arranging such a table may
entail some trouble upon you, still I thouglit that your position as

Vice-Chancellor, and the ready attention with which you have

hitlierto answered my many inquiries, rendered yoti the fittest

channel through which I might obtain the information which I now
seek for. Believe me always, yours truly, ALiuarr.

^

See Maitiu, voL ii, p, iiCu In hin capacity m Chaticcllor of die^University,

Frincse Albert took ptunw to aHCcrtuin the viewn of men enhiient in literature, m
jidence, and in the practical world of politics, whoac attention had been turned to

the question of University Refornu
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To Baron von Stochnar}

Windsor Castle, 2^th Oct. 1847.—I have duly received your

two letters of the 15th and 20th October, and I thank you for thena

with all my heart. As to the former and the views expressed in it

on the subject of my German project, I quite understand that my
announcement of a plan of regeneration has alarmed you, and I

must acknowledge the weight of the reasons which you adduce as

to my qualifications for calling such a plan into existence, only

I think you have been misled by the expression “ Regeneration

Plan.”

The papers sent to the King consisted of a letter of mine to

Bunsen, in which I sent my paper to him to look through as a Ger-

man and a faithful servant of his Sovereign,—a letter from Charles

to me, depicting to me the extremely precarious state in which he

finds Germany at the present juncture—a long Memorandum of

Charles’s, in which he looks at the position of affairs altogether from

the popular as opposed to the dynastic point of view, predicts the

downfall of dynasticism, and indicates the steps in advance which

are desired by Liberal institutions in Germany, and the danger

should Prussia not go frankly forward with its reforms. On
these follows my Memorandum, in which I recognise the truth

of what Charles says, but confine myself strictly to the practical

question, “ How is the Diet, which at present is a mere sham, to

be raised into something true and efficient ? ” This suggests its

being quickened into life by means of a Prussia emancipated from

the deadening influence of Austria. My aim was, in the first place,

to bring indirectly under the notice of tlie King of Prussia a plain

unvarnished picture of the state of Germany by a German Prince,

who has taken a personal part in German politics, and is in a

position to understand them, and then, by suggesting a practical

solution, to elicit propositions for dealing with the question in a

practical way.

In accordance with this view I sent your objections to Bunsen

immediately I received them, and begged him to keep back his courier

until I should have an opportunity of discussing the subject with

you here ;
but it was too late ;

the courier had started that morning.

I enclose copy of Bunsen’s letter.

^ See Martin, voL i, p. 457-
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'i'll Baroti von Bunsen, Prussian Minister in London.

WtNUMcm C’AS'rt.|.,, tsth NovoiilHr 1S47.

Dhar C.KIIKIMI'U Rat, - I semi yon the King’s letter for your
perusal. He describes the (Jennan plan as masterly, and agrees

with every point except two, those uniortiuralely which deal with

(i) subordination of sovereignties under the C'onfcderation, and (?)

Constitutional (Jovernmeuts !

Queen Victoria to the Kiiijci of Prussia.'

OsiJORNK, Dec. 1847. Since your letter was written events

have followed each other so rapidly that at this moment the war in

Switzerland maybe considered as terminated
;
by the capitulations

of the Cantons formerly constituting the Sumlerhund, two {)artics,

between which a mediation of the great Powers could have taken

place, have ceased to exist, and consequently mediation and the

Conference resulting from it are in fact no longer necessary or

possible. I had proposed London as the place of conference, but

should with pleasure have waived this proposition to atlopt the place

which you have expres-sed a wish of seeing fixed for that purpose,

viz. Neuchiltel, and I should have felt truly hajipy if by so doing I

could have met your washes, and given further protection to the

principality against possible aggressions on the part of the Federal

Government of Switzerland. As matters now stand, the only com-

plication which might arise is that between Neuchiltel and the Diet.

1 have, in anticipation of any such event, instructed Sir Stratford

Canning to exert himself to his utmost t(» dissuade the Diet from any

plan of aggression on your territory, and lie has been furnished with

an able and elaborate state paper for his guidance, which Chevalier

Bunsen had drawn up, discussing the legal merits of the case. Bhould

events prove that Sir S. Clanning did not arrive in time, or had not

the power of averting a hostile step against Neuchatel, you may rely

upon my readiness at all times to put my good oflices at your disposal.

Should a conference upon Swiss affairs still become necessary, I

conceive that the only plea upon which the great Powers could meet

in conference would be their having guaranteed the independence

and neutrality of Switzerland, and by implication the Federal Com-
pact amongst the Cantons. This has not been the case with regard

^ See Quein Vkt0rm*s LHim^ vol. ii, p, 163*
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to the German Confederation, and I do not readily see in conse-

quence how the Confederation could be admitted into this Con-
ference, however much I confess I would like to see Germany take

her place amongst the Powers of Europe, to which her strength and
population fairly entitle her. I may say that my Government are

equally impressed with me with the importance of German unity

and strength and of this strength weighing in the balance of power
of Europe

;
I am sure that the English public generally share this

feeling, but I must not conceal from your Majesty that much would
depend upon the manner in which this power was represented.

Much as the English would like to see this power represented by the

enlightened councils of your Majesty, they would be animated

with vciy different feelings in seeing it in the hands of Prince

Metternich. . . . Victoria R.

To Dr. Phelps, Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge University.^

OsnoRNE, ixth December 1847.

My dear Dr. Phelps,—I have received your communication

about the Chancellor’s medals for this year. I shall with pleasure

continue these prizes, and even meditate adding a fourth for an

historical essay to be contended for by graduates in the year immedi-
ately succeeding their taking their degrees. In the absence of all

historical lectures this stimulus to the study of history appears to me
of some importance. I shall have time to consider this more fully

and should be glad to receive any suggestion from you. In the

meantime the decision about the subject for the English poem
presses, seeing that you must announce it within five days from this

time. The theme for this year I should like to see selected from our

Northern mythology,” the British and Scandinavian being full of

fine subjects, and being a field as yet little explored, though well

deserving of attention. The death of Baldur, the deeds of Thor, the

punishment of Loke, Odin’s fight with the Giants, &c. &c. . . .

might any one of them be appropriate.

In the examination for the Classical medals I am inclined to

think that expertness in philological criticism ought to weigh much
in the decision upon the candidates’ proficiency

;
this would en-

^ See Martin, vol. ii, p. 124. Dr. Phelps had succeeded Dr. Philpott as Vice-
Chancellor*

“ This was done. The Death of Baldur was the subject chosen.
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courage the young men rather to go deeper into the spirit and mean-
ing of the classic languages and authors, than to learn appointed books
by rote. Believe nte always, my dear Dr. Phelps, yours, &c. , . .

Albert.

To Duchess Mark of Saxc-Cohur{f ami ('.otha.'

Wmn.soR CA.STI.E, 26th Dec. 1847.—'Pheae pleasant festivities

always bring me doubly into contact in spirit with your loved ones in

the Home-land, where you were ever so dear to me. I must now
seek in the children an echo of what Itniest and I were in the old

time, of what wc felt and thouglit ; and their delight in the Christ-

mas-trees is not less than ours used to be. You really should, some
day, take courage to trust yourself to the unstable clement of the sea,

were it only to have a peep at our little folks. When we arc in the

Isle of Wight, where wc arc not .surrounded by a Court aitd its

formalities, our life is so quiet and simple, that it would not fatigue

you,

'To Baron uon Stockmar.'^

BucKtNGHAM Palace, zjth Fch, 1 848.--Things arc going badly.

European war is at our doors, France is ablaze in every quarter,

Louis Philippe is wandering about in disguise, so is the Queen

;

Nemours and Clementine have found their way to Dover; of

Augustus, Victoire, Alexander Wurttemberg, and the others, all we
know is, that the Duchess of Montpensier is at Tr<5port under
another name

; Guizot is a prisoner, the Republic declared, the

army ordered to the frontier, the incorporation of Belgium and the

Rhenish provinces proclaimed. Here they refuse to pay the income
tax, and attack the Ministry ; Victoria will be confined in a few
days

; our poor, good grandmama ’ is taken from this world. I am
not cast down, still I have need of friends and of counsel in these

heavy times. Come, as you love me, as you love Victoria, as you love

uncle Leopold, as you love your German Fatherland.

To Duchess Marie of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha.*

Buckingham Palace, z^ih Feb. 1848.—-Alas 1 the news you sent

were heavy news indeed. The dear, good grandmama 1 She was an

> See Martin, vol. i, p. 465. • JbkL, p. 480.
Duchess Carolme of Saxe-Gothi-Altenburg died on aand February, 184S.

^ See Martin* vol, i, p, 479.
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angel upon earth
;
and to us so good and loving. Oh ! that none of

her grand -children should have closed her eyes ! Yet it was a boon

to us that we were together ^ when the news came.

What dismal times arc these ! I cannot fully give way to my own
grief, harassed as we both arc with the terrible present. You also

will be in deep distress. Augustus, Clementine, Nemours, and the

Duchess of Montpensicr, have come to us one by one like people

shipwrecked ; Victoirc, Alexander, the King, the Queen, are still

tossing upon the waves, or have drifted to other shores : we know

nothing of them. France is in flames
; Belgium is menaced. We

have a Ministerial, money and tax crisis : and Victoria is on the

point of being confined. My heart is heavy.

To Baron von Stochnar,^

BuciaNGHAM Palace, n th March 1848.—We had our revolution

yesterday, and it went up in smoke. In London eight hundred

special constables were on duty, but the troops were kept out of

the way, to prevent any possibility of a collision. The law was

victorious. I hope this will make a good impression on the

Continent. In Ireland things look still more serious.

To Kin^ Frederick William IV of Prussia,

Buckingham Palace, iSth March 1848.

Your Majesty,—The happy event which we expected has taken

place. At 8 o^clock this morning the Queen was safely delivered

of a daughter,® Both mother and child arc quite well. Being

confident of the friendship Your Majesty has so often shown us

and of your kindly sympathy with all that concerns our family, one

member of which is so happy as to possess in you a second father,

I venture to commend our new-born infant to your gracious

benevolence. In times like the present, when all social conditions

are shifting and tottering, it is the more important to tighten the

ties of home life, so that one may feel absolutely firm in this

^ The Princess brother, the Duke of Coburg, and his Duchess were then on a

visit to the Queen and Prince.

See Martin, vol, ii, p. 34.
^

The Chartist movement, a mild reflection of the

blaze upon the Continent, culminated in a mass meeting on Kennington Common,
organised by Fergus O'Connor. A procession, carrying The People's Charter,"

marched (in number about 23,000) to^ the Thames bridges, and the Petition ms
dispatched to the House of Commons in three cabs.

® Princess Louise, later Duchess of Argyll.
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posscNsion at any rate, the most sacred of all. I beg you in Victoria’s

nanu- aiul iuiu<‘ to aunoiince the happy event to the (jucen, and
eiUist her good wishes on our behalf. At this moment 1 desire for

Victoria nt\ interval of political calm abroad, and tiuit her strength,

which for some time jiast has had to endure so many sad experiences

shall not he put to furtlier proof too soon.

To King Leopold I of the Belgians.

BtK'KiNOiiAM Pai.ack, zHth March 1848.—Yesterday 1 received

poor Prince William of Prussia, who is extraordinarily df^pressed by
what has happened in Berlin. He fell a sacrilice. to the popular

rage against the troops, (icrmany can ill spare ju-ople like him.

Memorandum.

Buckingham Palacr, zMt March i848.--r.ermany must
change from a Cionfcdcratiou of States into a h'ederated State : this

is the problem to he solved. If the solution is to prove salutary

ami durable, it must lie made to grow out of the. present .state of

aflairs and become the starting-point for the future history of all

(Icrmany. It must he, not an academic theorem, hut the practical,

final presentation of a condition for which the (lerman people have
for long yearned and suffered, and which will satisfy absolutely

all the tlemaiuls and reejuirements of the “ State.” We, have in

(Icrmany various individual nations, States complete in them8elve.s,

dyimties, crowns,- all of wlucliwill have to he welded into one whole.

It would he a sin to level down and efface the individual characters

of these nations by a centralisation stamping all with the same
pattern, for it is llicir characteristic peculiarities and oppositions

that con.stilute the many-.sided energy and freshness of (lerman
life. 'The Crowns and dyna.stie.s, which arc hound up with the

individualities of these States, imust not he injurcil or humbled, for

if so the personality and executive efficiency of imlividual States will

be destroyed. On the contrary, States and peoples must together

form a political vital whole. My idea of the solution i.s as follows :

I'he Princes of the German Confederation together with the

Burgomasters of the four Free Cities shall constitute a Diet of

lYinces, and elect from among their mitlst (for life or u stated

period of years—10 ?) a German Emperor,
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The Diets of the various German States shall select from among
their two Chambers a number of representatives, estimated on the

basis of the number of inhabitants and the importance of each

State, and send them up to a German Reichstag.

A Court of Justice of the Reich, presided over by a non-removable

Chancellor, shall form a Supreme Court, picked from the law faculties

of the German Universities, to decide all cases between the various

individual States and between the Governments and their Diets
;

also all German questions of succession and regency, divisions of

estates, and cases of inheritance.

I’hc Emperor is the representative of Germany. All business

of the Reich is done in his name. He has the appointment to all

posts together with the Chamber of Princes. Pie opens the

Reichstag of the day at the head of the Chamber of Princes. He
may reject motions proposed by the Chamber of Princes, and a

Resolution of the Reichstag cannot pass into law without his sanction.

He may on occasion be represented by another Prince. His

Ministers arc the I'orcign Minister and the Presidents of a Board of

Trade and a War Council. These Ministers are responsible to the

Reichstag. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs deals with Ministers of

foreign Countries, and in special cases sends Envoys to foreign courts.

The German Board of Trade, consisting of Civil Servants from

the various States, controls the German customs, navigation, roads,

railways, posts and communications.

The German War Council, consisting of Generals from the

various armies, controls the organisation of the German Army,

consisting of the troops of individual States. The head of it is the

Federal Commander-in-Chief. Likewise the fortresses and fleet

arc under the War Council.

The Chamber of Princes consists of the German sovereigns

themselves or princes of their Houses representing them. It can

veto the Resolutions of the Reichstag and appointments to official

posts made by the Emperor. Under the presidency of the Emperor

it appoints the three Imperial Boards. It sanctions the proposals

to be made to the Reichstag by the Emperor. A majority carries

the vote, but the rulers of the larger States possess a proportionately

greater number of votes. Any prince may vote by proxy. The

Chamber of Princes, with the Emperor, selects the Commander-in-

Chief in the event and for the duration of a war.
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The Reichstag assembles every three years. 'J'he members of

both C'hambers of the various States (which compose it) sit and

deliberate together, Imt they vote in two Court-s corresponding to

th(jse Chambers. ICich member will speak from his seat. In the

Reichstag a majority carries the vote, so that agreement by both

Courts is necessary for a decision. 'Fhe number of members

need not la; too great. Not more than 50 in the first, not more

than 150 in the second (liambcr together 200. A Reichstag

Marschall, elected from the first Cmirt by the whole Reichstag,

shall be Speaker.

'fhtis we have : an Emperor repre-senting and impersonating

united (Jermany, anti principal ailministrator of the executive power.

His fitness is guaranteed by election by and from amongst 27

sovereign nilers, who on their side enjoy a share of the dignity

with him who is chosen by tint! from among their number. Furthcr-

more, to co-ordinate the e.xecutivc power, a “ responsible Ministry ”

in the persons of the Speakers of the three Imperial Chambers, and a

Commandcr-in-Chief, whose capacity is guaranteed by his being

selected for a particular oliject at a critical moment, 'I’hcn, a Diet

of Princes having a direct share in the executive power and in the

representative character of the Itmpcror, wlio by this essential

division of power fully guarantees undiminished continuity for the

power and dignity of all (Jerinan crowns. Then, a Reichstag

expressing the joint will of the entire (Jerman nation, yet so con-

stituted that each single and individual (lermaii State is fully

represented by the sending of deputies chosen out of their INtatcs.

Finally, we have a Supreme Court of the Reich, repre-senting the

combined judicial wisdom of Germany, and removed by its per-

manence from the fear of external inlluence.

I’lie powers of these authorities naturally extend only to matters

of general German importance (which will have to be defined more

closely), but not so as to impinge upon the legal and administrative

prerogatives of individual States.

To Duke Ernest 11 of Saxe-Cohur;i^ and Gotha.

Buckingham Palace, 3o//i March 1848.- Although the excite-

ment in Germany must be very great, and conditions in Europe

seem to be getting more and more involved, yet Germany appears
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to desire to secure a solid settlement. I cannot understand why yot

do not approve of the King of Prussia’s methods.^ He has done

everything that was left to him to do, and has thereby done ar

immense service to Germany. She will and must be constituted

anew, and if some important German prince fails to undertake thf

task, it will fall into the hands of clubs, societies, professors, theorists

and humbugs
;
and if the work is not begun soon, the masses will

seize the control of it. Without an Emperor at the head it will

mean a Republic involving a condition of affairs similar to America

or Switzerland.

I have set myself to work on a scheme of a Constitution, which

to me is a better guarantee for a satisfactory future than the Heidel-

berg experiment, with its Parliament copying the Constituent

Assembly of 1790 in Paris. If you like it, please adopt it and give it

all possible support ; the important thing is to have something all

ready to put forward. I have sent my scheme to Berlin, Vienna,

Dresden, Munich, etc. Do all you can to help !

P.S .—The poor Prince of Prussia is much to be pitied. He is

very unjustly under a cloud, for he is whole-heartedly in favour

of the new idea.

PP.S .—One more word. I have just had your dear letter of

the 25th, and find that you still distrust the King of Prussia. I can

assure you that I find in his character the best guarantees for the

security of the other sovereigns. He has feelings of pious respect

for Austria, and has made most of his political mistakes out of

kindness to the rest of the German sovereigns. Our only salvation

lies in his energy of action
;
that is why the Radicals are so furious.

The main pinch will be in preventing the princes from being

divided and so weakened by minor considerations. For heaven’s

sake don’t let yourself be caught in that trap. It will be the greatest

menace to your sovereignty, which will be laid low by a Republic,

Preach this right and left 1

To Prince Charles of Leiningen.

Buckingham Palace, sofA March 1848.—The poor Prince of

Prussia has been shamefully slandered by a party which would

gladly see the best of the princes cleared out of the way. He is here.

^ Duke Ernest had said that the order removing the troops from Berlin had
*' delivered King and Kingdom into the tender mercies of the masses/*
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One could wish for no better sentiments and intentions than those

which inspire him at this moment trvily patriotic. In (Jermany

we cannot do without men of honour, such as he is, especially as he

is the heir to Prussia ! Do your best to enli|t'hten those who are

deluded about him. He was not: in favour of a diauKc, hut he is

loyal, and will stand or fall by the new, as he was rtsuly to do by

the old.

To Umni t’on Sfockiiutr.'

HiK’Kir^oHAM PAT.At'D, i\farvh t848.

Dkar .Stockmau, To-day 1 send you a plan for the new

CJennany, as 1 picture it to myself. It is the tluty of every D.erman

to coivtrihutc what he can, that sonuUlvini^ good may come out of

the discussion. 1 do not: like the Ileidelher}^ project at all, neither

do 1 like Mold’s. If you think well of mine, pray adopt it, and

endcavonr to find an opening for it. Somethin);: must he done, and

that (piickly, otlicrwlse down will fall the htnisc, whose foniulations

have already been seriously shaken.

I have sent my plan to Vienna, Hcrlin, Dresden, and Munich.

I have never been so sorely pre.sscd as now
;

events, business,

fecliti)j;s, thoughts, how me almost to the cart In

Wc cannot let the Prince of Prussia perish. ITe has made

enemies, because he is dreaded ;
hut he is noble and honourable,

and wholly devoted to the new movement for CJerntany. He takes

it all with soldierly honour, and will stand Rallautly by the post

which has been entrusted to him.’

To the Same.

Osborne, tith April 1848 .* It is very Rood of you to speak so

kindly of me. You cannot imaRine how my liiiRers itch at being

obliged to be away fronr Oermany just now. I hope that even if

you cannot go to Frankfort yoursedi, you can at least furnish

Briegleb and Spessart [the Coburg Representatives] with your good

advice. I am curious to hear what you will say to my project.

The King of Prussia, in writing to me, called it “ ideally good."

^ See Martin, wl. ii, p. 56.
. . , »

* The Prince of Pfu««n wm then in London, IwvinR arrived there on the 27th

of March, and taken up hia residence in the hou$e of the l^nnwiiin Amhiwsawr,

the Chevalier Bunim, He remained in England till neiuiy the end of Miiy, when

he returned to Berlin. ® Hee Martin, voh ii, p, 5^-
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He wishes some alterations which are of no moment, but which
seem to my mind to destroy the harmony of the plan. That the

Emperor should be named for life is certainly better than for a term
of years. But a Roman Emperor, and a King of the Germans, will

not be acceptable to the Germans, however attractive it may seem
historically.^

To the Same^

Buckingham Palace, 6th May 1848.— . . . We have Chartist

riots every night, which result in numbers of broken heads. The
organisation of these people is incredible. They have secret signals,

and correspond from town to town by means of carrier pigeons.

In London they are from 10,000 to 20,000 strong, which is not much
out of a population of two millions

;
but if they could, by means of

their organisation, throw themselves in a body upon any one point,

they might be successful in a coup-de-main. Up to this time they

have been dealt with only through the police
;
and if it is possible

to keep them in check without military force, the troops will certainly

not be allowed to come into conflict with them. The loyalty of the

country on the whole is, besides, very great
;

and, so far as the

person of the Sovereign is concerned, can never have been greater.

To the Same.

Buckingham Palace, 22nd May 1848.—All is well with us, and
the Throne has never stood higher in England than at this moment.

To Prince William of Prussia.

Osborne, 2^rd May 1848.—I send you back the suggestion for a

Constitution with my best thanks. It follows almost in its entirety

the Belgian one. Were I at the meeting, I should treat your

marginal Minutes as they do in England, and move ‘‘ that the words
stand part of the Bill/’

But how disgraceful is the revolt in Vienna. They have again

thrown over the Austrian Constitution before it was even discussed,

^ Stoclanar had been urged to serve as a Representative of Coburg, but
declined for reasons of health. The King of Prussia’s aims, as described by him
in letters to the Prince, were as follows : to replace the ancient Imperial Crown of
Rome on the head of the hereditary Austrian Emperor, with an elective Emperor
for Germany, who, if he was not Emperor of Austria, would need to be confirmed
in his office by the latter.

* See Martin, vol. ii, p, 42.
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and have again given in to the p(jp«lace and students of Vienna
just as the elected Representatives of the country were on the point
of debating the Bill, 'I'hc street urchins’ Vitat e'est moi is too much
of a good thing ! I fear it will react on Berlin. May God, who
alone can protect and save, guard and watch over you I

To the Same.

Buckinoiiam Pai-aok, 4th.yuly 1848.

My ih!.\r Coti.siN,—I hasten to reply to your friendly letter of
the 22nd, which only reached me yesterday. It all looks very
gloomy in Berlin, and I can imagine how your patriotic heart bleeds
over it. And yet there have been several events elsewhere lately
which give reason for fresh hope. 'Fhe crisis in I’aris has given the
death-blow to the workers movement and to t’ornninnisin, and
also to the Red Republic, wliich was as a mutter of fact the' only
genuine attempt. Do you suppo.se this could fail to react on
Vienna and Berlin, and that, after having aped every former move-
ment in Paris, they would not he prepared to ape the retreat from
Communi.sm ? I think that, now that the impre.s8ion of this
bloody defeat in Paris is frc.sh, the time has come for the Prussian
Government to address a serious word to the riotous workers and
put an end to their n’^'irnc.

The appointment of the Archduke John [as Regent of the Empire,
by the National Assembly at brankfort] saves Germany from the
Republic and from separati.sm. It now lies with the Governments
to maintain a close connection with the central administration, and
to strengthen it with their power and themselves also by loyal co-
operation. For this purpose it appears ahaolutcly essential for the
princes at Frankfort immediately to lay the foundation of the
Confederation of Princes, and present it as afait accompli, for, if not
done in tliis way, it is not likely to come into being by any Resolution
of the Frankfort Assembly, whether or not the Btate Parliaments
have already given their assent to it.

I advised therefore that the King should at once scud someone
who had his confidence, it possible one of his family --far preferably
yourself and that this Envoy should be confidentially accredited to
the Archduke in person, and be the personal representative of the
Kingdom of Prussia, and the member through whom the controller
of the central administration should be made ac(|uainted with the



H,R.H, Prince William of Prussia, 1854

Afterwards the Emperor William 1

From the picture by Faija, after Winterhalter
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wishes and feelings of the Prussian Crown. The King should

advise that the same should be done by the rest of the German
States. The right of the German princes to appoint such a Mission

could not be challenged, and the National Assembly has bound its

hands by accepting the Clause :
“ The Regent of the Empire shall,

in his administrative work, place himself, as far as is possible, in

personal communication with the Plenipotentiaries of the State

Governments.*’ Failing prompt action by a Council of Princes

surrounding the Emperor, it will be difficult—to say nothing of the

significance of this arrangement as regards morals and principles

—

to avoid a mass of difficulties and impediments, material and personal.

In any case there is danger in delay.

England is keeping quiet and reasonable, and is relieved not to

be in the same boat as France.

To Duke Ernest II of Saxe-^Coburg and Gotha,

Osborne, 2()thjuly 1848.—Charles writes again that the princes

cannot be restrained at all, and advises them to clear out quickly

and anyhow drive a good bargain. But that is a low view to take

of such high interests ! I still believe in a Union with a Federal

monarchy. Prussia’s perplexities will have a good effect, but the

Archduke must be surrounded by Delegates from the various

States. Whom are you sending him ? Camphausen, I hear, goes

from Prussia, Bunsen may possibly be Foreign Minister, as he

has suddenly been sent for to Berlin.

To Baron von Stockmar}

Osborne, <^th August 1848.

Dear Stockmar,— . . . We were surprised yesterday by the

nomination of Charles [Prince Leiningen] as Minister President.

It is good for the cause that he has received the appointment. For a

Prince to be at the head of the first Ministry gives a certain dignity

to the cause, and Charles has talent for foreign affairs, and at the

same time no small experience gained by his long residence here.

You, too, will, no doubt, do a little prompting behind the scenes,

which can have only good results. What now is to be the attitude

of the separate States towards the central authority ? Is this to take

^ See Martin, vol. ii, p. 99.
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no legitimate and ofllcial sluipc, or is it to consist entirely of Declara-
tions, and countcr-Dcclarations, and street brawls ? 'i'his seems
to me to be at this moment the most important thing the Regent
has to settle.

To Duchess Mark of Saxe-Cohur^(i ami CotJia}

Bai.morai., itth Sept. 1848. - We have withdrawn for a short

time iitto a complete mountain solitude, where one rarely sees a

human face, where the snow already covers the mountain tops, and
the wild deer come crei;pit)g round the house. I, naughty man,
have also been crawling after the harmless stags, and to-day I shot

two red deer at least, 1 hope .so, for they are not yet found, but I

have brought home a line roebuck with me.

This place belonged to }K)or Sir Robert ( Jordon, Lord Aberdeen’s

brother, and the little castle was btiilt by him. It is of granite, with

numerous small turrets, and whitewashed [Seotiik, hurled], and is

situated upon a rising ground, surrotmded by birchwoo^l, and close

to the River Dee. The. air is glorious and clear, but icy cold.

To Frederick fd/'Hliam IV of Prussia.

O.siiOUNU, i,\th Urmnbe.f 18.1,8.

York Majioty,—My conviction of the high importance of the

present moment for (lermany’s future, destiny urges me to submit
to Your Majesty a short Memorandum of my views of what the

German princes ought to do. I think that your fmc determination

in rejecting all petitions and demands that you .should on your own
authority or in olicdience to Resolutions of the National Assembly
at Frankfort raise younsclf over the luuuls of the othtir Ruling

Princes as their Fmperor, muke.H it all the more necessary to offer

the Ruling Princes themselves an opportunity of agreeing on the

choice ol their leader, and I believe that this can only be done in

their A8.scmbly at Frankfort.

Your Majesty has been through a bad time, but God’s ble-ssing

has rested upon you, Accept my heartfelt prayer that you may get

rid of their Constituent Assentbly, and that a Constitution “ may Ibe

granted, which so completely confirms the March concessions for

^ See Martin^ vol, ii, p. 109.
* The^Fruasian National Assembly was di»«olved on sth Decemher* and the

gomtitutioa was promulgated* along with a decree ordering Elections for the
Fuat md Second Chambew,
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Prussia, that no honest democrat could fail to be pleased with it,

except he might regret not having been the author of it himself.

Pray permit Victoria and myself to congratulate Your Majesty and

the dear Queen on the recent celebration of your silver wedding,

and on the popular manifestations of the old loyalty and affection on

that occasion.

With a prayer for God’s protection and blessings on your head, I

remain in loyal friendship to Your Majesty, your devoted cousin

and servant, Albert.

Memorandum.

[Enclosure,]

The deliberations of the Delegates on the new German Imperial

Constitution are nearing their conclusion. Once the Constitution

is fully worked out, it will, in order to be effective, require ratification

by each one of the German States. At the same time it will be

necessary to set a term to the provisional central administration,

which was appointed merely for the duration of the deliberations.

There is only one means for settling these two points quickly

(certainly the most difficult in all the work on the Constitution), and

it is as follows : the German princes should assemble forthwith in

person at Frankfort, constitute themselves as a body and act accord-

ingly. They will naturally keep themselves in continuous com-

munication with the Assembly of the Reich and with the Regent

of the Empire, for the purpose of direct consultation and for voting

the necessary Resolutions. When the time comes for a Resolution

on the establishment of a definite central power, both as regards the

method and the man, the Regent of the Empire will be required to

surrender into its hands the dignity which was his provisionally.

It needs no further explanation to show that this sovereign participa-

tion by the German princes in the work on the Constitution is

absolutely essential not only for initiating the work, but also for

maintaining the inherent dignity and moral prestige of the princes.

To Sir George Greyy
Home Secretary?'

Windsor Castle, 2znd December 1848.

My dear Sir George —I have to thank you for the com-

munication of the enclosed reports from Ireland, which seem to

^ See Martin, vol. ii, p. 137.

10
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show that that unhappy country may considered at tl\k moment
in an average state of misery and criminality. Tltc unequal pressure

of the poor-rates, and apparent iT\justice and depreciating effect

in the levying them etiually upon the landlord who gives employ-

ment and the one who gives none, make me think that it will be

absolutely necessary for the CJovernmcnt to hold out a premium for

employment. 1 know, and fully feel, how difficult this would be to

carry out, l>ut I shotild still hope tliat some scheme miglit be hit

upon wliich woidd answer.

Could a landlord, for instance, who takes a certain number of

persons away from tlie poor-law relief hy olFering them work, which

work is manifestly undertaken for the purpose of relief, and not such as

the estate would necessarily call for, lu‘ allowc<l a eomnumsurate

diminution in his ]>aytt\ent of rates ? Some such bonus might

induce people to lay out capital for iHaudicial purposes, while

the maintenance by the poor law of i1k‘ labourers out of em-
ployment is wholly mqiroductivc, and few people are able to

do both give the employment and ])ay the rates especially

if they can justly apprelunul that other people would use their

patriotism to charge them with burdens from which they hope

thereby to escape. Perhaps the ( Jovtu’ument grants for drainage,

&c., &c., might afford peculiar facilities for some such condition.

Ever yours truly, Albkut.

To Duchess Marie of Saxc--Cohury and GothaJ

WmnsoK CASTiaq zyth Dee. 184H. I coitie to you to-day with

new-year salutations, and wish you much health and happiness at

the beginning of the new as well as at the close of the old year. One
is heartily glad to say good-bye to it, ami deeply grateful ought we
to be that wc have managed to come out of it with a whole skin.

Still 1 fear that mankind has not grown much wiser or better, and I

sec symptoms in the (.Jerman Sovereigns cd’ an inclinalicm to repeat

all the old faults, which have been within an ace of costing them
their heads. Mien oublier et rien apprendre is the motto of many.

Ernest, on the contrary, commands my praise for the extraordinary

activity and good will which he shows.

^ See Murdn, vol. ii, p. 156.
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To Prince William of Prussia,

Windsor Castle, 6tk January 1849.

My dear Cousin,—Bunsen is going to Berlin. I cannot let him
start without giving him a letter to you to wish you happiness for the

New Year, It will be a serious and momentous year, and may God
bless and help it, so that the many terribly difficult problems which
have to be solved may be solved happily and healthily

;
for up to

now there has been so much agitation and confusion, and though a

stop has been put to the machinations of evil-doers, the construction

of the future State is still uncompleted, in fact hardly begun. The
Governments are called upon to be active, united and firm of purpose,

to renounce petty and personal considerations, and to strive solely for

the common good of the Fatherland. Since the miserable eclipse of

the princes and all authority, the excesses of the revolutionary party,

and the resulting disgust of the better class of patriot have caused the

transference of some power back to the princes and Governments,

and made it possible for them to undertake the shaping of the future.

Woe unto them if they miss this opportunity, and by their behaviour

justify all the unjust accusations which were levelled against them
during the recent troubles, by making it seem as if the welfare of

Germany meant nothing to them. I consider that the Prussian

Revolution is not crushed, but merely adjourned till February, when
the new Prussian Constitution will have to be dealt with. If by
then a strong central authority for Germany has not been established,

the outlook will be bad, for the Prussian Constitution will make
government difficult, and as it was the gift of the sovereign himself,

it cannot very well be withdrawn by him. Wiirttemberg, Baden,

the Hesses, Nassau and Thuringia are still in great confusion and

disorganisation, only curable by the rise of a strong central authority.

Failing this, and if there are fresh outbreaks in Berlin, the only out-

come will be its utter collapse. I sing you the song of Cassandra to

get you to help in preaching energy, unity and patriotism to all

whom you are in a position to influence. Each moment is truly as

valuable as gold.

The withdrawal of Austria from thenew State, and the assembling

of the Princes at Frankfort to elect a supreme head and confirm the

new Constitution (when I trust they will try to settle its fundamental

principles) are two points which should not be neglected for a minute.
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I tear I am horinji! you with a lon^' polit,ii;al ilisscrtation. You
must, forj-ive mt; ami remcmlHT 1 was spoilt l>y all tlio. discussions we
were iti the habit of having together last summer.

To the Same.

ItufKiNiaiAM I>.\i Acr, h'thruary iK+y.

Mv DFiVK fottsiN, 1 owe you mu.st grateful titanks for your long

and kind letter, and now wi.sh to tell you how plea.sed I am that you
look witli such eouragi^ iitto the future, and are .so thoroughly in

sympathy with the prineiple.s set forth in the Circular Note, of 23rd

January,* Ihifortunately I gather from a lett<'r from the King that

this is not the case with him, and I have taken the liberty of explaining

in a long letter the ixawons why I believe that I’russia niu.st not give

up (ierman unity, even though Aiistria, and for the moment. Bavaria,

will have nothing to .say to It. I have put all my wLstlom about the

rtdations of Prussia and Austria with (Jennany into that letter, which

accompanies this one to Berlin, and I should he glad if you also would
’read it.

(let-many probably ha.s new and terrible storm.s in front of her

heftire she can satisfy her main neetl, that of (Ierman unity. If the

satisfaction of this need, whieh in spite of all obstaeles will in the

end olttain jnsticc, is to he handed over to poptdar decision and

a Republic, Prussia must not hesitate to get in beforehand by
creating a smaller ('onfederation to whielt the .States, one by one,

may adhere by treaty, as they reidi.Hc the neee.ssity or are. obliged

to do so,

I am very much iutcrested by yttur remarks on (Ierman military

organisation, which Bunsen kindly handeil to me. I should like to

have a long talk to you about them. I have m» time to-day. I have

only a few words to add to express my sorrow iU the h)aH of the

excellent VaUlemar,® which I feel, and Victt)riu ulsti.

Keep your friendship for me, and feel assurctl of my utichanging

loyalty. . . .

* The Circular Note t»(' 230! Jsnuitry tu the (imntm tirtwnmu'nts, wrung
from the Kinjj by his lulviHeru, strcssctl the ini(HirtiuH-e <if «n ttnUerstunding with
tl«s Nationsl Assembly, und of Cagern's (Pfesident of the l-runkfort I’ttrlisntent)

programme of the smull llund within the larger (me, which would logically lead
on to a I’ruaaien hegemony of the Ueieh. 'I’he Note aroused much displeasure in

Auatria.
* Prince VaWeroar (sec p. too) died on 17th February.
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To Duke Ernest II of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha.

Windsor Castle, loth April 1849.—I have your letter from
Hamburg, in which you tell me you joined your brigade, an-d two
days later (i.e. yesterday) the news of a great victory ^ under most
remarkable circumstances. You are a lucky fellow and are like a
sportsman who goes out after snipe and gets a stag with 14 points.

It could not have turned out better, and the loss of her ships may
make Denmark more ready to listen to reason and to agree to a peace
of which both she and Germany stand in need.

To Duchess Marie of Saxe^-Cohurg and Gotha.^

Windsor Castle, loth April 1849.—The children grow more
than well. Bertie will be given over in a few weeks into the hands of
a tutor whom we have found. He is a Mr. Birch, a young, good-
looking, amiable man, who was a tutor at Eton, and who not only

himself took the highest honours at Cambridge, but whose pupils

have also won especial distinction.

It is an important step, and God’s blessing be upon it, for upon
the good education of princes, and especially of those who are

destined to govern, the welfare of the world in these days very

greatly depends.

To Queen Victoria.

Brocklesby,® lyth April 1849.

Dear Wife,—Your faithful husband reports, according to your
wish,

1 . That he is still alive
;

2. That he has discovered the North Pole of Lincoln Cathedral,

but without finding there either Capt. Ross or Sir John Franklin
;

3. That he arrived at Brocklesby and received the Address
;

4. That he took a ride and returned covered with snow and with

icicles at the end of his nose ;

5. That the messenger is waiting for his letter, which will reach

you at Windsor in the morning.

^ A fight at Eckemffirde against the Danes on sth April, at which Duke
Ernest II commanded a Brigade.

® See Martin, vol. ii, p. 175.
The Earl of Yarborough^s seat, where the Prince was staying to lay the first

stone of the Great Grimsby Docks. (See his Principal Speeches and Addresses,
Murray, 1862, p. 93.)
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(h l/usthiit not least (ns they any in after-dinner speeches), that

he loves his wife, and remains, Yotir FAiTliEtTL Hushand.

To Duchess Afaric of Saxc-(A)l>ur^(’ and Ciodia.

IhiCKJNCHAM Pai,A('I', J4//1 ATc/}' iR4«). Yoti in Germany are

entering tipon a new epoch, again stained with blood. Poor

country 1 How many men have perished since March, 1848 ; how
nniny millions have suffered ! And I should like to find one single

person who is belter off than he was before.

7 o Lord John Russell, Prime Minister.'

zotUyum 1849*

My ni'AR l/0!ii) John, Your propctsal with respect to the mode

of taking the (jueen’s pleasure about the. tlrafls is perfectly agreeable

to the Queen. She wouUl only recpiirc that she. would not be prc8.scd

for an answer within a few minutes, as is now done sometimes.

Lord Palmerston could always manage so that there arc twelve

or twenty-four hours left lor reference to you, and consideration,

and there arc few instances in which business wouhl sulfcr from so

short a delay. As Lord Palmenston knows when the mails go, he

has only to write in time for them, and he must recollect that the

28,000 despatches in the year come to you and to the Queen as well

as to himself.

Bhould the Queen in future have to make any remark, she will

jnake it to you, if that will suit you. liver yours truly, Ai.mcRT.

To Prince Willim of Prmsia.

(1.sno«NU, 3ithyuly *849.

Dear Cousin,"-. . . We have followed your war operations

with the greatest interest, and wish you continuous success in your

difficult task.* 'rhe condition in which you found Baden must have

made yoti think that the social injury has bitten deep into the State

and the nation, and that it is high time a definite settlement was made

of the German constitutional question, and a strong and homogene-

^ Queen Vicft'irM*s lA*ttent voL ii, p. a6,v
» In Btuiefiif where there wsis t\ rhhng* the Prince nC Pruisiii, cninmanding two

Army Corps (a fight at Wtighlunel on June, and othert), had restored order*
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ous central authority set up, capable of defending law and liberty.

This can and will be found only in Prussia. I am delighted at the

progress made by the Alliance of the Three Kings, and hope to God
that the King [of Prussia] will stand by it and not alter one tittle of

the promise he has now solemnly made to Germany. As soon as

most of the States have given their adherence, the new Assembly

ought to be summoned, in order, on the one hand, to restore the

nation’s confidence in its own future and in the honesty of Govern-

ments, without which no advance is imaginable, and, on the other

hand, to give it an opportunity of speaking out plainly in favour of the

Prussian proposal and identifying itself with it. If this is not done,

it is possible that the intrigues of the Courts of Austria, Bavaria,

Wiirttemberg, Hanover, and perhaps even Saxony may succeed in

casting poor Germany, after nearly two years of terrible suffering,

back into the chaos of uncertainty, lawlessness and feebleness, which

is bound to result in a fresh and destructive revolution. For there

can be no doubt whatever that Austria (wrong-headed though this

will be) will use every means in her power to prevent a union of

Germany under Prussia, and that the Kings of Bavaria, Wiirttemberg

and Hanover will not give way an inch in their claims to sovereignty

unless forced to by their own people or by external circumstances.

They will go as far as robbing their smaller neighbours, but they

won’t become German. I have recently had strong evidence of the

King of Wiirttemberg’s intentions in this respect, and of the King of

Hanover’s dishonesty towards Prussia. It will be much better for

Prussia to unite with the small States, and by bringing the new
Constitution at once into life, preserve for Germany the forms of

unity, to which time will force the other States to give their adherence,

than to wait for the Kingdoms to join in. This latter hope will be a

failure and all will be lost once again. It is the more essential for

Prussia to make good her word by her actions and maintain her good

name, since there is no denying that she has little reason to be pleased

with the armistice recently concluded with Denmark, for the peace

preliminaries have brought neither honour to her nor satisfaction to

the hopes of Germany.

Forgive me for the frankness of my expressions and for pressing

my ideas on you again. But you know how I love the Fatherland

and how I trust in your friendship, and must make allowances for

my feelings.
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To Sir Rohcrt. Peel}

lUi-MOHM., ai,v« August 1849.

My dkau Sir Hohhkt, T tnusl: write you a line since our return

from Irelaml. 1 am sure you will lie pleased at the splendid recep-

tion which the people of Ireland j'ave us ; and, allhouj'h you always

antieipatwl that tliey woultl show great loyalty, the intensity of the

feelings they (^vinceil would have surpassed even your expectations.

I hear from every quarler that the Irish themselves are pleased with

themselves, and take, a pride, in the mode in which they e.xpressed

their attachment to the throne of the (jueen personally, which is the

best effect one can desire. All parties seemed united, and party

feuds were dropped. We saw the clergy of all the dillerent Churches,

and were as,£,W/c,w in that respect as your (Colleges, which are to be

opened in October. We visited tlur one at Belfast, and I had a good

deal of conversation about them w'ith Lord Clarendon. I lis selection

of Professors seems excellent. 1 went through tlu^ plan of studies

with Sir (leorge. (frey, which I think retpun's some improvement

here tind there.

'I’he great question to decide now is, whether the Colleges or the

XTnited University are to confer the degr<-es and guide the U.xamina-

tions. I have declared my.Helf strongly for the latter plan, and believe

that this will coincide with your views. If left to themselves, the

Colleges would soon degenerate in the South into Homan Catholic

Seminaries, and in the North into a Presbyterian School
;
but the

competition of the three, for University honours and scholarships will

create a .Htimulus, which will keep up every one of them to the highest

state of dliciency, and will enable the Covernment quietly to secure

the execution of the original intention, in the foundation of the

Colleges against local influences.

I hope yon like your Highland home a.s much as wc do ours, and

derive as much benefit anti recreation from it as we do. Believe me,

yours truly, Albeut-

To Baron von Stockmar}

HALMonM., afit/i Aiixmt 1849.

Dear Stockmar,—

I

wnitc to you on this my thirtieth birthday

—

an important period in a man’s life
;
and as I do so, I remember with

‘ Sec Mttitin, vol. ii, p. aiy. * Ibid., p. 214.
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gratitude all the good lessons and practical maxims which I have

received from you, and all the valuable aids which you have given me
towards the establishment of my political position. I can say that I

am content with everything, and would now only desire more energy

and perseverance to work as much good as circumstances allow.

Sins of omission in abundance I can recognise in the course ofmy life
;

and yet, again, they often seem to me only natural, when I consider

the fetters which prudence imposes on us to prevent our falling into

sins of commission. Victoria is happy and cheerful, and enjoys a

love and homage in the country, of which in this summer’s tour we
have received the most striking proofs. The children are well, and

grow apace.

The Highlands are glorious, and the sport plentiful.

Germany has now entered, you will say, upon a new- phase, since

the subjection of Hungary has been completed.^ May God keep His

hand on Frederick William IV, and prevent any sudden deviation

from the line which has up to this time been pursued in the Con-

stitutional Question !

To the Same}

Balmoral, 10th September 1849.

Dear Stockmar,—^What principally occupies me just now is a

plan for the establishment of a free University for Ireland in con-

nection with the godless colleges,” in which I am supported by

Peel and Lord Clarendon, and which may be regarded as accom-

plished
;

and another plan for a World Industrial Exhibition.

Agents report from the manufacturing districts that the manufac-

turers hail the project with delight, and will co-operate heartily *,

and the East India Company promises to contribute a complete

collection of all the products of India. The affair will be further

advanced in October. To win over the Continent will be no easy

matter.

I have been unlucky in my sport. I have been unable to get

near a single stag since the first evening, when I brought down three

in two hours. Still I do not lose patience
;
and I console myself

with the vigour I gain from exercise in the mountains and the fine air.

^ The defeat of the Hungarians at Temesvar on loth August immediately

brought the Hungarian struggle for independence to an end.
“ Sec Martin, vol. ii, p. 216.
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7'o Colonel Sir Charles Phipps^

IlAi MouAt,, ioth September 1849.

My Phu'I’s, . . . Now to the workiiifj classes (so called).

I'hc iinprovcuiciit of their condition can he aimed at: practically only

in fovir ways :

I. Hihication oC the, cluUIren vvith industrial training.

.1. Improvement of their dwelling.s.

3. (Irani of allotments with the cottages.

4. Havings’ Hanks ami Benefit Hocietie.s (if i>o.s.snu,K, managed by
themselves), iiartienlarly on .sound economical principles. I shall

never cease to iiromote the.se four ohjecls wherever and whenever I

can, and you new! not he afraid of urging the suhjcct with me. I am
jti.st consiilering what can he done here, where the cottage accom-

modation borders on the Iri.sh.* 'I'he price allowctl for a cottage

' * O.shorne. has not hitherto been pressed on, because of the

labour-market, which is another important consideration
; Mr.

Cuhitt jmlging correctly that after the excitement which the great

work must produce on the lahour-market, we should keep the other

works in hand, in order to spin out the employment and lot it down
by degrees, whilst building cottage.s, hesiiles the great works, would

have increased the temporary demand and stopped it suddenly

afterwards.

Allotments are getting pretty general.

I see in the HuiJder that the hrieklayens, masons, and carpenters,

&e. &c. of London have e.stablishcd a Koeiety on the plan of the

.Servants’ Benevolent Association and find gene.ral support. When
1 come to Kngland, more about all this. Lver yours truly, A.

To Prince William of Prussia.

O.saoBNi!, a6f/i Mwember 1849.

Drak Cloii.siN, I .still owe you an amswer and my he.st thanks for

your dear letter, wliich Dr. Meyer brought me. I admit the delay,

but 1 hope you will not think my friendship is cooler, or that my
interest in tliese important matters, which just now arc exciting all

Germany, is waning. I hail witli joy the manly, honourable, patriotic

* Stc Mcirtin, vol ii»

* At Balmoral
» m well m on the oth^r Ri^yai tlie cottiige* iiro modcln

fitnesi, ccmvenienGc, and comfort.
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and consistent manner in which Prussia has asserted herself so far

in these affairs, complicated in themselves and confused by every

kind of passion. I especially admired the Note, which was Prussians

reply to the pettifogging Notes from Hanover and Saxony, It

appeared in the papers yesterday.’- Prussia will have to redeem her

pledge to Germany, which she gave after she, by the break-up of the

Frankfort Constitution, had made impossible the union which had

been agreed to by all the German Governments—in the Frankfort

manner—and had resumed personal responsibility for fulfilment of

the pledge, by moderate and fairer methods. I myself am not sur-

prised at the difficulties and the present opposition to the accomplish-

ment of that great work, for I foresaw that the fearful democratic

excitements of last year would be followed by popular exhaustion

and reaction among the Governments, and that it would necessarily

postpone realisation of the union, which could not take place without

moral efforts and political sacrifices. I therefore regretted that so

much time was being lost in Berlin in summoning the Reichstag.

This is the only action which the nation could regard as a real

guarantee that Prussia is in earnest in the matter. For proclama-

tions, manifestoes, and diplomatic Notes do not and cannot inspire

much confidence after Germany's sad experiences ever since 1815,

and now again in consequence of the Saxon-Hanoverian obstruction.

It may be a good thing that the main difficulties have arisen now
before the Reichstag meets, so that they may be thoroughly out of

the way.

I heard from Baron Stockmar that there is suspicion in Prussia

that my uncle of Belgium is encouraging the anti-Prussian opposition,

and think that for his sake and yours I should touch on that point.

Uncle Leopold can only have given cause for such resentment,

owing to many rulers and diplomats having addressed their com-

plaints to him in the hope that he may mediate for them. His main

concern is the danger that the present troubles might produce a war

between Austria and Prussia, and that all Europe might be drawn

into it, a danger against which, in his loyalty to a policy of peace and

reconciliation, he is giving warnings on all sides. At Stockmar’s

suggestion I enclose a copy of a letter I wrote to him some time ago,

^ Hanover and Saxony, who, after the overthrow of the Revolutions in Hungary
and Italy, took up an attitude of reserve towards Austria, obstructed the summoning
of the Reichstag, and on 2i8t October resigned from the Union.
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which I beg you to treat; as highly confidential, This applies; equally

to a copy of iny last letter to (.'hurles Leiningen^ which I also enclose,

I was horrified at Leiiungen's Mctnorandtim,’ for the fact of his

relationship and friendship with ns might easily make the public

imagine that we agree with his views. When I read the Ikutsche

Zeitm^a it seennal to me that this misc^onception had taken some hold.

Iwauylliing is going very well henn My prop(isal for an Indus-

trial hixhibiliem for tlie whole inhabited globe lias btau'i entlmsiastic-

ally taken np here, I am protnised large contributions for it, and I

hope to vsee (lerman industry well represented.

To the Duke of WeUinqton}

WiNiiSfUi Casti.Kj 0th April ^850,

My tU’AR DkUvF., d'he Qucei\ and I have thoroughly considered

your proposal to join tlie oflices o( Adjutant-CIeneral aitd Quarter-

mastcr-Chmeral into <ntc of a (Itief of the Ktaff, with a view to

facilitate tlie fut.urc asHumptiott of the command of the army by

myself.

The cjuestion whether it will be advisable that 1 should take the

command of the army or not has been most anxiously weighed by

me, aiul I have come to the conclusiott that my decisioit ought

entirely and solely t() be guideti by the consitlcralion whether it would

interfere witli or assist iny position of cemsori to the Sovereign, and

the performance of the duties which this p(wition imposes upon me,

This position is a most peculiar and <lclicate oiuu Whilst a

female sovereign has a great many <lisadvantages in comparison with

a king, yet, if site is married, and her husband understands and docs

his duty, her posititju, on the other liaiul, lias many compensating

advantages, and, in tlie long run, will lie found even to be stronger

than tliat of a male sovereign. But this requires that tlie husband

should entirely sink his tmn mUmdmd existence in that of Ins wife---

Prince I^diunaefCH Memt>nmduin ot ut!i Noveiul>er apukc with much
rciignitieiytthcnit the later ilevcha'^oienta in the tmovmeiir fur C termim unity

;
he

admitted hi# (wn illuHiumi, arut that he hiul no further etmfidrftce in Reichatag^,
and nothing hut a pdicy of power {MmhtpdUik) eouUl aceompH'dt anything,
If Fruwnia and Austria would unite, they might prepare 11 wdwme for a Cnngrea*
coniiiting of repreiimtativcM of C hwernmenta and Euwe PiirUaments, and thus
preserve the true comitilutionid liberties?.

® See Martin, vol ii» p. 250. 'fhe Prince had, during the atiiy at Windsor,
to consider and diapoae of a proponition by the Duke of Wellington, which
came upon him by lurpriie, that he ahouid auccced the l>uke in the office of
Commimder-m-Chief*
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that he should aim at no power by himself or for himself—should

shun all contention—assume no separate responsibility before the

public, but make his position entirely a part of hers—^fill up every

gap which, as a woman, she would naturally leave in the exercise of

her regal functions—continually and anxiously watch every part of

the public business, in order to be able to advise and assist her at

any moment in any of the multifarious and difficult questions or

duties brought before her, sometimes international, sometimes

political, or social, or personal. As the natural head of her family,

superintendent of her household, manager of her private affairs, sole

cmfidential adviser in politics, and only assistant in her communica-
tions with the officers of the Government, he is, besides, the husband
of the Queen, the tutor of the royal children, the private secretary

of the sovereign, and her permanent minister.

How far would it be consistent with this position to undertake

the management and administration of a most important branch of

the public service, and the individual responsibility attaching to it

—

becoming an executive officer of the Crown, receiving the Queen’s

commands through her Secretaries of State, &c. &c. ? I feel sure

that, having undertaken the responsibility, I should not be satisfied

to leave the business and real work in the hands of another (the Chief

of the Staff), but should feel it my duty to look to them myself.

But whilst I should in this manner perform duties which, I am sure,

every able General Officer, who has gained experience in the field,

would be able to perform better than myself, who have not had the

advantage of such experience, most important duties connected with

the welfare of the Sovereign would be left unperformed, which

nobody could perform but myself. I am afraid, therefore, that I

must discard the tempting idea of being placed in command of

the British army.

On the other hand, nobody can feel more strongly than I do, that

the theory of the British Constitution being, that the Sovereign

commands the army, and this having been hitherto the practice also,

it is a source of great weakness to the Crown, . . . that the Sover-

eign, being a lady, cannot exercise that command as she ought, and

give the Commander-in-Chief that support which he requires under

ordinary circumstances, and that consequently it becomes my
additional and special duty to supply the wants in this respect, and

to bestow particular care and attention on the affairs of the army.
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Aa long, however, as your Grace holds the Comniand-in-Chief,

this support is in no way required. On the contrary, the Crown
naay be said to receive .support from the unexampled strength of your
position in public opinion

;
and for me to attempt any personal

control on your direction of the affairs of the army would be
ridiculously presumptuous. 1 have in conseciuencc carefully

abstained from assi.sting the Queen in this respect
; but as you were

so good as to .say that it wouUl give you pleasure to stablisb more
direct and intimate communication with nre, and that you thought

this communication had better he established now with you as

Commander-in-Chicf, than attempted at a future time (which I

hope may be long distant) by an order given by the Queen to your

succe.ssor, I most gratefully accept this offer, and wish most especially

to express to you my sense of the atlvantagc which will result to me,
and through me to the Queen, by my thus receiving instruction and
tuition in military affairs from the greatest master of them. 1 have

only one scruple, viz. that I might add to your trouhh*, and already

sufliciently onerous labours, and would therefore repeat my request

that you would merely put into a box and send me such papers as

you llunight it might he advantageous for me to peru.sc : I promise

not to detain them long. . . . ICver yours truly, Ai.iU'UT.

To Dudiess Marie of Saxe-Cobiirfi and Gothad

Buckingham Pai.ack, ist May 1850. --I congratulate you to-day

on the birth of a seventh grandchild,’ and expect in return good

wishes from you on the birth of a third son. This inortving about a

quarter-past eight, after a rather restless night (being Walpurgis

night, that was quite appropriate), while the witches were careering

on the Blocksherg (imder ICrncst Augustus’s mild sceptre), a little

boy glided into the light of day, and has been received by the sisters

Vfithjubilates. “ Now we arc just as many as tlic days in the week 1
”

was the cry, and then a bit of a struggle arose as to who was to be

Sunday. Out of well-bred courtesy tlxe honour was conceded to the

newcomer.

Victoria is well, so is the child, and I am driven dl.stracted with

letters, inquiries, answers, &c. I'his compels me to break off my
chat with you before it is well begun.

‘ See Martin, vol. ii, p. 864. * I*rim» Arthur. D.ike of t’onnuuglic.
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I take up my hat and am making for the door, when you call to

me—‘‘ But you have not said good-bye to Mama.’' “ So I must !

”

Now I must really be off.

To Prince William of Prussia.

Buckingham Palace, 1st May 1850.

Dear Cousin,—I was just about to write to you to tell you that

Victoria and the; third little son continue to be both well, when I

received through Lord Cowley ^ your friendly letter written on the

day of Victoria’s safe delivery, being also the 82nd birthday ^ of the

good old Duke of Wellington, in whose honour the little boy is to

be named Arthur. In memory of Belle Alliance ® of 1815,

trusting in your friendship, we hope you will not refuse our invitation

to stand god-father to our son along with the aged hero. You have

been present at the christenings of two of our children, but have not

so far assumed the sacred office of god-father.

At this unrestful juncture we hardly dare hope to have the joy of

seeing you here this time, but if you could come nevertheless, it

would naturally give us great pleasure. Duchess Ida of Weimar is

to be god-mother in memory of poor Queen Adelaide, who would
certainly have been delighted at this addition to our family. The
child’s full names will be Arthur William Patrick Albert—Patrick

for the Irish to show our gratitude for their friendly reception of us

last year. Victoria’s love has always insisted on my name to finish

up with.*

I have no regret that our little one’s birthday coincided with the

death day of the Frankfort Interim [Constitution], and can only wish

that the Erfurt Constitution could be settled and the Princes sworn

on the same date. The urgent necessity of this settlement is clearly

shown, as you say in your letter, by the assembling, on the sole

responsibility of Austria, of the old full Diet at Frankfort, which, if

it goes on in the old way, will once again let go everything which you

and Germany have laboriously won and saved during these last two

sad years, and whose birth cost Germany 33 years of suffering.

It is perfectly clear that the sole object of Austria and the Kings in

^ Minister at Berne
;

afterwards with the German Confederation ; and
Ambassador in Paris.

* Note : it was really his 8ist birthday.
“ The German name for the Waterloo campaign.
* Later on the Queen ordained that all descendants of her House should be

given as the last Christian name, Albert for the males, and Victoria for the females.
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summoning the Diet is to let these achievements go for nothing, and
it is high time for you to get on with your owti side of the matter.

I cannot sec that yon have been injured by the (Jotha party at

lu“furt. On the contrary, the princes who are inclined to fall away
have purposely left two back-doors opcti for thcitisclves, so tlxat in

any case, if the acceptance m bloc takes place or nf)t, they can slip

out of the Confederation. Now of these two doors tlie (Jotha party

seem to me to have blocked the only really dangeroUvS one. For if

some of the princes think of retiring, Prussian diplomacy will

scarcely be able to resiraitt them, except by relying on the pressure

of public opinion, supported by the consideration of law and honour.

So that I am sorry that the Prussian Ministry have, for reasons, as

you say, of keeping open this diplomatic road, wounded the con-

fidenoe and keenness of the ICrfurt majority by a sitries of gtiarded

and mysterious utt(‘rances, anti retluced it to confusion. Nothing

could have hater encouraged the inclination to desert the (Confedera-

tion than the plan of Stahl’s party for a Coufederatioit consisting

only of Prussia and the smallest States, leaving out IkuUm and the

two Hesses, and the belief it gave rise to, tliat it represented the

wishes of the Prussian (lovcrmnent. As with most of the ideas

started by StahPs party, this (me originally sprang from the

Austrians, who luive been setting tln^ stage for it for soitte time past,

After all the expressed and iutplied threats with which Vienna

has stopped you from acting for the past two years, the Austrians

will not and cannot honestly take sides against ytni, before the

narrower C!onfcdcration has come to a settlement within its widest

possible limits. In the case of the tnore extendial (kmfedcration,

I consider that you should not try to prevent Austria from entering

it as a united Monarchy.

It pleases me as well as you that the Itrfurt Ikirliament has {)roved

as Conservative as It is patriotic. But I hud not counted on a still

more pronounced Conservatism, on a par with that of tlic Prussian

Chambers, especially as that Conservatism W‘as to be ascribed to

consideration for Germany, and Berlin has proved so unexpectedly

reasonable, mainly in order not to do injury to the hrfurt cause.

P.A\ jth have just had a kind letter from the King)

reporting a direct threat from Austria, lliat wauPt scare ua 1 Only

don^t appeal to the Great Powers. That would mean setting a wolf

to mind the flock.
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To King Frederick William IV of Prussia.

Osborne, 25 May 1850.

Your Majesty, The post has just brought us the terrible news
of an attempt on Your Majesty’s life,'- a vain one, God be thanked,
and that Your Majesty was only slightly wounded. I thanlr heaven
that your dear life has been a second time preserved against insanity

and crime and kept safe for your family, your friends and the Father-
land. May heaven send peace and strength to the poor Queen, who
must have been deeply shaken by the occurrence. May she gain

courage in the thought that the arm of just Providence is stronger

and surer than the hand of human madness.

My brother Ernest’s letters from Berlin are full of gratitude and
emotion for the gracious confidence with which Your Majesty
distinguished him during the Congress of Princes.® Would that

the temper of the princes assembled in Berlin had been fully worthy,

as he was, of the confidence of Your Majesty in allowing them a

free hand ! It seems, however, that German patriotism will have
to acquire merit by snatching victory all over again against the forces

of blindness and indecision.

We have been three days now at our Osborne retreat, having

left London on the very day of the mad attempt on Your Majesty’s

life. I hope to God that the next news of the consequences of that

event will be completely reassuring.

To Baron von Stockmar.^

Buckingham Palacb, tSthJune 1850.

Dear Stockmar,—I have only a minute to spare, and avail

myself of it to tell you that Victoria, thank God, is well, although

her forehead is much bruised, and her nerves are still somewhat
shaken by the shameful occurrence of yesterday.* The perpetrator

An insane artilleryman, Max Josef Sefcloge, shot at the King in the Potsdamer
Railwty Station, and wounded him slightly in the arm.

® From 8th May to x6th in Berlin ; debates on the Constitution of the Union.
^ See Martin, voL ii, p, 285.
^ Public indignation was once more excited by a cowardly outrage upon the

Queen, committed, not, as on former occasions, by a person of mean condition,
but by a man of good family, called Kobert Pate, who had held a commission in

the army for hve years. While Her Majesty was leaving Cambridge House,
whpe she had called to make inquiries for the Duke of Cambridge who was
seriously ill, this person started forward and struck a blow with a cane at Her
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is a dandy, whom you must often have seen in the Park, where he

luid made hiinsclf conspicuous. 1 Ic maintains the do.scst silence as

to his motives, liut is manifestly deranged. All this docs not help

to make one cheerful.

In the House the tlehaie on (Jreecc has already la.stcd four

nights. Palmerston .spoke for live hours withotit a moment’s pause.

His speech is a ma.sterpiece. 'I'hc state of atfains, however, will not

he improved hy it
;
and we may have a resignation of the Ministry

to-morrow. Peel, (Jraham, (Ihul.stone, DLsnicli, Molesworth,

Cobden, all go against the Ministry, and speak in strong terms.

'The Ministry has identilied itself entirely witli Palmerston.

The Itxhihition is now attacked furiously hy The Times, and the

House of Commons is going to drive us out of the Park. 'Phere is

immense excitement on the subject. If we arc driven out of the

Park, the work is ruined. Never was anything -so foolish.*

'To the Saute?

HonciNoitAM I’At Aen, ‘\rdjuly X850.

Dhau Htockmau, A^ou will mourn with u.s deejdy, for you know

the extent of our loss, and valued our frieiul as we dith’ Peel closed

his eyes hist night aliout eleven I I You will have heard that he

fell with, or rather from, his horse, opposite our garden wall last

Saturday and broke hi.s collar-bone and shouUlcr-hladc. He suf-

fered greatly, and was worn out with pain, fever, and a gouty con-

stitution. Only a few hours before his accident he was seated with

us in the Commission, advising as to the dilKcult position into which

we, have been thrown in regard to the Pxhihition liy the refusal to

allow us the use of the Park.

'I’he debate on Palmerston had lasted the previous night till five

iit the morning, and Peel had made an admirable speech. Now he

is cold. . . . Wc arc in deep grief
;
add to which, I cannot conceal

from you that we arc on the point of having to abandon the Ivxhibi-

tion altogether. We have announced our intention to do so, if on

Majesty's face. Its force was fortunately broken by the bonnet, hut it inflicted a

severe bruise on the forehead.
Pate was subsequently tried, on nth July, snd sentenced to seven years

transportation, the jury having declined to recognise the plea of insanity, which, as

usual, was set up by Pate’s counsel. No motive for the attack was ever assigned.
‘ The Exhibition building was erected between Rotten Row and the barracks.

* See Martin, vol. ii, p. aflp. • Sir Robert Peel.
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the day the vast building ought to be begun the site is taken from us.

Peel was to have taken charge of the business in the Lower House.

It is to come to the vote to-morrow, and the public is inflamed by
the newspapers to madness.

Our friend, in moments like this, is sorely missed. If you can

come, pray do so, for we have need of you.

To Prince William of Prussia,

Osborne, 20th August 1850.

Dear Cousin,—I have waited till to-day to thank you for your

friendly letter of 1 1 th July. I put off answering in the hope of being

able to combine with it my good wishes for the achievement of a

definite settlement in German affairs. But your provisional position

is continuing such an unexpectedly long time, that I dare not hesitate

any further. I quite understand how internal and external obstacles

are preventing you from arriving at a definite decision, and even

more so from carrying it out. But I see clearly also that such con-

tinued hesitation and wavering is more and more undermining the

faith of the nation in the Union, and letting slip the one anchor the

ship of Germany could depend on to withstand the reactionary tide

of a new movement, which is waiting for its opportunity. In

support of this view I will merely quote the following passage out of

a letter, which I chanced to see, from a not unimportant former

Conservative Statesman in South-west Germany.
“ It is hardly possible now that Germany will escape a great and

long lasting disaster. The mistakes made on all sides and the failure

of the Union have inspired in the masses such deep mistrust, nay

such poisonous hatred, against everything and everybody, that they

have nothing to believe in or depend on except a red Republic, the

very thing which our all-wise politicians imagine they have destroyed.

Possibly an appearance of calm may be maintained for a time by

armed force
;
but at the first opportunity this thin veneer will be

broken down. No one who moves about among the people can be

under the slightest doubt about this. Then the movement will be

led by none but the most insane demagogues. This is what

Austria’s foul ambition (which nevertheless can never achieve its

aim of being sole arbiter in Germany), Prussia’s indecisions and

cowardice, the short-sighted selfishness of the small kings, and our

[the Parliament of 1848] mistakes at Frankfort, have brought us to.”
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If only Austria and the princfs woukl realise that the Revolution

of 184S is l\y no means linished I Hut the princes out la mSmoirc

cfjurte. May it not be reserved for some new disaster to remind our

princes of 1848, which they would so gladly forget 1 Nevertheless

I keep on hoping that the King’s and your solid ( Jerman sense will

succeed in drdinitcly concluding the llition, atul along with it in

restoring the communion almost lost for the moment between

democracy and personal governnumt. 'Fhc latest news from Berlin

sound on the whole favourable, especially in respect of the inthience

you and the King have, exercised successfully against your Ministry

with its narrower Hrussian outlook, thank ( Jod ! anil if only you

remain firm and stand for the Cionstitution agreed upon at Krfurt,

reason, truth and justice will in the end win a peaceful victory over

falsehood and vanity. 'The lirfurt Constitution is at any rate some-

thing to which princes and people have definitely mutually bound

themselves, and that is an intact possession for the vvhole nation.

If it remains so, it will, whatever further discord arises, always be a

firm basis for a peaceful agreement.

'The poor Hchleawig-Ilolsteiners mu.st be bearing a great deal for

their isolation
;
and yet it is a good thing that their justified resistance

is not spoiled by appearing as the result of Hrussian ambition. It

will not be so very ea.sy to settle the succe.ssion question by means of

European protocols, and if the Augustenburgs are unwilling to give

up their legal rights, policy will in the end force them to renounce

their desires.

Here we have luckily got rid of our Parliament, which lately

became quite unruly. I’hc Exhibition in Hyde Park had a hard

fight in both Houses. 'Phe matter this time was maiidy in the hands

of the Attorney Cencral. His official duty was to sue the Crown for

damage to the Park, hut he managed to avoid doing tliis. I'he

new I..ord Chancellor ‘ supported him strongly against Lord

Brougham. So at Ia.st the building is being started.

If the weather is so polite as to keep up, we mean to start on a

cruise to-morrow morning in our Yacht to Oiitend, spending a day

with Uncle Leopold, whom wc have not seen for nearly three years.

On the 27th we set out en route for Scotland, open the Viaduct at

Berwick, and stay two days in Edinburgh, where 1 lay the founda-

tion-stone of the Scottish Royal Academy, 'rhen we bury ourselves

* Lord Truro, fomierly Sir 'Phoma* Wilde.
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for a few weeks at Balmoral among the hills and red deer. So now

you have our plan of life for the near future.

To Baron von Stockmar?-

Osborne, Aug. 1850.— . . . I received while in town your

letter about Gcrvinus ; at the prorogation of Parliament I saw

Gervinus and had a long conversation with him. I agree entirely

with all you say about the Protocol policy, but it is impossible to

make any impression here upon that subject. The ide'efixe here is,

that Germany’s only object in separating Holstein with Schleswig

from Denmark is to incorporate them with herself, and then to draw

them from the English into the Prussian commercial system. Den-

mark will then become a State too small to maintain a separate

independence, and so the division of European territory and the

balance of power will be disturbed.

I grant that this is a tenable view, and that Germany (especially

Prussia) has given cause for it ; but assuredly this alfords no ground

for doing violence to law, to honour, to equity, and to morality, in

order to defeat an eventuality which has been brought about not

deliberately, but by the nature of things. Schleswig is entitled to

insist on union with Holstein
;
Holstein belongs to Germany, and

the Augustenburgs are the heirs. How is it possible to get over

these things ?

Germany appears to me to be going utterly to the dogs under the

miserable policy of its rulers, and to be becoming a still readier toy

for the next revolution. Are there no longer any men of heart and

head, who might avert the disaster ? It is altogether too sad. . . .

To Prince William of Prussia.

Balmoral, 7th September 1850.

Dear Cousin,—I write to you to-day from our mountain retreat

to ask you an impertinent question : Is it true that they intend in

Berlin to recall Bunsen from London ? Indications have come to

me from various quarters which almost make me conclude that it is

so. Though I well know that diplomatic changes of this sort are

things with which a third party ought not to interfere, still I am not

afraid of being misunderstood or considered presumptuous by you,

* Sec Martin, vol. it, p. 314-
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if I express my conviction to you that though the King might dis-

cover a (iiplomat with a stronger will and more reserve, he will hardly

find one as faithful, or as devoted to him body and soul, or one of

such sound culture, or one so greatly respected and esteemed. Bunsen
possesses a certain distinction and influence in I'ingland, which any

other Prussian Minister would find difficulty in acquiring so quickly,

and yet he is a CJcnnan through and through. You will forgive me
for praising qualities which you know as well as I, and have had the

same opportunitie.s of judging
;
yet I looked on it as a duty to call

your attention to a .step which I should regard as very disadvan-

tageotis to ytnir interests.

I have nothing new to tell you about our.selves. After our short

trip to Ostend, where we had the pleasure of .seeing Pritice P'rcdcrick,

we stayed for two days with Lord (Carlisle at t'a.stle Howard. Then
to Kdinburgli for a few public functiims, including re-occupation of

the ancient 1 lolyroodhouse as a Royal rcsidenct;
; and now we arc

safe in our haven of rest and retirement. I am sure you will feel

the tlcath of poor old King Ia)ui3 Philippe.

'Vq Baron von Stochiiar.

OsiiORNR, lyt/j Oct. 1850. - 'I'hc misfortune’ which I feared,

and of which I expressed my apprehension when writing to you

from Balmoral, has happened, and our poor Uncle now stands, for

the second time in his life, alone and tIe.solatc in the world. The
accounts of the last momenta of our excellent Aunt arc extremely

touching, and prove how her noble, self-dctiying, self-sacrificing

nature, which felt only for others, rcmainerl the same to her last

breath. It would be useless to speak to you of the magnitude of the

loss, for you arc better able to estimate it in its consequences than

I am.

The resignation of the poor old Queen [Amalie] was admirable ;

and most inspiriting arc the attachment and regard to which Belgium

gives expression.

Victoria is greatly distressed. Her Aunt was her only confidante

and friend. Sex, age, culture, feeling, rank—dn all these they were

so much on a par, that a relation of unconstrained friendship naturally

^ See Martin^ voL ii, Scarcely had the Court returned from Scotland
to Osborne, when the news was received of the death of the Queen of the Belgians,

daughter of King Louis Philippe.
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grew up between them ; and it was a friendship of which Victoria

might with justice be proud.

I hope this misfortune will not have unnerved you
; but that it

will rouse you to help, to uphold, and to cherish what is still left and
is of value. Our Uncle will want you near him

; we want your

presence, your counsel, your friendship in a thousand things, which
are of moment not only for us, but for the whole family, for England,

and through her for the whole world.

To Duke Ernest 11 of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha.

Windsor Castle, loth November 1850.

Dear Ernest,—You will have learned from my last letter that

there is absolutely no difference of opinion between us. You say

rightly :
‘‘ It is the struggle between despotism and constitutional

liberty.” May Prussia realise this and confess it before the whole

world . If it is a struggle of Prussia, the Prussia that seized Pomerania

from the Swedes, Silesia from Austria, and the best part of their

country from the poor Saxons, concluded a separate peace with the

French Republic, partitioned Poland, and took Hanover as com-

pensation
;

if it is a Prussian struggle for aggrandisement, I say,

and for more power and prestige, then all Europe will be against her.

The cleverest thing for her opponents to do is to treat the question

in this way
;
Prussia’s folly consists in her having in the negotiations

separated herself from the national, representative, constitutional

German standpoint. If Prussia is prepared to carry on with the

struggle, from which she can now hardly draw back, she must

summon her Chambers, appeal to the Diets of other German coun-

tries, protect that of Hesse, and declare openly that it is a matter of

maintaining the constitutional principle. Then power will come to

her, and public opinion will silence Germany’s enemies in England

and France. I shall not be anxious about its success. In a policy

dictated by governmental considerations, even with ten armies to

back it up, Gei'many is bound to get the worst of it, as has been

continuously the case from 1848 until now.

In this critical hour I do not like to address the ruling power of

Prussia, for the responsibility is too great for advice to be offered

from afar. But you might communicate the views I express to the

Prince, who has once again acted as a man of honour in this difficult

crisis.
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To King Frederick William IV of Prussia.

Windsor Castle, ist December 1850,

Your Majesty,—Your Majesty’s gracious letter was handed to

me by Lieutenant-General von Radowitz,^ and Victoria and I have

lost no time in giving the loyal servant so warmly recommended by
Your Majesty a suitable welcome at Windsor. Permit me to thank

you for the acquaintance of that gifted and distinguished man and

the proof of confidence you show me in allowing him to discuss every

question with me—even the most secret topics, and the motives

governing events in Germany of recent years up to the present

involved state of affairs. I believe that I have acted according to

Your Majesty’s wishes in making full use of this permission, and I

have found occasion to admire the clarity and exactness of the

General’s explanations, and to rejoice in the loyal devotion to his

Royal master which appears in all his utterances. Moreover the

impartiality and entire absence of bitterness of his references to his

political opponents have given me an equally favourable impression

of his heart and mind. I shall regard it as a duty to further in every

possible way all the military and industrial objects of his Mission.

My goodwill is naturally less free with regard to the General’s

most confidential political proposals. An Anglo-Prussian alliance is

a matter of such immense import that none but the constitutional

responsible advisers of the two Crowns can properly handle it, and
I should be overstepping the limits of my own political position and
responsibility, if I tried to influence the judgment of Prussia over
what can or cannot be done about such a treaty, by an expression of
my own personal opinions.

At the same time I have considered that I may incidentally and
confidentially acquaint the Ministers here of its nature and pos-
sibilities. And since Your Majesty, under the impulse of your
kindness and friendship towards myself, has honoured me by asking
my advice to some extent at this juncture, I think I should at least

\Radowitz, Frederick William IV*s most intimate confidant and Prussian
Forei^ Minister since 29th September, had been forced to retire on and Novem-
^r. The result was that Prussia, left in the lurch by Russia, was humiliated by
Austna at Olmutz (29th September). In his extremity, the King, having mobilised
on bth November, on the 9th entrusted Radowitz with a secret mission to negotiate

^ ^hanc» wnh England in the event of war, “ under conditions to be dictated by
England. The ostensible commission was to examine the improvements in the
Bntish artillery and the new wide-spanned railway bridges

; he was to give
infomation without reserve on the latest developments in Prussian politics.
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give a sketch of the way in which a proposal of this sort, in as far as

I know conditions here, would be received and judged in England.

The British public pay little attention to Continental affairs, and

know very little about them. The Press, which could enlighten

them, is unfortunately often factious and naturally always partisan,

and has therefore always tended to obscure German problems . This

has been an easy task owing to the repugnance the British neces-

sarily feel towards the general confusion of ideas in Germany, the

democratic excesses and republican risings, the absolutist military

dictatorships and reactionary movements, the breaches of word and

faith by certain sovereigns, &c. &c. And however differently parties

here may judge those facts, they all agree absolutely in desiring that

England’s interests and welfare shall not be dragged into that

whirlpool. This desire only strengthens the general determination

against any European war and against taking any part in one. This

feeling is nourished by the daily pressing reminders of what England

suffered owing to her having taken part in earlier Continental wars,

in the shape of the daily increasing demand for payments on a vast

National Debt. In face of this national feeling no Minister could

dare pledge England’s name to a measure involving a likelihood of

participation in a fresh Continental war—^without consent of Parlia-

ment. Such consent would never be granted, even if it were made

clear to Parliament that great interests were at stake.

My personal knowledge tells me that this would in fact be what

would happen here, but proof of this can be provided by Your

Majesty and Prussia alone. England hates a Prussian war against

Denmark, waged, it would seem, for the purpose of annexing

Schleswig. She knows nothing about military roads, and is

astounded that a whole nation should be called to the colours to

fight for such an object. But she would fully understand what is

meant by—^keeping one’s princely word with one’s nation, even at

the risk of one’s own existence ;
further—protecting a nation, whose

obvious political and constitutional rights are being attacked, against

the caprices of its ruler and his allies, and finally—stemming with

determination the onrush of unbridled reaction, and forbidding the

old despotisms of Russia and Austria and Jesuitism to destroy

national self-government by diplomatic intrigues and desperate

threats of war, and so leave no course open but the prospect of a

fresh revolution. And if. Your Majesty, you are to satisfy the British
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public that it may appreciate the efforts of Prussia and offer sym-

pathetic assistance, it is the more essential that Germany shall be

fully apprised at this critical moment of Prussia’s real intentions.

Former letters of mine have informed Your Majesty of my ideas

on this subject. Recent events, however, have confirmed me in my
opinion that Prussia (the weakest of the five Great Powers) can play,

as a purely military Power, a subordinate part only in face of

Austria—and in Europe, in face of the four Great Powers, no part

at all. She would simply be a dependent of Russia and Austria and

an instrument of their policy. Whereas a Prussia prepared to come

forward as the genuine pattern of constitutional monarchy on the

Continent and with unself-seeking patriotism to protect the con-

stitutional union and foster the development of the States of

Germany, will possess a moral force sufficient by itself to repel

any attack—a force which will meet with England’s sympathy and

support, and command the respect of every foreign country
; it

will be the surest guarantee to Europe of universal peace. May
Your Majesty allow me to hope for your success in averting a war

at this critical juncture of affairs, and to hope also that Prussia will

not forget that the only chance of a lasting peace lies in adopting and

holding to the attitude I have described above.^

Victoria sends best wishes and greetings, and I lay myself at the

feet of the Queen, and remain with unchanging and true devotion,

Your Majesty’s loyal cousin, Albert.

To Duchess Marie of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha?

Windsor Castle, loth Dec. 1850.—We are all well. The child-

ren grow apace, and become stronger and handsomer, we elders

older and plainer, and daily wiser, which is due to the many agreeable

experiences which we are daily making. We have not seen Windsor
the last four days, the fog being so dense that a man standing before

his own door fails to recognise it. Nevertheless, by the help of a

blaze of gas, we managed yesterday to inspect the Smithfield Cattle

^ The report made by Radowitz to the King on 3rd December as the result of
his talks in Londoii was as follows : If the question of Germany were to end in a
war between Prussia and Austria, a victory by Prussia was desired by the British
Cabinet. But public opinion would enforce upon it strict neutrality. If Russia
took part in the war directly or indirectly, England was prepared to intervene
actively in Prussia's favour

;
but she was not prepared to engage herself to this in

advance. Prussia, in the meantime, had taken the journey to Olmiitz.
* See Martin, vol. ii, p. 340.
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Show, and I am proud at having won a silver medal there for my
fat pigs. For a cow, I have only had honourable mention, and my
sheep have received no notice at all.

To Prince William of Prussia.

Windsor Castle, zgth December 1850.

Dear Cousin,—You must not put it down to any coolness

towards yourself or to my loving the Fatherland less that I have been

so long in answering your last dear friendly letter, and that I have

sent you no word on the constant changes in German affairs. The

cause of my silence is this very friendship and my love for the

Fatherland. In writing to you I could not have ignored the question

of Germany, and I could not have presumed to offer an opinion on

Prussia’s policy, for it seemed involved in obscurity, and its attempts

at a solution appeared to me full of contradictions. And I did not

know sufficiently what part you, the King, the Ministers, parties,

&c. &c. were playing in it; so I could hardly dare make any suggestion

on what should be done, when I reflected on the heavy responsibility

of doing so at a moment when it was a matter of war or peace, and

when the existence of the Prussian Monarchy, and the fate of Ger-

many—perhaps of Europe—hung in the balance. But now that the

history of the regeneration of Germany appears to have reached a

new stage, I consider I may judge without fear, as an historian, this

latest catastrophe.

The history of Prussian policy from March, 1848, to December,

1850, is one continuous history of broken pledges and moral defeats.

Prussia it was who on the I4tb> i-®- iofore the March Revolution,

declared that she was prepared to undertake the rejuvenation of

Germany
;
and the King himself it was who, after that Revolution,

pledged his royal word for a united Germany and for the preserva-

tion of the rights of the German Confederation in Schleswig-Holstein.

But the Prussian Government made no movement to achieve this

unity, which had been the object of the efforts at Frankfort, and

finally the King wrecked the work of the Frankfort Parliament by

refusing the Imperial Crown and repudiating the Frankfort Con-

stitution. But since he declared that his only reason for doing so

was because the action at Frankfort was the arbitrary action of a

Constituent Assembly which had not consultedthe individual Govern-

ments, his word and the honour of Prussia were still pledged to
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establishment of the Union by way of a free agreement between

sovereign Governments. And how has Prussia now fulfilled this

second solemn promise ?

After a momentary approach to it by the conclusion of the

Alliance of the Three Kings, she thenceforth worked for the com-

pletion of the hoped-for Union with obvious lukewarmness, and by

her slack, ambiguous and dishonest conduct gave her two principal

allies the opportunity they were waiting for, to get out of it again,

or (as in the case of Bavaria and Wiirttemberg) to avoid entering

into it. Then, instead of summoning Parliament along with the

remaining States and so forcing the renegades to return, she

merely persisted in trying to gain time, and then when Parliament

did at last come together, there was demanded of it not acceptance

of, but a reconstruction of the Constitution which had been offered

by the Confederation. Then, when Parliament had thoroughly gone
into the question, instead of the work being finished up, Parliament

was prorogued, and a Congress of Princes was summoned to Berlin.

There, in order to keep the Elector of Hesse in the Union, its now
completed Constitution was declared out of hand to be unworkable,

and the organisation of the Union was brought into force merely as

a provisional arrangement ! At the same time it was found necessary,

as the result of a dishonourable pretence war in Schleswig, to

conclude a pretence peace with Denmark, which victimised the

Holsteiners but failed to conciliate the Cabinets of Europe.

Meanwhile the opponents of Prussia and the development of

Germany on their side were not idle. Having first promulgated
their Munich project, they summoned conferences at Frankfort,

and, though but a few States assembled there under the leadership

of Austria, they took the definite step of proclaiming themselves to

be the old Diet of the Confederation. Not satisfied with that, they

formed at Bregenz a defensive, and possibly offensive, alliance

against Prussia, securing the concurrence of Russia, and perhaps also

a promise of military aid. And yet it was Russia who induced all

the other States of Europe in the London Protocol to declare for the

integrity of the Danish Monarchy, and therefore against Prussia,

whose honourwould not allow her to agreewith a Protocol of that sort.

All this brought Prussia to the pass of finding all the large States

of Germany and all the Great Powers of Europe united against her
;

and yet her task was so great and sacred, that if she had persevered
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and shown confidence in the German people, and thereby inspired

their confidence in return, she could have saved her position.

But Prussia stuck to the merely negative principle that she would
neither recognise the old Confederation with all its faults and short-

comings, nor allow it to be forced upon Germany
;
whereas the

hopes of Germany were fixed on this as the Confederation had been

one of Prussia’s constitutional undertakings sealed by the King’s

promise. Then the opponents were so impudent as to send, in the

name of the Diet of the Confederation, a punitive force to punish the

Hessians for their loyal devotion to their Constitution and the German
cause, and to encourage the Elector in his desertion of the Union

—

an act which roused against them every constitutional and national

feeling of the German people.

Prussia failed to grasp the situation, dropped every principle and
idea through which she had become strong, and took her stand upon
grounds of purely military convenience—military roads, &c. &c.,

which could not even be fully justified by the old military treaties,

and to show the falsity of which was an easy task for an opponent.

The futility of such a position showed itself at its worst at Warsaw,
where it forced Count Brandenburg without his knowledge or

consent to make concessions, which called forth a cry of horror in

Prussia and Germany as soon as they became known. Once again

were the Prussian and German peoples destined to be deceived in

aspirations which had been encouraged by the Prussian Govern-

ment. The mobilisation of the Landwehr produced a momentary
enthusiasm, which will be ever remarkable in the history of Germany

;

it inspired horror of the Austrian League and aroused throughout

Europe a wave of enthusiasm for Prussia, such as that country had

not enjoyed for a long period.

The Olmiitz agreement, however, extinguished the last flicker of

that light. So now we see Prussia prostrate in most unexpected

humiliation before Germany and Europe. The Landwehr recalled

home after having accomplished nothing, Baden given up, Hamburg
evacuated, Hesse, and Cassel even, handed over to the army of the

Confederation, the punitive stipulations of the Confederation in

Schleswig-Holstein agreed to, the Union gone to the winds. The
Diet of the Confederation is defacto recognised, and in order to make
any expression of the general dissatisfaction impossible, the Cham-
bers have been prorogued (perhaps actually condemned to dissoJu-
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tion) and the axe has been laid to the sole surviving foundation on
which the peaceful development of Prussia and Germany might have

been erected for the happiness and welfare of both.

Does Berlin really mean to ignore the frightful dangers to which
this series of moral defeats and deceptions (the latter especially) has

exposed the peace of Prussia and Germany, and the continuance of

the monarchical principle in Germany ? Do they think that the

nation has lost all feeling, all moral life ? I say that their last

vestiges of Conservatism may be shattered by disturbances such as

are going on in Hesse and threaten to go on in Schleswig-Holstein,

and poisoned by the germ of a fresh Revolution.

It is a terrific blow to the Crown, that in the public eye of Europe
and Germany the main guilt of the last crisis and all the ignominy of

Prussia falls upon the poor King, and that the public connects the

root of the evil with his person—the evil which appears to be
the source of the perpetual instability of Prussian policy and of the

present defeat : namely a deep-seated lack of conviction, making
wanton play with the sacred interests of the nation and the sacred

duties attaching to him as Eang, and hurling stone by stone into the

abyss, with fine speeches and dreams about the droit divin des rois, all

the human and moral principles of that divine right.

My only comfort rests on this judgment, or forecast, of public
opinion, and it is my hope that Prussia and Germany will centre their

confidence and enthusiasm on you. I honour the reserve you have
shown up till now, and charge you with all the warmth of my friend-

ship : Keep yourself free from present-day politics, do not let your-
self be compromised, reserve yourself for better times, when you can

^ become the sheet-anchor of the ship now at the mercy of the storms.
I hope for nothing from Dresden. In Berlin the permission to

confer atfree meetings on all German subjects is looked upon as a great

advantage gained by Manteuffel
; but everything that could possibly

be said at Dresden is already known, and if they wished to arrive at an
agreement, they could do it anywhere and at any time. But if they
agree upon some solution which fails to satisfy the German people, or
at least the finer and thinking portion of it, the work cannot be a last-

ing one, and if they try to make it permanent by returning to Russian
despotism as their form of State, it will make a Republic inevitable.

Whatever comes to pass, I am firmly convinced that Austria will

produce no solution, nor can she help in any work of regeneration,
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which would suit Germany’s interests and hers at the same time
;

whereas Prussia’s and Germany’s interests are identical and must
share the same destiny.

I have poured out a regular flood of considerations, as is bound to

happen when one has had to dam the stream for so long, and I must
ask your pardon. Still, let me wish you and the dear Princess and
your children all possible happiness for the New Year.

We are in the midst of a religious crisis here, which the Pope has

brought upon us. It is an evil of long standing, and will have to be
set right by the Protestant body.^

The Exhibition is well forward, and its originator still hopes most
earnestly it may be possible for you, the Princess and your son, to be
present at the opening. The building was started on November ist,

and will be nearly ready in a few days. It is a real work of art.

To King Frederick William IV of Prussia.

Buckingham Palace, i^th April 1851.

Your Majesty,

—

I have just received your letter of the 8th, and
hasten to answer it at once, although it is but a short time before the

Prince and Princess of Prussia are expected here.

The predisposing causes which in the opinion of Your Majesty
and your Ministry, might create a very great future danger to the
Royal Family,^ seem to me to be of two kinds : those in which the

* On S4th September the Pope had published a Brief “ under the seal of the
Fisherman,” by which, in lieu of the Vicars Apostolic, who had exercised spiritual
jurisdiction over the Roman Catholics in England since the Reformation, he
“ decreed the re-establishment in the kingdom of England of a hierarchy of
Bishops deriving their titles from their own sees.” This Brief was couched in
language which could not fail to provoke the slumbering Protestant feeling of the
covuitry. Based on the assumption “ that every day the obstacles were falling off
which stood in the way of the extension of the Catholic religion,” it seemed to
imply that the spiritual supremacy which England had long repudiated might
now be reasserted with impunity.

* Ernest Augustus of Hanover had written in his habitual nonsensical style
to Frederick William IV on 1st April

:

“ I hear that the Ministers as well as Prince Albert are beginning to jibber
With anxiety over this rubbishy Exhibition in London. I beg you, if you have
time, to get read to you the speech of one of the most prominent and cleverest
statesmen that we have, Lord Lyndhurst, a former Lord Chancellor, who gave a
complete escpos4 in Parliament last Thursday of the infamies, plots and mendes of
the excommunicated of all lands, who are now in London. It is really a master-
inece, and not merely as a speech, but in the clearness with which he explained to
the Lords and Ministers how things are in London at the moment. I am not
easily given to panicking, but I confess to you that I would not like anyone belong-
ing to me exposed to the imminent perils of these times. Letters from London
tell me that the Ministers will not allow the Queen and the great originator of this

Albert, to be in London while the Exhibition is on, and I wonder at
William's wishing to go there with his son.”
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Continent is concerned, and those to be sought here in England. As

regards the first I shall not venture to express an opinion, since I am
without the information Your Majesty may have, nor have I had

confided to me the motives of those who have supplied this informa-

tion to Your Majesty. As regards England, I can only assure Your

Majesty that here we fear neither risings nor murderous attacks, and

that, although many political refugees from every country live and

perhaps conspire here, they behave peaceably, living in great

poverty. They have realised from their own observation and

experience that the British people have nothing in common with their

feelings, and that London is perhaps the worst terrain for their

schemes. (A few days ago Struve, being convinced of this, left for

America.) I think it doubtful whether the rush of the curious and

sight-seeing public of all nations during the Exhibition will be better

suited to their criminal intentions
;
but I do think that the con-

spirators will on the contrary feel themselves in an obvious minority

even among their own countrymen. As regards the millions of

British workers whom we expect in London during this period, we
are assured that any disturbance of the peace would be bitterly

resented by them as an attack on their festival, which they themselves

christen ‘‘ the working man’s holiday.” In order to enjoy it they

have for months past laid by the savings which they can spare with

difficulty. The rumour that the Court has been forced to make up

its mind to desert London during the Exhibition is one of those many
inventions concocted by the enemies of our artistic and cultural

ventureand of all progress in civilisation, to frighten the public. From
the very start they have shown remarkable persistence and ingenuity.

Mathematicians have calculated that the Crystal Palace will blow

down in the first strong gale ;
engineers—^that the galleries would

crash in and destroy the visitors
;

political economists have pro-

phesied a scarcity of food in London owing to the vast concourse of

people
;
doctors—^that owing to so many races coming in contact with

each other, the Black Death of the Middle Ages would make its

appearance, as it did after the Crusades
;
moralists—^that England

would be infected by all the scourges of the civilised and uncivilised

world
;
theologians—^that this second Tower of Babel would draw

upon it the vengeance of an offended God.

I can give no guarantee against all these perils, nor am I in a

position to assume responsibility for the possibly menaced lives of
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your Royal relatives. But I can promise that the protection from
which Victoria and I benefit will be extended to their persons ^for I
presume we also are on the list of victims. Nevertheless we could
never make up our minds to advise Your Majesty as to any scruples
regarding the Prince’s visit to England. However greatly we should
regret missing the great pleasure of this visit just now, we should
entirely appreciate any grounds of tender anxiety on your part, in
case you felt obliged to decide not to permit the Prince’s visit just at
this moment, and we should take comfort in the hope of having our
loss made up to us another time. But it is probable that any sudden
postponement of the visit, and the reasons given for it, would create
a very serious sensation among the public.^

To Prince William of Prussia.

Buckingham Palace, i&thjfune 1851.

Dear Cousin,—Now that you must be back from your short visit

to Warsaw, I no longer hesitate to thank you for your letter of the 4th.
I can imagine that the ceremony of unveiling Rauch’s magnificent
monument to Frederick the Great [in the Unter den Linden in

Berlin] of which you write, must have beenafineandmovingspectacle,
and it was very good of you not to have let it put the opening of our
Exhibition out of your mind.

The crowds at the Exhibition are bigger each day. Yesterday
the attendance was 67,820, the day before 62,000, and yet the crowds
were managed without difficulty. On the financial side we naturally

stand very well. Russia has sent her treasures, and is now very well
represented. India also has sent a fresh consignment of treasures.

The judges will have finished their labours in a few days, and every-
one is agog to hear their awards. There are crowds of Germans in
London

;
French also and other foreigners. We expect our Uncle

Leopold here to-day . Ernest, Alexandrina and Ernest Wiirttemberg
left on the 12th. The day following we had our hal costume of the
Charles 11 period, which went off really very brilliantly and trans-

ported us quite into his times. Yesterday I presided at the Jubilee
Meeting of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign
Parts, at which were assembled all the religious world of every shade
of opinion. I, like the other speakers, was unable to avoid mention-

The Exhibition was opened on ist May without incident. Prince William,
Princess Augusta, and Prince Frederick William, the feature Emperor Frederick
were present at it.
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ing certain ticklish Church matters. To-night I dine with the old

Duke of Wellington for the Waterloo Dinner. Now you have all

the news of how we live !

To-day I shall say nothing about politics. Manteuffel is a Prime

Minister on the Russian model
;
the King summons the provincial

Diets, and people will think his action is hardly in accordance with

the Constitution. The Austrians fire on the poor Hamburgers
; the

Diet of the Confederation begins its Session of sleep. So much for

the present—no one seems to bother much about the future !

To Queen Victoria}

Shrublands,* July 1851. Half-past five p.m ,—Just arrived

here, and already threatened with the intelligence, that the messenger

will lose the last train from Ipswich, if he does not start directly. I

have locked myself in to send you two lines as a token of my life and

love. I was at the section punctually by eleven, and got through it

by three. Enclosed you will find a plan of the battle, which will give

Sections Arrival Departure Probable papers

A. Physical Half-past eleven Quarter-past
twelve

1 . Bond, Astronomical
Observations by Elec-
tro-Magnetism, and
Daguerreo types of
the Moon.

2. Col. Reid, On Moor-
ing Ships in Revolv-
ing Gales.

B. Chemical Quarter-past
twelve

! Half to one Mercer, On the Con-
traction of Calico as

shown in the Great
Exhibition, Playfair.

E. Geography . Quarter to one Half-past one 1. Tchitacheff, Trav-
els in Asia Minor,
and Murchison.

2. Asa Whitney, On a

Rapid Intercourse be-
tween Europe and
Asia.

C. Geology Twenty to two Half-past two Either Papers on Crags
by Phillips and Owen,
or Drifts, by Murchi-
son and Hopkins,
Sedgwick and Lyell.

^ See Martin, vol. ii, p. 380. ® Sir William Middleton’s.
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you information as to the subjects and persons of the essays and the

essayists. My reception has been everywhere most cordial and
hearty. Bunsen is here, and Van de Weyer, Cust, Argyle, Murchi-
son, Lords Stradbroke, Monteagle, and Wrottesley, &c. The house

has been recently built by Barry
; the situation very pretty and high.

You will be feeling somewhat lonely and forsaken among the two and

a half millions of human beings in London
; and I too feel the want

of only one person to give a world of life to everything around me.
I hope to fall into the arms of this one person by 7.30 to-morrow

evening, and remain till then, your faithful and loving, A.

To Lord John Russell, Prime Minister}

Windsor Castle, 20th December 1851.

My dear Lord John,—You will readily imagine, that the news

of the sudden termination of your difference with Lord Palmerston

has taken us much by surprise, as we were wont to see such differ-

ences terminate in his carrying his points, and leaving the defence of

them to his colleagues, and the discredit to the Queen.

It was quite clear to the Queen, that we were entering upon most
dangerous times, in which Military Despotism and Red Republican-

ism will for some time be the only powers on the Continent, to both

of which the Constitutional Monarchy of England will be equally

hateful . That the calm influence of our institutions, however, should

succeed in assuaging the contest abroad must be the anxious wish of

every Englishman, and of every friend of liberty and progressive

civilisation. This influence has been rendered null by Lord
Palmerston’s personal manner of conducting the foreign affairs, and
by the universal hatred which he has excited on the Continent.

That you could hope to control him has long been doubted by us, and
its impossibility is clearly proved by the last proceedings. I can

therefore only congratulate you, that the opportunity of the rupture

should have been one in which all the right is on your side.

The distinction which Lord Palmerston tries to establish between

his personal and his oiEcial acts is perfectly untenable. However
much you may attempt such a distinction in theory, in practice it

becomes impossible. Moreover, if the expression of an opinion is

in harmony with the line of policy of a Government, it may be given

officially
; if differing, it must mislead, as it derives its importance

^ See Martin, vol. ii, p. 418.
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only as coming from the Minister, and not from the private in-

dividual.

To Duke Ernest II of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha.

Windsor Castle, zgth Dec. 1851.—I cannot complain about this

last year. The Great Exhibition, the problems of which often gave
me much worry, went through in an unbelievably happy and glorious

manner without the slightest contretemps to complain of. And now
the year is ending with the lucky circumstance for us that the man ^

who has been embittering our whole lives by setting us the shameful
alternatives of endorsing his misdeeds throughout Europe, or of

raising the Radical Party here to power under his leadership, or

creating an open breach between him and the Crown, which would
have plunged the only country that still enjoys liberty, law and order
into the general chaos—^that man has cut his own throat. “ Give a

man enough rope and he will hang himself is an old English pro-
verb, with which we have often tried to comfort ourselves

;
it has

come true once again. . . . We shall have plenty of trouble with
Palmerston, who is raging,—also with a Reform Bill which has been
promised

;
its being properly managed is a matter of considerable

importance to the whole of Europe.

To Prince William of Prussia.

Windsor Castle, z^th January 1852.

My dear Cousin,—My delay till the end of January in offering

my best wishes for the New Year will seem rather odd to you, and it

will not make it better when I remind you that I still owe you thanks
for a friendly letter written on November 12th. I wish you all the
same every happiness, and express my thanks, trusting to your kind
friendship to accept both.

Your letter complains of Palmerston’s action with regard to

Kossuth and the other refugees. 2 I wished to say nothing about it,

as we were just then in the middle of a violent dispute with the
Government about those very misdeeds. The Government con-
demned Palmerston’s behaviour, but were afraid of breaking with

, ^ Palmerston, who as Foreign Minister had shown open sympathy with
Louis Napoleon’s coup d'dtat.

2 Kossuth, the leader of the Hungarian Revolution, had fled with others to
Lngtod, and were received with such extreme sympathy by Palmerston, that
relations between England and Austria were threatened.
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him over that popular question. Since then he has himself made it

easy for his colleagues by suddenly becoming Louis Napoleon’s

accomplice. That was too much of a good thing, and the pitcher

broke at last after so many journeys to the well. There is no doubt

that now he is thinking solely of revenge, but I think him less

dangerous in opposition than he would be if in power, for there are

not at his disposal those vast possibilities of doing harm, which the

Foreign Office gave him.

Lord Granville will not impair or neglect England’s Liberal

constitutional policy, which is the national policy
;
whatever happens

he will remain a gentleman and treat other States kindly and fairly.

We now are the sole representatives of Liberal and constitutional

institutions in Europe, and must be prepared to be utterly hated by

the reactionary Governments, which sometimes have a dark suspicion

that England’s example will end by being victorious. You might be

the champions on the Continent and save Germany’s future inde-

pendence, if you had not a Manteuffel at the head of your Govern-

ment and could agree on the interpretation of your Constitution,

which still appears to be a matter of doubt, as it was from 1841 to

1848. It is however a Constitution, and it should above all things

not be on new-fangled lines, for I cannot see how it could be made

old. The desire to make it Conservative is both natural and right, but

there are so many different interpretations of the word Conservative.

The wish to have Chambers, and yet to deny them all influence on the

Government’s policy may be some people’s idea of Conservatism.

To me it appears a training for revolution, such as was successfully

achieved by the smaller States (by the same process) between 1819

and 1848.

The Paris turnover is going extraordinarily quickly
;

Louis

Napoleon will soon have run the whole gamut of arbitrary tyranny.

The violent seizure of the poor Orleans’ entire property is a crime

that cries to heaven. Feeling here, from the highest Tories to the

most extreme Radicals, is equally bitter and indignant against the

Prince President. Schwartzenberg, Narvaez and Palmerston are the

ones who approve of his conduct. I do not venture to suggest that

Persigny may not be working for an unholy alliance between Austria

and Louis Napoleon. But just at present it might be wise not to put

Prussia's policy into the hands of the Vienna Cabinet, but to set

your house in order as far as may be.
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As to our own health and our children’s well-being I have nothing

but good to report in spite of the exceptionally mild winter, which,

being so unusual and unnatural, cannot be healthy. Bertie has a

new tutor in the shape of Mr. Frederick W. Gibbs, a most capable

young man. Mr. Birch takes up a living at Lord Wilton’s of ^3,000

a year with four curates, and no one can blame him !

Internally the country is quiet, and the public is occupied and

bothered by the idea of a possible French invasion, and the Govern-

ment are busy on the new scheme of Parliamentary Reform. One
cannot say with certainty if it will make democracy too strong or not.

The intention is to be as moderate as possible
;
the danger however is

that, owing to the prevalent lack of enthusiasm for reform, there may
not be sufficient driving power to force through the Government’s

measure, and that the failure of the Bill, and with it that of the

Ministry, might make it a question for the masses, followed later on

by a far more democratic solution.

If it goes through intact, the Bill will give English institutions

even greater strength and security throughout the nation than they

already enjoy, and to have gained this in this interval of peace will be

of the greatest importance
;

for after the reactionary excesses in

Paris, Vienna and Italy, and the new incapacity and slackness for any

good cause on the part of the Confederation in Germany, we must be

prepared for extremes of mischief on the part of democracy all over

the Continent.

To Baron von Stockmar}

Osborne, 22yd May 1852.—I need not tell you what you must

divine, that you have left behind you a frightful void in my life, and

I am left now to brood silently over the ideas which I might have

talked over with and had confirmed by you. I will, therefore, have

recourse to reading, in which I confess to being very remiss, and

which, unless pursued with method and regularity, is not particularly

attractive.

To Duchess Marie of Saxe-Coburg and GothaJ^

2rd Sept. 1852.—Balmoral is in full splendour, and the people

there are very glad that it is now entirely our own.
The deer were so polite as to show themselves yesterday close to

the house in the sacred number of three. Whether from a reveren-
1 See Martin, vol. ii, p, 448, a Ibid., p. 462.
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tial feeling on our part, or from excessive lack of skill, I know not, but

three of us, to wit, Lord Malmesbury, Col. Phipps, and myself, shot,

like the Lord of Freudenfeuer at the Dragon, and missed them, each

of the others twice, and I, as became my rank and station, four times.

Voild les nouvelles du Village. Not to go on longer playing the

village gossip, I take my leave.

To King Frederick William IV of Prussia.

Balmoral, 6th September 1852.

Your Majesty,—I write to you to-day under stress of the em-
barrassment into which the Queen's Government is plunged by the

pressure brought by yours to carry into force at this moment the

Protocol concerning Neuenburg^ [Neuch^tel].

Lord Derby and Lord Malmesbury both consider that to march

in there just now would be most undesirable, in fact, a menace to the

peace of Europe. They are taken aback by the proposal, since they

only consented to the Protocol on Prussia's undertaking to refrain

from any active step and to leave the time and manner of the negotia-

tion to the decision of the Powers, and the initiative to England.

Although an official reply from the Government will explain Eng-

land's inability to approve of this step, I consider it incompatible

with my feelings of devotion and attachment to Your Majesty, not to

assure you personally that the objections expressed in the reply do

not fully represent the anxiety felt by the Government in regard to it.

At the same time, the latter are animated by very real feelings of

friendship towards Your Majesty and Prussia and earnestly desire a

solution of the Neuenburg affair which will satisfy Your Majesty.

I cannot refrain from adding my opinion to that of the Government,

that the only way to effect this will be by way of negotiation and by

convincing the Swiss Confederation, and proving to them the useful-

ness, and in fact the necessity, of arriving at a legal agreement with

Your Majesty
;
whereas menaces would only raise fresh obstacles,

and forcible measures would produce greater evils than could possibly

arise if you could find it in your power to refrain from using force.

If Prussia insisted on using force, she would have to undertake a

^ In 1848 the monarchy was overthrown in the Swiss Canton of Neuchatel, of

which the King of Prussia was personal over-lord. King Frederick William IV

,

however, did not renounce his rights, and the Powers recognised them by ^e
London Protocol of 1852. It was not until the Treaty of Paris, 1857. that Frederick

William IV gave up his rights.
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most awkward war with Switzerland, for she would have no direct

line of military operations, or else she would have to arrange for a

line of march through France, and she could hardly succeed in doing

that. England is obviously unable to bring military pressure to bear

on Switzerland. If Austria should contemplate going to war along

with Prussia against Switzerland, France would scarcely permit it,

and the President certainly could not do so. And would France

help to capture Neuenburg in order to replace the King of Prussia

as sovereign over it ? The point of honour, which is Your Majesty’s

motive in demanding restoration of your rights over Neuenburg,

would gain little by those means. A war waged against Switzerland

by Austria, Prussia and France in combination, might lead to most

unforeseen consequences, in no case to the advantage of Prussia.

I suggest nothing as to whether the spectacle of such an action and

the heroic resistance which the Swiss would offer, might not unloose

all the revolutionary spirits of Europe.

All that Your Majesty could possibly desire as regards Neuenburg
—seeing that a nominal sovereignty over it can be of no real value to

Prussia—consists of the following : There should be no appearance

of Your Majesty having, from weakness or powerlessness, permitted

a mob of Radicals to trample on the rights assured to you by the

Treaties of 1815, and to persecute Your Majesty’s loyal devoted

subjects. Seeing that Your Majesty has induced the Great Powers
by the London Protocol to re-afKrm recognition of those rights, the

responsibility is theirs to see that they are secured, and no blame can

attach to Your Majesty. You may rest assured that here no efforts

will be spared in finding a suitable way to restore those rights on a

legal basis. Since, in contradistinction to this, an untimely and vio-

lent invasion can only lead to grave complications in Europe, with
no prospect of a satisfactory solution of the matter under considera-

tion, I feel obliged to urge Your Majesty to leave the conduct of this

affair in the hands of the British Government, who, I repeat, are

animated by every desire to meet Your Majesty’s wishes.

To Baron von Stockmar,^

Windsor Castle, i^th Oct, 1852.— . . . Your appeal to me to

take the place of the Duke for the country and the world shall

^ See Martin, vol. ii, p. 469. The Duke of Wellington died on 14th September
1852,
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stimulate me to fresh zeal in the fulfilment of my duties. The posi-

tion of being merely the wife’s husband is, in the eyes of the public,

naturally an unfavourable one, inasmuch as it presupposes inferiority,

and makes it necessary to demonstrate, which can only be done by

deeds, that no such inferiority exists. Now silent influence is

precisely that which operates the greatest and widest good, and

therefore much time must elapse before the value of that influence is

recognised by those who can take cognisance of it, while by the mass

of mankind it can scarcely be understood at all. I must content

myself with the fact that constitutional monarchy marches un-

assailably on its beneficent course, and that the country prospers and

makes progress.

To Prince William of Prussia,

Osborne, ist December 1852.

Dear Cousin,—Count Nostitz, who handed me your dear letter

of the 6th, will carry this answer back to you. Since he will be able

to inform you of the sad, but most solemn, funeral ceremony by

word of mouth better than I can in writing, I must refer you to him

and his two companions. It was most interesting for us to have

these three gentlemen here, and we are very grateful to the King for

the Mission and for his choice of the persons composing it. No eye

was dry when the good old Duke was lowered to his resting-place,

and nothing could excel the behaviour of the 2^ millions of people

who watched the funeral procession.

With the Duke a token of the glorious past has been buried.

Once again in the West there reappears a token of the old danger for

Europe and of humiliation for Germany. May Germany remain

united, and may the Governments recollect that their well-disciplined

armies were once defeated by the spirit of France, but that when

princes and peoples united to take up the sword, Napoleon’s power

was shattered. Let the main object in view be to set right internal

defects and to satisfy the people’s just claims to be represented and

to be considered in the ordering of the life of their State. I see

nothing of this in the policy of the Coalition princes at Darmstadt,

who are sacrificing their people’s interest for purely personal and

dynastic objects (or should I say prejudices). God grant that your

Government may not bind the permanent interests of Prussia

irrevocably to Austria, and under the hallucination of conciliating
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that Power, cripple for all time the material and moral demands of

North Germany.

We are well and cheerful, and recovering somewhat in needed

peace and quiet. In Parliament we are going through a fire-test in

which the parties will go into the melting-pot. Palmerston is the

quicksilver in the amalgam, and is a menace to any combination.

Free Trade is now accepted as a principle by everyone, so it followed

that those who had persecuted Peel and made his life a burden, would

be very severely dealt with. Nevertheless the present short Session

will go through without a change of Ministers
;
more than this I will

not say now.

To the Same,

Buckingham Palace, February 1853,

Dear Cousin,—I offer belated thanks in the second half of

February for your dear letter at the close of the year. Like this

winter it is late and goes to you a bit frozen. I write from Bucking-

ham Palace and in the middle of the new Parliamentary Session.

The formation of the new Ministry,^ which I observe you would

have preferred without its Whig members, would not have been

possible without them, and we should not have had the strong

Government on which we so much depend. I can demonstrate to

you that we not only have the best talents and administrative and

Parliamentary experience all combined under honest Aberdeen, but

that the Government are united among themselves and have been

called to take the helm of the ship of State by the public opinion of

the country. The Minister you most fear (Palmerston) is Home
Secretary, and decidedly the most Conservative member of the

Cabinet. Lord Melbourne’s evidently very welcome £12^000 a

year = has brought him round to this.

Two days ago Lord John Russell was succeeded at the Foreign

Office by Lord Clarendon, whom you know. Lord John leads the

House of Commons without portfolio, a somewhat unconstitutional

innovation in my opinion, only to be excused by his lack of physical

strength.

I fully expected that Lord Malmesbury’s recognition of Louis

^ Lord Aberdeen, with a following of Peelites and Whigs, turned out Disraeli
Government on aSth December. Lord John Russell was at first Foreign Secretary.
Gladstone was Chancellor of the Exchequer.

® Lord Palmerston had married Lord Melbourne ’^s sister and heiress.
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Napoleon as Emperor would rather disgust you. I feel the same, and

Lord Derby confessed to me he covered his face with both hands

when he heard his colleague’s laudatory speech. It was a mistake, to

be buried along with others.

The uniformity in the steps towards recognition of the Empire,

which you hoped for, between ourselves and the Continental Powers

was impossible for two reasons : First, because you (Russia, Austria

and Prussia) last summer came to a secret agreement (of whose

existence we knew of, but not of its provisions) as to the steps you

intended to take
;
second, because the Emperor of Russia, who sets

the pace among you, pursues a purely personal policy ;
whereas ours

can only follow the principle of recognising the de facto Government,

and once it is firmly established, that of absolutely impartial observa-

tion of la courtoisie des RoiSy whatever the Government’s origin may

have been. Yet the Protocol of December showed that the Powers

are agreed on paper, and I notice with genuine pleasure this

unanimity increasing daily, seeing that the character of the ruler of

France is becoming as well realised on the Continent as it was by us

from the start, now that political perception is less violently dis-

turbed than it was by morbid admiration for the suppressor of

Democracy and Socialism. His readiness, the moment despotism

ceases to serve his aims, to employ Democracy as a tool, is clearly

shown by his recent marriage announcement.^

Also I do not think I am libelling him in saying that he has not

entirely broken off his former connection with the Italian democrats.

How tragic were the recent events at Milan, the work of the insane

Mazzini, who, himself lying low in Switzerland, pulls the strings of

the conspiracy. How tragic the recent executions and oppressions

throughout Northern Italy, justified though they are by necessity.

And above all how tragic the murderous attempt on the life of the

poor young Emperor [Francis Joseph]. All this is bound to leave

behind it a deep impression in Austria, and make it more and more

uncertain how the tottering Imperial State may produce law and

order out of this alternation ofcriminal excesses and drastic repressions

.

^ This was a declaration made by the Emperor in person to the Senate and

Legislative Body, that “ frankly taking up before Europe the position of ^e who
has arrived at fortune, a glorious position when supported by the free sxiffrage of

a great people,” he had selected a bride, who, like the Empress Josephine, was

not the issue of a royal family,
**
preferring a woman whom he loved and respected

to one whom he did not know.”
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This uncertainty should make Austria incapable of dictating the

rules by which Prussia is to set her own political life in order
; nor

would it be to Prussia’s good that her general policy should be sub-

servient to Austria’s needs.

A Prussian alliance with Belgium, Holland and England would, as

you say at the beginning of your letter, correspond well with the

natural order of things. I think however that it would be stronger

and more workable, if it rested genuinely on similarity of political

opinion and attitude, rather than on ad hoc treaties. As regards

guaranteeing Belgian independence, I think that the guarantee by the

Great Powers, if seriously appealed to and loyally and promptly

administered by the parties interested, will work more impressively

than a new and narrower defensive alliance. Our new Ministry will

be just as firm and loyal to their engagements respecting the guaran-

teeing of Belgian neutrality as their predecessors were prepared to be.

I regret that at the end of your letter you again express a doubt

whether conditions in Prussia are sufficiently matured for representa-

tive institutions to be possible. To me it all seems to depend on

establishing on a firm basis the principle that the governed must obey

the rulers set over them. In olden times this obedience was one of

custom and fear. Now custom has broken down, and feelings of

awe no longer exist, and as society stands to-day, they will not easily

be replaced. The obedience of the future must be founded on con-

viction,—a conviction that the State system really satisfies the needs

of the people, meets their legitimate demands, and serves their

interests. How to achieve these conditions ? In former times there

were high and praiseworthy Governments, high and wise officials,

who possessed the governing wisdom of God’s grace, and were the

only ones competent to judge what the needs, requirements and

interests of society consisted of. In these latter days of advance in

education and civilisation, society knows fairly well what it needs and

desires, and strives not without justice against an assumed monopoly

of knowledge, which the official body claim as their own. ‘‘ Each

man knows best where his shoe pinches,” says the proverb. Thus, if

obedience is to be restored, the only way to it is to give society the

means of making up its own mind about it, being at one with the

Government, and of being assured that the ruler is entrusting the

carrying out of necessary government measures to a body of officials

whom it (society) can trust to do the work with honest conviction
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and keenness, in a spirit of co-operation. Nothing can effect all this

except a representative Constitution with responsible Ministers and

unfettered expression of public opinion. I should say rather that

Prussia is ripe for nothing else. If these requirements are honestly

met, the specialised form may be as monarchical and aristocratical

as it likes. I do not propose to lay down the law about that, although

I know that the constitutionalists on the Continent have always used

it as a cheval de bataille.

We think of spending Easter at Windsor ; it falls early this year.

In April we expect a further increase of the family, which will soon

raise me to the dignity of a Patriarch !

To Duchess Marie of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha}

Windsor Castle, z^rd March 1853.—^ believe I still owe you

an answer to your dear letter of the 25th ult. The object of these

lines is to transfer this debt to you, and to set your mind at rest as to

the reports, probably much exaggerated, of the fire here. Victoria

is quite well, and has suffered absolutely nothing from the agitation

into which we were naturally all thrown by the danger. We had to

battle with the flames from ten at night till four in the morning

before we got them completely under
;
nevertheless the injury was

confined to one tower of the Castle, which has been gutted by the

flames through four stories. Had the fire got beyond the tower, it

would have been impossible to save the Castle. As it is, the beauti-

ful dining-room is the principal loss. The ladies remained in the

drawing-room hard by the whole night, and were very calm and self-

possessed.

To Prince William of Prussia,

Buckingham Palace, 8^A April 1853.

My dear Cousin,—I used the Telegraph yesterday to inform you

of Victoria’s safe delivery,® and I hope it (the Telegraph) will operate

quicker than it did with your friendly enquiry about our fire, which

stuck at Calais for two days before it could be sent forward. I must

now use a goose-quill to write to you, and add that Victoria has had a

very good night, and is remarkably well. The infant is flourishing.

I add also a wish of Victoria’s and my own, which I set down with

^ See Martin, vol, ii, p. 490.
® The birth of Prince Leopold, Duke of Albany.
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undiplomatic directness :
“ Would the good cousin be so friendly

as to consent to be a godmother at the christening ? ” Would you
be so good as to set this proposal before her, and put in a good word
for it yourself ?

The King of Hanover, Ernest Hohenlohe and Mary Cambridge
are to be the other godparents, and the ceremony will take place in

the middle of June, If you could take a trip over here for it yourself

it would be a great pleasure to us. I am modest and only ask you to

consider it at leisure.

To Mr. Gladstone, Chancellor of the Exchequer.'^

Buckingham Palace, igth April 1853.

My dear Mr. Gladstone,—I must write to you a line in order to

congratulate you on your success of last night.^ I have just com-
pleted a close and careful perusal of your speech, which I admire
extremely, and I have heard from all sides that the effect it has pro-
duced is very good. Trusting that your Christian humility will not
allow you to become dangerously elated, I cannot resist sending you
the report which Lord John Russell made to the Queen for your
perusal

;
knowing that it will give you pleasure, and that these are

the best rewards which a public man can look for. Ever yours
truly, Albert.

To Queen Victoria.^

Camp of Chobham, y a .m.y zsth June 1853.

J^ecris k ma femme,—I have this moment received your dear
lines. Yesterday evening was very fine and warm, but in the course
of the night there was a dreadful storm, which made the tents seem
almost like cabins at sea. It has been raining since five, and it looks
very doubtful whether it will cease. Still, atthismoment, thereis alark
singing,which is a good sign. About nine we shall have to turn out

;
I

will join my brigade (Guards). The Staff dined with me yesterday,
and I walked with George [Duke of Cambridge] till half-past ten.

^ See Queen Victoria's Letters, voL ii, p. 542.
Mr. Gladstone s Budget imposed a duty for the first time on the succession

to real property
; he retained the Income Tax for two years longer, at its then rate

ot sevenpence m the pound on incomes above £150, and extended it, at the rate of
hvepence in the pound, to incomes between £100 and £150. Ireland was made
subject to the tax, but received relief in other directions. Remissions of indirect
taxes were dso made, and one of these, the repeal of the Advertisement Duty, was

o
^Kjmst the Government. The Budget was carried by a majority of 71.* bee Martin, vol. 11, p. 495.

j / /
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The tents are convenient, but both damp and hot during the night.

I am delighted that you got through your day so well. To-day will

also run away. Now I say,

—

“ Du, Du liegst mir im Herzen,
Du, Du liegst mir im Sinn,

Du, Du machst mir viel Schmerzen,
Weisst nicht wie gut ich Dir bin.’*

Your devoted, A.

To Prince William of Prussia,

Buckingham Palace, 5th August 1853.

My dear Cousin,—Bunsen has communicated a telegraphic

despatch from you to ask if it is true that the Fleet is to be reviewed at

Spithead on the iith, I interpret the question according to my
heart’s desire, and hasten to write that weather permitting, the naval

manoeuvres will take place on that day, and will be well worth seeing,

and it would give Victoria and myself much pleasure if the spectacle

might induce you to come over. A steamer leaves Ostend for Dover

daily at 4.30, and from there the coastal railway would bring you by

Hastings and Brighton in three hours to Portsmouth, and after that a

crossing of 50 minutes to Osborne, where a room, bed and a friendly

welcome will be ready for you. We go there on Tuesday the 9th.

If you arrive on the loth, we shall go all together to the Review on

the I ith. If the weather is too bad for it, you would have to give us

a little more time until it could take place. Sea-water baths can be

provided at Osborne, so that your cure need not be interrupted. I

hope you will allow yourself to be tempted.

To Baron von Stockmar?-

Osborne, i6)fA Aug. 1853.— great naval review has come off,

and surpassed all that could have been anticipated. The gigantic

ships of war, among them the Duke of Wellington with 13 1 guns (a

greater number than was ever before assembled in one vessel),

went, without sails, and propelled only by the screw, eleven miles an

hour, and this against wind and tide I This is the greatest revolution

effected in the conduct of naval warfare which has yet been known.

Steam as well as sailing vessels will of necessity be cast aside as

useless, and men-of-war with the auxiliary screw will take their

^ See Martin, vol. ii, p. 500.
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place.i This will cost a great deal of money till the change is effected,

andrendermany fleets, like the present Russian one, useless. Wehave

already sixteen ships at sea and ten in an advanced state. France has

no more than two, and the other Powers none. On Thursday, 300

ships and 100,000 men must have been assembled on one spot. The

fleet carried 1,100 guns and 10,000 men. The weather, moreover,

was magnificent, and the impression which the spectacle presented

sublime. I write all this, because last autunan we were bewailing

our defenceless state, and because you know, that without wishing to

be mouche de cache, I must rejoice to see that achieved which I had

struggled so long and hard to effect.

To the Same,^

Balmoral Castle, 12th September 1853.

Dear Stockmar,—^You shall have a letter to-day from the High-

lands, and written with a sprig in my cap ® too. I have knocked over

four stags and they adorn the new venison larder.

The new house is up one story, and with its dressed granite,

promises to present a noble appearance. The work is terribly hard,

and for cheapness^ sake the walls will have to be carried up several

feet thick. The workmen, who have to be brought here from a

distance and to camp in wooden hutments, have already struck

several times, which is now quite the fashion all over the country.

This is no doubt fomented by the great amount of emigration, and

the vast newly opened markets of Australia, China, and California.

To-day’s Economist shows that last year (ending 5th July), our

Exports have gone up about twenty millions sterling. Simultane-

ously with this, despite the immense influx of gold from California

and Australia, there is at this moment a deficiency of eleven millions

of bullion in the Bank, and the rate of interest, which in February,

when Gladstone brought forward his Conversion of Stock, stood at

2 per cent., has gone up to 4 ! Corn, coals, and other necessaries of

life, as well as wages, have also gone up considerably. . . .

^ The British Admiralty went over to screw propellers in 1852-53. The
first ship of the line thus equipped was the Agamemnon, launched in 1852. The
Duke of Wellington, launched in the same year, was then the largest ship of the line
(a three-decker), and was designed as a sailing ship ; she received an auxiliary
screw, as did 16 others, some of which had been built in 1809, Before that the
only steam-ships had been paddle-boats.

* See Martin, vol. ii, p. 506.
* The German sportsman’s sign of success in having killed a stag is a sprig of

fir stuck in his hat or cap.
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1853-1856

The war complications of the years 1853-56 were destined to bring

into being a political position far removed from Albert’s cherished

hopes and productive of deep disappointment to him.

The Emperor Nicholas I considered that the moment had
arrived for realising Russia’s ancient dreams of domination on the
Golden Horn. He had rescued Prussia and Austria from revolution,

and bound them to him by ties of gratitude. He thought England
unwilling, and France unable, to uphold Turkey, which was on the

verge of collapse, against him. He felt certain that he would be able

without great effort to tear away from Turkey the Danubian Princi-

palities of Roumania, Moldavia, and Wallachia, and also Servia and
Bulgaria, and convert them into Russian Protectorates

; he thought
moreover that he could bring the Greek Christians in Turkey under
Russian protection. But the result turned out very differently from
the Tsar’s expectation. The Russians invaded the Danubian
Principalities on 3rd July, 1853 ;

whereupon the Turks, supported
by England and France, declared war on 29th September, and a

squadron, composed of British and French ships, sailed into the

Bosphorus. On 30th November the Russians destroyed a Turkish
squadron at Sinope, and rejected the peace proposals of the Con-
ference of Ambassadors at Vienna. The Anglo-French fleet sailed

into the Black Sea. Then began the dramatic denouement.

At the start of the trouble the two antagonists had competed for

the armed assistance of Austria and Prussia. For the Western
Powers, England and France, Prussia’s participation was of essential

importance, because Austria would only join them if Prussia was
prepared to do so . Prussia, which had no urgent political interests to

defend in the Balkans, as Austria had, was, not being an interested

party, the pointer on the balance. At the political centre in

Berlin there were two parties opposed to each other, representing

two political ideas : on the one side all Liberal public opinion and the

so-called Wochenblatt Party, championing adherence to the Western

19s
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Powers, and led by Bunsen, the Minister in London, and the War
Minister, von Bonin

;
and on the other side the so-called Camarilla,

with von Gerlach, Adjutant-General, at its head, urging in favour of

adherence to Russia. The struggle between the two parties was
embittered by consciousness that the course decided on was bound to

have a deep effect on the internal politics of the country. Between
them, the King, wavering and undecided, was inclined all along to

shirk making up his mind to go to war at all, and to remain neutral.

Albert and Victoria cherished a hope of being able to form a pre-

ventive coalition of the four other Great Powers against Russia,

powerful enough to deter the Tsar from making war
; Prussia, as

things were, by acting in concert with the Western Powers, might have
forced the Tsar to give in, and so have prevented war. In June

1853, Prince of Prussia was in England for the christening of the

Duke of Albany, and Albert through him made proposals to the King
in this sense. But Frederick William refused to come into line

;
he

would not allow the decisions of his cousin, Nicholas I, to be
dictated by his action, nor would he consent to expose his country to

an unnecessary menace on its eastern frontier. However, he sent

Count Pourtales, a man known for his pro-British and anti-Austrian

sentiments, to London in December, to state that he w^ould join the

Coalition on condition that he was allowed a free hand in settling the

internal problems of Germany, and was promised security in the

event of any aggression by France or Austria. His proposals were
rejected. Prince Albert expressed indignation against Prussia’s
“ wicked policy ”

;
Prussia wanted to take advantage of the war to

fish in troubled waters.”

By the beginning of 1854 it was clear that war could not be
avoided. Yet even in February Albert and Victoria still hoped that

the partisans of the Western Powers in Berlin might win the day and
bring Austria in with Prussia. But Frederick William IV refused to

be compelled to take any active part, and his decision went against the

Wochenhlatt Party, and therefore the Western Powers. On 14th

March, the day following the ultimatum, and thirteen days before

England and France declared war on Russia, General von der
Groeben delivered at Osborne the decision of his King to observe

armed neutrality. Prussia, and with her Austria, intended to remain
out of the war, which would thus be localised. The disappointment
and indignation of the English royal couple at the ‘‘ unworthy ”

behaviour of their friend in Berlin were unbounded
;

there was
hardly a hope of “ wiser counsels ” prevailing in future. Even this

hope, frail as it was, was still further shaken when Prussia, feeling

her weakness and the need of someone to lean upon, on 20th April

concluded an offensive and defensive alliance with Austria (it was
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extended further on 20th November), when Bunsen and Bonin were
dismissed at the insistence of the Camarilla, and a conflict broke out

in the Prussian Royal Family, accompanied by the marked absence of

Prince William from Berlin. In the eyes of the English royal couple,

Russia had won all along the line.

In London fury against Prussia broke out afresh, when the

negotiations for an alliance of the Western Powers with Austria

nearly fell through owing to Prussia’s declaration that, in that case,

she would cease to hold herself bound by the Convention of 1850.

The Treaty was signed on 2nd December, and it was naturally ex-

pected that Austria would enter the war at once. Prussia was now
isolated, and, what was more, she was in danger that Austria, on the

grounds of the Austro-Prussian Alliance, might claim her help in the

complications arising out of the Austrian Treaty with the Western
Powers, and that she (Prussia) might be dragged, against her will and
interests, into the war.

To meet this fatal menace, which he imagined that the Catholic-

French-Austrian League was directing against him, Frederick

William IV at once had recourse to another of the Special Missions

that he was so fond of. He sent the Liberal General von Usedom
behind the backs of the two Foreign Offices to London. His mission

was to impress on the English royal couple the menace of a Catholic

League and the consequent necessity of a rapprocheme7it between the

Protestant Powers, and to offer to station a Prussian army-corps in

Upper Silesia. By these manoeuvres on all sides the feeble policy

of Prussia automatically gained time, and she successfully avoided

being involved in a war in which indeed she had no practical interest

;

moreover, she prevented Austria from entering the war with results

for her impossible to foresee. There was naturally no appreciation

in London of either the motives or the methods of such diplomacy,

and since Usedom was unable to make the only promise worth

attending to—that of Prussia’s adhesion to the Western Powers

—

these proposals of Frederick William’s were held to be too indefinite

to be worth discussion
;

in the eyes of Albert and Victoria it was
Prussia’s fault that the bloody war had to continue.

The death of the Emperor Nicholas I on 2nd March, 1855, put

an end to the efforts of the Western Powers to extend the theatre of

war. Only from the Kingdom of Sardinia, which had joined them
on 26th January, 1855, did they accept reinforcements in May.
Prussia was no longer in danger of having to take part. Neverthe-

less, relations between Germany and England remained as strained

as ever. Two fresh proposals, which Frederick William IV laid

before the Queen after the event of 2nd March, were likewise

rejected. The resentment in London against Prussia increased still
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further during the year. This sentiment of animosity was constantly

being fed afresh, for on the military side the British were not being

very successful in comparison with their French allies, while on the

political side Austria was being no more obliging than at the be-

ginning, and for this public opinion held Prussia responsible
;

at the

turn of the year there was actually a demand for war with Prussia.

But though both Albert and Victoria were highly angered at Prussia’s

neutrality, they were not going to let it go as far as that. At the

moment of crisis they did all in their power to avoid going to ex-

tremes. The Queen wrote a letter of warning to her friend, Princess

Augusta, in Berlin, and urged her Foreign Secretary, Lord Claren-

don, to refrain from any step which might lead to war. In January

next year she stopped a Note being despatched to Prussia, which

would have meant certain war. In fact, it was due to the Queen’s

personal intervention that extreme measures in England’s relations

with Germany were placed out of the question.

The new Tsar, Alexander II, did his best to finish up the war,

which came to an end in the Crimea with the fall of Sebastopol on

loth September, 1856. He considered the capture of Kars in

November as preserving Russia’s honour in arms, and consented, on

receiving the Austrian ultimatum of i6th January, 1856, to the terms

of the Western Powers regarding himself, and prepared for peace

negotiations, Prussia longed to pose as a Great Power, and made
terrific efforts to be admitted to the negotiations. The unworthy

part played by her representative in Paris aroused unconcealed scorn

in the breasts of Albert and Victoria. The Peace of Paris, 30th

March, put an end for the time being to Russia’s claims in the

Balkans
;
Turkey was ensured against spoliation and loss of territory.

A seal was set on the restoration of the ancient friendship between

England and France, proved in the brotherhood of arms
;

the

Emperor of the French, having triumphed gloriously in the struggle

for a civilising idea, had become the strongest man in Europe
;

Russian enmity against Austria became permanent, and was destined

to produce terrible consequences.

The irritation of Victoria and Albert against Prussia, and particu-

larly against her King, did not die away
;

in spite of it, however,

they did not let themselves be diverted from the line they had taken

up respecting an understanding between England and Germany.
In the midst of the mistakes and misunderstandings of the war, a

scheme was realised, which, ever since the Great Exhibition of 1851,

had been planned by Victoria and Albert on the one hand, and on
the other by William and Augusta ; Prince Frederick William, the

heir to the Prussian throne and future German Emperor, proposed
marriage to Victoria, the Princess Royal, and was accepted.
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To Baron von Stockmar}

Balmoral, ^th Oct, 1853.—Come soon if you can. Your

counsel and support will be of extraordinary value to us I

The Turks have declared war
;
what will the four Powers do ?

By this our mediation policy is knocked on the head. We cannot

look on and see the Porte destroyed by Russia
;

active assistance is

European war—if it succeeds, then fanatical oppression of the

Christians in the East becomes in the ascendant ! To leave the

Porte in the lurch is death to the Ministry, to declare war is not much

else. Graham is here, the Cabinet meets in London to-morrow, we

go south this day week, and shall be there on Friday.

To Prince William of Prussia.

Windsor Castle, ^th November 1853.

Dear Cousin,—After this long pause in our correspondence it is

a great pleasure to me to get your dear letter of the 22nd. I must

thank you for it and for your permission to read your interesting

comments on your recent conversations with the Emperor of Russia.

We were certain that the Emperor is longing for forbidden fruits.

That he was so much mistaken as to the amount of opposition the

European Powers would set up against these cravings appeared to

us probable. But we could not tell whether he would drive this

opposition to extremes, and it may have been his intention to leave

us in the dark. The Berlin episode is of the highest importance to

us, as we must conclude that it is a point of honour to him to start a

war with England and France to satisfy his longings, whilst he is

^ See Martin, vol. ii, p. 519.
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afraid that his enemies in those countries may desire to leave him no

choice between such a war and an injury to his honour.

This could not possibly be the aim of our Allied Governments,

and I can assure you that there is no reason for his fear that we should

make evacuation of the Principalities a preliminary condition for

further negotiations. On the contrary, we desire peace, and the

latest proposals, which have gone to Constantinople and about which

Bunsen will have reported, will show that we have not been behind-

hand in our efforts to attain that object.

Now there are new difffculties in Turkey, where the fanaticism

which has been stirred up for resistance against Russia must naturally

be a serious obstacle to acceptance of suggestions for friendly com-

promise. The Emperor bears the sole responsibility for this

dangerous situation.

I might describe the state of political feeling in England as

follows : all the politicians agree that Russia must not be allowed to

get the best of Turkey either diplomatically or in war, and that war

must not be shirked for the warding off of that disaster. They are

united also in thinking it of the highest importance to preserve peace.

If the Turks are the obstacle to this aspiration, it is still England's

interest that Turkey shall not fall into the hands of Russia. But

there are differences of opinion as to whether, even if the Turks be-

have reasonably, they ought still to be supported by England and

thus helped in cases where they are unreasonable, or whether the

Turks should be left to their fate, and England should fight solely

for interests that are purely European. I myself am inclined to this

latter view, in spite of the difficulty in carrying it out.

The position adopted by Prussia has at this moment become very

useful for the maintenance of peace, since it has convinced the

Emperor when calculating the chances at the moment of decision,

that he cannot count on an alliance of the three northern Powers

to balance the Anglo-French alliance. Such an alliance—to put it

shortly—would necessarily have led to Germany paying with her

blood on the Rhine for Russia to gain the advantages she looks for-

ward to beyond the Danube. It was natural for Russia, in order to

achieve this alliance, to use as a handle the suspicion that England

and France intended to spread revolutionary propaganda all over

Europe. I need not assure yoxi that we intended nothing of the

kind. Nevertheless I must express my conviction that, if there is
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war with Russia, it is sure to turn before long into a general up-

heaval. Your neutrality will do you no good, and you will probably

have to pay the bill for Russia on the Rhine.

I mention the possibility of a rising in Poland, However little

it would be owing to any action of ours, it is clear that it would have the

sympathy of all the English and French, and a great portion of the

German public, and that we, being at war with Russia, for military

and strategic reasons could not let this important diversion slip out of

our hands. Hence England and France would have to support it

with all the forces at their disposal. Quite apart from the inter-

connection of revolution and the revolutionary parties in the various

countries of Europe, the part which Austria and Prussia played in the

partitioning of Poland could scarcely remain unaffected by such a

rising. Will Prussia in such a case be able to protect her own
interests, and at the same time avoid being driven into a conflict

—

to the advantage of Russia—^with England and France ? In such a

case even a strong State with the cleanest and least vulnerable

frontiers might seek in vain for the clearsightedness, internal strength,

and moderation which would be so essential to its Government. If

you are really to preserve your neutrality, it must be assumed before-

hand that you do not look to taking any active part in the mediation

negotiations, and must look forward to the possibility of being forced

to defend and enforce your point of view by arms, even against

Russia. It would be your only hope of exercising influence in the

counsels of Europe, and of being able to use it successfully to moder-

ate and soften down any tendencies towards extremism. So long

as England and France are the only Powers ready to prevent—if

necessary by arms—the conquest of Turkey, and the other Powers,

although ready to take part in the negotiations, are prepared to

acquiesce in the spoliation of Turkey if the negotiations lead to no

satisfactory result, the influence of these other Powers is practically

nil, both with Russia and in the counsels of the Western Powers ;

and it is from the latter that we specially look for the peaceable

counterweight of governments which are less under the influence of

public opinion, which is so easily excited.

Omar Pasha’s march into the Principalities is a regrettable inci-

dent. I could wish that Gortschakoff would knock him on the head,

were I sure that it would not further impair moderation at St.

Petersburg. It would have a calming effect on Constantinople.
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To the Earl of Aberdeen, Prime Minister.^

OsBOENE, gth December 1853.

My dear Lord Aberdeen,—^The Queen has consulted with Lord

John Russell upon the Reform, plan, and on the question of Lord

Palmerston’s position with regard to it
;
and he will doubtless give

you an account of what passed. She wishes me, however, to tell you

likewise what strikes her with respect to Lord Palmerston. It

appears to the Queen clear that the Reform Bill will have no chance

of success unless prepared and introduced in Parliament by a united

Cabinet
;
that, if Lord Palmerston has made up his mind to oppose it

and to leave the Government, there will be no use in trying to keep

him in it, and that there will be danger in allowing him to attend the

discussions of the Cabinet, preparing all the time his line of attack
;

that if a successor to him would after all have to be found at the

Home Office, it will be unfair not to give that important member of

the Government full opportunity to take his share in the preparation

and deliberation on the measure to which his consent would be asked.

Under these circumstances it becomes of the highest importance to

ascertain

—

1. What the amount of objection is that Lord Palmerston

entertains to the Measure
;

2. What the object of the declaration was, which he seems to have

made to you.

This should be obtained in writing, so as to make all future mis-

representation impossible, and on this alone, a decision can well be

taken, and, in the Queen’s opinion, even the Cabinet could alone

deliberate.

Should Lord Palmerston have stated his objections with the view

of having the Measure modified it will be right to consider how far

that can safely be done, and for the Queen, also, to balance the

probable value of the modification with the risk of allowing Lord

Palmerston to put himself at the head of the Opposition Party, en-

tailing as it does the possibility of his forcing himself back upon her

as leader of that Party.

Should he on the other hand consider his declaration as a ‘‘ notice

to quit,” the ground upon which he does so should be clearly put on

record, and no attempt should be made to damage the character of

^ See Queen Victorians Letters, vol. ii, p. 568.
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the Measure in the vain hope of propitiating him. Ever yours truly,

Albert.

To Duke Ernest II of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha.

Osborne, igth Dec. 1853.—I am not giving up a hope that we
may be able to enforce peace, and yet the folly of both Russians and

Turks is unbelievable. One warlike element disappeared two days

ago in the shape of Lord Palmerston’s retirement from the Cabinet.

It is on a matter of purely domestic interest. The great Liberal

bully, who wants to force every country to accept free institutions,

finds a measure of Reform fathered by Aberdeen, too Liberal.

His retirement naturally weakens the Ministry, and gives the Pro-

tectionists and Tories a leader in the Commons. He probably

intends one of these days to force himself upon us as Prime Minister

at their head.

To Baron von Stockmar}
^th January, 1854.

Dear Stockmar,—We are all well in health, except for a catarrh

on my part. Morally, in this new year, as in the old, we have many

torments.

The attacks upon me continue with uninterrupted violence, only

with this difference, that the Radical press has given them up, and

the Protectionist papers now vie with each other in the unscrupulous

falsehoods and vehemence with which they persevere in them.

There is no kind of treason to the country of which they say I have

not been guilty. All this must be borne tranquilly until the meeting

of Parliament on the 31st, when Aberdeen and John Russell are

prepared to undertake my defence.

The Eastern question makes no progress for the better, and war

in spring is becoming every day more probable.

The Cabinet are now at one about the Reform measure, and

Palmerston has accepted the whole Bill ! Louis Napoleon and he are

the idols of the public, “ the favourites for the Derby !

”

To the Same?

Windsor Castle, z^th January 1854.

Dear Stockmar,—It has been a great pleasure to me to receive

your wise words at a time, when we might fancy we were living in a

^ See Martin, vol. ii, p. 540. ^ Ibid., p. 557.
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madhouse. I heartily agree with every word you say. The state of

affairs is precisely what you indicate. Only here and there I am
able to fill up details, which may have escaped you at a distance. . . .

One main element is the hostility and settled bitterness of the old

High Tory or Protectionist Party against me on account of my friend-

ship with the late Sir Robert Peel, and of my success with the Ex-

hibition, This has shown itself in the clearest and strongest way.

The stupidity of the Lord Mayor in wishing to erect a monument to

me brought matters to a climax. Their fury knew no bounds, when

by Palmerston’s return to the Ministry that party (which has fallen

apart and is now at variance with Disraeli) lost the chance of securing

a leader in the Lower House, who would have overthrown the

Ministry with the cry for English honour and independence, and

against Parliamentary Reform, which, in any case, is not popular.

Hatred of the Peelites is stronger in the old party than ever, and

Aberdeen is regarded as his representative. To discredit him had

this further advantage, that, if he could be upset, the keystone of the

vault of the coalition would be smashed, and it must fall to pieces
;

then Palmerston and John Russell would have to separate, and the

former would take the place he has long coveted of leader to the

Conservatives and Radicals. For the same reason, however, it

would be our interest to support Aberdeen, in order to keep the

structure standing. Fresh reason for the animosity towards us. So

the old game was renewed, which was played against Melbourne after

the Queen’s accession, of attacking the Court, so as to make it clear

both to it and to the public, that a continuance of Aberdeen in office

must endanger the popularity of the Crown.

Another principal element is the army (the Senior United Service

Club, with all its grumblers). Lord Raglan (Fitzroy Somerset) has

never forgiven not having been made Commander-in-Chief ;
and

his thirty years’ subordinate position as military secretary, living

upon the strength of the old Duke’s position, has created for him a

large following, who are personally hostile to Lord Hardinge, and

regard me as the cause of Lord Hardinge’s promotion. The confi-

dential intercourse of Lord Hardinge with myself in all military

matters, and the greater attention and insight into these which had
become necessary on my part since the Duke’s death, have confirmed

the belief that Lord H. is just a tool of the Prince ! The resignation of

General Browne (the Adjutant-General), after an unseemly wrangle
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between himself and Lord H. about a question of discipline (relating

to the weight of knapsacks), was made the signal for the outbreak.

Palmerston and Browne, the only independent Englishmen, were

being driven out by Coburg influence ! . . . The Radicals are ex

officio ever on the watch to detach the Army from the Crown, and to

play up to the House of Commons
;

so here was an admirable

trouvaille for them. Military despotism and Court sympathies with

Russia, jobs and secret Court influence made such a popular theme,

that a section of the press wished for nothing better. But it was also

welcome in the Protectionist shop, for there the Somersets were at

home, and Hardinge was Peel’s bosom friend.

Now, however, I come to that important substratum of the

people, on which these calumnies were certain to have a great eftect.

The nation, slow of thought and uneducated, had never given itself

the trouble to consider what really is the position of the husband of a

Queen Regnant. When I first came over here, I was met by this

want of knowledge and unwillingness to give a thought to the position

of this luckless personage. Peel cut down my income, Wellington

refused me my rank, the Royal Family cried out against the foreign

interloper, the Whigs in office were only inclined to concede to me
just as much space as I could stand upon. The Constitution is silent

as to the Consort of the Queen ;—even Blackstone ignores him, and

yet there he was, and not to be done without. As I kept quiet and

caused no scandal, and all went well, no one has troubled himself

about me and my doings
;
and anyone who wished to pay me a

compliment at a public dinner or meeting, extolled my ‘‘ wise

abstinence from interfering in political matters.” Now when the

present journalistic controversies have brought to light the fact that I

have for years taken an active interest in all political matters, the

public, instead of feeling surprise at my modesty and my tact in not

thrusting myself forward, fancied itself betrayed, because it felt it

had been self-deceived. It has also rushed all at once into a belief in

secret correspondence with foreign Courts, intrigues, &c. ;
for all

this is much more probable, than that thirty millions of men in the

course of fourteen years should not have discovered, that an import-

ant personage had during all that time taken a part in governing them.

If that could be concealed, then all kinds of secret conspiracy are

possible, and the Coburg conspiracy is proved to demonstration.

Beyond this stage of knowledge, which was certain sooner or
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Austria go with us, then the case is altered, and war becomes practi-

cally impossible for Russia.

To the Same}

Windsor Castle, 3rJ Feb. 1854.—Victoria has sent you, I know,

the paper with the Debates on my impeachment. You will, I trust,

be satisfied with the tone of them, and you will find your own views,

as developed in your letter, completely reproduced in the Constitu-

tional explanation given both by Aberdeen and Lord John. The
impression has been excellent, and my political status and activity,

which up to this time have been silently assumed, have now been

asserted in Parliament, and vindicated without a dissentient voice.

Lord CampbelPs judgment as Chief Justice of the Common Pleas is

at this moment of great importance. I send you herewith an article

from the Daily News, which is anything but satisfied and seems quite

to feel the accession of strength to the Crown which has resulted from

the discussion. From this time forth I shall, of course, continue to

be for them ‘‘ an object of fear and distrust.’’ The Herald, as the

Tory organ, is distressed at Ministers having brought before Parlia-

ment circumstances, which, from the sacredness of private life and

from the fact of the individual being by the Constitution removed

beyond discussion, ought not to have been mentioned.” Not bad

this, when for six consecutive weeks this journal had slandered and

outraged this individual and his private life without intermission.

To Prince William of Prussia.

Osborne, jyth March 1854.

My DEAR Cousin,—I am delighted to see your hand-writing

again, and still more so to observe that our views are in agreement at

this difficult moment, though they start from different points of

view. I think the best thing I can do is to send you in strict confi-

dence a copy of the letter written by Victoria to the King, which

General von der Groeben takes back with him.® You will notice a

certain difference in the way their two Majesties look at the question.

It does not, however, contain one point which I must mention and
of which I am firmly convinced. Prussia and Germany cannot

remain neutral, however much Kings and Ministers may desire it.

^ See Martin, vol. ii, p. 564. * See next letter.
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The struggle which will start in a few days touches European and

not merely German interests. Prussia cannot continue to be an

onlooker, nor can she have the least hope of stepping in to admonish

two parties, heated in the fight, without danger to herself. If she

wishes to act as arbiter, she must necessarily be stronger than both

the contending parties together, and be prepared to fight them all,

if they refuse to bow to her will.

In my eyes there is but one policy to fit critical situations such as

the present one
;
and that is—^to be clear at the start about the rights

and wrongs of the question in dispute, and to be consistent in fighting

for the right. The special curse inherent in inconsistency is that

each different method of dealing with a matter contains its own
inherent dangers and disadvantages, which may be foreseen and are

inevitable in their effects, and from such effects the present proceed-

ings will in their turn not be immune. Being ourselves now in

danger of being injuriously involved in two directions, we are in the

peculiar position of being unable to use means to avert one risk

without running that of increasing others.

I had a lot of talk with Count von der Groeben, and found him
full of noble sentiments, but without the slightest knowledge of the

subject under discussion. So it was impossible to argue with him
profitably. Nevertheless he will faithfully report that we are not

bloodthirsty, but regretfully determined to do what cannot be

avoided.

Whatever the future brings, I pray God to shed His blessings on

you, yours, and the Fatherland, and beg you to be ever convinced of

the unalterable friendship with which I am, Your faithful cousin,

Albert.

Queen Victoria to the King of Prussia}

Osborne, lyth March 1854.

Dear Sir and Brother,—General Count von der Groeben has

brought me the official letter of your Majesty, as well as the confi-

dential one,^ and I send your kind messenger back, with these two

^ See Queen Victorians Letters

y

vol. iii, p. 21.
® The Prussian Court considered itself under no obligation to engage in the

impending struggle, till its own interests became directly involved
;

it would not
(said Baron Manteuffel, President of the Ministry, on the i8th March) take part,

for the protection of the integrity of the Ottoman Empire, “ in a conflict, the full

scope of which cannot yet be apprehended, and the original subject-matter of
which does not ^ect the interests of our fatherland.'*

H
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answers to you. He will be able to tell you, orally, what I can express

only imperfectly in writing, how deep my pain is, after our going so

far, faithfully, hand in hand, to see you, at this weighty moment,

separating yourself from us. My pain is still further increased by

the fact that I cannot even conceive the grounds which move your

Majesty to take this step.

The most recent Russian proposals came as an answer to the last

attempt for an understanding which the Powers believed could be

arrived at honourably, and they have been rejected by the Vienna

Conference, not because they were not in accordance with the literal

wording of the programme, but because they were contrary to the

intention of it. Your Majesty’s Minister has participated in this

Conference and its decision, and when your Majesty now says :

“ The task of Diplomacy ceases at the exact point where that of the

Sovereigns emphatically begins ”
;

I am unable to assent to such a

definition. For what my Ambassador does, he does in my name,

and I feel myself not only bound in honour thereby, but also placed

under an obligation to take upon myself the consequences which the

step which he is directed to take may lead to.

The dreadful and incalculable consequences of a War weigh

upon my heart not less than on your Majesty’s. I also know that the

Emperor of Russia does not wish for it. He, none the less, demands

from the Porte things which all the Powers of Europe—among them,

yourself—have solemnly declared to be incompatible with the

independence of the Porte, and the European balance of power. In

view of this declaration and of the presence of the Russian Army of

invasion in the Principalities, the Powers could not but be ready to

confirm their word by action. If “ the Turk ” now goes into the

background, and if the approaching War appears to you as a War
of tendency,” this is the case only because the very motives which

may induce the Emperor to insist on his demands—in defiance of the

opposition of the whole of Europe, and with the danger of a War
that may devastate the world, do betray a distinct tendency, and

because the grave consequences of the War must appear much
more momentous than the original ostensible cause of it, which

at first appeared only as the request for a key to the back door of

a mosque.

Your Majesty asks me “ to examine the question in a spirit of

love for peace, and even now to build a bridge for the Imperial
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honour/' Ah, my dear Sir and Brother, all the inventive gifts, all

the architecture of diplomacy and of goodwill, have been uselessly

wasted during these last nine months in this bridge-building !

The Projets de Notes
^
de Conventions

^
de Protocoles, etc., etc., have

proceeded, by the dozen, from the Chancelleries of the different

Powers, and one might call the ink wasted on them another Black

Sea. But everything has been shipwrecked against the self-will of

your honourable brother-in-law.

If now your Majesty informs me “ that now you mean to persist in

complete neutrality and if, on this occasion, you refer us to your

Nation, who are said to exclaim with sound common sense :
“ Acts

of violence have been done by the Turks, the Turk has good friends

in large numbers, and the Emperor has done us no harm ”—I do

not understand you. Certainly I should understand this language

if I heard it from the Kings of Hanover or of Saxony. But I have,

hitherto, looked upon Prussia as one of the Great Powers which,

since the peace of 1815, have been guarantors of treaties, guardians of

civilisation, defenders of the right, the real arbiters of the Nations
;

and for my part I have felt the divine responsibility of this sacred

office, without undervaluing at the same time the heavy obligation,

not unconnected with danger, which it imposes on me. If you, dear

Sir and Brother, abdicate these obligations, you have also abdicated

that position for Prussia. And should such an example find imita-

tors, then the civilisation of Europe would be delivered up to the play

of winds
;
right will then no longer find a champion, the oppressed

will find no longer an umpire.

Let not your Majesty believe that what has been said in this letter

is aimed at persuading you to change your resolves
;

it flows from the

affectionate heart of a sister, who could not pardon herself, were she

not, at so weighty a moment, to let you see into her inmost soul. So

little is it my intention to desire to win you over to our view, that

nothing has grieved me more than the suspicion, expressed in your

name by General von der Groeben, that England had desired to seduce

you from your purpose by opening a prospect of advantages to be

gained. The baselessness of such a supposition is evident from the

Treaty itself which had been offered to you, and whose most im-

portant clause consisted in the promise of the contracting parties, not

to desire in any case to derive from the War any advantage for them-

selves.
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Your Majesty could not have given a more powerful proof of

your unselfishness than by the very fact of attaching your signature

to this Treaty.

To come to a close. You suppose that War may already have

been declared
;
you express, however, at the same time, the hope

that it may not already have actually broken out. I cannot unfortun-

ately hold out any hope that the sentence will be followed by any

stay of execution. Shakespeare’s words :

** Beware
Of entrance to a quarrel

;
but, being in,

Bear it that the opposer may beware of thee,^*

are deeply engraved on the hearts of all Englishmen. Sad that they

are to find an application at this crisis, in a nation with whom previ-

ously nothing prevailed but friendship and affection ! And how
much more melancholy must be the present emotions of your

Majesty’s heart and mind to see such words applied to a beloved

brother-in-law, whom yet—however much you love him—your

conscience cannot absolve from the crime of having brought upon

the world wilfully and frivolously such awful misery !

May the Almighty take you under His protection

!

With Albert’s most cordial compliments, and our united greetings

to the dear Queen, I remain, my much honoured Sir and Brother,

Your Majesty’s faithful Sister and Friend, Victoria R.^

To Duchess Marie of Saxe-Cohurg and Gotha?

Buckingham Palace, 28i?A April 1854.— . . . Since I last

wrote, the wicked world has gone deeper into wrangling and strife,

and war is now formally declared, and will be formally begun. I

feel for you, for I can understand and forgive your heart for being

Russian. All I ask in return is that you will grant me your forgive-

ness, that my heart is exactly the reverse, and even anticipates the

just punishment of Heaven upon the Emperor for the embroilment

into which he has thrown Europe by his wilfulness and obstinacy !

This much I will say to vindicate my own honour : for the future I

will hold my peace, and not allow the strife, which unhappily has

^ The King afterwards agreed to the proposed protocol for the preservation of
the integrity of Turkey, which was signed at Vienna on the 7th April.

® See Martin, vol. iii, p. 61.
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already caused so much misery in the world, to intrude with its

disquieting consequences into the unity, love, and peace of our

family also, as I have, I grieve to say, already seen it do in many

families.

If there were a Germany and a German Sovereign in Berlin, it

could never have happened.

To Duke Ernest II of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha.

Buckingham Palace, 2nd May 1854.— . . . You will know of

Bunsen’s fall. I entirely agree with you that it is best for all parties.

Bunsen is the exact opposite of a diplomat
;
his best qualities are

the worst for such a position—^particularly his extraordinary pro-

ductivity and fanciful imagination. In 1848 I saw at least five

complete Constitutions for Germany worked out by him down to

the smallest detail, and as many for Prussia, each of them based on

totally differing principles. His idea of conquering and partitioning

Russia was a similar production. The moment I saw it I approached

him about the Ernestine line and Poland, and asked him :
“ Don’t

you see how all this may compromise us all and the harm this

patriotic phantasy may do us ?
” ** Oh ! that is true

;
I am sorry

I never thought of that,” was the reply. Bunsen himself will be

happier out of diplomacy ;
He knows that he has often done

me a lot of harm.

To Prince William of Prussia.

Buckingham Palace, 3iJi May 1854.

Dear Cousin,—I have abstained from writing to you for some

time, since in view of the circumstances in Berlin it seemed to be

more tactful not to worry you with letters, which, however well

meant, were bound to show disapproval of the course pursued by

the King and his Government. Now that you have left the scene

of struggle, I feel I must write to assure you how deeply I feel for

you and the many heart-burnings you must have suffered, and that

it is fully realised here how hard you have fought to avert disaster

from Prussia, Germany, and Europe.

The treatment of Bunsen has aroused universal indignation here,

and I need not add how greatly we regret the departure of that

faithful servant of Prussia, that patriotic German, and supporter of
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a close connection between Germany and England. General von
Bonin’s dismissal is a further illustration of the fact that Bunsen’s
real crime was not “ diplomatic mismanagement,” but failure in

subservience to Russia. For we heard earlier that the King had
actually accused Bonin of treason to the Emperor of Russia, and all

the world applauded his alleged answer ; “I swore my oath of
allegiance to Your Majesty and not to the Emperor of Russia.”
There is no justification for the attitude adopted by the Prussian
Court towards the Western Powers. We had all four agreed that

Russia had committed a strong act of injustice to an innocent neigh-

bour, and had persisted in it, and that our duty lay in stopping it.

In the fulfilment of this duty England and France alone have been
bold and unselfish enough to make good their word by action involv-

ing heavy sacrifices and dangers, and now the Prussian Court goes
on as if it was obliged to occupy an impartial position between these

two and sinful Russia. In fact, it betrays obsession by the feeling

that it ought to use every means of supporting Russia (short of an
open breach for the time being with the Western Powers), and lend
a hand against the unfortunate executors of the decree of Europe
(to which Prussia herself was a party !).

I don’t believe that there is another example of such behaviour in

all history ! One would have to be a bigot like Stahl, Groeben,
Gerlach, etc., trusting in one’s own holiness to get one eventually

into the Kingdom of Heaven, to make such scandalous game of

right and wrong
;

or else so greatly to prefer being a Minister to

the chance of entering the Kingdom of Heaven, as Manteuffel
seems to do, that he dares serve as marker in this disgraceful match !

May the Almighty protect Germany and avert the natural conse-
quences of human action by some favourable dispensation !

Meanwhile we are arming and taxing
; we have increased the

Army by 40,000 men, the Navy by 20,000, and have equipped two
large squadrons (all without conscription), and shall find an extra

£10,000,000 in taxes which ought to cover this year’s war expendi-
ture. France has formed two camps, one of 100,000 men, the other
of 50,000. Austria is holding back so far, but is keeping steady, and
we hope still for her active assistance

Duke of Cambridge, on his way to command an infantry division on
me Crimea, passed through Vienna. Whilst there he had an interview with
Francis Joseph, and got the impression that Austria wished to avoid going to war,
but that if she did go, it would not be on the side of Russia.
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To the Same.

Buckingham Palace, 6th June 1854.

My dear Cousin,—Permit me to offer to-day the heartiest con-

gratulations of Victoria and myself to you and the dear cousin on

the celebration of your Silver Wedding. May a happy and joyful

Golden one follow upon it. Family happiness is the only real one

that we may enjoy here below
;
we must create it for ourselves, and

find in it a sure foundation for love, friendship and trust, strength-

ened by which we go out to meet the storms of life with calm and

courage. For then the wickedness of man cannot reach us. Are
not joys shared joys doubled, and sorrows shared sorrows halved,

and is not the sharing of our feelings with a dear loving soul an

extension and completion of ourselves ?

You must have been pleased to embrace your son again, and I

hope that you got him back stronger in health. If the news that

Wiwi ^ is engaged to the Regent of Baden is true, I wish them good

luck from my heart.

I have received your two dear letters, the first of which crossed

mine, which was answered by the other, and I grieved with you

over the subjects which they necessarily had to discuss. Since then

the King has written a long letter of 16 pages to Victoria, which

poor Bunsen had to deliver to her on taking leave. The King’s

object in writing was to justify Bunsen’s and Bonin’s dismissal and

his treatment of you, and to prove that his policy is not wavering,

but strictly consistent. The impression it necessarily produced was

one of deep pity for his state ofmind and for those about him. Bunsen

is condemned for his love of modern philosophic speculation, lack

of Christianity, demagogy, official disobedience, and hatred of the

Emperor Nicholas—^though it is partly to be excused by mental

derangement. Bonin is condemned for favouring the Jesuits,

military disobedience, Prussian ‘‘ gloriole,” and hatred of the

Emperor Nicholas. You enjoy fr^iternal shelter, in being hastily

granted leave, from the severities of military law, which should have

been applied to you for your insubordination ! 1 The policy is

still the same—strictly pacifist, supremely neutral
;
France ought to

“ thank God that the King does not carry war across his own
frontiers into hers.” He refrains, however, from doing this, first

^ Princess Louise of Prussia, married in 1856 to Frederick I of Baden.
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because lie desires to preserve the blessings of peace for his country,

secondly because Russia is to blame for all the trouble, and finally

his pious feelings forbid him to draw the sword against Old England.

I might illustrate the King’s “ consistency ” by the following

parable :

A German, a Frenchman and an Englishman witness a street

robbery, raise a shout, and rush upon the robber. The Frenchman

and the Englishman hold on to him
;
but he is immensely strong

and armed to the teeth, and they have fearful trouble with him.

The Frenchman calls on the German to help, but he replies angrily,

You ought to be thankful I don’t bash your head in, and I would

do it but for three reasons : I don’t want to spoil my clothes,

secondly, the man is a robber, and thirdly, I was at school with the

Englishman,”

That is the essence of your whole policy. And to use the same

comparison for the final sentence of your letter, I ask you—are the

Englishman and the Frenchman, having at the risk of their lives

snatched the booty from the robber, to let him calmly go free, or

is the German, who has refused to help, to intervene and say

—

“You are tired, I am fresh ; woe to him who does the robber any

harm, now that the booty has been recovered ”
?

To the Same.

Osborne, i6th August 1854.

My dear Cousin,—It was very good of you to send us a message

on leaving Ostend, where you were recently so near to us. I was

most pleasantly reminded of those good days just a year ago, when
you came from there to us to be present at the naval manoeuvres.

We should have enjoyed a similar visit this time also. But we
hesitated to suggest it for fear of causing you embarrassment. Only

a very short time ago the King wrote Victoria a long letter, describing

in five pages that his disagreement with you was not only quite a

thing of the past, but that he rejoiced in the “ sunny present ” since

you had “ seen the error of your ways,” and it was now quite clear

that you and he “ had never been divided in your fundamental

opinions.” I gather, however, from what you say in your letters

that in the evacuation of the Principalities, which was effected since

that time, you will have found further justification of your, former
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views. For this evacuation was the direct result of Austria showing

she was in earnest.

If Austria had shown the same determination a year ago, the

result would have been the same, and it would have removed any

inducement to go to war. Now the situation is quite different, and

the strategic concentration of the Russian armies cannot be regarded

by the Western Powers as a guarantee of peace. Nevertheless I

consider that even now a show of determination by Austria and

Prussia ought to show the way to an early peace. In default of this

determination we shall certainly have to help with expeditions like

the one to the Crimea, the military perils of which you describe

very graphically in your letters. But the destruction of Sebastopol

and the Russian fleet, if successful, will be the surest guarantee of

Turkey’s future as an independent Power. For if screw-ships are

substituted in future for sailing ships, Russia will in future scarcely

repeat the mistake of attempting an exhausting campaign on the

Danube, but will at the first opportunity send a strong land force

by the shortest route from the Crimea to Constantinople and get

there before a single soul in Europe receives the news that the

expedition has started.

I know very well that our press does more harm to the cause

than good on the Continent. It seems to try to realise the proverb

to which Dr. Waagen recently introduced me :
“ Vox populi^ vox

Rindvieh ” (blockheads), and it speaks with redoubled vulgarity and

violence. There is at all times something wrong with newspaper

diplomacy and newspaper strategy, and the political situation at this

particular moment is having a most unpropitious effect on it.

The Coalition Ministry have united into one Opposition the two

extremes. Radicalism and High Toryism, which normally mili-

tate against and counter-balance one another. Now both strive

to bring the Ministry into contempt as being unpatriotic, and

to advertise their own patriotism by immoderate abuse of England’s

open and hidden enemies and of the conduct of the war. The Times

which supports the Ministry on the whole, as usual places its own

pecuniary interests above every other consideration. By way of

increasing its sales beyond those of papers that scream loudest and

at the same time of giving a good word to the Government’s measures,

it outbids anything the others can do in the way of insolence. From

the very fact that it is known to favour the Ministry, its insolence is
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the more damaging, for it throws an evil light upon them. In the

same way it prejudices the management of the war, for it discusses it

in public right down to the smallest details.

We are quite well in health except for a pitiless cold in the head,

which I have had for six weeks, I intend early next month to go

to the French camp in answer to a pressing invitation from the

French Emperor. I trust we shall not be attacked there by the

cholera, which is raging in London and Paris. I am sure you were

sorry to hear of Lord Jocelyn’s ^ death by it.

I cannot get the poor King of Saxony ^ out of my mind.

To Baron von Stockmar^

Osborne, ijth Atig. 1854.— piece of news from Munich,

which I found last night in the Kolner Zeittmg, has cut me to the

soul ! I flew in thought to you, and can picture vividly to myself

the deep grief which so sad an event must cause you. Is it then

true, that you have lost your beloved brother ? The circumstan-

tiality of the account leaves me scarcely any room for doubt, and

yet I go on searching for reasons not to believe it. Let me know
soon by some third hand, how you are, for this heavy blow must have

told upon you greatly. Would I might be with you, to help to

comfort you !

Here too we have had many sad cases, occasioned by the spread

of cholera, among which the most noteworthy is the death of Lord

Jocelyn in Lady Palmerston’s drawing-room
;

the malady carried

him off in a couple of hours.

To Queen Victoria.^

Victoria and Albert/' 4th September 1854.

Ten miles from Boulogne. Nine o’clock.

Dear little Wife,—^Whilst you sit at breakfast with the children,

and are teased by the wasps, of which Arthur is horribly afraid, and

makes grimaces at, I sit in the cabin at my table (yours is there

empty), and wish you on paper a loving good-morning. The night

was superb. After we had thrown you, by blue lights, a parting

salutation, which you returned from the Fairy

^

following it by one

^ Eldest son of the 3rd Earl of Roden.
® King Frederick Augustus II died on gth August.
® See Martin, vol. iii, p. 94. * Ibid., pp. ioo--3.
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last greeting under a flare of torches, which was left unanswered,

we travellers sat upon deck till half-past eleven, in the glorious moon-

light. It was close upon twelve when I got to bed in the cabin,

which had a very blank and desolate look.

When I got up this morning about seven, in splendid weather,

the first news was, that our stupid ships of war were “ out of sight

astern.” They were not where they should have been, despite a

fourteen-hours’ start in advance, and express orders ** to make

the best of their way.” So we shall have to run in without

escort, and without even having it in our power to return the

French salute. Denman is very wroth about it, and we share

all his annoyance, which, however, can do neither him nor us

any good.

About ten we shall make the port, and I have to get myself into

full uniform dress beforehand. Shortly afterwards some further

news, my dear child ! Farewell a thousand times. Kisses for

Mama and the children.

Boulogne, half-past one o'clock.

Dear Child,—^We have arrived safely, as the telegraph will have

told you. The Emperor met me on the quay,i and brought me
here in his carriage to an hotel at the back of the town near the rail-

way station, which he has hired for the occasion, but which looks

more like an old French chiteau, only two stories high, with long

wings, a paved courtyard and a grillage in front.

The Emperor has been very nervous, if we are to believe what is

said by those who stood near him, and who know him well. He
was kindly and cordial, does not look so old or pale as his portraits

make him, and is much gayer than he is generally represented.

The visit cannot fail to be a source of great satisfaction to him. He
asked me at once whether I could stay here till the gth, which is the

earliest day he can get the troops together for a grand review ?

I assured him I must embark again on the evening of the 8th, and

^ “ The Emperor,” Lord Cowley wrote, the same day, to Lord Clarendon,
“ had intended to go on board the yacht, but the Prince was beforehand with

him, and stepped on shore as soon as the gangway was established. ... I thought
the Emperor very nervous (the first time I ever saw him so) as we were driving

down the quay ; and the Duke of Newcastle tells me that the tears stood in His
Majesty’s eyes while he expressed the pleasure w'hich he received from this fresh

proof of the cordiality of the alliance which England proffered him.” The Prince

was the bearer of an autograph letter to the Emperor from the Queen, by the terms

of which he was much gratified.
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that this was the latest moment I could give him. You see, a

shorter visit would have been a mistake. Drouyn de Lhuys and

Marshal Vaillant are the “ persons of note ’’ who are here, be-

sides General Montebello, whom we saw at the camp in England,

and Colonel Fleury
;

all the other gentlemen are officers of no

distinction.

I have had two long talks with the Emperor, in which he spoke

very sensibly about the war and the question dii jour,^^ People

here are far from sanguine about the results of the expedition to the

Crimea, very sensitive about the behaviour of Sir Charles Napier,

scantily satisfied with Lord Stratford
;

nevertheless, so far as the

Emperor is concerned, determined to consider the war and our

alliance as the one thing paramount, to which all other considera-

tions must give place. To all complaints I have only replied, that

to carry public opinion with us in England is the main point (so

far as consequences go), and that this is firmly rooted in support

of the war
;
that Sir Charles Napier, Lord Stratford, and Lord

Palmerston are the three persons who alone could carry on the

war. . . .

Uncle Leopold was here for a couple of days, and left a letter for

me
;
he seems to have preached peace. Pedro [the young King of

Portugal] was here yesterday with his brother, and made a very

favourable impression. II a tout-d~fait gagne mon coeur^'" was the

Emperor’s expression. He has returned to Ostend, and people

here understood that he is to go to England
;

I therefore conjecture

that he will pay you a visit at Osborne. Should this be so, I shall be

greatly pleased if you can keep the young people till I return. It

would be too sad for me not to see them before they go back to

Portugal.^

About half-past eleven we had a dejeuner d la fourchette. The
dinner hour is six. About four we are to ride to the camp of a

Division, which is pitched on the Dunes near the sea, about five

miles from here. About seven a.m. to-morrow we go to St. Omer
(thirty-two miles off), where the whole day is to be devoted to a

review. I fear this will leave me no time to write to you at any

length. The heat is fearful, and my little room has the much-

^ The King and his brother, the Duke of Oporto, had come to London at the
beginning of June, and by their intelligence and fine dispositions had inspired
the Prince with a warm attachment for them.
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lauded south aspect,” which has the effect of mating my fingers

stick to the paper.

I forgot to name Lord Cowley, who is here, and makes a useful

“ go-between.” Meyer [Stallmeister or Master of the Prince’s

Stable] is in a state of supreme delight (self-glorification), and yet

dissatisfied that I will not put on the saddle-cloth, as here everything

is so gorgeous.

Now I conclude for the present, as the Maire is waiting for me.

Half-past seven p.m.—We have only now got back from the

camp, after a very fatiguing ride; the hills very steep, the roads

detestable. We went to two separate camps, each consisting of

an infantry division of 8,000 men. Lord Seaton had a fall from

his horse, but did himself no harm. I must make haste with

dressing for dinner. Meanwhile the messenger leaves, so I must

conclude.

Boulogne, ph Sept. : ten p.m.—Before I go to bed, I must wish

you good-night upon paper, even though the wish may be rather

late in reaching your dear hands. I have to go out to-morrow

morning by six, so that there will be little time for writing. The
Emperor thaws more and more. This jevening after dinner I

withdrew with him to his sitting-room for half an hour before

rejoining his guests, in order that he might smoke his cigarette, in

which occupation, to his amazement, I could not keep him company.

He told me one of the deepest impressions ever made upon him was

when, after having gone from France to Eio Janeiro ^ and thence to

the United States, he was recalled to Europe by the rumour of his

mother’s serious illness, he arrived in London shortly after King

William’s death, and saw you at the age of eighteen going to open

Parliament for the first time.

To-day Soliman Pasha has turned up, jovial as ever. We spoke

of military caps : he remembered one in the Imperial army in 1813 ;

one of the Generals said, “ dtait les bonnets a la Marie Louise'^

“ Ahy faime mieux qu'on les appelle a la Napoleon
y
moiy^ was his

rejoinder, with a contemptuous shrug of the shoulders. The
Empress’s brother-in-law, the Duke of Alba, is here.

^ After his failure to raise the garrison at Strasburg in revolt against the

Government, Louis Napoleon was banished to America.
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Queen Victoria to the Earl of ClarendonJ-

Balmoral, loth Oct, 1854.—The Queen has received Lord

Clarendon’s letters of the 8th. ^ She cannot consider it wise to

reject the Austrian proposals altogether^ although we may usefully

amend them. The success in the Crimea ought to be followed up

by strengthening the alliance of the European powers, else it may
turn out a sterile victory, and the English blood will have flowed in

vain
;

for supposing even the whole Crimea to fall into our hands,

it is not likely that the war will be concluded on that account. How
are England and France to bring it to a termination single-handed ?

Our Army in the Crimea is the only one we have. . . .

It is true that the Austrian proposal promises little performance

on her part, yet the stipulation by Treaty that she will never let the

Russians pass the Pruth again is a positive advantage to us
;
and

the other, that a defensive and offensive alliance with us is to follow

the breaking out of the war by Russia against Austria, although being

entirely at our expense, yet realises the chief condition which will

make Austria hesitate less to bring it to a war with Russia. She

always (and not without reason) dreaded to have to fight Russia

single-handed, and the allied armies in the Crimea could not assist

her. What reason could Austria put forward and justify to Prussia

and Germany, for going to war at this moment ? To obtain

the evacuation of the Principalities was a tangible one, indeed

the same we put forward when we declared war
;
but this is now

obtained.

We must certainly not allow our policy to be mixed up with the

miserable German squabbles, but we must acknowledge that Austria,

as a member of the Confederation, is not and cannot be independent

of them.

The Queen would accordingly advise a temperate consideration of

the Austrian proposals and an amendment 6i them in those points

which seem to require them, and which Lord Clarendon clearly

points out in his letter, and the avoidance of anything which could

weaken the accord Europien.

The Emperor Napoleon’s answer to Lord Cowley with reference

^ See Queen Victorians Letters^ vol. iii, p. 6i.
* In one of which, in reference to Austria's desire for an offensive and defensive

treaty with Great Britain, Lord Clarendon had described the Austrian terms as

irritating, and the discussion of them a mere waste of time.
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to this visit to England renders it probable to the Queen that he was

not anxious to have the general invitation changed into a special one,

obliging him to come or to refuse. The answer is almost a refusal

now, and has not improved our position. The Queen would wish

that no anxiety should be shown to obtain the visit, now that it is

quite clear to the Emperor that he will be le bienvenu at any time.

His reception here ought to be a boon to him and not a boon

to us.

The Queen fully enters into the feelings of exultation and joy at

the glorious victory of the Alma, but this is somewhat damped by the

sad loss we have sustained, and the thought of the many bereaved

families of all classes who are in mourning for those near and dear

to them.

To Colonel Francis Grosvenor Hood, ist Grenadier Guards}

Windsor Castle, ijth October 1854.

My dear Colonel Hood,—I cannot resist writing you a line to

express my admiration of the manner in which the battalion of my
regiment under your command bore itself in that desperate fight at

the Alma, and my pleasure and satisfaction at the fact, that upon the

whole it suffered less in the action than the other battalions of our

noble Brigade of Guards. I feel sure that a good deal of this, as well

as of the blow you dealt at the enemy, was owing to the judicious

manner in which you re-formed your line under the bank of the

river before advancing.^ I am afraid you have all had to go through

a good deal of hardship and privation, and that your labours will not

yet be over
;
but I trust that the same spirit and courage which have

enabled you hitherto to surmount every difficulty, will attend you to

the end, and that the Almighty will continue to bless the efforts of

our brave army in the East.

Some additional reinforcements are going out immediately to

keep your numbers full, but I am sorry to say the recruiting is going

on very slowly. The Fusiliers and Coldstreams feel this especially,

as they have only one battalion to draw upon for their reinforcements.

Believe me always, &c., Albert.

^ See Martin, vol. iii, p. 134.
* The successful operation here referred to is dwelt upon in Kinglake’s Jn-

vasion of the Crimea (voL iii, p. 220, 6th edition). Colonel Hood was killed in

the trenches at Sebastopol before this letter could have reached him.
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To the Earl of Aberdeen.'’-

Buckingham Palace, 6th February 1855.

My dear Lord Aberdeen,—^We are just returning to Windsor.

Lord Palmerston kissed hands after having announced that his

Peelite colleagues also have agreed to keep their offices. The Queen

is thus relieved from great anxiety and difficulty, and. feels that she

owes much to your kind and disinterested assistance. I can quite

understand what you say in the letter which I return. You must

make allowances also, however, for the wishes of your friends not to

be separated from you. You will not be annoyed by further pro-

posals from here.

To-morrow we shall have an opportunity of further conversation

with you upon the state of affairs. Believe me always, yours etc.,

Albert.

Queen Victoria to the King of Prussia.^

Buckingham Palace, 20th February 1855.

Dearest Brother,—I must not let Lord John Russell visit

Berlin without personally recommending him to your Majesty—an

honour which he deserves in a high degree, as a statesman of wide

outlook, well-informed, and moderate. At the same time I may be

allowed to repeat my conviction, which I have expressed several

times already, that it appears to me impossible to obtain peace so

long as Prussia continues indisposed to maintain, in case of necessity

by force of arms, the principles publicly expressed in concert with

the belligerent Powers and Austria.

Much blood, very much blood, has already been shed. Honour
and justice force the belligerent Powers to make every sacrifice in

continually defending those principles to the utmost. Whether

diplomacy will succeed in saving Prussia from taking an active share

in this defence—^that remains the secret of the future, which the

King of kings alone possesses !

Albert presents his homage to your Majesty, and I beg to be most

cordially remembered, and remain as ever, my dear Brother, your

Majesty’s faithful Servant and Friend.

—

^Victoria R.

^ See Queen Victoria’s Letters^ vol. iii, p. 127.

* Ibid., p. 135.
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To Dtichess Marie of Saxe-Coburg and Gothab

Buckingham Palace, 23/^ Feb. 1855.—Things have gone mad
here, the political world is quite crazy, and the Court is the only

institution which does not lose its tranquil bearing. Nevertheless,

the people will soon come to their senses again. The press, which

for its own ends exaggerates the sufferings of our troops in the Crimea,

has made the nation quite furious. It is bent upon punishing all

and sundry, and cannot find the right person, because he does not

exist.

Memorandum.^

Buckingham Palace, Sth March 1855.—The Duke of Newcastle

told me yesterday evening that Mr. Roebuck had been with him,

and had asked him, whether he had any objection to being examined ?

The Duke replied, that he had the strongest on public grounds,

thinking it most dangerous and injurious to the public service, but

this question seemed to have been disposed of between the Govern-

ment and the House of Commons ; on private grounds he was most

anxious to be examined. Mr. Roebuck, after further conversation,

told him that the conviction upon the minds of the Committee was

daily gaining strength, that they would be able to discover very little

here ;
—^that the key to many mysteries could only be found at the

head-quarters, and that in a high quarter there had been a determina-

tion that the expedition should not succeed, which had been sug-

gested to the head-quarters. The Duke said, Now I must be

careful how I talk further with you, as I see you are laying the ground

for an impeachment, as you can only mean me by a high quarter

T

** Oh no !
” answered Mr. Roebuck, “ I mean a much higher per-

sonage than you
;

I mean Prince Albert.’’

The Duke was amazed, and did not know whether he was to be

more astounded at the wickedness or the folly of such a belief. He
told Mr. Roebuck that he had a press full of letters from me in the

very room where they met, and was almost tempted to show him

some of them, as they gave conclusive evidence of my intense

anxiety for the success of the expedition ;
and he continued, “ If

during the time of my official duties I have received any suggestions

which were more valuable to me than others, they did not come from

your friends the Napiers, but from Prince Albert.”

^ See Martin, voh iii, p. 213. * Ihid,, pp. 219-21, and footnote, p. 222.

15
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Mr. Roebuck said he was very much astonished at what the

Duke said, and that it had not been his belief only.

The Duke proceeded further to reason with him, and, amongst

other grounds to show him the stupidity of such a belief, he referred

to the fact of the Queen's and my entire union in public matters,

of the influence my advice naturally had with the Queen, of the

Queen’s having suffered materially in health from anxiety about her

troops
;
and yet it was to be supposed that all this time I had been

working behind her back to produce that misery to myself ! Mr.

Roebuck said they knew about the Queen’s anxiety, as, when Lord

Cardigan had been at Windsor, he had had the Royal children upon

his knees, and they said, “ You must hurry back to Sebastopol,

and take it, else it will kill Mama ! ! !
” Can such stupidity be

credited ?

Mr. Roebuck lamented the appointment of Lord Raglan, who

was unfit to command in the field, and whose services at home would

have been most valuable, and attributed his appointment to my wish

to get rid of him, in order to keep Lord Hardinge quite alone, with

whom I could do what I pleased ! ! The Duke told him he had

selected Lord Raglan, and conferred with Lord Hardinge upon it

long before either the Queen or myself had been made acquainted

with the fact, and suggested. How was it for me afterwards to bring

about the ruin of the army through the very man who must have

considered himself injured by me ?

The Duke asked me whether he could do or say anything that I

might wish ? I replied that I did not see what could be said or done.

We could not make people either virtuous or wise, and must only

regret the monstrous degree to which their aberration extended.

I must rest mainly upon a good conscience, and the belief that,

during the fifteen years of my connection with this country, I had

not given a human soul the means of imputing to me the want of

sincerity or patriotism. I myself had the conviction that the Queen

and myselfwere perhaps the only two persons in the kingdom who had

no other interest, thought, or desire than the good, the honour, and

the power of the country
; and this not unnaturally, as no private

interest can be thought of which could interfere with these considera-

tions,

I thought it right to keep this record of what the Duke told me,

as a proof that the will at least to injure me is never wanting
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in certain circles, and that the gullibility of the public has no

bounds.^

To Baron von Stockmar.^

Buckingham Palace, ith May 1855.—^ send after you only

one word, of the dismay occasioned by your sudden disappearance.

There was an outcry through all the house from great and small,

young and old !
“ The Baron is gone 1 Then,, however, came

variations upon it. “ I wanted to say this and this to him.” “ He
promised he would stay longer.” “ I went to his room, and found

it empty.” I would have travelled with him.” ‘‘ He promised

to carry a letter to my father,” “ J^ai encore commence un travail

qii'il me demandait.^^

You can divine who the persons were by what they exclaimed,

without my naming them ; but not the feelings of regret which

overwhelmed all at having lost you from among us !

I hope you have not suffered on your journey from the abomin-

able weather. I have been seized with fresh cold in the head, and

am overwhelmed with business—^yourself, Briegleb, Becker, and

Grey, having all deserted me within two days, and left me here

alone with Phipps, to wrestle with the deluge as best I may.

1 It may be convenient here once for all to dispose of perhaps the only
calumny, of the many to which the Prince was subjected, which, so far as we are

aware, keeps any hold upon the public mind, viz. that he had amassed large sums
of money out of the income allowed him by the nation, part of which had been
invested in the purchase of land at South Kensington, adjoining the property of

the Exhibition Commissioners. The Prince never purchased any land at South
Kensington either for himself or his family. Connected as he was with the

acquisition of ground there for purely national purposes, the thought of acquiring

property in the same locality for personal purposes would never have entered his

mind, or the mind indeed of any honourable man. But, in truth, the Prince

never had the means to make purchases of this nature. His whole income was
no more than sufficient to meet the salaries of his secretaries and other officials

and servants, his public subscriptions, and such purchases of works of art as were
expected from him. He was often blamed, because these purchases were not on
a larger scale. The fault was not with him, but in the very limited means at his

disposal, and as to these his only regret was, that they did not enable him to do
for art and science all that he would have wished. It was only by strict economy
that the yearns current expenditure was made to square with the year’s income,
and the Prince died, leaving absolutely no fortune \

indeed, barely enough to meet
his personal liabilities. And yet even recently we were assured, upon the authority

of an eminent statesman, who survived the Prince many years, and who professed

to speak from personal knowledge, that he left behind in one of his investments

no less a sum than £600,000 I The statesman in question was not always exact

in his statements, and he was never less exact, or more inexcusably so, than in this

instance. But if a man, whose position gave weight to his words, could propagate

so mere a fable, it becomes necessary to give it, and all stories of the same kind, an

emphatic denial.
® See Martin, vol. iii, p. 27^
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I have completed my Memorandum upon the Peace question,

and sent one copy to the Cabinet, and another (with the consent of

the Cabinet) to the Emperor. Your ideas have been developed in it.

I would I could have submitted it to yourself first ! As a courier is

going to Brussels, I must send you a line by him.

To Prince William of Prussia.

Buckingham Palace, 21st Ma^ 1855.

My dear Cousin,—I am only answering your friendly letter of

the 1 6th to-day. The Grenadier cap has come safely into my hands,

and I thought I should be following your wishes if I kept it back

until Arthur’s birthday, when it will form the principal decoration

of the present table, and enhance the dear God-Papa ” immeasur-

ably in the little boy’s estimation.

I sympathised with you on the death of the Emperor Nicholas,^

and realised the regrets you must be feeling. But it must be a real

relief to you to have had so recently an opportunity of explaining to

him your views on the difficult question of the moment, which

differed so vitally from his, and to show him that differences of

opinion on political questions need not imply a diminution of personal

friendship, and that a political opponent may in fact be a truer friend

than one who encourages one to start on a wicked and hazardous

course. Yet these are the most difficult tasks in human life, and

they fall all too often on princes. The solution of them demands

strength of character and clearness of vision.

If these qualities had prevailed in Berlin there would have been

no war
;

if they prevailed there even now a return to peace would be

assured. The attitude adopted by Europe towards France in 1840,

when she threatened the dismemberment of the Turkish Empire by

taking sides with Mohammed Ali, was the model on which the

Eastern Question of the present day ought to be and could be settled,

and the circumstance that Louis Philippe was not a legitimate

sovereign and his country was under a Constitution, whilst Nicholas

ruled absolutely and combated revolution everywhere, could make

no rational difference to the conception of the Eastern Question and

of the duty of Europe.

I still see little chance of peace yet, and you are right in thinking

^ The Emperor Nicholas I died on 2nd March, and was succeeded by

Alexander II.
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the third Point ^ of the Peace conditions the most dangerous. Its

effect is that for her honour's sake Russia cannot reduce her fleet.

How can we carry out the clause “ de mettre fin a la preponderance de

la Russia dans la Mer Noire ” ? This has been recognised by all

parties (including Russia) to be essential in view of European peace.

How can it be carried out, if Russia insists on retaining both her

fleet and the sovereign right of maintaining as large a fleet as she

chooses ? The idea that England and France must be burdened

for all time with maintaining in the Black Sea, far from their bases,

a fleet equal in strength to that of Russia simply for the purpose of

watching the Russian fleet, would be monstrous, and would force

the latter into perpetual preparedness for war
;

she would prefer

actual war to that. Russia could easily keep 20 ships of the line

lying in Sebastopol harbour without its costing her a penny, whereas

England and France would have, by treaty, to keep 20 ships con-

stantly cruising round the Black Sea (in peace time we never keep

more than 5 in England !). Or is it suggested that we, having drawn

the sword to preserve Turkey’s integrity, should take possession of

bits of her territory in order to build British and French naval bases

and fortresses in the interior of the countries and in her best cities ?

And would three Sebastopols, with armed fleets and garrisons

threatening each other, be a guarantee for European peace and

tranquillity ? Could the Porte stand these fleets constantly sailing

past the Seraglio, and if she refused to allow it, how could the British

and French maintain their fleets in the Black Sea ?

These are questions which cannot possibly be answered by

‘‘yes.” Austria and Germany may hope to reap the entire fruits of

our bloody war, for the Danube belongs to them, and they will get

the vast trade with the East through the Black Sea, for when the

^ The Four Points were : (i) Russian Protectorate over the Principalities of

Wallachia, Moldavia, and Servia to cease ; the privileges granted by the Sultan

to these provinces to be placed under a collective guarantee of the Powers.

(2) Navigation of the Danube at its mouths to be freed from all obstacle, and

submitted to the application of the principles established by the Congress of

Vienna. (3) The Treaty of the 13th July, 1841, to be revised in concert by all

the high contracting parties in the interest of the balance of power in Europe, and

so as to put an end to the preponderance of Russia in the Black Sea. (4) Russia

to give up her claim to an official protectorate over the subjects of the Sublime

Porte, to whatever religion they belong ;
and France, Austria, Great Britain,

Prussia, and Russia to assist mutually in obtaining from the Ottoman Government
the confirmation and the observance of the religious privileges of the different

Christian communities, and to turn to account, in the common interests of their

co-religionists, the generous intentions manifested by the Sultan, at the same time

avoiding any aggression on his dignity and the independence of his Crown.
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Black Sea is free, that trade will be no longer controlled by Russia.

But, will trade recover, and will Germany’s independence be assured

when a few warships at the mouth of the Danube can at any moment
put an end to them ?

I incline to the philanthropic view that the happiest solution for

all parties would be for the Black Sea to be declared “ neutral
”

(as there are a neutral Switzerland and a neutral Belgium), and that

it should be prohibited to the warships of all nations—Russia,

Turkey and the Western Powers. Then there might be true well-

being and true civilisation throughout the East, and Russia herself

would greatly benefit by the blessings it would bring her.

Enough of this, however, for we are not sitting at the Conference,

and you, as a Prussian, ought not to be interested. If the war goes

on, it will be impossible much longer to keep up its present character

of being waged solely for the welfare of Europe. The war cannot

be maintained without enormous sacrifices on the part of the Western

Powers, and one of the risks—by no means the least—is that they

may say to Germany with a sneer, You didn’t get much by it in

the end !

”

On the 1 6th we expect a visit from the French Emperor and

Empress, an evinement in history ! I shall have to have precautions

taken in the Crypt of St. George’s Chapel, to see that George III

does not turn in his grave !

To Baron von Stockmar}

Buckingham Palace, 28fA 1855.— • • • The miscarriage of

the attack [at Sebastopol] on the i8th was a sad affair 1 Now the

cholera has made its appearance again as enemy. General Estcourt,

Admiral Boxer, and many others of our best people have died of it.

The malady has been especially severe on the Sardinians. The

Russians are suffering fearfully, as was only to be expected. We
are much bothered by the nerves of our Imperial neighbour, who

is continually sending telegraphic orders, to which, it is true,

P61issier does not pay much heed, but he thereby places himself in

a very perilous position, especially as the other Generals are allowed

to send home reports about him. This is a terrible mistake.

Persigny, who goes to Paris to-day to fetch his wife, has promised

^ See Martin, vol. iii, p. 300.
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me to represent the danger to his master. This M. Persigny proves

himself a quite straightforward, honourable, and well-meaning man,
madly imprudent and naive, and often very droll. To Lord
Clarendon he will say, when they meet in conference :

“ Cepaume
Walewski trCa ecrit une depeche, Voulez-vous que je vous la lise?

SHI vous plait” “ Ah, je Vat laissee d la maison^ mats nHmporte :

elle ne vaut pas la peine !
” He is very fond of philosophising, and

I have had many discussions with him, which, as I could not always

coincide with his views, have ended in his taking me to his heart.

Uncle Leopold comes on Tuesday with Philippe and Charlotte
;

and by the end of the week we purpose to get away from the

thoroughly used-up air of London. The political folly and levity of

parties and the press, amidst the terrible mass of business, makes

one’s head reel.

To Duke Ernest II of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha,

Osborne, Aug, 1855.—I will just say one word which will

interest you about the Foreign Legion. We saw 3,408 under arms

at Shorncliffe, and were very much pleased with their bearing and

spirit. The British uniform went oddly with the German coun-

tenance, but it was decidedly better made than formerly. The
Germans form a complete Jager battalion under Colonel Schror, and

two still incomplete infantry battalions under Major Aller and

Colonel Woolridge. Colonel Sulzberger commands the Swiss bat-

talion, Colonel von Stutterheim commands the German Legion.

The whole organisation is under Colonel Rimloch.

To King Leopold of the Belgians}.

Osborne, August 1855.

My dear Uncle,—We cannot be sufficiently thankful for the

success which has attended our expedition to Paris. One day later,

and we should not have been able to reach Boulogne, and during a

heavy gale that lasted for three days hosts of vessels had to run for

it to the Downs. In Paris we had the most glorious weather, no

accident of any kind occurred, none of the festivities miscarried, no

man’s feelings were wounded (as on occasions of this kind, where so

many personal vanities are brought into play, so generally happens),

the public was inspired by a daily growing enthusiasm, and on good

^ See Martin, vol. iii, p. 352.
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terms with us, and with itself, the troops were superb, the festivities

fine and on a grand scale, the Emperor and Empress cordial and
friendly, our own suite thoroughly pleased, the children well-
behaved, and at the same time highly delighted. In short, every-
thing went off to a wish, which is always a great chance where what
had to be done demanded such difficult combinations, as were
required here. That the results of the visit will be most beneficial

politically, I cannot for a moment doubt.

Paris is signally beautified by the Rue de Rivoli, the Boulevard de
Strasbourg, the completion of the Louvre, the great open square in
front of the Hotel de Ville, the clearing away of all the small houses
which surrounded Notre Dame, by the fine Napoleon barracks, the
completion of the Palais de Justice, and restoration of the Sainte
Chapelle, and especially by the laying out of the ornamental grounds
in the Bois de Boulogne, which really may be said to vie with the
finest English parks. How all this could have been done in so short
a time no one comprehends. On the other hand, a painful impression
was produced by Neuilly laid in ruins, with grass growing over them,
and by the chapel of St. Ferdinand, with the beautiful monument
to the Duke of Orleans. Both of these spots we visited with the
Emperor. Strange ! No less remarkable than that, after the great
review, we went down in our uniforms, by torchlight (for it was now
dark) with him and Prince Napoleon into the tomb of Napoleon,
while the organ of the Church of the Invalides played “ God Save
the Queen ”

;
and that 40,000 men defiled before us upon the beach

at Boulogne, the spot from which Napoleon was to start his invading
army, and that whilst our fleet saluted us from the very anchorage
which Nelson traversed for the purpose of preventing the invasion,
many of the French regimental bands played “ Rule Britannia

!

”

in reply. So numerous were the strange impressions wrought by
the contrast of past with present, that one could often only wonder.
Thus we supped at Versailles in the theatre where the gardes du corps
held their famous banquet, and even sat in the box in which Marie
Antoinette showed herself to them

; Victoria made her toilette in
her boudoir, the ball-room was decorated after Louis XV’s last

ball, &c., &c.

Little was said about politics, beyond the strongest assurances of
persevering loyally in the war, until it shall be brought to a satis-
factory close. The French are now within 60 yards of the Malakoff,
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and we within 120 of the Redan ; the new Russian army was beaten

in the field on the i6th, and must have lost 15,000 men on the

occasion, for 3 ,200 dead were buried during the truce. The Russian

cavalry must be at its last gasp for want of fodder, and the garrison

of Sebastopol crippled by the numbers of sick and wounded. God
send a happy issue to it all ! ! and that would soon come, had we

one General-in-Chief.

To the Duchess of Kent}

Osborne, zgth Aug. 1855.—I shall say little about Paris, as I

want to keep your curiosity alive for all that will have to be told you

by word of mouth. You can then ask, too, about the points most

interesting to yourself. The whole journey has been a perfect

success and has been unmistakably watched over and favoured by

heaven
;
and there is not the smallest circumstance I can think of

which I would have wished otherwise. Victoria bore the great

fatigues remarkably well, and won the hearts of all by her endeavours

to make herself agreeable to the people. I am bound to praise the

children greatly. They behaved extremely well, and pleased every-

body. The task was no easy one for them, but they discharged it

without embarrassment, and with natural simplicity.

We intend now to leave Osborne on the 5th and arrive at Bal-

moral on the yth.

We shall probably have Fritz of Prussia visiting us there for a

few days. He has been taking the baths at Ostend, and will come

to England. He wishes to see Scotland.

We found the red-cheeked children whom we left behind much

advanced, though Alice is still very delicate and nervous.

I have found the black shawl, and purpose laying it at your feet at

Abergeldie—but not in the mud, as Sir Walter Raleigh did his cloak.

To Baron von Stochnar?

Balmoral, x^th Sept. 1855.—I must write you a line, as I cannot

pay you a visit in your room, to share my joy with you over the fall

of Sebastopol. Our bonfire on Craig Gowan, opposite the house,

the setting up of which you will remember when the false news of

the untraceable Tatar arrived, and which to our sorrow we had to

leave behind us when we left Balmoral last year—^which was, more-

^ See Martin, vol. iii, p. 356. ® Ibid., p. 360.
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over, blown down by the gale on the sth November, Inkermann

day, and found by us on our return this year scattered on the ground

in melancholy plight—blazed out magnificently about eleven o’clock

on the evening of the loth. It illuminated all the peaks round

about
;
and the whole scattered population of the valleys understood

the sign, and made for the mountain, where we performed towards

midnight a veritable Witches’ dance, supported by whisky.

The result of all these unspeakable exertions and sufferings h

truly gratifying in the highest sense. We are still quite withou

details, further than that the assault upon the Sth cost us alom

2,000 men : we may set down the loss of the French at double tha

number, because they delivered the assault at three points, and wen

only able to take the Malakoff . The Russians must have sustainec

fearful losses, as to which, however, they will probably say nothing

The result has proved that those people were quite right who main

tained that the Malakoff was the key of the position. Nevertheless

from September of last year till the end of February, the Frencl

besieged the west side merely, and our troops upon the right die

not extend so as to overlap the Malakoff. The siege upon the righ

dates, therefore, from the beginning of March
;
but it was the end o

May before the French, under P61issier, undertook to assault th

Mamelon and the outworks. Since that time the engineers’ worl

has made constant and rapid progress, and had advanced to withi]

ten paces of the Malakoff. (The attack of the i8th June was

blundering episode prematurely accelerated by the success of th

yth.) Every twenty-four hours cost the French, however, 200 men

and us close upon 60 ! This being the case, whatever the losse

may have been in the assault, the result to us is a great saving 0

life, when we take into account how much we gain upon the whole

by the fact of the entire army being now set free. Every twenty

four hours’ cannonade cost the Russians 1,000 men, because the

were necessarily so closely packed together. A further fact ascer

tained is, that the vertical fire of bombs from mortars, which wer

thought to have been superseded by the invention of Paixhans an^

horizontal bombs, is nevertheless indispensable. The French, a

well as ourselves, have since June brought a number into line, whil

the Russians had very few
;

and, over and above this, we had ii

guns, of which the smallest calibre was thirty-two pounds, and th

largest eighty-six pounds, in position, and the French about 20c
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We had 89 mortars (of which the greatest number were thirteen

inches diameter) and the French 120. It is not easy to estimate the

guns of the Russians, but they could not have been less than 800.

At the last they must have run quite out of ammunition, since we
destroyed their foundries.

Poor Seymour^ has been wounded for the second time by a

fragment of a grenade at the back of the head
; still, it is only a

flesh wound, and he will get over it. What the Generals will do now,

we cannot tell. I hope they will not rest till they have driven the

Russians fairly out of the Crimea. I imagine they will not retain

the north side long, for they would have quite the same difficulty

on the north side in finding supplies as they had in provisioning the

garrison of the city, without any compensation for their pains beyond

that of being able to contemplate the lost city and the shattered fleet.

I would embark 80,000 men with all possible despatch, and march

from Eupatoria upon the Strait of Perekop or Simferopol, and so

either capture the whole disorganised army, or force it to a disastrous

retreat. The Russian army is frightfully demoralised.

Except the first corps d^armee, and the Guards, and perhaps the

half of the Grenadiers, all the corps d^armee are in the Crimea.

Thirteen divisions of infantry, 6 battalions of reserve, 8 ditto rifles,

30.000 men, sailors, and marines, 52 batteries of foot artillery,

8 batteries of horse artillery, with 64 guns, and 22,000 cavalry

(including Cossacks), have at different times been sent in
;
and, count-

ing in 10,000 militia, the strength of the Russian army in the Crimea

at the present time scarcely comes up to 130,000, and these not in

the best condition ! Our forces are 110,000 French, 35,000 English,

12.000 Sardinians, 54,oooTurks. Whatwewant is a united command.
Politics on the Continent are now likely to incline more decidedly

towards the Western Powers, and Austria should have every reason

to feel a marked increase in her courage. I have read DiezePs last

pamphlet on the formation of a National Party in Germany with the

greatest interest. It contains so much that is true, and is written

with so much clearness and moderation, and at the same time with

so much spirit, that it cannot fail to produce a decided effect.

Prince Fritz William comes here to-morrow evening. I have

received a very friendly letter from the Princess of Prussia.

^ General Sir Francis Seymour, who had accompanied the Prince in his tour
in Italy in 1839 (see p. 20).
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To the Same?-

Balmoral, 20th Sept. 1855.—Now for the “ bonne bouche

!

”

The event® you arc interested in reached an active stage this morning

after breakfast. The young man laid his proposal before us with the

permission of his parents, and of the King
; we accepted it for

ourselves, but requested him to hold it in suspense as regards the

other party till after her Confirmation. Till then all the simple

unconstraint of girlhood is to continue undisturbed. In the Spring

the young man wishes to make his offer to herself, and possibly to

come to us along with his parents and his engaged sister. The

seventeenth birthday is to have elapsed before the actual marriage

is thought of, and this will therefore not come off till the following

Spring.

The secret is to be kept tant bien que mal, the parents and the

King being informed of the true state of the case forthwith—namely,

that we, the parents and the young man, are under a pledge, so far

as such pledge is possible, and that the young lady herself is to be

asked after her Confirmation. In the meantime there will be much

to discuss
;
and I would entreat of you to come to us soon, that we

may talk over matters face to face, and hear what you have to advise.

The young gentleman is to leave us again on the 28th. In this matter

he placed himself at our disposal
;
and I suggested a fortnight as not

too long and not too short for a visit of the kind. I have been much
pleased with him. His most prominent qualities are great straight-

forwardness, frankness, and honesty. He appears to be free from

prejudices, and pre-eminently well-intentioned
;
he speaks of him-

self as personally greatly attracted by Vicky. I do not expect she

will have any objection to make.

To the Earl of Clarendon^

Balmoral, 21st September 1855.

My dear Lord Clarendon,—The Queen wishes me to send you

the enclosed letters, with the request that they may be sent by mes-

sengers to Coblenz.*

^ See Martin, voL iii, p. 370.
® The engagement of Prince Frederick William of Prussia and the Princess

Royal.
* See Queen Victoria's Letters^ vol. iii, p. 186.
* Where Prince and Princess William of Prussia then were.
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I may tell you in the strictest confidence that Prince Frederic

William has yesterday laid before us his wish for an alliance with the

Princess Royal with the full concurrence of his parents, as well as of

the King of Prussia. We have accepted his proposal as far as we
are personally concerned, but have asked that the child should not

be made acquainted with it until after her Confirmation, which is to

take place next Spring, when he might make it to her himself, and

receive from her own lips the answer which is only valuable when
flowing from those of the person chiefly concerned. A marriage

would not be possible before the completion of the Princess’s

seventeenth year, which is in two years from this time. The Queen

empowers me to say that you may communicate this event to Lord

Palmerston, but we beg that under present circumstances it may be

kept a strict secret. What the world may say we cannot help.

Ever yours, etc., Albert.

To Prince William of Prussia.

Balmoral, zist September 1855.

My dear Cousin,—After the letter, which you will have received

yesterday from your son, you will naturally expect me to follow it up

to-day and express what you and the dear cousin must be awaiting

from Victoria and myself : that the idea of uniting our children, and

thereby drawing closer the bonds of our friendship is a most pleasant

one. Fritz will have told you that we give our consent with much
joy and full confidence, but that we do not wish that before her

Confirmation, which is to take place next Easter, her childish sim-

plicity and innocence should be disturbed by a proposal. This you

will understand as quite natural, and in your own daughter’s case

(I think) you held a similar opinion. I will not answer for it that

the clever child may not have noticed that something is in the wind ;

but I can say that I know that Fritz is not displeasing to her.

It may be difficult perhaps to preserve the secrecy which will be

necessary for some time to come, and we have to be content with a

secret de la comedicy which is sometimes a name for official secrecy.

This is why Victoria is not writing to the King. But we beg you

not to let him be ignorant that we acknowledge and appreciate

highly his having given Fritz leave to come here and make the

important proposal, and regard it as a new proof of his personal

friendship (specially in these troubled times). The marriage can
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hardly take place before her 17th birthday, which will condemn

Fritz to waiting for rather over two years. But a solid foundation

of health is so essential a condition for really happy married life

(if one is to present a bold face to the storms of a hostile world)

and for a strong and healthy family, that I hope Fritz will be ready

to make the sacrifice of waiting.

About Vicky I say nothing and must let the match-maker speak [

I had written a long letter about Fritz to the dear cousin, who was

so kind as to write me a most friendly and confidential letter. Please

tell her that I destroyed it yesterday as being no longer appropriate

to the circumstances. Victoria is writing to-day, and whilst I must

be her interpreter with you, I beg that Victoria’s letter to the cousin

may be regarded as representing my feelings also.

May the Almighty pour His blessings on the design we all have

at heart, and grant to your dear son all the family happiness which

he appears to merit so abundantly.

To Baron von Stochnar}

Balmoral, 29/A Sept, 1855.

—

If I written to you for a

week, this has arisen from my not being able to hold a pen, and even

now I shall only be able to manage it but indifferently. I have had a

regular attack of rheumatism in my right shoulder, with spasms in

the right arm, which made it all but impossible for me to move, and,

worse than all, caused me nights of sleeplessness and pain. Now I

am better again, though still a cripple.”

Victoria is greatly thrilled—still all goes smoothly and prudently.

The Prince is really in love, and the little lady does her best to

please him. . . . The day after to-morrow the young gentleman

takes his departure. We have to-day received the answers from

Coblenz, where they are in raptures
;
the communication has been

made to the King at Stolzenfels, and has been hailed by him with

cordial satisfaction. They are quite at one with us as to the post-

ponement of the betrothal till after the Confirmation, and of the

marriage till after the seventeenth birthday.

Lord Clarendon sends warm congratulations on the alliance, and

has heard the highest encomiums on the young man. Lord Palmers-

ton says, “ He trusts that the event, when it takes place, will con-

tribute as much to the happiness of those more immediately con-

^ See Martin, voL iii, p. 371.
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cerned, and to the comfort of Your Majesty and the Royal family,

as it undoubtedly will to the interests of the two countries and of

Europe in general. Now, however, you must come to us, for we
have very much to talk over.

To the Same}

Balmoral, 2nd Oct. 1855.—^Prince Fritz William left us yester-

day. Vicky has indeed behaved quite admirably, as well during the

closer explanation on Saturday, as in the self-command which she

displayed subsequently and at the parting. She manifested towards

Fritz and ourselves the most child-like simplicity and candour, and

the best feeling. The young people are ardently in love with one

another, and the purity, innocence, and unselfishness of the young

man have been on his part equally touching. . . . Abundance of

tears were shed. While deep visible revolutions in the emotional

natures of the two young people and of the mother were taking place,

by which they were powerfully agitated, my feeling was rather one of

cheerful satisfaction and gratitude to God, for bringing across our

path so much that was noble and good, where it may, nay must,

conduce to the happiness for life of those whom He has endowed

with those qualities, and who are in themselves so dear to me.

The real object of my writing to you now is to enclose Vicky’s

letter to you, which goes with this, and in which the child gives

vent to her own feelings. Let me once more adjure you to come to

us soon. We have so much to talk over.

At Sebastopol our Generals appear to be suffering from a

remarkable lack of brains. There are good builders there, at any

rate, for our people are unable to make a breach anywhere. . . .

I am tortured and tormented with rheumatism, and can scarcely

hold the pen.

To the Same}

Balmoral, 'yth October 1855.

Dear Stockmar,—^Your long letter reached me safely two days

ago. Since then you will have received so much news from here

that there is no longer occasion to answer much of what you say in it.

Still, I am anxious to omit nothing that is essential to your full

knowledge of the affair. . . , The present position of the business

^ See Martin, voL iii, p. 373. ,

* Ibid., p. 374*
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is this. The son’s offer^ and our acceptance, in so far as we our-

selves are concerned, has been communicated to the parents in

writing, and in my letter to the Prince’s father I requested him to

inform the uncle [the King], in our name, how thoroughly we regard

his support of his nephew’s proposal as a proof of his friendship,

and to say that our sole reason for not writing to himself is, that we

wish the offer to the Princess herself postponed till after the Con-

firmation. What has taken place since has certainly altered the

position of matters at home, still we see much political and personal

convenience in adhering, as far as others are concerned, to the

position which was originally taken up. ... For any public

declaration of betrothal we are at present quite unprepared. We
have not yet had an opportunity of speakingwith any of our Ministers.

We must deal circumspectly towards France.

The Times ^ has fired off an article (on the 3rd) that is at once

truly scandalous in itself and degrading to the country, with a view to

provoke hostile public opinion, but happily it has excited universal

disgust by its extravagance and discourtesy. Victoria has written

to our Ally, and expressed to him our hopes for Vicky’s future as a

proof of personal confidence, and I doubt not he will acknowledge it

as such. A sense of decorum demands that the affair should not be

publicly discussed before the Confirmation. In the meantime we

shall have leisure to arrange whatever is right. Your good counsel

at our elbow is indispensably necessary for us, so come to us as soon

as your health will let you. The secret, as you say, will be no secret,

but no one will have any right to talk of the affair publicly. The

Royal family here know what everyone knows—^viz. that a preliminary

offer has been made, and that it is to be renewed after Easter.

To the Same?

Windsor Castle, 2()th Oct. 1855.—There has been a terrible

pause in our correspondence, occasioned partly by our changing our

^ The article spoke of Prussia as a wretched German dynasty/* which
‘‘ would not survive the collapse of Russia*s influence.** The future husband of

the Princess Royal had been ordered to enter the Russian service, and to spend
“ this year, which holds out now such flattering prospects for a Crown, ignomini-

ously as an officer-in-waiting at the Levee of his Imperial rnaster. He will lose

the privileges, of his birth, which are not granted in Russia to any German.**

The English people must be prepared to see their princess learning to be anti-

English, and in a not distant future returning home as a banished refugee.
^ See Martin, vol. iii, p. 384. The French Emperor had announced his in-

tention of withdrawing 100,000 men from the Crimea, It was feared that this

would strengthen Russia’s hands when peace came to be made.
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quarters to Windsor, partly, however, by your letter of the 6th, which
points at another in continuation of it to follow immediately. Up to

this moment it has not made its appearance
; but I cannot wait

longer. We are all well. We miss the fine mountains and the pure
air of Balmoral, but are on the other hand indemnified for these by a

superabundance of business.

I have worked out a plan for the Reorganisation of our Army in

the Crimea, and its division into two Corps-d'armee, under one chief,

which has been adopted by the Ministry, and will, I hope, bear

good fruits. Sir W. Codrington becomes Commander-in-Chief,
Sir Colin Campbell and Sir W. Eyre take the Divisions, General

Wyndham becomes Chief of the General Staff, Generals Simpson,

Bentinck, Markham, and Airy return.

I have just completed a Memorandum on Examinations and New
Rules of Admission for the Diplomatic Body, a question which has

been stirred by the Administrative Reform agitation, and am now
engaged in preparing an address on the influence of Science and

Art on our Manufactures, which I am to deliver at the laying of

the foundation stone of the Birmingham and Midland Counties

Institute.

Our Cabinet has sustained a loss in Sir William Molesworth, as

to whose successor no decision has yet been made. Lord Elgin is

likely to come into the Cabinet in Lord Canning’s place. There are

people who maintain that young Lord Stanley (Lord Derby’s son)

is to be had. This would not be more remarkable than the prevail-

ing belief that the Peelites have come to an understanding with

Disraeli, and will, along with Cobden and Bright, and perhaps John

Russell, form a Peace party.

Up to this time the peace feeling has been stronger in France

than here, and gives us much to do. This justifies the apprehension

you have long entertained. What is said is :
‘‘ Si la France doit

continuer la guerre dgrands sacrifices, il luifaut des objetsplus nationaux,

plus Franfais : Poland, Italy, the left bank of the Rhine, &c.^ For

this we are prepared, and for these purposes might recall our army
from the Black Sea by degrees.” Herein lies one of the causes of

^ The folly of the last of these projects, so steadily fomented through a long
series of years by M. Thiers and others—a folly to be afterwards so bitterly

expiated—needed no demonstration. On the nth April, 1855, in a letter from
the Queen to Lord Clarendon, these prophetic words occur :

" Thefirst Frenchman
who should hostilely approach the Rhine would set the whole of Germany on fire.

16
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our inactivity in the Crimea 1 The position taken up by Austria and

Prussia is alone to blame for all, and I tremble for the Nemesis !

In the matrimonial aifair, nothing new has transpired. I am
giving Vicky every evening an hour for conversation, in which our

chief topic is history. She knows a great deal. I also give her

subjects, which she works out for me. Her intellect is quick and

thoroughly sound in its operations.

As you speak to me in your letter of the value of the right time in

human measures, a theme on which you often discourse, it may per-

haps interest you to know how completely Napoleon agrees with you

in one of his letters to his brother Joseph. I transcribe the passage :

‘‘ Ce sont Id les operations de la paix ; tout cela doit venir avec elle,

et cette paix arrivera. Le moyen de faire entendre d des hommes de

Vimagination de M. Roederer que le temps est le grand art de

l’homme,—que ce qui ne doit etre fait qtCen i8io ne pent etre fait en

i8oy ! La fibre Gauloise ne se plie pas au calcul dti temps, C^est

cependant par cette seule consideration que fat re'ussi dans tout ce que

faifait'^

Now I will conclude with my ceterum censeo, ‘‘ that you are to

come to us.” You are most longingly looked for.

To Prince Frederick William of Prussia}

Windsor Castle, 6 th November 1855.

My dear Fritz,—Accept my best thanks for your friendly lines

of the ^znd October.

The state of Prussia, as you describe it, is most critical, and

designs such as those contemplated by the reactionists, prosecuted

by such means as are at this moment practised in regard to the

elections, may result in extreme danger to the monarchy. For if

the world be overruled by a God, as I believe it is, vile and wicked

actions must bear evil fruits, which frequently do not show them-

selves at once, but long years afterwards, as the Bible tells us in the

words, the sins of the fathers are visited on the children to the

third and fourth generation.” This being so, I ask myself, what are

the duties of those who are to come after in reference to the sowing of

such dragon’s teeth ? And I am constrained to answer to myself,

that they are enjoined by morality, conscience, and patriotism, not

^ See Martin, vol. iii, p. 386.
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to stand aloof as indifferent spectators of the destruction of a Con-
stitution that has been sworn to. And when I consider what I should

do in the present state of things, this much is quite clear to me, that

I would record a solemn protest against such proceedings, not by
way of opposition to the Government, but in defence of the rights of

those, whose rights I should regard as inseparable from my own

—

those of my country and my people—and in order that I might
absolve my conscience from any suspicion of participation in the

unholy work. At the same time, however, that my conduct might
be divested of every semblance of being dictated by a spirit of

opposition or desire for popularity,—and in order, it may be, to

make the step itself unnecessary—I should in all confidence make
those who are contemplating the wrong aware, that, if it were
persisted in, I should feel myself compelled to adopt this course.

This done, I should entertain no animosity towards my friends, but,

on the contrary, should live on upon terms of peace with the reigning

powers.

I am satisfied, that an attitude of this kind would inspire the

delinquents with a certain measure of alarm, and help to keep the

nation from losing all hope, and there is no such solid basis for patience

as hope.

In your letter to Victoria of the 3rd, which she received yesterday,

you speak of your new labours and studies in the different Ministerial

departments. When you have worked in them for some time, the

truth will become obvious to you of Axel Oxenstiern’s saying, “ My
son, you will be surprised, with how little wisdom the world is

governed. ’’ I am only afraid, that it will be nobody’s interest to

explain essential principles to you, and that, on the contrary, they will

try, perhaps not unintentionally, to overwhelm you with the multi-

plicity of details and of so-called work. But this good must at any

rate ensue, that you will become thoroughly acquainted with what

is making history. Most German bureaucrats cannot, and even

will not, see the wood for the trees
;
they even regard the abstract

idea of the wood as something dangerous, and measure its value by

the density with which the trees are huddled together, not by the

vigour of their growth. Added to which, the weight and number

of German official documents is something appalling.

In another way Vicky also is very busy : she has learned much in

many directions. . . . She now comes to me every evening from
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six to seven, when I put her through a kind of general catechising,

and in order to give precision to her ideas, I make her work out

certain subjects by herself, and bring me the results to be revised.

Thus she is now engaged in writing a short Compendium of Roman
History, . . .

Of late we have had rains without intermission, which have

made us apprehensive of floods. Prices of all kinds are still fright-

ful, but still there is nothing like poverty in the country, and the

wages of labour are so high, that recruiting does not go on so well

as we could wish.

From the Crimea we have excellent news, so far as the condition

of the troops and the preparations for the winter are concerned, but

not as to any vigorous effort to drive the Russians from the Crimea.

Our army will by the spring number on the spot 50,000 men, which,

with the Turkish contingent of 20,000 men under General Vivian,

and 15,000 Sardinians, exclusive of French and Turks, will form a

very imposing force.

Now, however, I will indeed “ let you go,” as they say in Vienna.

To Lord Clarendon, Foreign Secretary}

Windsor Castle, 17th January 1856.

My dear Lord Clarendon,—The King of Prussia's ways are

unfathomable !

The Queen received last night the enclosed peace-pregnant

(Friedensschwanger) telegraph ! Although the King begs his name

may remain concealed, the Queen thinks that it ought not to be so,

from you at least, begging you not to divulge it further than the

whole line of the telegraph may have done. If Russia has accepted

the whole Ultimatum, as he pretends to know for certain, we have

done wisely not to be in too great a hurry. The Queen wishes the

telegraphic curiosity to be returned to her.

To Baron von Stochnar}

Windsor Castle, z^thjan, 1856.—Russia has now accepted the

entire Ultimatum, This step so completely resembles her acceptance

of the Four Points without reserve last year, even after an Austrian

menace, that we are naturally taken aback, and have made up our

^ See Martin, vol. iii, p. 424. ^ Ibid,^ p. 427.
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minds that some fresh deception is intended. As Prussia then Imng
back from taking part in the course taken by Austria, but when Russia

accepted unconditionally, took credit for this to herself, and wished
to be admitted into the Conference, so also now. The King has
telegraphed the news direct to Victoria. “ The King of Prussia to

the Queen of England. Russia has accepted. I hasten to transmit

the peace-pregnant intelligence, certain that Your Majesty will

unite with me in a heartfelt prayer of thanksgiving for the grace

of the Almighty. Pray keep my name a profound secret, &c.—
Friedrich Wilhelm. International Telegraph Company, clerks,

&c. £1 16s. sd. ! !

”

If Russia has it in contemplation to play us a trick, she is certain

to do it this time upon the Fifth Point,i because it is upon that (as

last year it was upon the third) that Austria has not come under
obligation, and although it merely contains the requirement that

Bomarsund shall not be fortified again, or converted into a Sebas-

topol, this will nevertheless be represented as a monstrous demand,
and although it must operate for the protection of Germany, and of

Prussia in particular, it is certain to be viewed by these very Govern-

ments as an injustice. The only other ruse open to them is Kars,

which was not named in the Ultimatum, because at that rime it was
not in the Russians’ hands. Now, as we have carried, and are still

carrying on the war for the maintenance of the integrity ofthe Turkish

Empire, unless that fortress be restored, the war must proceed, which

would quite please the whole English public. We are just beginning
to get on our legs in a military point of view, and by March we shall

have, united under our command in the Crimea, 60,000 English

with 122 guns, 10,000 men of the Foreign Legion, 22,000 men of

the Turkish Contingent, and 15,000 Sardinians. In France things

are different
;
although the French have 150,000 men upon the spot,

yet they wish the army away from there to the Rhine, “ parce que

VAllemagne ne tardera pas de subir son destin ordinaire de devenir le

theatre de la guerre," as the French officers of high rank phrase it.

The moneyed interest is desirous oipeace and enjoyments. But vrith

so volatile a people all this may be different by to-morrow. . . .

^ The added Point ran thus :
“ The belligerent Powers reserve to themselves

the right which appertains to them to procure, in an European interest, special

conditions over and above the four guarantees stipulated by the previous Abides.**
England had wished to specify what it desired under this head, but Austria had
failed, contrary to our anticipation, to do so.
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If our fleet is well led, I believe in the destruction of Cronstadt

and its fleet, and that St. Petersburg will be in danger of a similar

fate. Should peace, however, ensue, I shall be heartily glad, though

more for Germany’s sake than for ours.

Queen Victoria to Viscount Palmerston}

Buckingham Palace, zyth Feb, 1856.—The Queen returns Lord

Clarendon’s letter.

The matter becomes very serious, and it would be a bad position

for us to be left quite alone in the Conference, which the Russians,

the Queen has every reason to believe, are anxiously striving to

bring about. In fact, well-informed persons pretend that this was

the main aim of Russia in accepting the Austrian ultimatum and

going to Paris.

Would it not answer to take this line : to say to Russia, “ You

have accepted the ultimatum, pur et simple, and have now again

recognised its stipulations as preliminaries of peace. You will,

therefore, first of all, have to execute them
;
you may then come to

the question of Kars and say you mean to keep it—then you will see

that Europe, bound to maintain the integrity of Turkey, will be

obliged to go on with the war, and it will be for you to consider

whether you mean to go on fighting for Kars
; but at present this is

not in question, as you are only called upon to fulfil the engagements

to which you have solemnly pledged yourself ” ?

Perhaps Lord Palmerston will discuss this suggestion with his

colleagues to-night.

To Prince William of Prussia,

Buckingham Palace, nth March 1856.

My dear Cousin,—I must thank you heartily for the letter,

which appears to have been inspired by the communication (un-

known to me) of a letter from me to Uncle Leopold. I am glad that

on every occasion when your views and mine do not quite agree,

you take up the pen and explain to me your point of view, for that

is the surest way of clearing up and setting straight what are, or

seem to be, points of difference.

In the present case the difference between your views and mine

^ See Queen Victorians Letters, vol. iii, p. 226.
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is in appearance only, for I must wish as heartily as yourself that

Prussia should maintain her position as one of the Great Powers,

and as such should be a party to a general European treaty
; but,

while so wishing, precedence must be given to the necessity that an

honourable and secure peace with Russia shall first have been secured,

in obtaining which the whole labour falls upon England, and to the

obtaining of which long and alas ! often renewed experience has

shown us, that nothing would create such serious obstacles as the

infusion of the Berlin element (if I may so call it) into the transactions

of the Conference. Firmness and perseverance on our part have so

far prevailed hitherto, despite the most decided disinclination on the

part of Russia even to carry out the points of the Austrian Ultimatum,

which she had accepted, that I begin to believe in peace
;
and so soon

as that is assured^ I have no doubt it will be followed by an invitation

to Prussia to take part in the general treaty. Should this prove to be

the case, you will admit that the Western Powers could not possibly

have behaved more justly or dispassionately.

I will say nothing of what they have and have not done in Berlin,

and only express my hope that you will yield nothing in the fearless

defence of your honour, not from selfishness, but from the reflection

that it is good in itself and one of the best things for the nation.

Now I must say one more word about our family affairs. Vicky’s

Confirmation will take place on Maundy Thursday. Once that is

over, there is no further reason for us to wish for the engagement

to continue to be kept a secret. We are of opinion that members of

both families and our more intimate friends might be informed of it,

but that a public announcement should be postponed till nearer the

actual date of the wedding. The German ceremony of betrothal is

unknown to English custom. The Queen’s first public act woiild

be a declaration to Parliament, not so very long before the wedding

itself. What we have to do in the interval between now and Vicky’s

seventeenth birthday is to arrange, as simply and naturally as circum-

stances permit, so that the young people may be as little embarrassed

as possible, to keep the public out of it as far as we can, and to give

the opponents of the marriage the impression that it is a settled

affair, but not so far political
;
that will be managed by our treating

the matter as one of arrangement between the families, but not yet

to be considered as having political significance. Please let us have

your views, for it is highly important that we here do nothing that
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your family do not do, and vice versa. It would be simpler for you

to make the announcement to your own people, and for us to do the

same to ours
;

I beg you to consider whether any further step is

expected with regard to the King. In my opinion Victoria’s last

letter, of which you have a copy, should be sufficient for him.

To Baron von Stockmar,'^

16th March 1856.—We have just heard by a letter from Uncle

Leopold, that you are again ill, and that we must give up the hope

of seeing you arrive with him to be present at the Confirmation on

Thursday. I need not tell you that this is a great disappointment

for us, aggravated besides by the cause which detains you. Had
you only come to us for the winter ! Coburg does not suit you. . . .

Hpw horrible are these doings in Berlin 1 The assassination of

the Minister Hinckeldey,^ for one can call it by no other name, is a

fresh outrage of the really reckless Kreuz Partei ! They see in the

crime the finger of God, and so adhere to their almost constitutional

blasphemy, for the name of God is constantly in their mouths !

In Paris we are making progress, though slowly, and have reached

the threshold of peace. Enemies and allies have combined to make

the affair a very difficult one for us, and of subterfuges there is no

end. Now Prussia is to be invited to become a party to the general

peace, to which we shall very readily assent, so soon as we can feel

sure that it is no longer in her power to mar the peace for us.

The telegraph has just brought the news of the Empress having

been safely delivered of a son.® Great will be the rejoicing in the

Tuileries. ...

To the Same.^

Windsor Castle, 21st March 1856.—It may cheer you to hear

that the Confirmation yesterday went off exceedingly well. The
preliminary examination by Wellesley (Dean of Windsor), which

^ See Martin, vol. iii, p. 467.
* Chief of the Police in Berlin. He was a Liberal in politics, and endeavoured

to improve the condition of the poorer classes in Berlin. He aimed at applying
the law equally to all, including the aristocratic class, whose enmity he incurred.
A certain von Rochow insulted him, and in the duel that followed Hinckeldey was
killed. The middle classes regarded it as a murder.

® The Prince Imperial, killed in the Zulu War on ist June, 1879, while serving
as an officer attached to the British Army.

^ See Martin, vol. iii, p. 470.
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canie off on Wednesday afternoon in the presence of ourselves,

Mama, and the Archbishop, was most satisfactory, and Vicky

answered very well and intelligently. At the ceremony of Confirma-

tion yesterday, a number of guests were present, whose names you

will see in The Times. You were sorely missed by us.

Everything went off extremely well. . . . This morning we have

taken the Sacrament with Vicky, Uncle Leopold, and Mama.
The Peace is to be signed on Monday. It is not such as we

could have wished, still, infinitely to be preferred to the prosecution

of war, with the present complication of general policy.



Part Five

THE FINAL YEARS



1 856-1861

Albert had now reached the summit of his career. He enjoyed

all the power that Stockmar could possibly have dreamed of for him,

or that the Constitution allowed him. His untiring energy had

won for him the highest place next to the Queen in the public life

of Great Britain. Ministers were no longer in a position to permit

him to be present at their meetings as a favour
;
now they were

asking Albert for his advice. This fact was expressed in his being

granted the title—long overdue—of Prince Consort of the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland. He opened exhibitions,

museums, and congresses of learned societies
;
he took a leading part

in social questions
;
he took thought for increasing the Navy, and

raising the efficiency of the Army. He had organised the first

World Exhibition, and was preparing for the second. He was one

of the first to advocate deep draining and the use of steam in

agriculture, and the application of chemical inventions to industry.

No step forward was there in refinement or civilisation in which

Albert had not shown some practical interest.

In his family life he enjoyed the best and purest form of happiness.

The Queen adored him just as deeply as in the spring-time of their

lives, and their married life seemed like an unbroken chain of honey-

moons. A large family was rising round him, consisting of four

sons and five daughters, to whose upbringing he devoted all imagin-

able thought and attention, and who looked up to him with love and

admiration. His eldest daughter testifies of him that he was^ the

most understanding, most impartial, and loving father, alike friend

and master, and ever a pattern of the teaching which he sought to

instil.”

A mark of his improved political position appears in the grant of

an income, a question that had caused him so much mortification in

the early days. It was set right at the time of the Princess RoyaFs

wedding. His policy of an Anglo-German imderstanding seemed

on the way to being translated into action. He was marrying his

253
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eldest daughter to the future heir to the Prussian throne, the second

to that of Hesse, and the rise of his old friend to becoming Regent,

and in course of time King, as William I, of Prussia, appeared to

justify the highest hopes of Prussia’s development on constitutional

lines, a necessary preliminary to any form of friendship with England.

In spite of it all, Albert was far from happy. He exhausted his

strength in working for the country that had become the home of his

choice
;
he organised Chobham as a temporary, and Aldershot as the

permanent, training camp, and was as anti-Russian as he could

possibly be. But when the Crimean War came and Palmerston

retired, Albert was assailed by fresh doubts, for—^was he not a

German and therefore properly sympathetic with Russia ?—^he had
forced Palmerston to retire

;
he was guilty of treason ; he was arrested

and was being taken to the Tower ! And all his suggestions, directed

at increasing the armed security of England and redoubled by him
after the close of the Crimean War, were only partially carried out

owing to the obstinacy of Parliament. The British to whom his

methodical thoroughness appeared over-theoretic and pedantic,

always regarded him as a foreigner, and he himself had never lost

the feeling of being a stranger in a strange land. Those who knew
him personally paid him unbounded respect, but among the classes

farther removed from him he inspired no affection.

And the power he had acquired under Stockmar’s tuition—what
good was it to him ? He did not care for power in itself, and was
never under the spell of its charm. To him it had always been a

means for doing good and helping to advance the welfare of mankind.
But what success had he had in his own country ? Scarcely any

beyond writing memoranda and making suggestions. And what
had he achieved in his Fatherland, in Germany ? What were the

fruits now of his perpetual worrying over Frederick William IV,

whose reign was at an end ? What disillusionment had the turns

of Fate in the Crimean War not brought to him ? Was this the sum
of all the reward for his having spent himself in labour ?

And his happiness in his family ? Certainly, the Queen adored

and worshipped him. As far as she could she anticipated all his

wishes. But was that what he wanted ? Did it satisfy him ? He
longed for understanding and spiritual companionship, and these

the Queen could not give him. The one who had the power of

giving him these things was Victoria, the Princess Royal, Ixis eldest

daughter, his eager scholar, who had developed early and under-
stood him at once. And now he had had to let her go from him, to

Berlin, and correspondence by letter was too slow for a really stimu-

lating and satisfying exchange of ideas and feelings. His only real

friends in England had been Peel and Anson, but both of them had
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been long under the soil, while the third intimate friend, Cart, his

old servant from Coburg, was to die in 1858. And even though he
was in general happy in his family life, one care constantly gnawed
at his heart. His eldest son, whose qualities were derived less from
Albert than from his Hanoverian ancestors, had turned out with his

lack of application, his leaning towards frivolity, and his free and
independent outlook on life, quite contrary to what his German
father wished him to be, and to his education, organised though it

had been down to the minutest detail. He was not happy, for he
was intensely lonely, and he was by nature not strong enough to

tolerate such loneliness.

But are these all the reasons, and could they account for the fact

of his life closing at so youthful an age ?

Albert’s constitution was ever a delicate one. We recall that at

four years old he had to be carried up- and downstairs. He was
organically sound, but his heart was weak, and his pulse often dead,

and the burden of work which he imposed upon himself devoured

and consumed his strength. Being not really happy, he took refuge

in work, rushing into it with all the tenacity and determination of

which he was capable. He gave himself neither rest nor relief.

Even in the Preface of his Speeches and Addresses^ which were

published at the instance of the Queen, it is noted that the mistake

he made was in taking too much and too varied trouble over his

work. He opened institutions, he spoke, he wrote, he organised

—

and never did his spirit grant itself rest.

Moreover, he was not happy even in his work, which to him was

not an end in itself, but only a means to an end. He felt it as simply

a treadmill. ‘‘ One’s feelings,” he wrote to his daughter in Berlin

(23rd May, i860), “ remain under the influence of the treadmill of

never-ending business. The donkey in Carisbrook, which you will

remember, is my true counterpart. He, too, would rather munch
thistles in the Castle Moat, than turn round in the wheel at the Castle

Well ; and small are the thanks he gets for his labour.”

More and more as he became older, aged still more by his un-

sympathetic English surroundings and the resentments that he was

forced to combat, did Albert’s old merry nature fade away. His

spirit became overshadowed by deep melancholy, and the dis-

position, that slumbered within him, to despise mankind rose to

the surface—in the man who instinctively sought to labour solely

for the good of mankind ! He often said that he was tired of living,

and early in his life he gave expression to thoughts of death. As

early as November 1847, he had written prophetically to his brother-

in-law, Charles Leiningen, about the death of a Mensdorff cousin,

“ He is the first of the cousins of our generation to go. Avis an
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lecteur, always be prepared to pack and be off ! A little while, and

no one will bother about us any more !

The Prince’s melancholy became by degrees so overpowering

that, after his accident during his last visit to Coburg in the autumn
of i860, Stockmar, deeply impressed by the way in which he was
affected by it, was impelled to say, God have mercy on us if

something really serious happened . to the Prince ! It would kill

him !
” On that same visit, Albert was visibly more distressed than

ever before at the prospect of departing from his old home, and on the

last morning, just before going off, he surprised his brother Ernest

by asking him to take a walk with him as far as the fortress. At one

of the finest points Albert suddenly stopped dead and took out his

pocket-handkerchief. The Duke thought that Albert’s wounds on

his nose and forehead due to his accident had begun to bleed afresh,

and went up close to him. To his astonishment he noticed tears

flowing down Albert’s cheeks : Albert was so deeply convinced that

he would never see that view again that his emotions overwhelmed
him. In spite of all Ernest’s efforts to soothe him, Albert persisted

in declaring that he knew right well it was the last time in his life

that he would ever be at his old home. The brothers turned and

walked back to the house in silence.

Not long before his last illness Albert spoke even more definitely

to his wife,^ ‘M do not cling to life. You do
;
but I set no store

by it. If only I was assured that those I love were well cared for,

I should be quite ready to die to-morrow.” And again :
“ I am sure

that if I had a severe illness, I should give up at once, and should

not fight for my life. I am not tenacious of it.” This he said

without a trace of sadness. If it was God’s will, he was ready

to stay
;
but he was equally prepared to go, if it was otherwise

ordained.

Ever since he was fifteen Albert had suffered painfully from

rheumatism. By the end of 1857 he began (at the age of thirty-

eight !) to be old and grey. Everyone observed it, and the portraits

of that period confirm the impression. I am tired and dull,” he

wrote to Stockmar in January 1858. It was a further sign of

ageing that he began to dwell with pleasure on recollections of his

youth and to mention them in letters. He was so enfeebled in body
and spirit as to have no power of resistance, and it required but one

blow to bring about the catastrophe.

This came to pass in November 1861 ;
its first cause was a co-

incidence of injuries to his body and his spirit. During the autumn
Albert had been very busy working out a fresh plan for the Prince

of Wales’s education. As soon as he had finished with Cambridge,

^ See Martin, vol. v, p. 415.
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he was to travel, as he had already done in Canada, through Greece,

Turkey, and the Holy Land, and perhaps to India as well. The
first blow fell on 12th November. Albert received news of the

death of his cousin, Dom Pedro of Portugal, for whom he had a

great affection, and from that moment he suffered severely from
insomnia. On the 22nd he went to Sandhurst to inspect the build-

ings for the new Staff College and Royal Military Academy. Imme-
diately after that he became deeply concerned about his eldest son,

and on the 25th went to see lum at Madingley. There the two
had an outspoken conversation, with reconciliation to follow

;
but

the father’s spirit remained sorely depressed after it. In the evening

he had a fit of shivering, and was obliged to stay the night at Mad-
ingley. The next day he felt very wretched,” and complained

of pains in his back and legs, with great weakness and exhaustion.

His doctors did not at first take a serious view of the case, and it

was not till later that they diagnosed the illness to be gastric typhoid

fever. But the Prince, who had now neither the power nor the will

to resist the disease, fully expected from the start that he would
die of it.

Nevertheless, his spirit knew no repose. He addressed two

further letters to his eldest son full of paternal advice. Then the

Trent affair ” arose, threatening war with the United States, and

he composed the draft for a conciliatory despatch for the Queen to

send to the Foreign Secretary. His action probably averted the

menace of war. Finally, he attempted to write to his son, Leopold,

but had to give up after the first few lines.

Gradually, almost unperceived by those round him, Albert’s life

faded away. Only on 7th December did the doctors admit that it

was serious, but not in any way hopeless. No one was alarmed so

far. Once only, on 7th December, when, lying there, he said to his

wife that he heard little birds singing, which made him think of his

childhood and the birds at Rosenau, was the Queen really upset.

Sometimes he rambled, and then again he would stroke his wife’s

cheek, calling her “ little wife,” “ good little woman,” or lean his

haggard face on her shoulder, saying, ‘‘ It is very comfortable thus,

dearest child.” On another occasion he asked for music, and his

daughter Alice was required to play “ Einfeste Burg ist unser Gott ”

on the piano, and another Chorale as well.

On 12th December the position became clear. The relations

and Cabinet Ministers were informed. On being told by Albert’s

Private Secretary of the critical state of the patient, Lord Palmerston,

the Prime Minister, wrote back in terms so startled and horrified

that one is left wondering how it could have been that relations

between the Prince and Palmerston were so constantly strained.

17
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My dear Phipps,—^Your telegram and letter have come upon
me like a thunderbolt. I know that the disorder is one liable to
sudden and unfavourable turns, but I had hoped that it was going
on without cause for special apprehension. The result which your
accounts compel me to look forward to as at least possible, is in

all its bearings too awful to contemplate. One can only hope that

Providence may yet spare us so overwhelming a calamity.’’

All hopes and prayers were in vain. The end came on the even-
ing of 14th December. Except for his eldest daughter, who was in

Berlin, and Prince Alfred, who was with the fleet at sea, Albert’s

whole family were gathered round him. He had only reached the
age of forty-two.

Two days later the news was received at Coburg. Stockmar,
himself much bowed down, wrote to Duke Ernest II in terms of

rare greatness and fortitude on the terrible tragedy of the Prince’s

death. The Duke relates : In his search for comfort, he spoke of

the marvellous perfection in which my brother’s life passed har-

moniously in a shorter span than is the usual destiny of mortals.

He had attained a greatness which would assure him his place in

history far more speedily than usually happens. Thus he had
shaken off the weariness of an existence, which, being cut short at

the moment of greatest success, would impress coming generations

as a noble work of art.”
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To Prince William of Prussia.

Windsor Castle, zyth March 1856.

My dear Cousin,—^Your reply of the 21st to my last question
has caused us some embarrassment. In order to explain its cause,
I must repeat more clearly the custom in England. The English
know nothing of the German betrothal ceremony, and the language
has no word for it. British feeling rises against the conception of a

young person being promised away long before the proper time into

strange hands for political or family reasons. This not taking place
in our case could only be demonstrated to the public by letting them
know more of the story of the young people’s love affair. And this

is not advisable, if only because the very causes which made it

originally desirable to us that the proposal should not be made
before her Confirmation must now cause us to desire not to have
to explain to the public that the proposal really took place before
the Confirmation.

The first official act that will be performed on our side is the
Queen’s announcement to the Privy Council, and this according to

custom comes immediately before the negotiation regarding the
marriage treaty and (by reason of the Bill before Parliament) before
the provision for the bride. The Ministers’ reply to any authorised

question would be that it is a family matter which concerns nobody.
But from the moment the declaration is made, the whole subject is

exposed to the public and to Parliament, and both of them have a

perfect right to discuss it.

A public announcement in Berlin, as proposed by you, would be
taken here as equivalent to a declaration, with the additional objec-

tion of giving the British people justifiable cause to feel offence, since

»59
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the Queen would be allowing an announcement to be made to the

Prussian people, while she was withholding it from her own.

Now, the wording of which you enclose a draft would describe in

detail all that happened at Balmoral. I enclose in strict confidence

two letters from Lord Palmerston and the Lord Chancellor in sup-

port of what I have said to you.

You will see from this that we must stick to our opinion, that

—since it is neither feasible nor right to continue keeping it a secret—

the facts may now be communicated to both our families, but not

be announced officially to the public until the date of the wedding

has come nearer. I find, after carefully reading through your letter,

that nothing stands in the way of this procedure except the custom of

your House of inserting in the official Gazette an announcement to

the family of the betrothal. Is this absolutely necessary ? Would

omission of this formality produce consequences as troublesome

as the observance of it would produce here ? I can imagine that

to omit this declaration altogether would cause some offence in

Prussia ;
but why could it not be postponed until a simultaneous

announcement was made here ? The announcement by the Queen

would, in my opinion, be just the moment, which you fear might not

easily be found again if we do not use for our purposes the date of the

Confirmation.

I will go on now to answer your questions, one by one.

1. “ Have we to see to it that Parliament plays an initial part,

if the betrothal has been announced to the two Royal Families and

the formal announcement has been made in the Berlin Gazette ?
”

Most certainly, as you will have seen above. But the part played by

Parliament can hardly be called “ initial,” since the announcement

in the Gazette will appear as the Government’s initiative.

2. “ Would unsurmountable obstacles in the present Session

stand in the way of an announcement to Parliament after the above-

mentioned communication to the families ? ” Yes, as far as we

can see now. I refer you to the enclosed letters.

3. “ Even if there were no announcement in the Prussian papers,

would Fritz showing himself after the families had been told give

occasion to Parliament for seizing the initiative ?
” No. As said

above, any unauthorised question would be suppressed. .

4. “ If the families are not told (in order to avoid irritating Par-

liament), Fritz could hardly show himself among your family.
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Would he have to put off coming over until Parliament adjourns,

that is, until it is time to make the family announcement on your

side ? ” Parliament being or not being in Session need not affect

Fritz’ appearance here. If remarks are to be feared, the Press will

be much more unpleasant and obnoxious at a time when no informa-

tion can be given to it than when a word from a Minister in Parlia-

ment can destroy any rumour. The fact of Fritz being here while

Parliament is sitting, will not merely not irritate, but will give general

pleasure, especially if the public note that the young people are in

love with each other, and that they are being given an opportunity

of getting to know one another, before they are tied together for life.

This rests on one of the most worthy traits in the national character,

and if it is known that the young people mutually like each other,

political intrigue will be quite powerless to put obstacles in the way
of the marriage.

On the other hand, there would be anger if it was thought that

at a moment when Prussia and England are at odds politically, the

Queen had been trying in secret for dynastic reasons to make an

alliance with Prussia, and had sacrificed her daughter’s freedom of

choice for the sake of it. The more it is made clear that our children’s

marriage is the outcome of mutual attraction rather than of political

motives, the more certain is it that any storm which might arise

between now and the date of the wedding will pass by.

If it might be possible to postpone the official announcement in

Berlin until it can be made simultaneously here, we should expect

Fritz to visit us here on the date originally settled (in May). We
look forward to it eagerly, and the longer he can stay, the better we
shall be pleased. Please let me have your answer very soon, for any

long delay, now that the Confirmation is over, to announcing the

engagement to the family may cause pain. We can very well write

to the King in the manner you suggest.

To the Same,

Buckingham Palace, 4th April 1856.

My dear Cousin,—^Your dear letter of the ist has relieved us

about the most troublesome point, and it seems that in Berlin also

our general scheme has been agreed to. We are both writing to-day

to the King, and so breaking the ice with one blow. I hasten to tell
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you of this, I need hardly mention that we are very much pleased

with this turn of affairs, which allows the whole matter to develop

in a natural way.

To Baron von Stockmar}

Osborne, 22nd May 1856.—^Your son has communicated to us

the sad tidings of your daughter’s death, which has caused us great

regret. Although her death must be a release from severe suffering,

there is little comfort in that thought for a father’s heart. I trust

your own health may not be injured by this mournful event.

Fritz of Prussia came here yesterday. He looks well and cheerful

,

and is very happy to be with his bride elect again.

On the 26th we return to London ; and the day after we expect a

visit from the Prince Regent of Baden.

To the Same.^

Buckingham Palace, z^th June 1856.—I write to you to-day to

inform you of an accident, which might have been very disastrous,

but which, thank God, has passed off happily, as I should not wish

you to get your first tidings of it from the papers. Vicky was sealing

a letter at her table, and was all at once in flames, her sleeve having

caught fire at the candle. Miss Hildyard was luckily seated at the

same table, and Mrs. Anderson was in the room giving Alice her

music lesson. They sprang at once to her assistance, and extin-

guished the flames with the hearthrug. Nevertheless, her right arm

is severely burnt from below the elbow to the shoulder. Sir Benjamin

Brodie has examined the wound closely with the microscope, and is

satisfied that, except on a small spot on the upper part of the arm, the

lower skin is uninjured, and that no permanent disabling of the arm

is therefore to be dreaded. The poor child showed very great

self-possession and presence of mind at the time, and great courage

under the pain. She is quite cheerful, her appetite is good, and

she looks well.

Naturally we were very much alarmed, and the poor bridegroom

quite upset, when he heard of it. It occurred yesterday afternoon

about four, at the very time we were engaged at a Council. Had
assistance not been so near, and had all parties not shown so much

^ See Martin, vol. iii, p. 492. * Ibid,^ p. 494.
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presence of mind, this accident would in all probability have had

a tragic ending, for it is impossible to form any idea of the rapidity

with which the muslin must have burned. As it is, the worst will

be a tedious and painful cure, and we may hope no marks will be

left behind. Clark shall keep you advised of the progress of the

patient. . . .

The bridegroom goes away the day after to-morrow
;

the day

after that comes Uncle Leopold, with Charlotte and Philip, and he is

to leave us on the 9th, and to be succeeded on the loth by the Prince

and Princess of Prussia.

To Prince William of Prussia,

Osborne, 16th August 1856.

My dear Cousin,—^Very many thanks for your dear letter of the

I oth, which I only received this morning- It was probably forwarded

on to us, as the Ostend post-mark is of the 13th. Just as I am sitting

down to answer it, I have been shown an article from Gibraltar in

The Times

^

describing the fight that Adalbert ^ seems to have had

with the Riff pirates, and in which he was wounded. A shot through

the thigh is always a serious matter. The story is given in such

detail, as you will see from the cutting which I enclose, that the

accuracy of the facts cannot be doubted. We wish very much to

know if you have had any news of Adalbert.

Now that Fritz fully agrees with the principle that we explained,

that difficulty too is overcome, and Fritz will find that it is the best

course for him also.

I also wanted to ask you if an)rthing has been settled about

Fritz’ journey to Paris. From what we hear from there, he has given

notice of his arrival there, or done so through the Prussian Govern-

ment, and is expected on his way here for his next visit, and it

seemed likely that he would want to make some excursions. But we

have heard nothing from him or from you. We shall be very glad

if it is so, for it would interest Fritz and give him useful experience,

and also because it would deliver Prussia from the false and (I admit

it) unnecessary position of being looked on simply as the enemy of

France and the Emperor. Since Russia lets no opportunity fall of

cajoling the French, and Austria has actually sent an Archduke who

^ Admiral Prince Adalbert of Prussia, Chief of the Prussian Navy.
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is to turn his back on us, consequently, in the present state of rela-

tions between Prussia and her neighbour, France, and after this

present long visit to the other neighbour who was so lately at war
with France, the omission of a visit of politeness would be regarded

as an intentional demonstration of dislike. I recommend the matter
to your careful consideration, and invite you to examine whether it

would not be advisable for you to suggest the journey to the King,

in case he should not have decided upon it already.

To Princess Augusta of Prussia.

Balmorai., 24</i September 1856.

Dear Cousin,—I add these lines to Victoria’s letter with my
heartiest good wishes for your birthday, and beg you not to consider

yourself obliged to reply to it. You have had so much to bear these

last days, that I feel deeply for you, and the best thing I can wish
for you is that you may find calm and rest, that you may be able to

bear the separation from your dear daughter.^ The reflection that

it is for her lasting happiness will be the richest source from which
you can draw comfort and satisfaction. Our newspapers give so full

an account of the festivities in Berlin that we feel as if we had been
there with you.

Balmoral has recently been visited by rain and stormy weather.

The children, including Vicky, have colds. Lord Hardinge’s *

sudden death will certainly be a real sorrow to the Prince. I will

merely now mention that my latest enquiries about Countess

Perponcher’s character and nature have had a very satisfactory

• result.

To Baron von Stockmar.*

1st Nov. 1856.-^1 hear that the tail of your comet was seen in

Diirkheim, near Oberheim, and that the astronomers in Brussels

have calculated, and are expecting, the speedy entrance of your star

into their sphere. We think that, once here, it will come within

range of the attraction of our solar system, and we are fain to assume

‘ Princess Louise of Prussia married the Grand Duke Frederick I of Baden
on 20th September.

Hardinge, Governor-General of India, and later Commander-in-
Cnief of the British Army, was seized with paralysis during an Audience with the
Queen. He died at his seat, South Park, on 24th September, 1856.

* See Martin, vol. iii, p. 511,
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that its course, as prognosticated, must carry it over London and

Windsor.

To Duchess Marie of Saxe-Cohurg and Gotha?-

Windsor Castle, zoth Nov. 1856.—^My hearty thanks for your

dear letter, with the words of sympathy in our grief for Charles’s

death. ^ I was sure you would feel it. The autumn wind has

wrenched away another leaf from our family tree, and the love-united

band of our good Grandmama’s grandchildren is now poorer by

one of its oldest and most vigorous members ! In this there lie for

us Past, Present, and Future. Poor Mama is chiefly to be com-

miserated, who thus sees her only son quit the world before herself.

She is much bowed down, but composed and touching in her sorrow.

For Charles himself death was a release, his life would have been a

most sad one. His sons are much to be pitied. Ernest ® is out and

out a good and noble man, worthy of the utmost confidence and

respect. He is generally liked in his difficult service, and has already

faced many dangers
;

I wish I could secure him a happy future.

Fritz William is with us. In consequence of our mourning, his

welcome visit takes a lugubrious character
;

still, as he looks forward

to encountering many cares as well as joys with Vicky, their-sympathy

in sorrow is even now one tie the more. Vicky was greatly attached

to her uncle, as indeed were all the children.

To King Frederick William IV of Prussia.

Windsor Castle, 1st December 1856.

Your Majesty,—^Your Majesty’s gracious and friendly letter of

the 2Sth was handed to me yesterday by dear Fritz. I can entirely

understand the state of feeling in which Your Majesty wrote, and

can sympathise with the painfulness of your situation, and follow

the inner struggle, which the consciousness of high responsibility

in your decisions imposes upon you. No one can deny Your

Majesty’s patience and tenacity of purpose lasting nine years. Your

friends, no less than your self, have been at great pains to discover a

^ See Martin, vol. iii, p. 513.
* Prince Charles of Leiningen, the Queen’s half-brother, died on 13th Novem-

ber, 1856.
^ Prince Ernest of Leiningen was at the time a lieutenant in the Navy, and

had been present in the Crimean War. He succeeded his brother as Prince Lein-

ingen.
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means of liberating your faithful lieges, and of satisfying your offended

honour, without involving yourself and perhaps Europe in far greater

and more menacing complications.^

The refusal of the Swiss in reply to your and France’s demand

for unconditional release of the prisoners proves to us that procedure

by bare threats is not the way to gain your ends. The Swiss

Government declares itself not to have the right to grant anything to

which the country refuses its assent, and well knows that the country

is prepared to defend itself to the utmost, should fulfilment of those

demands be pressed by an appeal to arms.

Your Majesty declares that ‘‘ nothing is so dear to you as to justify

bloodshed with the exception of the honour of your Crown and

name.” That is a great and noble word. Will you not entrust this

honour to some friend—France, for instance
—^whom you trust, and

communicate to such a second your decisions in confidence, and

let him see to it that the dispute shall be settled with satisfaction to

your honour ?

The new-born thought, which you have in your gracious con-

fidence communicated to me, appals me, for I am sure that if it is

carried out your honour is bound to run into great danger. The

deposit which you wish to hand over to the Powers is not in your

hands, but in those of Switzerland, and since it is not yours to hand

over, the Powers will have to seize it for you. If F'rance really did

this (which I very much doubt), would it be compatible with the

honour of your Crown and your Army for the latter to look on while

the French Army redeemed with its blood that which Your Majesty’s

Army did not and would not dare to attempt ? And, if France

completed the conquest, would she not rightfully be in a position to

dictate to you any conditions that she chose ? I can imagine no

worse position for Prussia.

Your Majesty has further determined that should the combined

negotiations with the Powers result in your having to renounce your

sovereign rights unconditionally,” you would not oppose delivery

During the night of 2nd September, 1856, the King^s party in the Canton
of Neuchatel made a coup d^itat and seized four members of the Government.
On the 4th, however, the Republicans regained power and imprisoned a number
of the King’s supporters. Switzerland rejected the demand of Prussia that the

prisoners should be released unconditionally, and war became imminent. Finally,

in answer to Napoleon Ill’s mediation, the Confederacy released the prisoners on
condition that they left the country. Under the Treaty of Paris, 26th May, i857>

Frederick William IV renounced with a heavy heart his rights over Neuchitel.
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of them by the Powers to the Swiss. If Your Majesty were willing

to specify confidentially but clearly what results would satisfy you
and what you would be prepared, under conditions, to renounce, the

Powers would be in a position to calculate whether the other party

could accept the conditions. Then they could assemble in con-

ference and give their decision, and this could be carried out without

danger to anyone.

Your Majesty has really no other alternative than either to fight

or to allow your second to settle the dispute. If you fought, you
would have to make terrible sacrifices for an insignificant objective,

and would not be able to foresee in the least the end of a war, which
would inflame every political passion in Europe. Besides this, the

right of Prussia to start a war for the Prince of Neuchatel against

Switzerland is highly doubtful
; whereas it is Prussia’s duty as a

Great Power to protect the neutrality of Switzerland, and it is the

duty of the Canton of Neuchatel to fight with Switzerland against

any foreign aggression. These duties are based on indisputable

treaties. In the second case, your honour would certainly be

satisfied, and your faithful followers would be released.

Meanwhile, the trial of those unhappy men is beginning, and the

object of the opposing party must be to prove your Government’s

complicity in the rising of September, in order to win public opinion

over to the side of Switzerland. And if the prisoners are found

guilty—^which no one at this moment can prevent—Your Majesty

will be held up to the derision of all Europe.

Forgive me if I have not obeyed Your Majesty’s command not

to reply to you. My loyal devotion and friendship would have

reproached my conscience for ever if I had failed to submit to your

better judgment the considerations which Your Majesty’s letter

suggests to me.

With the most sincere wishes for Your Majesty’s well-being, I

remain, Your Majesty’s loyal servant and cousin, Albert.

To Prince William of Prussia,

Windsor Castle, 25tk December 1856.

My dear Cousin,—I received your letter of the 20th yesterday

evening and take advantage of Sir Colin Campbell’s ^ departure to

answer it. I rejoice that you feel a need in every political crisis to

^ Later Lord Clyde.
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resume your exchange of ideas with your friend in England, who

is under a like necessity. At Coblenz, far removed from the

joining-point of the myriad threads which have been spun around

this matter and have led up to the present complication, and, as you

say, not being acquainted with them all, you were bound to form

such an opinion as you express in your letter. I entirely agree with

it. But as unfortunately for myself, I have had to know all the

details, I venture to set you right on certain points which affect the

position and feelings of England. There is no irritation whatever

here, as you seem to assume, at the King’s having shown preference

for France rather than for England. The views of the Government

are not influenced by any grudge due to a lapse in formalities. It

is thought quite natural for the King to be trying through the

Emperor Napoleon to get what he can, and if the Emperor were

successful, they would be sincerely pleased in this country. But as it

was known beforehand that the Emperor’s methods would lead to

nothing but an increase of irritation, they regretted quite rightly

that—after the King had specified his conditions, and we had heard

confidentially of their acceptance by Switzerland, and could have

settled the matter completely in a day or two—the King suddenly

swerved from his path to engage himself on one which, as we

expected, led into a blind alley.

The British public are violent pro-Swiss, and the Press is un-

restrained in its savage attacks on Prussia. The cause is not the old

complaint of the Eastern question (although deep mistrust of the

King’s policy ever since his accession—including the Eastern

question—has much to do with it), hut the fact that here no one

understands Prussia’s so-called point of honour. They loiow that

Neuchhtel is a Province of Switzerland and not of Prussia, that the

King exercised certain rights there, which were useless to him and

injurious to Switzerland, and have been fictitious for the last eight

years
;

that he will be obliged, and is really ready, to end by giving

them up, and that, as soon as this is done, he can rescue his com-

promised followers. They call it a mixture of mental distortion

and malicious wickedness on the part of the King, that he should

allow several thousand men to risk their lives, and perhaps set all

Europe on fire, before he will consent to do what he will in the end

have to do. The British people know that Europe guaranteed the

integrity and neutrality of Switzerland, and that if Prussia once
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starts a war, she may get into an extremely awkward position, which

her King ought to have considered calmly beforehand.

I think that the affair is becoming worse with each step. I do

not even think that success will necessarily attend the arms of

Prussia, and I dare not imagine the consequences of failure. But if

better judgment should turn to methods of diplomacy rather than

those of war, I feel assured that neither England nor France 'would

fail to give willing assent to it. But I do not agree with your idea

that not a binding promise, but a mere indication—^from one of

Frederick William IV’s character—^would be sufHcient as a basis.

No British statesman would feel justified in risking the honour of

England on such security, and if France were prepared to do it,

Switzerland would not regard that as a sufficient guarantee. Such

a case arose a month ago when General Dufour ^ was in Paris.

He declared that on the guarantee of France the Swiss Government

were not in a position to demand of the Confederacy that the prisoners

should be released, but that on a combined British and French

guarantee they would do so at once. We were pressed by France

and Switzerland to give our consent, but naturally refused to bind

the King of Prussia in his dealings with a third party, so long as he

did not bind himself against us. May Heaven protect us from the

evils of a general war.

Permit me to express my pleasure that, as Great Master of the

Order of the Bath, it is my duty to prepare the Patent, which Sir

Colin Campbell will present to you. Please accept on that occasionmy
heartiest congratulations on completing fifty years of military service.

You have fallen upon a sad epoch, which will become a glorious one.

May you in the many, as I hope, years to follow, only come across

glorious ones. In sincere friendship, Ever your loyal cousin, Albert.

Fritz appears to have enjoyed himself well in Paris, and to have

been received in a most friendly manner.

To the Same,

Windsor Castle, 12th Jarmary 1857.

My dear Cousin,—I have just received your dear letter of the

8th at the same time that Victoria received your letter and the King’s

^ This Swiss general, in the conflict with Prussia over the possession of

Neuchatel, was put at the head of the Republican Army, and was sent to Paris to

obtain the mediation of Napoleon III. Napoleon had been one of his pupils at

the Military School at Thun.
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to her. As time presses, and as according to your letters you both

appear to be uncertain as to the steps that have been taken in Paris,

I hasten to reply and to beg you to communicate to the King this

letter as being relevant to the appeal that he addressed to Victoria.

We regard the Neuchitel crisis as having been surmounted. Lord

Cowley and Count Walewski ^ have addressed Notes to Herr Barman,

who accepts them as a full assurance for a final settlement of the

Neuch^tel case. His Government is now empowered to get the

prisoners out of the hands of the Federal Assembly. The Govern-

ment appears to be confident in its ability to do this. The release

will solve the part of the problem which might have led on to a war,

possibly a European and revolutionary one. Once the prisoners are

released, and now that the King has resolved to exercise self-denial,

the negotiations ought to present no great difficulty. I may there-

fore wish luck to the passing of a great danger to Europe.

We are delighted that Victoria’s manner of showing how highly

she values you on the occasion of your Jubilee of military service has

pleased you so much, and I naturally share in it most heartily.

My official letter regarding the Bath requires no answer. Sir

Colin’s report for the Archives of the Order will be quite sufficient.

To the Same,

Windsor Castle, i^th January 1857.

My dear Cousin,—Since my letter of yesterday I am moved to

write to you again to-day. News has come from Berlin that the

Prussian Government, now that there is a prospect of the prisoners

being released, wants to go back on its word. We have it from an

official source that—it must be assumed that because the King

stated his willingness, if the prisoners are released, to enter into

negotiations, he is not perfectly justified in reinstating his rights by

all the means in his power. He is King of Prussia and Prince of

Neuchatel, and his people are prepared to support him with all

their strength in carrying out his intentions, and will not suffer

any encroachment on his rights,

I hasten to assure you that Victoria and I do not believe in any

such intentions of the King to reinstate his rights, now that the

prisoners are to be released. We do not believe it because such

^ French Ambassador in London.
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action would contradict all the King's utterances up to the present

and all his assurances to his friends. We do not believe it, because

we think it will be impossible to carry out such intentions. At the

same time I consider it my duty to tell you of the serious anxiety

this news is bound to cause our Government. If the ICing does not

renounce his rights after the prisoners are released, we shall have the

Swiss saying to us that we led them into a trap when we persuaded

them to stop the trials. If the King really carries out the intention

that is imputed to him, there will be a storm of resentment in this

country
;

consideration for France or Prussia will not prevent full

expression of this feeling in Parliament, and the Government them-
selves will find it hard to conceal their sympathy with the national

feeling. That will be its first reaction on us. I cannot picture to

myself the possible further results for Europe, for Prussia, and for

himself, if the King acts as he apparently intends to.

Just because of the greatness of the evil we must wish to see the

anxiety it causes us allayed as soon as possible, and I shall owe you
much gratitude if you will reassure us regarding that assumption of

the King’s intentions, and fortify our conviction of its groundlessness

by telling us that you also are convinced of it.

I enclose in strict confidence a passage out of the Emperor
Napoleon’s last letter to Victoria, and you will see how the affair

is regarded over there

To Viscount Palmerston^

Buckingham Palace, March 1857.

My dear Lord Palmerston,—The Queen has this moment
received your letter giving so unfavourable an account of the pros-

pects of to-night’s division. She is sorry that her health imperatively

requires her going into the country for a few days, and having put

off her going to Windsor on account of the Debate which was

expected to close yesterday, she cannot now do so again to-day.

She feels, however, the inconvenience of her absence should the

division turn out as ill as is now anticipated. The Queen could not

1 Je viens de recevoir de Men bonnes nouvelles de Suisse, II parait que VAssemblee
Fidirale va mettre sur ma proposition les prisonniers Neufchdtelois en liberie. Le
Juste amour propre du Foi de Prusse sera satisfait et la Conference obtiendra de lui

sa renonciation d une vaine Souverainetd. Le Roi rn^en a dejd donne Vassurance.

Je pense que cette nouvelle fera plaisir d V.M. Je voudrais bien ndanmoins que son
Gouvemement sejoignit au mien pour terminer d Berne ce different^

* See Queen Victorians Letters^ vol. iii, p. 290.
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possibly come to a decision on so important a point as a Dissolution

without a personal discussion and conference with you, and there-

fore hopes that you might be able to go down to-morrow perhaps for

dinner and to stay over the night.

The Queen feels herself physically quite unable to go through the

anxiety of a Ministerial Crisis and the fruitless attempt to form a

new Government out of the heterogeneous elements out of which the

present Opposition is composed, should the Government feel it

necessary to offer their resignation, and would on that account prefer

any other alternative. . . . Ever, etc., Albert.

To Princess Augusta of Prussia.

Buckingham Palace, 20th March 1857.

Dear Cousin,—I have written to Fritz, and now find a moment
to spare to thank you for your dear letter and kind news. We are

delighted that you and the Prince agree with us so completely. I

only hope that young Stockmar accepts his appointment.^ He is

very independent and unambitious, and so naturally depends for

what he decides to do on the trust and goodwill with which he is

met, and the recognition that he is serving a useful purpose
; then

he will do good work. It is possible that the long interval between

the first suggestion and the actual offer of the appointment may have

caused him some perplexity. He asked me for time to think it over,

so I have not continued to urge him, for I have great confidence in his

character and understanding, and I must credit him with being able

to realise that his services are needed.

To the Same.

Buckingham Palace, i$th April 1857.

Dear Cousin,—^Victoria, at whose bedside I am sitting, wishes

me to thank you for your two last letters and to express her pleasure

at them, as she cannot do it herself. The lithographs and photo-

graphs have arrived.

Mother and baby ® are well. Baby practises her scales like a good

prima-donna before a performance, and has a good voice I Victoria

counts the hours and minutes like a prisoner. The children want

^ Baron Ernest von Stockmar became Treasurer to the Princess Royal-
* Princess Beatrice, bom 14th April, 1857, afterwards Princess Henry of

Battenberg.
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to know what their sister is to be called, and dispute which names
will sound best, and Vicky says with a sad sigh, ‘‘ The little sister will

never have known me in the house.’’ Alfred telegraphs from Geneva,
“ I am delighted to hear it and hope Mama and the baby are well.”

I only wish that all may have gone off as well with your daughter

as it has here, though we had to wait a fortnight beyond the time

for the princess, and she kept us waiting at the door for 13 hours

before she would come in.

You will gather how nicely all is arranged when I tell that the

two nurse’s names are Mrs. Lilly and Mrs. Innocente I

To Prince William of Prussia.

Buckingham Palace, 4ih May 1857.

My dear Cousin,—I take advantage of the courier’s departure

to thank you for your dear letter. We knew that you would take

a lively interest in the event which has added a new member to our

family. Alas ! since then another member has passed away, whom
I know that you respected and revered. The death of the good

Duchess of Gloucester ^ will be felt as a manifold and lasting blank.

We have lost a personal contact with that earlier period out of which

ours grew, and one to be reverently studied in view of the healthy

development of our generation. Her alert intellect, which she

retained to the last, and her charitable benevolence and sympathy,

won her a large circle of friends who will mourn her deeply.

The funeral is to be at Windsor on the 8th. I shall come up

from Osborne, where we hope to be settled a few days earlier.

To-morrow I go to Manchester to open a great Exhibition of Art,

and the day after I open a new Park and a Museum, and imveil

a statue of Victoria at Salford, and hurry back to be present at a

Council to discuss the Speech from the Throne. This is to be

delivered the day after to-morrow, for the Opening of Parliament

(on this occasion by Commission) takes place the day after that.

The question of Vicky’s dowry will be introduced in about three

weeks, and the announcement to the Cabinet will probably take place

on the 1 6th. I shall inform Berlin more particularly as to the day.

The Neuchitel affair is still not settled. The Treaty agreed to

at the Conference has not yet been accepted in Berlin. What you

^ Mary, wife of William, Duke of Gloucester, the last surviving child of
George III. She died on 30th April, 1857,

18
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say about it and about the necessity of taking the King’s peculiar

character and ways of dealing into account is quite true, but what

is bad about it is that his promises have certainly not been kept,

nor perhaps will be, unless we continue to take the stand which we
have all along taken, and this gives us a bad appearance of great

hostility to the King and to Prussia, and will cause much trouble

and vexation. The King’s personal friends go about saying that

he feels such a duty towards the Royalists, that he must be in a

position to prove that Europe has forced his hand, before he can

afford to give way. This role of compulsion has with much clever-

ness and little honesty been allotted by France and the rest of the

Powers alone to us, among whom, as everyone knows, the custom

of Parliament demands that Ministers shall give an account of their

stewardship, and that we must show proof of a fair and consistent

policy. Therefore we cannot leave the Swiss in the lurch. The

others are, or pose as being, generous and more judicious friends.

As regards the conditions, the King might at any rate have adopted

a generous, disinterested and therefore commanding attitude, if he

had abstained from demanding the two million francs for himself

;

such an attitude and claiming money at the same time do not go well

together. In this question the money was worth nothing, whereas

the proviso was grist to the mill for all the King’s enemies, . . .

When we go to Osborne, Stockmar and his son will return to

the Continent. It is always painful when the father goes away.

His presence with us is always a great pleasure and support.

To Princess Augusta of Prussia.

Osborne, zjth May 1857.— . . . You must have been pleased

at the passage through Parliament of Vicky’s dowry and the way

in which the Bill was received. A fresh attack by the Radicals

only produced 14 votes against 342, Her allowance is not large,

^

but it makes her independent, which is most important for her.

To Baron von Stockmar.^

Buckingham Palace, ayfA June 1857.—Since my last letter I

have made my speech at the Educational Conference
;

you will

^ Parliament voted a dowry of £40,000, and an annuity of £8,000.
* See Martin, vol. iv, p. 65.
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perhaps have read it in The Times of the 23rd. It has been well

received here
;

still, I should greatly like to have your judgment

upon it, which for now nearly nineteen years has always been to me
most precious on everything that concerns me.

The day before yesterday was the Council, at which the Patent

for my creation as Prince Consort and the consequent change in the

Liturgy was authorised. Thus this question is settled at last.

How the step has been regarded by the public I have not yet learned.

The Times had a sneeringly approving article yesterday, in which the

news is announced, by way of return for its being the first to have

the news communicated to itself ! . .

The Archduke ® left us after the Grand Ball of the 24th, and, to

all appearance, with a heavy heart ! Uncle Leopold may con-

gratulate himself on such a son-in-law.

Bertie leaves for Germany on the 6th.® We go the day after

to-morrow to Manchester for three days, and return on the 2nd,

when Uncle Leopold with Charlotte and Philip are to come to us.

Yesterday was the great Review for the distribution of the Victoria

Crosses.

To Duchess Marie of Saxe--Coburg and Gothab

June 1857.—I have not said a word to you about my change of

title, and I now present myself before you as an entire stranger,

“ Prince Consort,” to wit. The change had become necessary as

our sons grew up, all sorts of confusion having already arisen,

especially as the names of all three begin, like my owm, with an A,

and I was certain to appear to them in the long run, like a stranger

in the land, as they alone were English princes, and I merely a

Coburg prince. Now I have a legal status in the English hierarchy.

It was also a source of weakness for the Crown that the Queen

always appeared before the people with her foreign husband.

^ The tone of the article may be judged of by the last sentence :
“ In spite of

the poet there is much in a name, and if there be increased homage rendered to

the new title on the banks of the Spree or the Danube, the English people will be

happy to sanction and adopt it,” The English people had adopted it years before.

^ The Archduke Maximilian of Austria, afterwards Emperor of Mexico. He
was shot there under martial law in 1867. His widow, Charlotte, daughter of

Leopold I of Belgium, lost her reason. She died at the Chateau of Bouchout,

near Brussels, in 1927. ...
® The Prince of Wales travelled abroad for several months, visiting Li^ge,

Namur, Aix-la-Chapelle, and Konigswinter ;
then on by Bonn to Switzerland.

^ See Martin, vol. iv, p. 66.
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To Princess Augusta of Prussia,

Buckingham Palace, July 1857.

Dear Cousin,—I send these lines by Fritz, who will be able to

tell you everything about us. I would specially call your attention

to his important visit to the City, and enclose a cutting which gives

the speeches delivered on that occasion. Fritz is said to have made
an excellent speech. He made a wonderfully good impression on
the people. According to his description, he seemed to me to have

felt deeply the enthusiastic friendliness of a free people in the centre

of its commercial and financial activities.

I have still not answered your long letter, for I have not had a

moment of peace.

A really splendid person was lost to us to-day, whom I had invited

to be Comptroller of Fritz’ future Household. He was frightened

off it by his excessive modesty and lack of confidence in the

possibility of being able to form a Household, which in his opinion

would do him credit, out of a personnel chiefly consisting of old

soldiers.

Thank God that your daughter is so well. Fritz will be delighted

to see her again as a mother.^

To Prince Williatn of Prussia,^

26th July 1857.

My dear Cousin,—Accept my sincere thanks for your welcome

letter of the 17th. We are delighted to hear that Fritz has gone

back so well satisfied with his official sejour in England. It will have

convinced him that the country regards with the greates>t pleasure

the connection which he has formed with our family
;

that it does

every justice to himself personally, and looks upon him both as man
and as Prince of Prussia with a kindly feeling. Of all this we were

well aware, but it could not be otherwise than gratifying to us to

see it made clear to the whole world and recognised by himself.

On his side he has produced a most favourable impression by his

appearances in public here.

As you refer in your letter to the Indian complications, I think

it well to communicate to you my views upon the subject. I

^ The future Grand Duke of Baden was bom on 9th July, 1857.
* See Martin, vol. iv, p. 85,
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believe that people on the Continent do not correctly appreciate

the position of things in India, and the principle upon which our

supremacy over that part of the world is founded.

The Indians are not a people capable of conquering independence

for themselves, to say nothing of maintaining it. Since the days of

Bacchus and Nimrod India has constantly been overrun and con-

quered by new races,—the Assyrians and Persians, the Greeks under

Alexander, the Hiungnu, Tartars, Arabians, and others, down to the

most recent times. The conquerors have brought under the yoke

and oppressed the races whom they found in possession, but have

neither rooted them out nor absorbed them
;

thus they remain

intermingled, but without national coherence.

The religious gulf betwixt the Hindoos and the Mohammedans

makes amalgamation impossible. Among the Hindoos themselves

the attachment to caste makes anything like internal unity among the

population no less impossible. Our supremacy rests purely upon

the circumstance that we protect the different races and populations

against mutual ill-usage, that we place the poorest and meanest upon

the same level before the law as the most powerful, and ensure justice

with unimpeachable fairness and the greatest facility to everyone in

all parts of the country, while at the same time we do not inter-

meddle in any of the internal affairs, civil or spiritual, of the different

populations. Oppression is out of the question. Import duties are

not levied. The Salt Monopoly was the only tax which weighed

upon the Indians, and this has been abolished. The Company

derives its revenues from the domains of former great proprietary

chiefs, from Customs duties, and from commercial enterprise.

For the country and its civilisation almost nothing has been

done up to this time, yet the people bless the protectorate under

which they live, after the hideous sufferings which their former

rulers compelled them to undergo ;
and it remains to this hour an

open question, how far, with their peculiar religions and customs,

civilisation upon European principles is possible or practicable

among them.

Of late this negative system has been to some extent departed

from. Canals and railways have been begun, schools founded, the

burning of widows has been forbidden, and their re-marriage

legalised, the temple of Juggernauth with its horrible service has

been closed, and the maintenance of idols discontinued, &c.
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These measures have been taken by the Hindoos as proofs that

England means to suppress their religion, and to put Christianity

in its place.

The new cartridges for the Minie rifles, which are dipped in

grease that they may slip more easily into their places, have brought

matters to a head
;
for in this the troops fancied they saw a purpose

of making them lose their caste, which would inevitably follow from

introducing either grease or flesh into their mouths.

Of the Indian armies—those of Bengal, Madras, and Bombay

—

the first belongs to the highest caste. In a single battalion there are

frequently as many as 400 Brahmins (priests). The loss of caste

is political and social death, like the ban of the Pope or of the German

Empire in our middle ages. We cannot, therefore, be surprised at

the mutiny of the Bengal army, which attracted to itself all who were

ill-disposed to the Government. At the same time, the fact that

the people have nowhere taken part in it, shows how satisfied they

are with the English rule.

The conflict will undoubtedly be severe and bloody, as the few

well-organised European troops are scattered and divided over the

whole country, and will have to be led against overwhelming

numbers of those very troops whom England has for quite a century

been teaching discipline, and which, being as they are the garrisons

of the great cities, are now in possession of our chief arsenals and

fortresses. Where we have the advantage is, the want of all superior

officers in the Sepoy regiments ;
and what causes a thrill of horror

is the thought of having to fire at our own uniform, of the acts of

vengeance of the English soldiery, and of the unavoidable punish-

ments which must be inflicted upon the malefactors.

Your own campaign in Baden gave you sad experience in all

these matters.

If we get over the crisis, which I firmly believe wc shall, the

general result may possibly be good.

The confidence of the public in the Indian army, even to the

disadvantage of the Queen's forces, to which the entire press has

sedulously contributed, has proved to be utterly mistaken
;
and now

we shall, no doubt, have recourse to a rational military system.

Whether the Company will maintain its position is somewhat

doubtful : “ qui vivra, verra.^^

The English public is calm and composed, the Ministry too
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calm for my notions, and therefore we are constantly digging onr
spurs into their sides.

Now, however, I will release you from my Indian gossip, and
remain always, &c., &c., Albert.

To Princess Augusta of Prussia.

Balmoral, 20th August 1857.

Dear Cousin,—I thank you from my heart for your good wishes

and for the beautiful present with which Victoria adorned my
birthday table in your name. It will be a worthy reminder of you.

I am delighted to hear that my letter sent by Countess Bliicher

found an echo in your heart. Since then the servant has given

notice, but I have found another who may perhaps turn out better.

I am glad to have done so, for Fritz writes that, if I have not already

done so, he would like to engage a second Prussian instead of an

English one. You will see that it is no use arguing, and experience

alone can bring training, by which I mean convictions. If these

are not there, their place is naturally occupied by prejudice, which
is quite right, and far better than if the place were not there at all.

Our good German language is wonderfully precise and deeply

philosophic. Hence the word ‘‘ prejudice.”

Bertie telegraphed that he had seen you. He is making an

enviable tour, and, with God's will, with all the good that we promise

ourselves that it will do him. It is my paternal heart, which your

maternal heart understands and can therefore never be unjust to it.

Bertie has made the acquaintance of Prince Metternich and old

Arndt,^ two survivals of the great epoch, on which our present

situation is based.

We arrived here yesterday evening rather exhausted, and shall

be revived to-day by downright cool weather, which will freshen us

anew for our return to business. We have brought the exhausted

Clarendon with us, and the air will do him good.

To Baron von Stockmar.^

Balmoral, ^th Sept. 1857.—I have not hitherto written to you

from the Highlands, where all is lovely and peaceful, and my only

^ Prince Metternich, the great Austrian statesman (i773~iS59)* Ernst Arndt,

German poet and patriot (1769—1860). He sat at the National Assembly at

Frankfort, and retired with Gagem when Frederick William IV refused the

Imperial Crown. ® See Martin, voL iv, p. 125.
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want frequent tidings that you are well. Unhappily this is not to

be. I believe change of air and place would do you good, even

were it only from Marisfeld to Coburg. Monotony of place is in

your case, unfortunately, prejudicial, as in the struggle of the nerves

with the body you require to support and back up the nerves in

every way, and you are more susceptible to mental and spiritual

influence than you are to medicine.

You probably smile at my medical dissertation, but even if it

only makes you do that, it will have done some good.

The Indian news continue very bad, and cause us much
anxiety. Our military organisations for averting disasters so great

are quite inadequate, and we have to bully and extort what is

necessary from the Ministry bit by bit.

Palmerston is once more possessed by all his juvenile levity. It

is the misfortune of all speakers in large assemblies, that, because

fluency and a certain patriotic tone produce a great effect there, and
gain great applause, nay even political influence, they imagine they

have mastered the essentials of actual fact, which in reality has

no concern whatever with mere talk. The French Convention

and the Pauluskirche ^ are the latest and most striking illustrations.

I cannot sit quietly and see such things.

To Princess Augusta of Prussia,

Balmoral, i^th September 1857.

Dear Cousin,—I must thank you for the present sent from
Weimar. It is long since I have been as much comforted and
enspirited as I have been by Droysen’s work,® I consider that it

stiffens one's faith in the future of the Fatherland and in the per-

manence of certain principles, however cimelly they may still be

kept under by a hostile fate and trodden under foot. The history

of your grandfather's patriotic work gives a deep insight into the

history of German development, and the comparison between the

years 1780-88 and 1846-51 is horribly accurate.

The Germanising of Prussia is the condition of her greatness

and power and of bringing peace to Germany
;

the aspiration to

Prussianise Germany is the weakness of Prussia and of Germany
and the source of the disfavour and antipathy with which the rest of

^ Where the National German Parliament sat in 1848-49.
* J. G. Droysen, Karl August und die Deutsche Politik (Jena, 1857),
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Germany unfortunately still regards Prussia. I have given the work
to Vicky to read, and it will certainly interest Fritz uncommonly also.

To Duchess Marie of Saxe-Cohurg and Gothab

Balmoral, 143?^ Oct, 1857.—The departure from here will be
a great trial to us all, especially to Vicky, who leaves it for good and
all

;
and the good simple Highlanders, who are very fond of us,

are constantly saying to her, and often with tears, “ I suppose we
shall never see you again !

’’ which naturally makes her feel still

more keenly. . . .

The Indian news is not worse, and therefore better
;

it is, how-

ever, a fearful state of things. Since the Polish revolution no army

has mutinied against its own government
;

in the present case the

mutinous army is 200,000 men strong, against whom 24,000 English-

men have to maintain a kingdom of 200 millions of men of different

races and religions ! The task is well nigh superhuman, but it

will be nobly performed.

To Prince William of Prussia,

Windsor Castle, i*jth October 1857.

My dear Cousin,—I can no longer refrain from expressing my
feelings for you in the difficult days through which you have just

passed.* God be praised that the last news of the poor King is

rather better, but even so his condition must be a most anxious one.

It is hard for you in your peculiar position to see your beloved

brother in such suffering, and it demands all your pious trust in

God, all your manly strength and careful prudence. God’s help

will not fail you, and you have faithful friends in your wife and son.

Your wife writes from Coblenz very anxious and worried at being

away from you, and yet with the discretion that seeks to reason

out how things hang together and to realise the future. Your son

writes pious and loving letters to Vicky, who also feels deeply for

you. We were expecting him here to-day so as to celebrate his

birthday with him to-morrow, but now it is uncertain when we shall

^ See Martin, vol. iv, p. 134. ^ ^ ^ ,

* King Frederick William IV had had a stroke in July. On sth October he

became so much worse that his end was thought to be ne^. On 23rd October

he appointed his brother, William, to represent him, and in October, 1858, the

Prince became Regent. The King’s mental failure became more and more pro-

nounced, and finally he was released by death on 2nd January, 1861.
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see him. We think it essential to see him once more before the

wedding, if only for quite a short stay. At this moment we cannot

judge how the King’s condition will affect the date of the wedding

and the festivities.

I beg you to give my messages to the poor Queen and your

brothers and sisters. We got back yesterday from Scotland, all in

the best of health. The interesting political events of the meetings

of the three Emperors ^ and of yours with the Emperor Napoleon

tend to wane under the impression of the present crisis
; nevertheless

I should have liked to hear something about it from you.

To Princess Augusta of Prussia.

Windsor Castle, z^th October 1857.

Dear Cousin,—Here is an answer at last to all your kind letters.

I feel most ungrateful, but I could not write earlier or until this

courier who leaves to-day. The position of affairs in Berlin is

most painful and distressing, and I appreciate most deeply your

anxiety and worry at seeing so much that is important and sacred

at the mercy of chance without being able to help. In fact, you

might run a risk of even doing harm in a case where your help

would not be properly appreciated. Under such circumstances I

think that the following rule of life may be useful, that is, to keep

the unavoidable, and what Fate brings to us without our agency,

separate from what we ourselves bring to it by our own choice

and action. Of the first one ought to be able to say with the Duke

of York in Richard 11

:

“ With me things past mending are things

past care,” “ seeing that complaining only weakens the efficiency of

him who is called upon to act. But in cases where we influence

circumstances by our choice and action, it is impossible to examine

into things too precisely and carefully. If a man is really in suffering

and has to endure the torture of making a choice, he is always'

sensitive and irritable. When he has to accept responsibility for

what Fate has brought on him unavoidably, he will, under the feeling

of injustice added to his suffering, be very likely to turn against

advice pressed upon him, if it is about a matter on which he has to

make up his mind for himself. In a case like yours I can imagine'

1 Napoleon and the Emperor of Russia met at Stuttgart on 2Sth September,

1857, and a few days later the Emperors of Russia and Austria met at Weimar.
» The correct quotation is :

** Things past redress are now with me past care
’*

—Richard I/, act II, scene 3 (last line).
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nothing worse than the separation which makes complication difficult

and complete understanding impossible, and destroys peace of mind.

That is why I have been thinking so much about you.

Thank God, you are passing from confusion over to a clearer

condition of things ! The King’s action in appointing the Prince

has laid on him a very difficult and thankless task, but one that can

be dealt with. I have set down my ideas of how it should be accom-

plished in a letter to Fritz, which he may perhaps show to his father.

I enclose a copy for you and therefore need not repeat myself.

Fritz had written me a very good letter, which seemed to describe

very efficiently the situation and the dangers ahead. I gratefully

return Fritz’ letter to you, which you were so kind as to let me read.

Young Stockmar performed all your commissions for me quite

correctly. As regards the Comptroller of Fritz^ Household, we are

nearer making a selection, and have picked out a Prussian.

Vicky has been busy recently translating Droysen’s Karl Augusty

and has nearly iSnished it. It was hard work owing to the peculiarity

of his style
;
the subject also was so purely national. But she has

done it quite well. I mean to hand my task of correction over to

E. Stockmar now. It will make a good subject for conversation.

I think it very wise of you to be looking about for a Private

Secretary, and the choice of young Brandis appears, from all I have

heard of him, to be very suitable. I advise you, if I may, not to

let his position be in any way ambiguous, but to explain openly to

him what he is to be to you, and to settle him socially, financially,

etc., etc,, so as to enable him to do what you will and may expect

of him. J'aime les positions nettes,

I will not fail to discuss with Fritz the subjects which you desire

me to. We now hope again to see him. The plans for the wedding,

etc,, etc., must be settled. We have come to a standstill like oxen

in front of a hill.

To Baron von Stockmar}

iph Nov. 1857.—The fresh disaster which fatal November has

brought about at fatal Claremont is sure to have stirred you deeply.®

^ See Martin, vol. iv, p. 139.
® The Duchesse de Nemours (Princess Victoire of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha),

the wife of Louis Philippe’s second son and a cousin of the Queen and the Prince

Consort died at Claremont on loth November, 1857, in childbirth, under similar

circumstances to those of Princess Charlotte, King Leopold I’s first wife, who also

died there.
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I thought of you at once and of the old wounds which the similarity

of the circumstances would reopen in your heart, just forty years

and four days since poor Uncle lost his darling wife in child-birth.

Nemours has lost his dear, to us all so dear, Victoire ! in the room
nearly above that in which the Princess Charlotte died.

Her confinement passed off well on the 28th of last month, and

everyone was doubly rejoiced at this, because Victoire had herself

entertained the gloomiest misgivings, and constantly expressed her

conviction that she would be borne to the grave. The old Queen
and Nemours visited us here, and even expressed their joy, that now
the curse was taken from their house, that a healthy child had been

born at Claremont, and that the mother was in excellent health.

On the 7th, after the lapse of nine days, Victoria visited Victoire.

Not only had not the slightest symptom of indisposition been ob-

served, but everything had taken its regular course. The Paris

doctor had declared her convalescent, and in leaving reminded her

how foolish her apprehensions had been. She replied, ‘‘ II nefaut

pas triompher trap Victoria found her looking aged and

drawn, and not like a patient who was making a rapid recovery,

and ascribed this to the French treatment. On the morning of the

loth about half-past nine (on the 13th day therefore), having been

coiffee, she was seated upon the bed and had told her dresser, who
wanted to rub her feet, to cease doing so, as they were quite warm,

and now she was quite well, this as a rule was no longer necessary, and

that she was to be allowed to get up the next day. They asked her

if she would like to see the new dress which she was to wear the

following day. Certainly,’' she replied, car demain je me ferai

belle'' She had the dress in one hand, when suddenly she exclaimed,
‘‘ OA, mon Dieu^ madame ” She was unable to finish the sen-

tence, her head fell on one side, and life had left her ! Poor Nemours
was reading The Times to his mother in the room below, and alarmed

by the footsteps of the women overhead, rushed upstairs, and found

her hand already growing cold !

I hurried over that afternoon to the house of mourning, and words

cannot picture the woeful spectacle which met me there. Nemours
quite crushed and stunned

;
the body of good dear Victoire pale

and rigid, but like an angel of beauty, her glorious hair falling in

waves over her bosom, and in the adjoining room the baby in rosy

unconscious slumber. I was deeply moved, and not less so was
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Victoria, who drove over with me the next day. Victoire was the

playfellow of my youth, she was Victoria’s friend from girlhood ;

goodness, gentleness, unassuming sweetness, and love itself ! To-
morrow her body will be laid in the little vault at Weybridge beside

that of King Louis Philippe ! I shall join in paying her the last

honours.

The relaxing treatment, so antagonistic to our English principles,

which, instead of lending support and strength to the frame, rather

disarms and makes it unfit for the struggle it has to encounter, may
very likely have contributed to the catastrophe.

I have gone into all these details, because I know they will

interest you. Misery like this makes us doubly grateful to God,

who has hitherto shielded us so graciously.

The latest intelligence from Delhi and Lucknow leads us to

anticipate a happy issue to our struggles. Still we have to mourn

a fearful number of victims.

Fritz is to come to us on the i6th or 17th
;
no change has been

made as to the marriage day. Your son makes himself extremely

useful.

To Prince William of Prussia.

Osborne, 16th December 1857.

My dear Cousin,—The mass of business with which you must

be overwhelmed makes it my duty not to bother you with letters,

and I hope I have proved my discretion by my golden silence,

although in these recent critical times I have often longed to open

my heart to you. To-day, however, I should be neglecting a duty

if I hesitated any longer in pressing you not to deny us your presence

on the occasion of our children’s wedding. I know that you are

not your own master, and that the future lies before you dark and

misty. The shaping of it will, however, be simplified by the exis-

tence of certain fixed points, and we beg you to say for certain that

you can spare a week for the children’s wedding. Everyone must

recognise that it is only natural. No great harm can come to your

business by an absence of so few days, whereas a short interruption

in your labours and preoccupations will refresh and strengthen you,

in spirit no less than in body and mind.

As regards the difficult question of cariying on the Government,

it does not seem to me that the position is much altered. It cannot
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yet be said for certain that the King is so permanently preventei

from governing in accordance with the Constitution as to make
i

necessary to legalise a Regency
;

nevertheless, he is not now, an^

will not be for some months, able to govern in person. It wi
only be possible for the present to extend the provisional arrangemeni

and there can be no important reason for hesitation in proclaimin

it. I presume that you will decisively reject, as intolerable to tl:

country and yourself, any suggestion of an ambiguous position fc

yourself, making you neither the King^s alter ego and his servar

nor Regent with plenary powers. If after a long period of trial
:

becomes clear that the King will not recover his mental powers,

:

may occur to him and his that the solution of the difficulty mos

advantageous to the Monarchy and the monarchical principle an

most conducive of honour to the King himself will be abdication.

I beg for an answer to my question about your coming. ,

simple “ yes ” will be quite sufficient, and the one we shall mos

desire.

To Princess Augusta of Prussia.

Windsor Castle, zgth Dec. 1857.—I seize the opportunity c

the courier to thank you for the close argument which, in spite (

your troubles, you have committed to paper. I am going throug

‘ it point by point with Vicky, and we are discussing it together, ar

I think we all three agree fairly well about all your points. Yoi

scheme of conduct in my opinion presents a most careful ar

exact survey, on which one who has to work on it may safely rel;

The principles of strategy, on which your suggestions arc base,

must likewise be admitted to be sound and unshakeable. It is on)

in tactical movements that a certain amount of free choice must t

allowed, for in this a satisfactory outcome depends on the skill

the person who has to act. This skill, again, is governed by b

character and disposition, and the only genuine fruits come fro

what springs from this character and has grown together with
'

This might lead to a discussion of the great theme, whether anythin

can be added to a man’s nature, or whether only that which is
’

him already is capable of development. I observe daily in 0^

more intimate relationships, that what is acquired merely li

sterile on the surface, and that most of the mistakes in our effor

to help others arise from our inability to transport ourselves in
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their nature and individuality
;
we cannot help referring to our

own natures when we judge for and upon others.

When you are here I should like to go thoroughly into this

subject with you, for in a right comprehension of it appears to me
to lie the bridge between genius and the practical wisdom of life.

A right combination of these two is the condition out of which

great success in life emerges. We are delighted at the prospect of

the great pleasure of seeing you again.

The Lavradios, who arrived here yesterday, brings us much news

from Berlin. Nothing escapes him, for he is a keen enquirer and

has knowledge of men. You are his guiding star in that heaven.

He is much attached to the Prince, and both of them are very much
pleased with his master’s bride

To Baron von Stockmar}

Buckingham Palace, z^thjan. 1858.—My heart impels me to

send you a line to-day, as I cannot shake you by the hand. In a

few hours our child will be a wedded wife ! a work in which you

have had a large share, and, I know, will take a cordial interest.

It is just eighteen years since you signed my marriage contract,

and were present in the same Chapel Royal at my union with Vic-

toria. Uncle Leopold, whom forty-two years ago you accompanied

to London on the occasion of his marriage, will with myself be one

of the bride’s supporters. These reminiscences must excite a

special feeling within you to-day, with which, I hope, is coupled

the conviction, that we all gratefully revere in you a dear friend

and wise counsellor. Your son will accompany Vicky
;
my brother,

who was my best man, will be present. We shall all miss you.

Our festivities and visits, which have almost knocked me up,

have gone off extremely well, and without the smallest hitch. The

Prussians seem to be greatly pleased and to have a high opinion of

England. Bridegroom and bride are greatly moved, the interest

shown by the public is lively and cordial.

4pm .

—
^The ceremony is over. It was very imposing—all went

well. The young people are now changing their dresses, and start

^ Count de Lavradio, Minister since 1853 of King Pedro V of Portugal in

London, came from Prince Charles Antony of Hohenzollem-Sigmaringen, whose

daughter, Stephanie, had married the King in 1857. King Pedro died of cholera

in 1 86 1. She had died in 1859.
* See Martin, vol. iv, p. 164.
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in half an hour for Windsor ;
we are just going over to them, Goc

blessing be upon them ! Do you say “ Amen ?

To Duchess Marie of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha}

Buckingham Palace, ^oth Jan. 1858.—I have been unable

find a quiet moment to write to you, and even now I must st«

from right and left. We had thirty-five Royal personages to hous

to fete, to show England to, to exhibit the bride to the people,

society, &c., to receive the bridegroom, to marry the young peop

to prepare their brief honeymoon at Windsor, to induct our son-i

law into the Order of the Garter, to get back here, &c. To-day

devoted to receiving addresses, and to a monster Drawing-room.

I am now a real father-in-law, our child a real wife. Tl

this looks somewhat strange to us you will comprehend
;
not k

will you feel that the separation for ever of our dear daughi

from the family circle makes a frightful gap in our hearts, I

not trust myself to think of Tuesday, on which day we are

lose her.

In Germany people seem prepared to welcome her with +

greatest friendliness
;
here the love and the enthusiasm of the peo]

are not to be described : they are quite touching.

The marriage ceremony was very solemn and affecting. I se

you a programme, and with it a piece of the wedding cake, and soi

orange-blossom from the bridal dress. ...

It was eighteen years yesterday since I left my home, fourth

since my dear father was taken from us 1

To Princess Victoria of Prussia, Princess Royal}

Buckingham Palace, 3rJ Feb. 1858.—My heart was very ,

when yesterday in the saloon you laid your head on my breast

give free vent to your tears. I am not of a demonstrative natvi

and therefore you can hardly know how dear you have always b

to me, and what a void you have left behind in my heart
;
yet noi

my heart, for there assuredly you will abide henceforth, as till t

you have done, but in my daily life, which is evermore reminc

my heart of your absence.

^ See Martin, vol. iv, p, 166. * Ibid., p. 169.
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To Baron von Stockmar.^

Buckingham Palace, ^th Feb. 1858.—Our darling child is now
gone, and we have already news by telegraph from them as far as

Cologne, where they made their entrance yesterday evening. The
pang of parting was great on all sides, and the void which Vicky
has left in our household and family circle will stand gaping for

many a day. Throughout all this agitated, serious, and very trying

time, the good child has behaved quite admirably, and to the mingled

admiration and surprise of everyone. She was so natural, so cMld-

like, so dignified and firm in her whole bearing and demeanour,

that one might well believe in a higher inspiration.

Of the touching enthusiasm and sympathy of ail ranks of the

people you can form no conception, Down to the humblest cottage

the marriage has been regarded as a family affair. The Times will

have apprised you of the daily incidents
;

I therefore speak to you

only of impressions. I shall not forget that your son ^ has proved

himself in all ways extremely useful, and takes and holds his ground,

which, among the Berliners, is no easy matter.

In Paris things look bad. The outcry against England [on

account of the Orsini affair is quite absurd, and begins to provoke

excessive indignation here. The Government will, under the cir-

cumstances, have trouble in carrying through Parliament, which met

yesterday, a suitable measure for the punishment of conspiracy to

assassinate. The India Bill and Reform Bill together will give us

a great deal to do all through this spring.

To the Princess Royals

Buckingham Palace, 6th Feb. 1858.
—

^Thank God, everything

seems to be going on splendidly, and you gain “ golden opinions

in your favour
;
which naturally gives us extreme pleasure, both

because we love you, and because this touches our parental pride. -

But what has given us most pleasure of all was the letter, so over-

^ See Martin, vol. iv, p. 170.
® Baron Ernest Stodcmar, who was appointed Treasurer to the Princess Royal

on her marriage.
® The plot for an attack on the Emperor had been hatched in England, and an

outcry arose in France with a demand that the British Government should be
required to cease sheltering revolutionary refugees from other countries.

* See Martin, vol. iv, p. 170.

19
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flowing with affection, which you wrote while yet on board the

yacht. Poor child ! well did I feel the bitterness of your sorrow

and would so fain have soothed it. But, excepting my own sorrow

I had nothing to give
;
and that would only have had the effect

of augmenting yours.

To the Same,^

Buckingham Palace, iith Feb. 1858.—You have now entered

upon your new home, and been received and welcomed on all sides

with the greatest friendship and cordiality. This kindly and trustful

advance of a whole nation towards an entire stranger must have

kindled and confirmed within you the determination to show your-

self in every way worthy of such feelings, and to reciprocate and

requite them by the steadfast resolution to dedicate the whole ener-

gies of your life to this people of your new home. And you have

received from Heaven the happy task of effecting this object by

making your husband truly happy, and of doing him at the same
time the best service, by aiding him to maintain and to increase the

love of his countrymen.

That you have everywhere made so favourable an impression

has given intense happiness to me as a father. Let me express my
fullest admiration of the way in which, possessed exclusively by the

duty which you had to fulfil, you have kept down and overcome

your own little personal troubles, perhaps also many feelings of

sorrow not yet healed. This is the way to success, and the only

way. If you have succeeded in winning people’s hearts by friendli-

ness, simplicity, and courtesy, the secret lay in this, that you were

not thinking of yourself. Hold fast this mystic power, it is a spark

from Heaven.

To Him who has shaped everything so happily, I am grateful from

the very depths of my soul for the happy climax to the most impor-

tant period of your life. Dear child, I would fain have been in the

crowd to see your entrance, and to hear what the multitude said of

you
;

so, too, is it with Mama. We are, however, kept admirablyl

informed of everything by the telegraph, and post, and papers. The^

telegraph must have been amazed when it wrote :
‘‘ The wholei

Royal family is enchanted with my wife.—F. W.”

^ See Martin, vol. iv, p. 172.
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Our old marriage day passed off yesterday quietly, but too

much interrupted and overlaid with business of all sorte for calm

enjoyment.

To Baron von Stockmar}

Buckingham Palace, i^th Feb. 1858.—^Your letter of the 5th

gave me great pleasure. It is written with the old freshness and

glow, and speaks of the old love and devotion. How could we, her

parents, feel otherwise than proud and happy at the success which

Vicky has won, by her simple, kindly demeanour, as well as by

her tact ! In that success we find some compensation for the bitter

feeling of separation.

The enthusiasm with which she seems to have been everywhere

received exceeds our utmost calculations and hopes, and proves that

the people approved the idea of this alliance, and have found Vicky

in herself answer to their expectations. It is only now, indeed, the

difficulties of her life will begin, and after the excitement of the

festivities a certain melancholy will come over the poor child,

however happy she may feel with her husband. With marriage, a

new life has opened for her, and you would have marvelled at the

sudden change and development which even here became at once

apparent.

We, that is, she and I, have, I think, remained, and I believe will

remain, the same to one another. She continues to set great store

by my advice and my confidence ; I do not thrust them upon her,

but I am always ready to give them. During this time of troubles

she has written less to me, and communicated the details of her

life, and what she is doing, more to her mother, I had arranged

this with her, but I hold her promise to impart to me faithfully the

progress of her inner life, and on the other hand have given her

mine, to take a constantly active part in fostering it. You may be

sure I will not fail in this, as I see in it merely the fulfilment of a

sacred duty.

What you say about an early visit has already been running in

my head, and I will frankly explain what we think on this subject,

Victoria and I are both desirous to have a meeting with the young

' couple, somewhere or other in the course of the year, having more-

^ See Martin, vol. iv, p. 177.
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over given them a promise that we would. This could only be in

the autumn,

A rendezvotis on the Rhine—for example at Coblenz—would
probably be the right thing. . . . This does not exclude a flying

visit by myself alone, which, if it is to be of any use, must be paid

earlier in the year. I shall not be withheld from paying it by the

fact that only with the greatest difficulty could I arrange to find the

necessary time. I have considered how and where we could see

each other, and am myself doubtful whether Berlin is the most
appropriate place for me. I have therefore come to the conclusion

that I might go to Coburg, and give the young people a rendezvous

there. It is so long since I have been in the old house, that my
heart and conscience urge me in this direction very strongly. I

should be glad, too, to see you again, and to talk quietly with you,

Vicky is very anxious to make acquaintance with my birthplace,

and I should like to see it with her. I therefore think that this will

be the best in every way. Let me have your opinion soon, I think

you will concur in my plan. Now, however, I must conclude. . . .

To Princess Augusta of Prussia.

Buckingham Palace, lyth February 1858.

Dear Cousin,—I cannot let the courier go without thanking you

heartily for your long letter of the 13th. Everything has so far with

God’s help gone splendidly, and we cannot be grateful enough to

Him. I now expect in the course of nature some slight reaction,

which need not worry or annoy us. Just because they were so

delighted, the public will begin to criticise. Following the excite-

ment they, as well as the young people, will feel rather flat. The
new and the old Fritz, and the new and the old Vicky will have to

fight it out, and the old will prove not to be dead, and will have to

be subdued, i.e. absorbed. They cannot be cast overboard at will

or by external chance circumstances. We shall need much watchful-

ness, and indeed much foresight, in order not to disturb the

process of absorption, nor by interference to reinforce the enemy in

the course of being overthrown. I well understand your feelings,

and the difficult task you must have had during the festivities as

wife of the King’s representative, and yet having no part in the

representation.
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Vicky is sure to feel lonely, especially if Fritz is much taken up
by, or throws himself into, the military life of Potsdam. I do not

consider this a bad thing, for it will enable her to collect herself,

and from that will come the need to arrange her day and busy herself

in the things of the mind and think over her new life. I trust

that no one will try to keep up the excitement by means of distractions

in order to disperse the depression, which is sure to set in, and which

again is quite natural. Vicky’s first duty is to observe, study, and

find out all about the country, the people, and their conditions. She

is intelligent enough for that, and will feel inclination to do so also.

She must devote herself to her household affairs ; for this she has

the main qualification—^intelligence
;
but the skill and inclination

may be wanting. The first comes by practice, the second by

conviction.

Her relations towards you and the dear cousin appear to be

shaping themselves naturally and pleasantly, and I trust that they

may be based on perfect frankness and considered fairness. The

main thing is the coming devotion of the young couple to each other
;

it is the root of their happiness, their existence. May the Almighty

permit the plant to flourish 1

Give my most friendly messages to the dear cousin. Your

faithful cousin, and now almost brother, Albert.

To the Princess Royal^

Buckingham Palace, 17^/2 Feb, 1858.—^Your time of gaiety, if

not your honeymoon, comes to an end to-day ;
and on this I take

leave to congratulate you, unfeeling though it may sound, for I wish

for you the necessary time and tranquillity to digest the many im-

pressions you have received, and which otherwise, like a wild revel,

first inflame and then stupefy, leaving a dull nerveless lassitude

behind. Your exertions, and the demands which have been made

upon you, have been quite immense
;
you have done your best,

and have won the hearts, or what is called the hearts, of all. In the

nature of things we may now expect a little reaction. The public,

just because it was rapturous and enthusiastic, will now become

minutely critical, and take you to pieces anatomically. This is to

be kept in view, although it need cause you no uneasiness, for you

^ See Martin, vol. iv, p. 175.
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have only followed your natural bent, and have shown nothing to

others which did not answer to the truth of your inner nature. It is

only the man who presents an artificial demeanour to tlie world,

who has to dread being unmasked.

. . . Your place is that of your husband’^s wife, and of your

mother’s daughter. You will desire nothing else, but you will also

forgo nothing of that which you owe to your husband and to your

mother. Ultimately your mind will, from the over-excitement, fall

back to a little lassitude and sadness. But this will make you feel

a craving for activity, and you have much to do, studying your new
country, its tendencies and its people, and in overlooking your house-

hold as a good housewife with punctuality, method, and vigilant

care. To success in the affairs of life, apportionment of time is

essential, and I hope you will make this your care, so that you

may always have some time over for the fulfilment of every duty.

To Princess Augusta of Prussia,

Buckingham Palace, February 1858.

Dear Sisterly Cousin,—I have received your full letter of the

20th, which throws light on Vetat actuel and studied it carefully.

Your conversation with Vicky was both timely and right. Vicky

will not let herself fail as regards foresight, for she has herself

written on the subject to Victoria. Regarding the privileges and

consideration due to the English princess, I have written to her

to-day, and have said that the retention of her title is indispensable,

riaid it down that ** the English princess ” was the correct term

for the Prussian people. I also wrote about the Legation and the

necessity of seeing them at mealtime. Thinking this was enough

of a dose for one time, I was silent about dress at court {Hofstaat)^

as it seemed somewhat premature in these early days. I called the

attention of both Vicky and Stockmar to the subject of systematic

reading of the newspapers. Sense of order is wheix Vicky fails by

her nature, and this must be specially inculcated, otherwise there

will be waste of time, and important matters will be put off, and

perhaps even forgotten. She knows its value, but though the spirit

be willing the flesh is weak.

The terrible mass of business and claims on our time which

overwhelm us at this most unpleasant and critical moment, must
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excuse me for taking leave of you now. The Derby Cabinet ^ is to

be completed to-day, and in two days the new people will take

possession. The position vts-d-vts de la France est ires tendne. In
Paris they seem to wish to press us still further. Here the people’s

blood is up, and it will require great skill to steer between the two
reefs.

To the Princess Royal^

Buckingham Palace, 24th Feb. 1858.—A change has come over

your paternal home, and you never find it quite the same as it was.

What does not pass away, and is alone of value here below, is the

old love and constancy of heart and mind
; these you will always

find awaiting you, come when you may, though in truth they have

gone with you to your far-oif home, and surround you there too.

You are sure to succeed in bringing your life and thoughts into

order, and in gaining the tranquillity that is essential for the health

of your mind and soul.

To Princess Augusta of Prussia,

Osborne, gth March 1858.

Dear Cousin,—Many thanks for your dear letter of the 6th,

and for the copy of the Prussian Year-book for March.® I shall

keep it for future reference, though it must be a very incomplete

account, seeing that Herr von Manteuffel has apparently chosen

to abstract whole pages which do not please him. The article

which you indicate shows that the enthusiasm was an enthusiasm

of hope, and seeing that it includes outspoken references to the rise

of Prussia, it is evident that the moral hopes, the satisfaction of

which is the main task in front of the young couple, have been

thrust into the foreground. God be thanked ! all is going splendidly,

and all that you say is very fully corroborated by Lord Sydney and

Lady Churchill, who arrived here at last yesterday. They were

highly delighted with their expedition and grateful for all the kindness

and friendliness shown them by the Prince and yourself. . . .

^ Lord Palmerston’s Government fell over the Conspiracy Bill, which was
intended to conciliate French susceptibilities. It was felt that the Governrnent

were allowing the French to dictate our policy to us. Lord Derby’s Ministry

lasted until loth June, 1859.
® See Martin, vol. iv, p. 176.
® Describing the festivities on the arrival of Prince Frederick and the Princess

Royal.
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What you tell me about Fritz, and what his old tutor says about

him, greatly interested me, but what a fresh proof that fear stands

in the way of love, and that influence can only be exercised through

love. I must urge you again to let the field lie quite fallow, and to

refrain from cultivating it for some time to come, so that it may
have rest. Fritz must learn not to identify you with criticism. You
can say anything to Vicky and will be understood and as far as

possible reinforced by her. It will be through her that he is served

with all the advice that is necessary for him, in a form which will not

close his heart against it. So much for the method. As regards the

kind of advice, I beg you to stick to those very liberal principles

which Churches and dogmatisers, as well as politicians, find it so

hard to digest, just because they are in earnest about their cause,

and serve it seriously and zealously. The main principle lies in the

humble confession that
—

** Many roads lead to heaven,” and not

only the one in which we happen to believe. I mean that varieties

of nature demand varieties of method. You will say—good
; so long

as our guidance leads thither and not into an abyss ! The only

possible answer is faith and trust in the wise dispensations of Provi-

dence, and recognition of a moral sense in those whose duty it is

to act.

From all that Vicky writes we gather that nothing escapes her

and that she has very correct ideas and sticks to them. The letters

from them both show that they feel, read, talk, and work in common.
There seems to be ample proof that his ideas are developing and

strengthening in the right direction.

What his tutor says about the necessity of some definite and

useful activity is quite true. Perpetual learning saps energy, and

Fritz has arrived at an age when he ought to be at work, I mean,

on something really useful. He feels this himself, for he spoke to

me at Windsor about his desire to be drawn by his father more into

active business. He was shy of suggesting it to him for fear of

appearing ambitious or pushing. My idea at the time was that the

Prince would be surrounding himself with loyal and eminent men,

a course which I have often urged upon him. I thought that the

suggestion to the father would come best from them, that he should

of his own accord invite his son into the inner councils. Without

something of the sort it seemed to me that he would be able to

learn or do very little, as we could not assume that the Prince
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would add to his many burdens that of teaching his son the art of

government. It would not have done to make him a pupil or a

handy man of Manteuffers Ministry. Turn the idea over in your

mind and tell me whether I should be doing good work by writing

to the father. Or better still : talk it over yourself with him. After

all, Fritz is your son, and ours also now in a kind of way.

I am becoming lengthy, and will stop. I have no time to

mention political matters of this country. Finally, let us be grateful

for all the good we are granted, and firm in the belief that the Lord

will continue to aid us.

To the Princess Royals

Osborne, loth March 1858.— . . . You seem to have taken up

your position . . . with much tact. . . . How I long to see you,

and to hear from you those impressions which your first entrance

from childhood into life, into that difficult struggle and severe school,

must have made upon your heart and mind. To be deprived of

every opportunity of watching that important process in a dear

child’s development, is indeed a great trial. The bandage has been

torn from your eyes all at once as regards all the greatest mysteries

of life, and you stand not only of a sudden before them, but are

called upon to deal with them, and that too on the spur of the

moment. “ Oh ! It is indeed hard to be a human being,” was the

constant cry of the old Wurttemberg Minister von Wangenheim, and

he was right

!

To the Same?

Buckingham Palace, 14^* March 1858.—My whole stay m
Coburg can only be for six days, but what delight will these six

days be to me, after thirteen years’ absence to be once more in my

old home, and to see you again ! To think of seeing you and Fritz

together in a quiet pleasant way, without visits of ceremony, &c.

I dare not picture it to myself too strongly, and yet I must mention

it now, if it is to be brought about at all. Talk it over with Fritz,

and let me know if I can count on you, but do not let the plan get

wind, otherwise people will be paying us visits, and our meeting

will lose its pleasant private character.

^ See Martin, vol. iv, p. 208. ® Ibid»^ p. 209*
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Beatrice, on her first birthday, looks charming with a new light

blue cap. Her table of birthday gifts has given her the greatest

pleasure, especially the lamb.

To the Same^

Buckingham Palace, 24.th March 1858.—That you should

sometimes be oppressed by homesickness is most natural. This

feeling, which I know right well, will be sure to increase with the

sadness which the reviving spring and the quickening of all nature

that comes with it, always develop in the heart. It is a painful

yearning, which may exist quite independently of, and simultane-

ously with, complete contentment and complete happiness. I

explain this mental phenomenon, so hard to comprehend, thus.

The identity of the individual is, so to speak, interrupted
; and a

kind of dualism springs up by reason of this, that the old self, with

all its impressions, remembrances, experiences, feelings, which were

also those of youth, is attached to a particular spot, with its local

and personal associations, and appears to what may be called the

new I like a vestment of the soul which has been lost, from which

nevertheless the Jiezu I cannot disconnect itself, because its identity

is in fact continuous. Hence, the painful struggle, I might almost

say, spasm of the soul.

I hope I have not grown too abstruse. Think, however, on what

I have said
;
perhaps you will extract something better from it.

To Baron von Stochnar}

Buckingham Palace, 27th March 1858.—To-day we go to

Windsor, where Bertie’s Confirmation is to take place on Maundy
Thursday.

I never remember to have had so much to do as I have bad lately.

The change of Government, the India Bill, the French difficulties,

the educational requirements, &c., &c., have especially contributed

to this. . . .

With France matters have once more been put upon a good

footing. Her ruler, however, required the lesson. The loss of

Persigny is a great loss for us
;

still Pilissier will certainly do all

in his power to uphold the alliance conscientiously. He comes after

^ See Martin, vol. iv, p. 209. * Ihid.^ p. 204.
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Easter. His appointment is a deadly blow to W^lewski, who had
tripped up poor Persigny’s heels, but with the view of appointing
a creature of his own in his place. The Emperor, however, wishes
to have a personal representative here.

Brunnow had reckoned upon Moustier from Berlin, whom he
would have had in his pocket, and'through him Walewski. Now
he gets the Duke of Malakoff ! He has not yet been able to realise

the position, and is by way of being extremely confidential
; it is

he alone who has made Vicky’s marriage popular in Berlin, where
it was at first very unpopular, and he weeps tears of emotion when
he speaks of her ! He was never finer !

To the Princess Royah^

Buckingham Palace, zSth April 1858.—. . . What you are

now living through, observing, and doing, are the most important

experiences, impressions and acts of your life for they are the first

of a life independent and responsible to itself. That outside of and
in close proximity to your true and tranquillising happiness with

dear Fritz your path of life is not wholly smooth, I regard as a most

fortunate circumstance for you, inasmuch as it forces you to exercise

and to strengthen the powers of your noind. Only keep a constant

guard upon yourself and be not seduced by familiarity into approval

of that which, while it was unfamiliar, the reason could not recognise

as either right or suitable. This it is which constitutes the whole

difference between a feeble soul and a strong one, that while the

former suffers itself to be the slave of circumstances, the latter

accommodates itself to them upon rational grounds and keeps its

judgment unfettered.

I am delighted to see by your letter of the 24th, that you deliberate

gravely upon your budget, and I will be most happy to look through

it, if you send it to me
;
this is the only way to have a clear idea to

one’s self of what one has, spends, and ought to spend. As this is

a business of which I have had long and frequent experience, I will

give you one rule for your guidance in it, viz, to set apart a consid-

erable balance pour rimprevu. This gentleman is the costliest of

guests in life, and we shall look very blank if we have nothing to set

before him. Therefore keep a large margin upon which you can

^ See Martin, vol. iv, p. 217.
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draw for all that cannot be calculated beforehand, and reduce all

the expenses capable of previous estimate courageously so low as

to obtain for yourself a considerable margin. Fate, accident, time,

and the world care very little for “ a previous estimate,” but ask

for their due with rude impetuosity. Later retrenchments to meet

them do not answer, because the demands of ordinary life have

shaped themselves a good deal according to the estimates, and thus

have acquired a legitimate power. . . .

We only rarely buy works of the Water Colour school for our-

selves, but we have made presents to each other of the pictures.

Thus the pleasure we take in them is doubled.

Memorandum.^

Buckingham Palace, Jith May 1858.—Lord Derby had an

Audience at twelve o’clock. He said he had received a copy of

Lord Ellenborough’s letter, and had told him that should the Queen

consult him (Lord Derby) he should advise her to accept the resigna-

tion. Lord Ellenborough had behaved in the handsomest manner,

and expressed his belief that he had brought bad luck to the Govern-

ment, for this was now the second difficulty into which they had

got by his instrumentality, the first having been the Election Clause

in the India Bill. Lord Derby hoped that this resignation would

stop the vote of censure in the House of Commons, as the House

could not hold responsible and punish the Cabinet for that with

which they had had no concern. If the House persisted, it was

clear that the motives were factious, and he hoped the Queen would

allow him to threaten a Dissolution of Parliament, which he was

certain would stop it. The Queen refused to give that permission
;

^ See Queen Victoria's Letters, vol. iii, p. 359. Lord Canning, the Governor-
General, had prepared a proclamation for promulgation in Oudh, announcing
that, except in the case of certain loyal Rajahs, proprietary rights in the soil of i

the province would be confiscated. One copy of the draft was sent home, and
another shown to Sir James Outram, Chief Commissioner of Oudh, and, in con-
sequence of the latter’s protest against its severity, as making confiscation the rule

and not the exception, an exemption was inserted in favour of such landowners
as should actively co-operate in restoring order. On receiving the draft in its

unaltered form, Lord Ellenborough, the new President of the Board of Control,

!

forwarded a despatch to Lord Canning, strongly condemning his action, and, on
the publication of this despatch, the Ministry narrowly escaped Parliamentary ‘

censure. Lord Ellenborough himself resigned, and was succeeded by Lord
Stanley. Attempts had been made by both Lord Palmerston and I^ord Derby
to pass measures for the better government of India, After two Bills had been

1

introduced and withdrawn, the procedure by resolution was resorted to, and a
measure was ultimately passed transferring the Government of India to the Crown.
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she said he might leave it quite undecided whether the Queen

would grant a Dissolution or not, and take the benefit of the doubt

in talking to others on the subject ; but she must be left quite free

to act as she thought the good of the country might require at the

time when the Government should have been beat
;
there had been

a Dissolution within the year, and if a Reform Bill was passed there

must be another immediately upon it ; in the meantime most

violent pledges would be taken as to Reform if a general election

were to take place now. Lord Derby concurred in all this, and

said he advised the threat particularly in order to render the reality

unnecessary
;
when she persisted in her refusal, however, on the

ground that she could not threaten what she was not prepared to

do, he appeared very much disappointed and mortified.

We then discussed the state of the question itself, and urged the

necessity of something being done to do away with the injurious

impression which the publication of the despatch must produce in

India, as the resignation of Lord Ellenborough left this quite un-

touched, and Parliament might with justice demand this. He

agreed, after much difficulty, to send a telegraphic despatch, which

might overtake and mitigate the other. On my remark that the

public were under the impression that there had been collusion, and

that Mr. Bright had seen the despatch before he asked his question

for its production, he denied this stoutly, but let us understand that

Mr. Bright had known of the existence of such a despatch, and had

wished to put his question before, but had been asked to defer it

until Lord Canning’s Proclamation should have appeared in the

newspapers ! (This is nearly as bad !
!)

The Queen could not

have pledged herself to dissolve Parliament in order to support such

tricks I Albert.

It was arranged that Lord Derby should accept Lord Ellen-

borough’s resignation in the Queen’s name.

To Princess Augusta of Prussia.

Buckingham Palace, 16th May 1858.

Dear Cousin,—I am most grateful for your long letter of the 3rd.

All you say in it is a joy to my paternal heart. Vicky is devoted to

you and the Prince, and clings to her husband with the warmest love.

It does much honour to their intelligence and the honesty of their
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aspirations that love does not blind them, as the ancients represente

him as doing, and it shows also that they arc not open to sel

deception, which of all things on earth is the commonest failing

and also the most dangerous. The greatest triumph in the whol

matter is that you, so far as regards your son, can commit withoi.

fear into her hands the work that you have done in the past up til

now. For you are no longer required to continue irritating him b'

your motherly watchfulness and advice, and you can give his spir'

time and opportunity to develop the childlike love of which
‘

stands in need and is capable—and of which you also stand in need

You can obtain for yourself this blessing beyond value by constat

self-control and trust in God.

I wrote the cousin a long letter on the 5th, passing in review

conditions as they are in Europe and Prussia. I do not know if h

has shown it to you. The main point in my opinion is free electior

in the autumn,

I can hardly preach just now much in favour of constitutionalism

for at this moment we here are not showing a very good example of f

Derby’s carelessness, his colleagues’ incompetence, and more par

ticularly Lord Ellenborough’s failure to appreciate the situation i;

India have plunged us into great embarrassment politically, whik

on the other hand Lord Palmerston’s waning popularity, his ba

relations with Lord John Russell, the useless self-isolation of thi

Peelites (which has put them out of gear with everything), and thi

intrigues of the Radicals who are playing under the rose with thi

Tory leaders, make it almost impossible for us to free ourselves fror

our embarrassments. In two days’ time the Debate about Lor

Canning will be over. No one can say yet what will come of i

I was afraid of one thing, and that was that my visit to Coburg woul

have to be given up, but I do not despair of it so far, I have writte

to-day, as I do not know if I shall otherwise find time to do so, bi

I am leaving my letter open till Wednesday for the Messenger

One more word to touch on the pleasant impression that your ware

Stephanie [of Hohenzollern] made on us. She is a charmin^

creature, whom Heaven will surely protect. We are sincerely sorr

for the poor father for having to lose his jewel. Unfortunately th

voyage has been a bad one. We have heard by telegraph from th

ship in Corunna harbour, where she was forced to put in.

What terrible news from Richmond !
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igiA May .
—^How little I thought, when I left it open, that I

should have to continue my letter on black-edged paper. You will

be terribly sorry about poor Helen,^ who was like a sister to you.

Victoria sent yesterday for the doctor’s report, to which I have nothing

to add. The feeble body succumbed to the fever of the influenza,

and yet her mind and spirit remained fresh. She was spared the

pain of taking leave of her children, which would have been terrible

to her, for she lived for them alone. She had kept herself up and

forced her body to go on living in order to bring them up sound and

vigorous young people. I do not know what will become of them

or how their mother is to be replaced. There they are alone with

the corpse of their beloved mother. Robert is still very ill with the

fever, which the mother caught when she was nursing him. [The

Comte de] Paris is beginning to cough violently and has the illness

in him. They are both devoted, but very much depressed. I saw

them yesterday, and we mean to visit them to-day. I saw poor

Helen’s body. Her features were calm and as though living, and

the paleness of death gave her an appearance almost purer than in

the last years of her life. She had in her last hours been able to

take considerable nourishment—soup, wine, &c., &c,, in order to

keep up the sinking pulse, and she smiled and said, “ You want to

make me drunk,” She was astonished at seeing the doctors in her

room in the night and asked whether the reason for it was that her

condition was serious. The doctors avoided answering her question,

and said that the point was to know how she was feeling. She

replied that she did not feel very ill, but she wanted rest and sleep.

Then she turned over to get to sleep, and the doctors retired to a

corner of the room, whilst two nurses sat down by the bed. And

yet she expired without any of them being aware of it. They had

not even time to summon her sons to their mother’s death-bed.

I write you all these painful details, as I know from bitter

experience how one longs for them when one is far away. Yesterday

nothing was known of Helen’s last wishes. The Queen and Nemours

will certainly be the guardians, but the poor Queen is herself ill in

bed with fever at Claremont. Their duties will not be for long, for

Paris comes of age in a year from now,

1 Duchess Helene of Orleans (nde Mecklenburg-Schwerin), widow of Ferdi-

nand, Duke of Orleans, died on i8th May, 1858, at Cranboume House, Richmond.

Her sons were the Comte de Paris and Robert, Due de Chartres.
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To Baron von Stockmar,^

Osborne, 25/A May 1858,—I have just heard that now Vicky

will in all probability, not be able to come to Coburg. Should this

turn out to be the case, I shall be deprived of a great pleasure. As
I start two evenings hence, and calculate on being at Coburg on the

29th, I must, in that untoward case, try to adopt your original

plan, and to cut down my stay in Coburg from five days to three,

so as to have two to spare for Babelsberg, on which I must then

make a sudden descent and take them by surprise. To do this

with effect, however, no hint of my intention must reach them

beforehand.

To an early happy meeting !

To Queen Victoria,^

Coburg, z^th May 1858.

Dear Child,—I write to you, just before going to sleep, from

the Palace of Coburg, I have this moment returned from the

theatre, where Ernest's Santa Chiara was very well given, and there

I struggled manfully to keep drowsiness at bay. Now my eyes,

however, are greatly minded to close ! Ernest met me at Fullbach.

I found Alexandrine [Duchess of Coburg] and Ernest Wiirttem-

berg here, the latter looking very well, with a long beard and

moustache.

We had dinner at half-past three en petit comity. This over, I

walked with Ernest and Alexandrine in the Hofgarten, and from

;

there to the Festung, which is now united with the garden in one

;

park, laid out most successfully in a way that does Ernest the greatest

credit* After we came down again, past the large Catholic church,

—which Augustus, the Pope, and all manner of bishops and pious

souls are erecting upon the terrace of the Hofgarten, right in front

of the Palace,—I went with Ernest to Stockmar, who had just come

in from a long walk. He looked extremely well, walked briskly, and

;

spoke with cheerfulness and vigour, which was a great pleasure to me*

Then it was time to dress for the theatre* I had made good resolu-

tions in my own mind against going, but these I found give way.'

Ah me I On the whole, the impression on my mind is one of pro-

^ See Martin, voL iv, p. 235. ® pp. 236 et siq.
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found sadness ! I have become an utter stranger here, and know
scarcely any one, while those I used to know have aged so much
that I find it hard to puzzle out the old faces again. . . .

Young Stockmar is here, sent by Vicky with a letter to me,
expressing her regrets in the most doleful tones ! When she wrote,
she had not received my letter holding out the prospect of a visit

to Babelsberg
;

I have heard from her since in raptures.

Ernest received my letter of the 25th only this morning, and so
knew nothing about my plans. I am living in Mama's rooms.

To the Same.

Coburg, May 1858.—^You will have received my telegraphic

despatch of this morning
;
nevertheless I will continue my evening

report. We went to the Palace, where a mediocre sermon and a fine

full chanting of chorales, combined with the impressions of bygone
days, constituted my devotions. A number of children were con-

firmed on the same spot where Ernest and myself pronounced our

confession of faith. After church Stockmar came to me, and remained

for an hour and a half. . . . After this I went with Ernest and

Alexandrine to the new burial-ground and the mausoleum, which is

indeed very beautiful and appropriate
;
then to the Museum, where

I once more hailed with delight all the birds, butterflies, stones, and

shells, and called to mind every circumstance connected with their

acquisition
;

thence to a magnificent new brewery, opposite the

meadow in the direction of the new railway station, which has been

placed between the brewery and ErnestWiirttemberg’s garden, and so

up to Ernest Wurttemberg’s. We did not find him at home, but

we saw the familiar beautiful view. Thence to the new barracks,

and so home. Here I received before dinner the deputation of the

magistracy. The dinner was in the throne-room, and we went

straight from it to the opera, La Sonnamhula.

I got up with a headache and general malaise, and have kept these

two uninvited guests with me till now. I have eaten nothing all the

day, to rob my stomach of the shadow of a pretext for behaving ill.

I will now take “ a draught ” and go to bed, but not without first

wishing you “ Good-night !
” There goes the watchman^s horn, a

proof that he still exists, of which we recently expressed our doubts at

Osborne. Mention this to Mama.

20
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To the Same,

Coburg, zist May 1858.

Dear Wife,—I cannot let the day close without writing you a

word. The telegram about Indian affairs has caused me much anxiety.

Things are in anything but a good position, and Adrian Hope is a

great loss
;

neither can I hear without regret of failures with loo

killed.^ Pray let poor Lady Peel know how deeply I sympathise

with her in her loss. That he should fall a victim to the smallpox,

that brave Sir William, was indeed too sad. . . .
®

The Rosenau was truly lovely to-day, thougli it rained now and
then, and the Festung has become a most interesting museum.
I plucked flowers for you at the Rosenau, which, however, wait for

the courier, who had not arrived up to eleven this evening. I must
to bed. My fasting-cure of yesterday has done me good, and I am
all right again to-day. Good-night, my love.

To the Same.

Coburg, ist June 1858.

Dear Child ,—At last I receive a few lines from you . The courier

arrived before we started for the Kalenbcrg, where we spent the day

under scorching heat. I have just returned from the theatre, where

we saw the Graf von Sclmerhiy a piece by young Herr von Meyern
(Ernest’s secretary, whose brother is in India). It was very well

acted^—a Ritter-Drama, full of political allusions to Denmark,
Germany, and Holstein, which were received by the audience with

great cheering. . . .

The Kalenbcrg has become very beautiful
;

Ernest has almost

entirely rebuilt it. We did not fail to visit, among other things,

Arthur [Mensdorff’s] queer tower. . . .

^
The Prince here alludes to a repulse of a body of infantry in an advance

which had been ordered (14th April), without first taking a proper reconnaissance,
by General Walpole, against a fort in the occupation of Nurput Singh, one of the
Oudh chiefs. In this ill-advised affair Brigadier the Plon. Adrian Hope, of the
93rd Highlanders, one of the ablest and mmt popular of the oflicers whom the
campaigns in the Crimea and in India had brought into prominence, was killed.

The heavy loss sustained in this incautious advance seemed the more lamentable
when it was found next morning that the enemy had evacuated the fort overnight.

Captain Sir William Peel, K.C.B., was the third, and, it was said at the time,
the favourite son of the late Sir Robert Peel. He died of smallpox on the 27th
April at Cawnpore, aged thirty-three. On the 30th May the Queen wrote to
Lord Derby :

* The news from India arc not cheering. The death of Sir William
Peel, one of the brightest ornaments of the navy, has caused the Queen the deepest
concern.*'
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Well, I have not thanked you as I ought for your dear words,
I am glad you have gone to Alverbank ^ and enjoyed your visit.

Tell Affie 2 that he is much talked about here, and that the people
have taken a great fancy to him, . , .

We are to be stirring by seven, so I must stop, for it is late.

Thank Mama and the children for their letters, and give them
some of the pansies which go to you in a tin case. They are from
the terrace at the Rosenau under your windows. The cowslips I

gathered at the Schweizerei, Make tea of them, in honour of me,
and let Bertie have some. Good night.

To the Same,

Gotha, 2?id June,—I will not let the day close without writing

you a line. We left Coburg this morning about seven, in the midst

of a violent storm, which had ceased by the time we reached the

Rosenau, and drove up the Fischbacher Pass. By one we reached

Oberhof. . . . After breakfasting there we drove to Reinhardsbrunn.

The heat was insufferable, . . . Reinhardsbrunn was wonderfully

beautiful, Ernest has built much and well. The church has been

freshly done up. We reached Friedrichsthal about half-past six.

Mama (Dowager Duchess of Coburg) was very affectionate, but she

has grown very old, and begins to resemble our late Grandmama.
We dined with her d trois.

Now I am going to bed tired. God bless you !

Babelsberg, 4tA June 1858.

Dear Wife,—^Your letters reached me to-day by the Berlin

messenger. My hearty thanks for them ! Fritz met me this morn-

ing at Grossbeeren, and about nine I reached Babelsberg, where

Vicky and the Prince received me. . . . The relation between the

young people is all that can be desired. ... I have had long talks

with them both, singly and together, which gave me the greatest

satisfaction.

Fritz Karl paid me a visit before dinner (about two o’clock) and

tall Albert {fils) after dinner. The King and the Queen, with the

^ The cottage opposite to the Isle of Wight, where Prince Alfred was at this

time pursuing his studies for the navy.
* Prince Alfred was heir to Saxe-Coburg and Gotha.
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Prince and Princess, came about half-past seven. The King ir

uniform, with helmet and sword.

^th June .—I got so far before going to sleep yesterday
; I will

now resume. The King looks frightfully ill ; he was very cordial

and friendly, and for the half-hour he stayed with us, did not once

get confused, but complained greatly about his state of health. He
is thin and fallen away over his whole body, with a large stomach, his

face grown quite small. He made many attempts at joking in the

old way, but with a voice quite broken, and features full of pain
“ When I am going about again,” he said, grasping his forehead, anc

striking it, “ then the Queen must pay us a visit here, it will make m
so happy.” What he meant was, “ When I am well again.” “ I

is so tedious,” he murmured
;
thus it is plainly to be seen that h

has not quite given up all thought of getting better. The Prince’i

whole aim is to be serviceable to his brother. He still walks ver

lame, but looks well. I kept quietly in the house all day with Vicky

who is very sensible and good, and in the evening drove with he

and Fritz through Potsdam, Charlottenhof, and Sans Souci, to. pa;

a return visit to the King, who, however, had not come back fror

his drive. In the evening, about nine, we had tea upon the terract

with curdled milk. The evening was glorious. We separate

about ten.

I will now dress. Breakfast is about nine
;
and about ten I driv

to town with Fritz to see his house, and back to dinner at two.

therefore stop. The messenger, who starts to-day, will take th*

letter with him. It will probably be the last, as, even if I writ

to-morrow, I shall arrive before my letter. I have fixed to take rr

leave to-morrow evening. Consequently by late on Monday nigl

I shall probably be with you again. You may believe how hearti

glad the thought of this makes me. Meanwhile good-bye.

To Baron von Stockmar.

Babelsberg, 6th June 1858.—I have been much gratified by m
visit here

;
the harmony between the young couple is perfect. I a,;

well, and resume my journey this evening, after an, alas 1 too brii

stay. The Prince I found cheerful, but the King is a sad spectac'

and physically much altered. During the half-hour I was with hiil

he was not confused, but like a man just out of sleep.
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To the Princess Royals

Buckingham Palace, 22rd June 1858.—Uncle Leopold and his

children are well, bright, and active, Marie sweet as ever, Philippe

developing daily, Leopold also greatly improved. . . .

I suppose I may now assume that I have every chance of becoming

at 39 a venerable grandpapa. This will give to the coming grey

hairs in my whiskers a certain significance, which they have hitherto

lacked. ... *

To Prince William of Prussia.

OSBOBNE, 14th July 1858.

My dear Cousin,—The courier who has just come confirms us in

our decision, which we telegraphed to you yesterday, to make

Babelsberg our meeting-point. We came to it by a process of

elimination—^which is also used in mathematics in arriving at a

result when there are too many unknown quantities preventing the

use of a more direct method. It has the disadvantage of being a

slow one, but as it is sure, one is not badly off in the end. Let me

then fix our arrival officially for 12th August (on which day grouse-

shooting starts—but this year that does not interest us). Victoria

has forwarded to the Princess the list of our suite, which we have

kept as short as possible. Nevertheless, its length appals me, when

I thinlf of the places where we shall be staying. But we are all

people who are very easily pleased, and beg to be treated as such.

The visit will have to bear a private, semi-incognito character, and

Victoria is going to indicate this to the Queen.

The idea of coming in September would bring it too close to the

critical moment when Prussia’s fate and your future position are to

be decided. Everyone in Europe feels that the first depends on the

second, and is waiting anxiously to hear what line you will follow.

I imagine that you have thought out your plans and taken counsel

with your friends as to the measures you will adopt, supposing that

you are obliged to undertake the Regency in full. For when the

moment comes, there will be little time or leisure for making plans,

and it may be difficult to ask the advice of third persons without

prejudicing your decisions.

1 See Martin, vol. iv, p. 258. The King of Belgium was over in England on a

visit.
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They talk of a change of system, and enjoy using the word, which

sounds big, but may mean much or nothing. I attach no importance

to that, but I do attach importance to substituting honest men, whom
the nation know to be honest, for personages whom the world

suspects, and who have earned the scorn of great and small. General

Espinasse’s ^ dismissal has done more in these last weeks for the

Emperor Napoleon than a hundred measures, speeches and proclama-

tions, and if he could only manage to gather honest men around

him as Ministers, it would do the Empire more good than any amount

of repressive laws and army increases. There arc two schools of

politicians : those who say measures not men,’* and those who say

“ men not measures.” Neither is absolutely right or wrong, and in

either case all depends on whether the State is sick in spite of skilful

leadership, or whether the State, normally strong, is growing, despite

its own innate soundness, ill and uncomfortable owing to the un-

soundness of its governing class. There is no idea of this last-

mentioned feeling in the Prussian State.

Our Parliament is approaching the end of the Session, and the

Ministry has held together for a wonder. This is because no one

wishes the two dowager Premiers ” (as people in joke now call

Lord Palmerston and Lord John Russell) to return to power.

To the Princess Royah^

Osborne, ist Sept, 1858.— , . . There is much truth in the

simile of the stone that is cast into the water ; it makes a great splash,

and the waves swell out into rings, but the rings widen and widen,

flatten and flatten, until at last the surface of the water is again

smooth as a mirror, and as though the stone were not lying beneath

it
;

it remains, however, at the bottom. I know not whether the

thought is my own, or whether I have somewhere read or heard it

;

it expresses, however, what I feel and have often felt (in connection

with the remembrance, of the days in Babelsbcrg). Osborne is

^ The Prince had written to the Princess Royal on z^td June : The Due de
Malakoff was greatly delighted at the removal ol: General Espinaase and the

Ministfere de Stlretd Publique, and called it
** une espice de croquemitaine pour

effrayer ks erfants qui n^tait plus de nos Jours,** In reference to the general
himself he said to your mother :

** ye n*aime pas ks gens qui ont le front fuyant
devant et la tite toute pointue derrkre ; cela tient plus de Vecureuil et du lihre que
le Vhomme, Eh hien^ ckst un peu Espinasse !

**
he added, making as he spoke the

drollest and most impossible grimace.
* See Martin, vol. iv, p, 302.
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green and beautiful, but the weather cold and stormy. Mama will
be much hurt when she gets up and finds that I have had a fire lit.

I am writing to you, you see, in the ** golden mommg hour !

”

. . . Alfred looks very nice and handsome in his midshipman’s,
or rather, naval cadet’s uniform, the round jacket and the long-
tailed coat with the broad knife by his side.

To the Duchess of Kent at AbergeUie Castle.^

yd Sept. 1858.—I must vmte you to-day just two words of

thanks for your lovely presents, which came only yesterday into my
hands at the after-distribution of birthday gifts which Victoria

contrived and arranged here. . . . The children recited their poems,
and played their pieces of music, and exhibited their works of art

and science, all extremely good. I have been especially gratified,

however, by Alfred’s success at the severe three days’ examination.

It is now settled that we go to you on Monday. . . . We hope
to pass your windows on the 8th. I am heartily glad at the thought

of our meeting. Till then, farewell ! Ever your faithful son,

Albert.

To Princess Augusta of Prussia.

Balmoral, zSth September 1858.

Dear Cousin,—^Although birthday congratulations are all much
the same, and as one gets older one looks forward less eagerly to them,

the need to express them is still a need of the heart, and the receipt

of them brings hearts closer together. I beg you to accept my good

wishes as coming from an affectionate heart. Your happiness is so

much bound up with the joint happiness of our children, that my
good wishes rest on a broad and safe basis of selfishness. We have

very good news of the children. Vicky has borne very well the

separation at the call of military duty. We have heard nothing from

the Prince about the great events that are going on in Berlin, and

from the children not a syllable—probably because they have nothing

to tell— ,
but through diplomatic channels we hear that the Prince

is firmly resisting all attempts to get a solution otherwise than by a

legalised Regency, and that his opponents have realised the impos-

sibility of forcing him out of his legal status. We gather that the

^ See Martin, vol. iv, p. 303.
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King is mentally no better, and that the Queen is having a hard time

of it.

To Baron pon Stochnar.^

Balmoral, 12th Oct. 1858.—*. . . The idea that Uncle Leopold
is at work upon an alliance between England, Prussia, and Austria

against him has for a long time taken entire possession of Louis
Napoleon’s mind, and originates no doubt in the feeling that, if he
prosecutes an alliance yrith Russia, this dreaded combination would
be formed from an instinct of self-defence and might more than
counterpoise the Russian alliance. We are, in fact, on a more
friendly footing with Austria than we have been for a long time,

simply from the fact, that the latter, in the consciousness of her
own weakness, shut up as she is between the hostile powers
of France and Russia, feels the necessity for attaching herself

to England, and for sacrificing to that object some harmless

prejudices.

We had the Count and Countess de Persigny here for four days.

He is still the only true soul the Emperor has, but speaks with
great frankness of his master, whose faults make him extremely
unhappy, and with whom the party now in power denigrate him
daily.

Philip of Flanders, who was here for ten days, but unluckily
brought down only two stags, pleases me more and more every time
I see him.

Memorandum.^

Balmoral, i 6th Oct. 1858.—The appeal in favour of
**
long-

established rules ” would have come with more effect if the years

1857 and 1858 had not given us melancholy proof of the result of
the system on which the local Indian army had been governed by
the East India Company.

Instead of the proper chain of responsibility ’’ which is claimed

^ See Martin, vol. iv, p. 319.
* See Martin, vol. iv, p. 310. When the Crown took over the Government 0

India from the East India Company, the Directors endeavoured to retain some
control over the nulitary forces of India and embodied their views in an elaborate
Memorandum, submitted to the Queen, in which the expediency was maintained
of leaving the Indian Council to act upon the long-established rules '' of their
predecessors at the India House. The issues at stake were felt by the Queen memnee to be of Imperial importance, and their views in answer to this documea
were accordingly embodied by the Prince in the Memorandum given above.
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for the system, it would seem more correct to characterise the system

as one of perpetual counteraction and conflicting authorities.

Can anything be more monstrous, for instance, from a military

point of view, than the relative positions of the Commander-in-Chief

for India and the Commanders-in-Chief for Madras and Bombay
;

that the latter should be perfectly independent of the former in their

respective Presidencies as regards the Company’s, or local, forces,

but subordinate to him as regards those of Her Majesty ? And that

the former, in the event of military operations near the frontiers of

the different Presidencies, should be absolutely powerless to combine

his operations, as far as the co-operation of local troops is concerned

beyond the limits of Bengal, without the concurrence, previously

obtained, of the Governor in Council and Commanders-in-Chief of

the subordinate Presidency ? Such an arrangement seems only to

equal, in injury to the public service, those under which rates of pay,

conditions of service, respect to caste, and the military system gener-

ally, as regard the Native troops, have varied in the different

Presidencies.

The great principles on which the efficiency of the military force

in any country, and under any circumstances, must depend, arc,

simplicity, unity, and steadiness of system, and unity of command.

We have hitherto had in India, not only a different system for

each Presidency, and independent, or nearly independent command
in each, but in each of these three independent armies, four in-

dependent kinds of force—the Queen’s European, the Company’s

European, the regular Native, and the irregular Native armies I

Under this state of things the result has been the mutiny of the whole

of the Native army in one Presidency, and a state of discipline in the

local European troops characterised as disgraceful by some of the

most competent judges on the spot, and nothing but jealousy and

animosity between the different services.

The Queen’s troops have alone, after being some years in the

country, preserved an efficient discipline—and over them the author-

ity of the Commander-in-Chief extended throughout India—while

he was controlled by the Commander-in-Chief at home, acting under

the immediate authority of the Crown.

Here is the true “ chain of responsibility,” and it has to be

shown that inconvenience has arisen to the service in India from

that chain of responsibility, as regards the discipline and efficiency
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of the troops, being thus preserved in the legitimate and constitu-

tional line, traced back to the Sovereign. Has the Governor-

General or Indian Commander-in-Chicf been less free to move and
employ Her Majesty’s troops, as the exigencies of the Indian service

required, than those of the East India Company ?—or have they been
found wanting at any time when the others have broken down ? The
events of the last two years, during which the sole dependence has

been upon Her Majesty’s troops, is the answer to these questions.

The course, then, prescribed by common sense, in considering

the future organisation of an army in India, would appear to be :

To abandon “ the long-established rules,” which, in the case of the

Native troops, have resulted in universal mutiny throughout Bengal,

and, in that of the Company’s European troops, in indiscipline and
shortness of numbers (for amongst other faults of the old system is

that of never having been able to keep the European forces of the

Company nearly up to their establishment), and to adopt that system

which has been most successful hitherto in maintaining an cnicient

f(jrce, that, namely, under which Her Majesty’s regular forces have

been governed.

To the Prince Regent of Prussia.

Balmobal, iSdi October 1858.

My dear Cousin,—I know you have at this moment more than

usual to do, and ought not to be pestered with letters. But I

cannot refrain from wishing you, in just a couple of lines, joy with
all my heart at the complete solution of the Regency question.

The purely negative position which you took up proved sufficient,

as I always expected it would do, to bring about this solution, in

accordance at once with your own wishes, with the letter of the law,

and with the country’s choice. None the less, however, do I feel

bound to acknowledge with admiration the exemplary behaviour of

the Prussian people, showing as it did, sympathy with the melan-
choly condition of their Sovereign, attachment to his house, firm

confidence in yourself, and, as a consequence of these things, great

composure in bearing with the frequently arbitrary measures,
which they felt to be hostile to their most sacred interests. God
grant you may succeed despite the many personal difficulties by
which you will be beset in proving yourself true to the confidence
shown you. . . .
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To Princess Augusta of Prussia.

HAT.MORAt,, i8t/j October, 1858.

Dear Cousin,—I am using the courier to discuss with you the

subject touched on in your letter to Stockmar. I should like to

separate that which has been attained from that which has not been

attained. For only by realising the first can we find the right key

in which to judge the second.

I'hat which has been attained seems to me an essential for the

course of Prussia’s development. In face of the opposition of the

King, the Queen, the Court, the Ministry, and the Kreuz Party,

and without coming into personal conflict with anyone or offering

the world the spectacle of a family quarrel or becoming the tool of

the opposition, the Prince has succeeded in establishing the Regency

in the full meaning of the word and in basing it on the Constitution.

I'hus the Constitution is recognised in practice, and it could hardly

have been made a living entity, in consonance with the Constitution

as it is, in any other way. The Regent stands on firm constitutional

ground. His first duty is to dismiss the Minister who refused to

admit this fact, and to summon the Chambers. The fact that the

Prince still retains ManteufFel and his colleagues in power, and,

from a supfiosccl sense of duty, docs not think that he ought to dis-

miss them, makes me somewhat anxious. But as regards retention

of MantculFcl, it must, as P'ritz writes to me, be admitted that the

Prince thinks that he is acting in the spirit of the Constitution in

permitting the Ministry, which was responsible for the Regency, to

bring it before the Chambers. 'Fhc German Liberal papers even

argue that this interpretation of the Constitution is the correct one.

Our anxieties then should be concerned solely with the Prince’s

intentions for the future. His hesitations are certainly disadvan-

tageous, yet his decisions will have to be governed by events in the

near future. 'Phesc arc the Speech to the Chambers now assembling,

the expression of the feelings of the public in the Elections, and the

hope of finding honest men, ready to serve with Mantcuffel, in

place of those with whom the Prince finds government impossible.

As regards the liicctions, Flottwcll’s appointment is a guarantee

that the Ministry of the Interior will ensure free expression of public

opinion, and this may be counted as a clear gain for improved con-

ditions in future.
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Uncle Leopold’s advice, gloomy though it is, docs not surprise

me at all. On general principles he is in favour of keeping the

so-called Conservative parties in power in his own country and else-

where. If he had not kept Guizot in power in opposition to us

with his father-in-law [Louis Philippe] (in spite of the fact that he

was shamefully duped by Guizot in the matter of the Spanish

Marriages), King Louis Philippe might perhaps still be sitting on
the throne of France. The principle is so deeply rooted in him
that no arguing can shake it. In the case that I mention the Uncle’s

words may have influenced the decision more than he really intended

them to do.

I fear that my ideas may displease you on the ground of their

being too general, and yet what we may c.Kpect from the future

depends on two factors alone—the men, who arc not to be changed,

and the general circumstances tliat I have suggested. We must
trust in God to mediate for us.

I wish you happiness for this day * with all my heart, liiver

your faithful cousin, Albert.

To the Prince Rc^qcut of Prussia.

Windsor Castle, 17fh Noxtemher iRsS.

My dear Cousin,—I must send one word by Bertie to you to

commend him to the care of yourself and the dear cousin. We beg
you to treat him, not as a foreign prince of rank, but simply as a

young relation, and keep all ceremonial away from him. Vicky will

be very glad to have him with her on her birthday. She is actually

18 years old ! A great age 1 From every side we hear only praise

of you, and I trust the success in the Elections will justify your faith

in the nation.

To Princess Augusta of Prussia.

Windsor Castle, Z2tid Dccemhrr 1858.

Dear Cousin,—I am most grateful to you for the proof of

friendship which we have again received in the long letter in which
you record the result of your observation of Bertie. I think that

your judgment of him is very correct, although I consider that you
have set the social demands rather too high. On this point 1 find

a difference in principle between the Weimar and Coburg schools,

^ Prince Frederick William’s birthday*
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of which I had experience as a child, when I myself was beinf

educated. The ideal that you demand from a young man is un-

doubtedly noble, good, and most correct, yet I am pleased that i'

should not be enforced if the inner urge towards it does not exist,

for it is a proof of mental honesty if a young man shrinks from earning

by his outward behaviour the rewards for an interest that he does

not genuinely feel, and is conscious of not feeling. In this childrer

have a better instinct than their teachers, and the fear that their

weaknesses will sooir come to light helps them towards a sounc

instinct of self-preservation in their shyness and timidity. Still,

it is much to be regretted that there is this lack of interest. Ir

Bertie it goes astonishingly deep, and hangs together with his want

of knowledge, for in most things he is noticeably backward, and the

lack of development, which physically is visible in him, is even greater

on the mental side. For all this, he has a keen understanding, anc

great power of observation. I think that his stay in Berlin will be

of real use to him, and we are most grateful to you both for the

love .and care with which you have striven to make him useful.

I again recognise your instinct to promote all that is good, and admire

your ardour. Fritz also has taken a lot of trouble, thereby furnishing

proof of his own mental growth. I can read this between the lines

in his letters.

To the Prince Recent of Prussia.

WiNDSOK Castle, 22nd December 1858.

My dear Cousin,—Accept my most hearty thanks for the kint

letter which Bertie brought me. He has come back very well, anc

very greatly pleased with his visit to Berlin
;

I need scarcely add

very grateful also for all the kindness and generosity shown him.

Our parental hearts are not less full of acknowledgment ;
and I ask

leave to express to you our special gratitude for the Order of the

Black Eagle conferred upon Bertie, of which we trust he will at al

times prove himself not unworthy.

I am delighted that you have in your letter given me an oppor-

tunity of casting a glance over the new phase ofyour political position.

Assuredly the coming Session will not be an easy one, seeing tha

after a long period of repression an outlet has been suddenly giver

to the free voices of the people. Meanwhile, looking at the matter

broadly—taking this repression, and this sudden emancipation from
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it, into account—I cannot but admire the power of self-command

which the nation has hitherto shown. If some extravagant demands

or even absurdities should crop up in tlie new Diet, this, 1 hope,

will neither alienate nor alarm you, nor lead you to adopt a hostile

attitude in defence. In any case it is a free assembly of several

hundred men, who will represent as nearly as may he those

interests and feelings of the most diverse kinds, which form the

motive springs of the kingdom as a whole. It is in this diversity

of interests and feelings, and in their mutual action one upon another,

that the life and well-being of the community and the State lie,

and from it spring, as in the organic world, vital power and the

capacity of growth. The Regent’s position is that of moderator,

and your readiness to use it ever5rwhere with firmness will be of

essential service to the general weal.

There will not be wanting some who, if this political life should

become too animated, may find a malicious pleasure in pointing to

this circumstance as a proof that the measures of repression formerly

practised, and often illegally, by themselves, were not so had .after

all, and that you are now reaping the fruits of your own presumption.

Nevertheless, this would be about as wise as to chuckle with satisfac-

tion because a horse is restive, and its rcstivcncss is troublesome to

its rider, and at the same time to recommend him, instead of mount-
ing his steed in knightly fashion, to remain sitting on a hobby-horse

of wood. To control people of this stamp you will want neither

justification nor excuse
; for you have only fnlfillcd your duty as

a subject, as a prince, and as a man of honour. The Constitution,

to which you have sworn your allegiance, was not granted by you,

but it is derived directly from those who will pcrliaps make it a

matter of reproach to you that you have carried it out. Neither

was it granted in haste, but as a retrograde step from the reaction

which succeeded the outrageous outbreak of 1848, which outbreak

again was directly caused by the King going back from his previous

promises and assurances
;
and if we would trace to its source the

sound principle—nay, the duty which is your rule of action—we
have only to remember the sacred promises which the Prussian

Crown made to its people, when it summoned them to the struggle

for freedom against the French oppressor, and of which it made
renewed professions when peace had been secured. No man
capable of taking a clear survey of the past will see a Jacobin in
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complaints of the restraints which it imposes on him. Now h

has got Russia . . . and is longing for revenge against liuropc

He thinks himself safe in this alliance, and therefore coincs forward

with his schemes. . . . Nothing will arrest him but uncertaint;

about England and fear of Germany. . . •

I need not tell you that I do not get up a Prusso-Austrian alliancti

These Powers themselvCvS generally know pretty well where the-

interest lies. Of my brother I have heard nothing of late, and

believe him absorbed by a new Opera which he has just brought ou!

To the Prince Regent of Prussia,

WiNDSOXt Castle, z6th Jarmary 1859.

My dear Cousin,—I write to-day to beg you to recommen
your Foreign Office to exercise great care with regard to communi
cations from England. The very confidential communication whic

you had made through Lord Bloomfield to Lord Malmesbury aboi

England’s possible intentions in the event of war, has been, as yo:

know, replied to in a despatch from Lord Malmesbury to ‘Lor;

Bloomfield. The latter has overstepped his powers by handing thi

despatch to Herr von^Schleinitz, to be communicated to you. Her:

von Schleinitz admittedly promised that no copy should be made 0

it. But Lord Malmesbury is rather anxious lest its contents maj

become known in other quarters, unless you and I Icrr von SchleinitJ

order and make certain that the strictest secrecy is preserved

Lord Malmesbury’s anxiety is due to the fact that the Ernpero!

Napoleon suspects him of desiring to form a German league agains

him. However desirable it may be that the limpcror’s ambitioni

may be somewhat held in check by the thought tluit such a leagu:

may be possible, it is just as eSsSential for the British Minister, ir

his efforts to influence the Emperor in the direction of keeping th:

peace, that the latter shall not suspect him of vanity towards himself

The urgency of the matter must be my excuse for applying to yoti

personally.

To Princess Augusta of Prussia.

Windsor Castle, 301/1 ymuary 1859.

Dear Cousin,—I must write to join with you in thanks to God
for the great blessing that has been vouchsafed to us.^ We ar:

^ The birth of the future Emperor William IL
1
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deeply agitated by your description of that fateful day. Poor Vicky

must have had much suffering, and tlic child was in very great

danger. I cannot understand how the child managed to be born

at all under such circumstances. Please give the Prince every possible

nice message from me. I do not wish to worry the dear cousin

himself witli a letter. But this event has presented a third element,

a third creature, to unite us four grandparents
;

it binds us even

closer than before. The rejoicing in Berlin must be immense, and

mven here great interest is felt. It was announced to the public

from the stage in the theatres, and universally received with

enthusiastic cheers. Congratulations stream in on us from all sides.

In the great world things still look gloomy. I'hc Emperor

Napoleon is fundamentally determined to go to war, and his procla-

mations, retractations, disavowals, armaments, &c., &c., are exactly

the same as before the coup eVitat of ^51, following tlie model of

liis uncle Napoleon I in 1805. I have just been reading, in the

Memoirs of Prince Engine Beauharnais, the uncle's instructions on

how he was to behave in Italy He was to ann with all speed, go

on disavowing an intention to fight, but keep up a stream of rumours

that Austria meant to attack and treacherously invade Italy ! lie

sends his stepson articles from the Mordteur^ prepared by himself

in the Camp at Boulogne, which arc very similar to those we have

just been reading.

To the Same.

WiNDHOR Castlk, Hth Fcbmary 1859.

Dear Cousin,---I often talk to Count Perponcher, and lie has

opportunities of seeing and talking to Lord Malmesbury, and of

comparing notes with various members of the Diplomatic Corps

in London. He will therefore be in a position to give better in-

formation on all political and personal points than any letter, for

one can ask questions of, and receive answers from, a human letter,

and that the written word does not permit. I think that at difficult

moments such as this that the plan of sending over a trusted but

inconspicuous person should be repeated, as it is far safer and answers

tlie purpose better. For the person not only contains what is

intended to be conveyed, but he can also gather the impressions

essential for the right judgment of how to convey it. I have written

^ M^moires et Corrapondmee politique et mUitaire du Prince Ei^gine^ Edited

by Baron A. Ducasae (t858«6o),

21
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to the dear cousin in answer to his brilliant letter as frankly and
candidly as I could. Perhaps he has shown it to you. He describes

his position clearly, and, in my opinion, correctly, d'hough the

Ministry did not wish to be associated with my answer, they fully

agree with the ideas contained in it and I have told Lord Malmesbury
the Prince’s views. It is an essential condition for the continuance

and usefulness of our exchange of ideas that the diplomatic world

shall be kept out of it, particularly when my delicate position is

considered. You will forgive me if I refer you to the Count and
to the letter (assuming that the cousin chooses to communicate it).

I return with many thanks the copy of the opinion on the present

position which was sent to you from Paris. 'Phe man knows all

the facts, and seems to me to have entirely hit the nail on the head.

All that he says is confirmed by our best reports.

We owe you very many thanks for the maternal love and great

discretion and friendliness with which you have treated Vicky and
for your anxiety to consider in every respect Victoria’s wishes and
“ fidgetiness.” God has greatly blessed us, and my heart overflows

with gratitude.

We spoke to Count Perponchcr about his remaining in our

children’s service, but without success. He insists that his wife’s

health is not strong enough for the duties, and for himself that

following the temporary appointment, some permanent arrangement

would have to be discovered and settled upon. He can think of

nobody, but describes accurately the qualities that such a person

should possess. May the Holy Spirit inspire you to select the right

person ! The choice is all-important.

To the Princess Royal.

Windsor Castle, ^th Feb. 1859.— "was R year fronr yesterday

that you went to Berlin, and nineteen years since I came to London.
My nineteen years have not gone much slower to me than your one has

to you . What will it look like after the next nineteen years ? An un-

answerable question, therefore just academic and quite unprofitable

!

To Duke Ernest 11 of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha.

Windsor Castle, 10th Feb. 1859.—The tiines are difficult and
obscure, and friends will do well to keep up peaceful communications
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together until the storm breaks. The Emperor Napoleon seems
determined to provoke, and much, including much fine German,
blood will flow. When or how we may be dragged into the whirl-

pool I cannot calculate, but I am sure that in the long run we shall

be unable to escape it. May God forgive the man who wantonly

between sleep and waking is bringing so much unhappiness into the

world ! If you wish to see where the text of the Emperor’s speech

comes from, read pages 244 to 270 of the first volume of the Memoirs
of Prince Eugene Beauharnais. You will see Napoleon I’s informa-

tion to his stepson in 1805 of his preparations for the Austerlitz

campaign, and his orders for the terms on which peace is to be

maintained. lie says again and again later on :
“ Parlez paix,

agissez guerre."

To Baron von Sfockinar.^

Windsor Casti-i-', loth Feb. 1859.—Although I have no leisure,

i.e. no combination of time with rest, still I cannot leave unanswered

your welcome letter of the 3rd, which gave me great pleasure, as

a sign that you were vigorous both in mind and body.

I write to you on our marriage day, which has come round for

the nineteenth time, and am penetrated at the thought of this by
gratitude to a gracious Providence, who has so visibly blessed our

union. With this arc mingled feelings of thankfulness towards

yourself for the unwearying friendship of which you have during

this period given me so many weighty proofs in word and

deed. If you keep a watchful hand over our child in Berlin, you

can give us in the evening of your life no greater proof of your

friendship.

In face of the warlike propensities of the Empire, qui est la Paix,

the nation as well as Parliament has behaved admirably. The
pamphlet NapoUon et ITtatie * and the Imperial Speech from the

throne form together a pair of remarkable documents. In Paris

the public seem to be furious at being treated from the very throne

with contempt for putting one and two together -and getting three

as the product
;
and seeing what care has been taken to avoid all

express promises not to break the peace, and to respect existing

' See Martin, vol. iv, p. 388.
• This pamphlet, written by M. tie la Gu&onnifcre, and revised by the Emperor,

appeared on the ist February. Its whole scope and purpose were to justify the
war on Austria in Italy, and to prepare the minds of the French public for it.
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treaties, they are in no way satisfied with the Speech, neither arc

they ready to go back to work, as the Speech cnjoiiisS them.

Count Perponcher was instructed to demand clear explanations

here as to what England will do in certain eventualities. You
know that such explanations arc never given here, and will not

therefore be surprised that they were not to be had on the present

occasion. On the other hand, I have laid the whole state of things

here in detail before the Regent so frankly and conscientiously, that

he may draw his own conclusions with certainty, not withholding

from him at the same time my advice as to the position of Pnissia,

which is summed up in this : Be German^ be National (in the good

and noble sense), and you will be strong, and walk securely.'*

All the secret stipulations in the world with this Court or that

are not to be compared with the security which is given by a frank

understanding and accord with your own people and with public

opinion. This, moreover, gives confidence to the public opinion

of other countries when it is in unison with your own, and inspires

awe when it is at variance with it.

Queen Victoria to the King of the Belgians^

Buckingham Palace, i^th Feb. 1859.* * • Accept my
warmest thanks for your kind letter of the iith. I still hope that

matters will cool down—the Emperor personally expressed regret to

Hubner for his words, disclaiming the construction put upon them,

and saying that no one could dispute the right of Austria to her Italian

possessions- He has not written to me lately, but I wrote him ten

days ago a long friendly letter, speaking out plainly our fears for

the future, and urging him to aid us in averting the calamity of

War. . - -

'

To the Princess RoyaL^

i 6th Feb. 1859.—We are now established in town, and the first

place I went to yesterday was the South Kensington Museum, where

^ See Queen Victorians Letters^ vol. iii, p. 410. The French Emperor Imd
signalised the opening of a new year by an ominous speech. To M. HUbiier,
the Austrian Ambassador at Paris, who had attended, with the other foreign repre-
sentatives, to offer the usual congratulations on the ist January, he observed

:

I regret that the relations between our two Governments are not more satisfac-
tory ; but I beg you to assure the Emperor that they in no respect alter my feeling!
of friendship to himself.*'

® See Martin, vol. iv, p. 390,
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two additional galleries have been built of two hundred to three

hundred feet in length and twice the breadth of the Sheepshanks

Gallery, for the reception of the Vernon and Turner galleries from

Marlborough House, which latter becomes Bertie’s property in

November. ’I'he pictures will be excellently seen, and the whole

gallery has been built in six weeks for £3,000, of brick, with fire-

proof floors. Mr. Cole is still in Italy.

The Society of Arts has projected an Exhibition like that of

1851 for the year 1861, but now it comes to me and to the Commis-

sion to carry it out, which is quite another matter. We shall discuss

the subject on Saturday at the Commission, where it is sure to give

rise to no small amount of tiresome “ pros and cons.”

To the Saine.^

Buckingham Palace, gth March 1859.—I was certain that the

presence of Lord Raglan and Captain de Ros would give you pleasure.

Ours will come when they return, and we can put questions to them.

My first will be. Has the Princess gone out ? and docs she begin to

enjoy the air, to which alone she can look for regaining strength and

health ? Or is she in the way to grow weak and watciy by being

baked like a bit of pastry in hot rooms ? My second ; Is she

grown ? I will spare you my others.

Your description of the Prince’s kindness and loving sympathy

for you makes me very happy. I love him dearly and respect and

value him, and I am glad too, for his sake, that in you and my little

grandchild he has found tics of family happiness which cannot fail

to give him those domestic tastes, in which alone in the long run

life’s true contentment is to be found.

To Princess Augusta of Prussia.

O.snoRNB, 16th March 1859.

Dear Cousin,-—I return you with many thanks the enclosures

that you kindly sent me. Herr von Schlcinitz’s speech was all that

I could desire, and has certainly not failed to make its effect. It

was courageous, clear, and simple, and above all true, which is the

most important of all in this present reign of lies. Lord Cowley

will now be able to force the uncommunicative Emperor to tell the

^ See Martin, voL iv, p. 400.
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truth. According to what he heard from him before the Mission

to Vienna ^ and discovered when he was there, it will he hard for

the Emperor to keep on his mask, and now that the carnival is over,

it would be most improper that he should. So we shall know in a

few days what Europe has to expect. If he wants peace, which is

now quite on the cards, the firsSt business is to keep a hold on

Cavour’s arm (his tongue would do as well, but that is not so easy

to lay hold of in the case of Italians). In France they are not yet

disquieted. Unrest damages the Emperor and holds his plans up.

Also it makes it difficult for him to defend himself atul make con-

cessions. He cannot protest his innocence too .strongly, or he would
have Cavour accusing him before luiropc of having broken his word.

We must wait quietly and see what Lord Cowley’s report is like.

We had a very stormy crOsSsing here yesterday. ICvcrything is

in its full glory. The camellias and heaths are hlooitiing wonderfully,

and so are the laurels, and the air docs one double the good after

London, where men go with their afllictions.

Our gentlemen told us much about Berlin. I’hcy found Vicky

still very unwell,

I have not written the Prince any political letter, because the

two Ministries were and are still in perfect agreement, and I hold it

my duty to avoid disturbing their joint procedure by letting them
think that I am bringing pressure on the Prince and comscquently

on our own Ministers. The Emperor Napoleon actually thinks that

I, Ernest, and Uncle Leopold arc working for a Continental coalition

against him ! I have continually kept Vicky informed of any evi-

dence I have thought worth mentioning, so Fritz will certainly

know of them also, and he will not have concealed them from his

father.

Memorandum.^

zyd March i859.™Thc state of the Italian question is at this

moment more confused than ever, because on any attempt to undo
the knot, the first point is to discover where the threads arc interlaced*

Napoleon III denired to secure the good of hkigland in endeavouring
to^ negotiate with Austria a basis of arrangement. Thin negotiation the Emperor
wished to be entrusted to Lord Cowley, as the most likely mode of arriving at a
good result ; and he put in writing under hia own hand the heads c»f such an
arrangement he was prepared to accept. So, armed with a letter from the
Queen toi the Emperor of Austria, Lord Cowley was sent to Vienna to mediate
between h ranee and Austria.

® See Martin, vol. iv, p. 408.
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The Emperor Napoleon has pledged himself to support

Sardinia in a virm juste et Idgitime, and not merely if she shall be
attacked by Austria. Cavour believes he holds this promise in

writing, and is ready to threaten publication, if he should be
thrown over.

We point out by this that the Emperor has sold himself to the

devil, and that Cavour can do with his honour what he pleases

—

yea, even ruin his political existence.

He owns his fa\ilt and would be glad to find a way to retreat

if he could (without being compromised in the face of his people,

which would he his destruction), so that he could say to the Italians,

“ You sec, I have done whatever was possible for you. You cannot

wish me to embroil myself in war with Europe
;

it would not

improve your chances.”

He is furiovis at the aggressive language used in Germany
which in a month’s time will make all France wish for war—France,

which at this moment is only anxious for the maintenance of peace.

Still he persists in maintaining, that he has been making no prepara-

tions, and many ofiicers, some of our own among them, maintain

the same thing.

Walewski is heart and soul in favour of a peaceful solution ;

Russia, which anticipated little good from Lord Cowley’s mission,

now wishes to effect the solution by the proposal of a Congrcwss.

Whether she is jealous of English influence, or feels her own isolation

oppressive, or wants to pay Austria ofl’ in the Congress for the treat-

ment which she received from her at the last Congress, is hard to

divine. Russia speaks of the revision of the Paris Treaty, which

will restore her to her fitting place in liurope.

In Paris the Congress is taken as having been proposed by
Russia, and it is from there the proposal is to come to us also. We
can hear only of Conferences, and these not in Paris : they are only

to bo held by the five Great Powers.

We sound Aiustria ; she is ready, but upon condition that no

questions of territory are to be touched
;

that the objects of the

consultation arc to be, the evacuation of Rome, Roman reform,

and questions about the assurance of the lesser States against attacks

from within and from without. No progress in the latter can be

made without the concurrence of the States themselves : therefore

Conference in Rome.
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France desires a confederacy of the lesser States
; Austria would

perhaps ace in that an equivalent for her separate Treaties.

Sardinia is mad at the thought of being excluded from the

Conference. If the lesser State.s arc to ho pennitted, it cannot

take place. We desire as a preliminary condition immediate dis-

armament in Sardinia. Austria will then have to withdraw her

troops also. Sardinia insists on a hiuropcan guarantee before she

stirs.

If Sardinia does not disarm, we tell the Kmperor, she may at

any moment engage him in a war.

Now the Russian proposal does not make its appearance

:

Malakoff makes it in the name of France- - great confusion ! and he
is thereupon called to account. Prince Crortschakolf maintaitis that

he was only ready to take part in a Congress, Init had gone no farther.

Confusion extreme 1 Shall time be given to Cavour to get up an
insurrection in Italy, or time to the Ministry here to be beatetr on
the Reform question so as then to be able to push matters better

with their successors ?

Meanwhile we call upon Sardinia for a declaration that she will

not attack Austria
;
she declares .she is ready to go into the Congi'css

of which Russia .speaks to her, and urges that her jmesence in Con-
gress is the only way to prevent insurrection in Italy from breaking
out. If things come to a Conference, we arc to demand disarmament
as a preliminary, and also that the deliberations shall be conhned to

the four points.' Perhaps we may have two Conferences, one
European and an Italian one. London, Berlin, or places like Ceneva,
Aix or Brussels, to be the locale for the former.

-Fresh telegram. Rmssia will now make the proposal, but
for a Congress, not a Conference, in which all the Prime Minusters
shall take a part, at any place except Vienna. Ls ready to accept
our four points.

To Baron von Stockmar,^

z^rd March i8s9.--My heart impels me daily and hourly to

thank you for your la.st letter of the iith, and I am daily and hourly

- four points were : i. Means of assuring peace between Austria and
Sardinia, a. Evacuation of the Roman States by foreign troops, anti reforms of
internal admmistration of Italian States. 3. Arrangement to be substituted for
existing special treaties between Austria and the Italian States. 4. 'I’erritorial
arrangements and treaties of 1813 not to he touched.

* Sec Martin, vol. iv, p. 410.
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prevented, by the claims which every moment brings, from yielding

to the impulse. liven now I can only do so by sending you a copy
of a Memorandum which I have drawn up. It will explain to you
the present state of our miserable European complications, so far

as we are able here to grasp it. In your judgment about the Empire,

its significance, liistory, and future, I entirely concur, and am
delighted to find it expressed with so much verve and force, in spite

of your bodily suflbring.

In our home affairs the confusion is perhaps even greater. A
Radical Reform Bill of a Conservative Ministry is denounced as

not Radical enough by the Liberal Party (who want no reform, and

are especially afraid of a Radical one), headed by Lord John, whom
they will not have as leader. ... I am thoroughly disgusted, and

yet I have just completed for the Princess Royal a treatise on the

advantages of the constitutional system. It is being dealt with here

just at this moment with an utter absence of moral principle, and

our statesmen even regard moral principle as not at all necessary

on their part, because, owing to the good sense of the country, and

the general loyalty and contentment and prosperity, the consequences

of the want of it arc not immediately felt. While this is so, the public

is perilously apathetic and indifferent for and against Ministers and

the press - as it always is. As to the issue of the debate, I will

not prophesy. Lord Derby expects a majority of 100 against him,

Disraeli hopes to pull through. Whether it is to be resignation

or dissolution must for the present also remain undecided.

To the Princess Royal.^

ijih April 1859.-—That you take delight in modelling does not

surprise me. As an art it is even more attractive than painting,

because in it the thought is actually incorporated
; it also derives a

higher value and interest from the fact that in it we have to deal

with the three dimensions, and not with surface merely, and arc not

called upon to resort to the illusion of perspective. As the artist

combines material with thought without the intervention of any

other medium, his creation would be perfect, if life could also be

breathed into his work ; and I quite understand and feel with the

.sculptor in the fable, who implored the Gods to let his work descend

from its platform.
‘ Sec Martin, vol. i, p. 323-
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We have an art, however, in which even this third element of

creation—inward force and growth—is present, and which has,

therefore, had extraordinary attractions for me of late years, indeed

I may say from earliest childhood, viz. the art of gardening. In

this the artist who lays out the work, aird devises a garment for a

piece of ground has the delight of seeing his work live and grow
hour by hour

;
and, while it is growing, he is able to polish, to cut

and carve, to fill up here and there, to hope, and to love.

To the Prince Regent of Prussia.

Windsor Castlk, ^th May 1859.--N0W that war is declared

between Austria and France, the armies are bound to have met
yesterday or to-day. I’hc French have 45,000 men in Sardinian

territory, of whom quite 30,000 must be in tlie line with the Sardi-

nians. They expected to have 65,000 men in the line by the 4th

or 5th. Monsieur Canrobert has altered the King’s whole order of

battle, and drawn together the long line which was to have covered

Turin and Genoa, over to Alessandria, chiefly in order to cover the

railway and Genoa, as being the point most inqxtrtant to the French.

In Paris they arc highly annoyed (or preteml to be) with Cavour,
for having encouraged, or not prevented, the rising in 'I'uscany and
Parma. They fear that something might happen in Rome, which,
to their great disgust, would force them to take a line against the

Italians. Abandonment of the Pope would at once turn the clergy

in France against the limpire. They also fear that the Pope under
Austrian advice might take to flight. Mis Holiness’ position must
be a very pleasant one !

Bertie had his farewell Audience with him two days ago, and took

ship the same evening at Civita Vccchia for Gibraltar.

Russia and France violently deny the existence of an alliance.

At first their denials did not agree. Napoleon said there was no
treaty

; Gortschakoff, that the treaty contained nothing hostile to

England. But now he too says there is no treaty whatever
;

but
there evidently is something ! Napoleon promises a neutralM
hienveillante with 60,000 men on the Austrian frontier. Now that

the two Russian loans have come to nothing, there should be neither

money nor means to effect a concentration of troops. Russia holds
herself free to do as she pleases. We have increased the Navy by:
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10,000 men, and arc doing our best to induce belligerents and

onlookers to declare the Baltic and Adriatic neutral. France now

invites us, in a polite Note to Malakoff, to enter the lists and make

common cause for Italy with her, and the invitation has been

declined to-day with equal politeness and a statement of how the

question stands from our point of view. Malakojff is annoyed at

not having been given the Paris Command, but only that of the Army

of Observation ;
but he is not to join it because it is not yet in

existence ! 'Faking all together the French Army is not enthusiastic

for the war in Italy.

All eyes arc turned on (Jermany. The fact that she is gradually

recovering is useful in frightening the French. May the Prusso-

Gcrman Army soon be strong on its legs and organised, and in the

meanwhile may it broadcast as few Notes, proclamations, and par-

liamentary Resolutions, etc., as possible ! Not till Germany is

strong can slic be sure of respect and of any certainty of carrying

out her decisions. Switzerland is behaving cleverly and coura-

geously, and will succeed in maintaining her neutrality. Nobody

can tell how the god of war will decide. Neither side appears to

have a clear chance of winning.

To the Princess Royal}

Buckinoiiam PAt,A(’.K, iHth May 1859.—What a loss is the

excellent Ilumbohlt ! You and Berlin will both miss him greatly,

and [ am glad that we had another opportunity of seeing him last

summer. Kiojile of this kind do not grow upon every bush and

they arc the grace and glory of a country and a century.

To the Prince Regent of Prussia.

BiiOKmoHAivi Palace, xBth May 1859.

My dear Coti.siNr-Acccpt my best thanks for your friendly

letter of the 14th. Both it and your speech to Parliament pleased

me very much. For me they express true German sense and a

determination to act with decision at the right moment, and in the

meantime not to be persuaded by others against your better judg-

ment. The others have no right to be annoyed, if they desire to

^ See Martin, vol. iv, p. aB8. The regard exprcBBcd by the Prince for this

diatinRuished natural philoaopher waa apparently not returned. They had met

in February 1847 (Martin, voL i, p. »8i), and it seems that the Prince did not

express enough sympathy with the Poles to please Plumboldt. (Cf. p. 34h.)
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learn what Prussia decides, knowing as they do that the decisioi

is in the hands of Prussia, and that their very existence is bouiu

up with hers and that they must conic into line witli luir. 0.

your side you will leave no stone unturned to win tlioir confi

dcncc, and will at the same time restrain them from taking am
unnecessary step which might compromise you. 'Phe behaviour 0 :

Parliament and the Opposition speeches were very good, and mad;

a great impression here.

No one spoke up for Austria or tried to whitewash her unlovclj

policy. But there was strong, sound recognition of the only sounc

basis of any national policy, that of self-interest, of which the liighes'

factor is self-preservation. This is the only possible motive at

great moments, and docs not deny either morality or nobility

Napoleon’s policy fails in morality, because not llie well-understoot

interests of France, but a purely personal intiaxist exploiting for iti

own ends the passions of a nation not influenced by moral considera-

tions, is its leading motive.

Diflerenccs of interests have produced differences in the attitudes

of England and Prussia towards the War, and they make the chances

of being drawn into it greater and more imminent for Prussia than

for England. Here it is possible to talk of untrarmnclled self-deter-

mination, for the chances of our being forced to take part in the

war arc less and more remote than with you. We may both wisl

equally to remain out of an unnecessary conflict if we can. How-
ever, the people are demanding arms, and petitions come from every

town for permission to form Volunteer Corps not to help the

French, but to guard against them 1 Because popular instinct

teaches the man in the street who his enemy is and of what the

Italian war is merely the first Act. So Palmerston’s policy wil.!

have to undergo a complete change if it is to become popular
;
and

in England policies have to be popular to Ixs carried through at all.

The only use of the Royal Proclamation of neutrality* ' beyond
informing our former ally in no uncertain terms that we have

ceased to be in the same boat with him—is to warn subjects that

it is an offence against the law as it now stands for them to supply

either of the contending parties with war material of any kind, or

to take part in the struggle in person. Beyond this wo do not,

from the Government point of view, control our people, who can

do as they like. But if a foreign State imagines itself injured it can
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proceed af^ainst a British subject in that State’s own country, in

which ease lie has no protection from us, which he could otherwise

claim, or the Slate can sue him in an linglish court, where he would,

if convicted, be punished according to the law.

I think that this explanation of the Proclamation may be of

interest to you. It docs not confine or weaken the policy of the

Government.

Persigny is again Ambassador here, and the Ministers fear that

he will intrigue with Palmerston against them. He protests, how-

ever, that he has nothing of the sort up his sleeve, and has been

sent here because his latest attempt to overthrow Walewski, Fould,

etc., etc., was foiled by the ICmpress and Madame Walewska, and

they could not stand him in Paris any longer. The limperor had

said to him, “ Vous irez d Lomhes sans raisonner” He does not

like the war, and indeed asserts that the Emperor did not intend

it. Now he expects a few easy victories and that the Austrians

will retire to their fortresses. I'hen perhaps a Marshal will be left

in Italy, and the Emperor will return in triumph to Paris.

Man proposes, but God disposes. Poor mankind 1
Qui mvra

vena. I will not be so stupid as to try to prophesy, but I may be

allowed to hope that there may be no question of cither a small or

a great victory, and that is what 999 out of i ,000 Englishmen wish

for. Wo came back yesterday from the camp at Aldershot, where

that wish was loudly expressed by all the Crimean soldiers.

I'he return of 'Pheir Majesties will not make your work any

easier, and I sincerely pity you for the increased trouble and worry.

To the Same.

OsBORNK, 25th May 1859. --The Memorandum of the i8th

defines exactly the demands on Prussia at this moment. I’he send-

ing of (Jcncral von Willisen, with the instructions that you indicate,

is a splendid step, the object of which will be kept strictly secret.

Before Prussia can prudently take action, she must first secure

certain important conditions. She must come to a complete under-

standing with Austria, secure hegemony in Germany, and a free

hand for being the one to select the moment for action. Once these

conditions were agreed to, Prussia would to some extent be able to

dictate to France, and might perhaps succeed in preventing an
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extension of the war. For a liint that if the 'Tessin were crossec

it would inevitably mean Prussia’s entiy into the war, mi}j;ht induc<

the Emperor to eonsider whether he might not be content witl:

liberating Sardinia.

The mot d'ordre from Paris, which i.s echoed from Petersburg,

is localiser la guerre, and it sounds thoroughly Immarie and philaU’

thropic. But its real meaning is, Europe, and particularly Ger-

many, are to ait still and look on, while h'ranoc beats Austria in

Italy and deprives her of her Italian provinces, tears up the 'Treaties

of 1815, and shapes Italy to her liking and makes her dependen

upon herself. In return France generously oilers, as long as the

distasteful work in Italy is on her hands, to abstain from invading

Imgland, concpicring the territory up to the Rhine, destroying

'Turkey, and restoring Poland. She demands that Europe shal.

gratefully acknowledge this nobility of mind and refuse all help t(

the Austrians. Russia will then consent not to attack Austria and

not to fall on Prussia’s rear. Count Pourtalis has gone to Berlin

to recommend this policy and defend it with all his ehxpicnce,

and Walewski expects complete success. In Petersburg also the

Minister of Prussia is one of the most active .supportcr.s of this view.

Russia seeks an alliance with England pour localiser la guerre, and

there arc some here who like the idea. In order to make it easier

for Prussia and give a decent pretext for defending this policy in face

of the opposition of her German allies, the Prussian Minister is

said to desire that there shall be posted on the Prussian frontier

a Corps of Observation, which Russia, lacking money and troop.s,

will find very burdensome. 'I'he Empress Eugdnie, writing yester-,

day to congratulate Victoria on her birthday in the Empcror’.s name
and her own, says : “ J'ai repu de bonnes nouvelles de. I'Empereur, it

esphe, grace d I'attitude qu'ont prise ks puissances amies, localiser la

guerre, car un emhrasement g^dral serait un nial incalculable pour tout

le monde. Aussi nous comptons bien que Votre Majestd, qui a toujours

d cosur ce quipent itre utile d lapaix du monde, usera de. son influence

personelle, ainsi que le Prince Albert, dont I’influence est si grande en

Allemagne, pour arriver d ce but.”

I have done my best to serve Germany by taking a copy of this,

and I leave it for the Prince of Prussia to estimate what good or i

prospect of success there may be in setting up a new theory of

State-craft, to be recognised by Europe, according to which at any
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tiiTie the strongest and most warlike State may invade any weaker

one and then “ localise ” herself with that State, until she has de-

stroyed her ! 'I'lie others are to look on and wait till it is their turn,

consoling themselves for their sufl'erings present or to come by the

satisfaction of being allowed to enjoy the spectacle of their neigh-

bour’s misery ! Would it not he best to reply to the Empress thus :

“ Localises-vous tm Sardaigne et le mal incalculable pour tout k monde

cessera ” ? French arrogance is said now to be unbounded, and

they continue to rejoice in the war. In Russia there is great fear

of being dragged into war, for it is a fact that they are short of every-

thing, anti they wotdd imt be willing faire ntauvaise mine. The
proiessions of friendship for us arc therefore very comprehensible.

Montebello seems to have been merely a clash of scouting

detachments without further signillcance
;

Init it is a pity that the

French should be making a boast of it, for it leads them farther

still in the wrong direction. It is sure to have caused excitement

in (icrmany again, and if the (Hermans were asked, “ What has it

got to do with you ? ” they would reply in the words of Raoul in

Les Huguenuts to Valeivtinc, wheti she implores him not to rush out

into the streets, but to stay with her, “ Mais on igorge mes frires ! ”

To the liame.

Buckingham Palacu!, zndjune 1859.—The desire for absolute

neutrality is growing stronger and stiffer in this country, and should

the Austrians’ unskilfulness cause them to be driven out of Lom-
bardy, a strong feeling will arise here that they should not be allowed

to reconquer it. Unless help from Germany arrived before the

war had reached the Venetian borders, it would come too late to

preserve the territorial arrangements of 1815. I did not expect that

the Austrians would get sucli a regular beating, nor did I imagine

that the French would suddenly leave the Sardinians to do all their

work for them. 'I’hey must now have 93,000 men in the line, and

on the other hand, must find difficulty in providing the force

necessary for the protection of their Rhine frontier. Yet there will

soon be more than enough for that purpose if the war goes well and so

becomes daily more popular. 'I'heir self-confidence and arrogance

will increase immensely. If France is victorious, I see no rest or

security for Europe for the next twenty years.
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7(1 the Same.

Windsor Castlk, isih June. i85(j. -'riu^ times luivo hccoi

much worse. The Austrian management of the war has been li

beyond all belief, and is only to ho compared with their matiagenu

of their policy, 'liicy violated all the rules of diplomacy and li

for the sake of gaining great military advantages, only to rcnouii

the latter for no reason at all, and now they have let themselves

beaten at every point, wherever they have met the tmemy, in eve

attack or retreat, large or small. It is now pnwed that during t

first weeks of the invasion of the Sardinian Kingdom, the Frer

array had only 14 rounds per man I All fxmibardy is now evacuate

Tuscany, Parma, and Modena are delivered over to the enemy, a;

along with the Romagna are in full revolt, b'rcnch arrogance 1 :

increased disgustingly, the Italians have lost their heads, and

conlidcuce in Austrian military elHciency has disappeared in Furo

We have got a Ministry which e.xactly suits Louis Napolcc

Our attempt to keep Granville with Clarendon at the b'orei

Office was foiled owing to the personal ambition of Lord Jo!

Ru.ssell, and now we have him at the Foreign Office, and Lc

Clarendon not even in the Cabinet.

Palmerston is anti-Au.strian, pro-Italian, and especially p.

Napoleon
;

laird John is anti-French, but strongly pro-Italia'

Sidney Herbert, CJranvillc, the Duke of Newcastle, Sir Geor

Cornewall Lewis, and Lord Elgin are anti-French and on the wh:

pro-Austrian
;

Gladstone is violently pro- Italian. Sir Geot

Grey, Sir Charles Wood, Mr. Cardwell, and the Duke of Arg;

are quite neutral. Mr, Milner Gibson admires Masszini ai

Kossuth and was a bosom friend of Orsini and those who tried

murder Louis Napoleon. We look forward to pleasant times

store for us 1 And yet the feeling of responsibility will not

without its influence over all these various sentiments, as I lit

described them.

Victoria has bound herself to neutrality, as is seen in her Bpee

from the Throne and the Address to Parliament, Tlie Russ’

Circular Note which appeared in The 'Times yesterday is the r

plus ultra of hypocrisy and insolence against Germany, whom
describes as the willing sacrifice of the war. Here the leading set

ments are fear of the war being extended, sympathy for a natii
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fighting for liberty and independence, and dislike of the brutal

ecclesiastical, military, ai\d police oppression of Austria
; they arc

balanced by hatred of France, condemnation of her mockery of a

policy in Sardinia, and fear for the future, should France triumph.

In Russia there is merely hatred of Austria, contempt for Prussia,

and the motive for action is enjoyment of the misfortunes of others.

The position of (lermany ami Prussia is a thousand times worse

than it was. It appears that the feeling between the French and

Sardinian armies is itot good, and that in Paris they arc worried

about the risings in the [Papal] I^cgations. It is of course possible

that many factors may arise to alter the position considerably. Here

much feeling is excited against the Ministry, to whom is ascribed

the crime of being too pro-Austrian and of having released Louis

Napoleon from an alliance which would have bound him to us and

moderated his outlook, 'rhe Hlue Book is now before Parliament,

and the pvddic will be able to judge more clearly. Those who were

propagating those views will itow have to govern, and the Opposi-

tion’s mistrust of the Napoleonic sympathies of the new Ministry

will be more loudly e.xpressed. It is much to be regretted that Lord

Clarendon is Jio longer a member of it. 'Fhe change of Ministry

takes place on Saturday.

To Duke Ernest 11 of Saxc-Cobnr<^ and Gotha.

Windsor Casti.h, i8//i June 1859.—Your long letter to Victoria,

although its reasoning is entirely correct and its logic unassailable,

nevertheless seems to me not to embrace the whole question, and

I am con.Htrained to offer the following remarks. The British

Government is a national one, and its constitution tends to become

daily more democratic. Nations do not reason, and cannot do so

in the mass. They only feel. 'Phey are guided, not by their own

interests, and even less so by principles and arguments of government

or international law, but solely by feeling and instinct. By this I

mean the in.stinct of justice, liberty, and more particularly that of

self-preservation, liver since 1817 the British people have been

striving for liberty and self-determination at home, and for the same

in Europe. During the same period Austria headed the attacks on

the liberty and independence of peoples. Since 1830 democracy

has won the day in England, and French democracy has clung to

22
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proved a complete success, and the Queen was not at all tired. We
arc sensible, however, of the. rapid change of tcanperaturc. We
loft Osborne with 70” Fahrenheit, and the. air sultry, and found in

Edinburgh only 40", with a violent gale blowing. Here, too, it is

fearfully cold. Balmoral looks, however, very pretty, and all the

new grounds would certaiidy plea,se you.

In lulinburgh I had an lulucatioual eonlercnce with all the per-

sons who are taking part in the education of the Prince of Wales.

'Phey all speak highly of him, and he .seems to have, shown zeal

and good will. Dr. Lyon Playfair is giving him lectures on chemistry

in relation to manufactures, and at the close of each special course

he visits the appropriate manufactory with him, so as to e.Kplain

its practical application. Dr. Schmitz (the Rector of the High

School of Edinburgh, a (Jerman) gives him lectures on Roman
history, Italian, (lennan, and h'rench are advanced at the same

time
; and three times a week the Prince drills with the i6th

Hussars, who arc stationed in the city.

Mr. Fisher, who is to he his tutor at Oxford, was also in

Ilolyrood. Law aud history are the subjects ou which he is to

prepare the Prince. Alfred left us in London, and reached Paris

the same time wc arrived in Ediidiurgh. We have already heard

from Marseilles that he has sailed for Malta. His ship is to return

at the end of February, and he will then prepare for his Confirmation

at Easter. He is previously to pass his examination as midsliipman.

When eighteen, that is, two and a half years hence, he will become
lieutenant. 'Phe service is really very hard, but he continues to

take great pleasure in it.

To the Princess Royal''

Balmoral, Sept. 1859. I am for Prussia’s hegemony;
but Germany is for me first in importance, Prussia (pid Prussia second.

Prussia will become the chief if she stand at the head of Cermany :

if she merely seeks to drag Cermany down to herself, she will not

herself ascend. She must, therefore, be magnanimous, act as one

with the German nation in a self-sacrificing spirit, prove that she

is not bent on aggrandisement, and then she will gain pre-eminence,

and keep it. Sardinia is an example worthy to be noted. “L’ltalia
”

^ See Martin, vol. iv, p, 490.
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is the rallying cry of that State : for Italy, not for herself, has she

already borne the brunt of three perilous wars. For Italy’s unity

and greatness the other petty States vote their incorporation with

Sardinia as the only State that can realise and uphold the Italian

idea. Austria atrd France permit Sardinia to have Lombardy

(perhaps even more), but they attach to it the condition that the

King .shall go on calling himself King of Sardinia, for they feel that

in the word “ Italy ” would lie a mightier power than in the acquisi-

tion of even great and wealthy provinces. . . .

To Princess Augusta of Prussia.

WmnsoH Casti-B, znd December 1859.

Dkar Cousin,- I cannot let our irow happily united children

return honxe without giving them at least a line for you. Being

together with them was very pleasant, and it did us all good. Both

young people have developed to their advantage, and have become

far more mature in these last years. I was delighted to find in

FritK so much more frankness and self-confidence, and a far wider

intellectual horizon. Many of the books of life lie open to him

which before were closed. Vicky has become more sensible and

precise-thinking, and has already collected a great deal of experience.

May they get back to you safe and sound !

To (he Princess Royal.^

OsDORNK, jtk Dee. 1859.—A Wednesday, a messenger, a letter

to you, as if the dear visit had never been. Thus do the waves

close in and run on their way, even though a stone cast into them

has a moment before divided them with a splash. The observation

is not new, but its truth nevertheless constantly strikes the mind

with a sensation of novelty, when inexorable time establishes its

hold upon us anew.

Your dear visit has left the most delightful impression with us

;

you were well, full of life and freshness, and withal matured. I

jnay therefore yield to the feeling, sweetest of all to my heart as

your father, that you will be lastingly happy. In this feeling I wait

without apprehension for what fate may bring, for that lies in God’s

hand- - not ours.
*

‘ See Martin, vol. iv, p. 508.
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To the Smite.'

Windsor Castli!, ifthjan. 1860. - You enter upon the New Year

with hopes, which (»ocl will surely j^niciously sulTer to he fulfilled,

but you do so also with good resolutions, wliose fulfilment lies within

your own hand and must necessarily contribute to your success and

happiness in this suffering and diflicult world. Hold (irmly by

these resolutions, and evermore cherish the determination, with

which comes also the strength, to e.xercise unlimited control over

yourself, that the moral law may govern and tlu; propensity obey,

—

the end and aim of all education and culture, as we long ago dis-

covered and reasoned out together. . . .

To the Sitfue.'^

Windsor Castu!, i8t/i Jr/H. i8fio.’ Your question Whether it

is altogetlier right and exjiedicnt for a State (o conchule a Concordat

with the Pope ? 1 answer with a most empliatic “ No !

”

The Catholic Church asserted, and still asserts, a right to

unqualified supremacy over the Stale, and will neither submit to

any limitation by the State, nor acknowledge any dependence, upon

it. The State claims to have authority over its own subjects.

Well! But in Cfatholic States the Church is tlie State Church;

from which arises the conllict, which, being rooteil in a principle,

is irreconcilable. In practice it ha.s turned out that the popular

resistance has been more than a match for the Church in her attempts

at usurpation. Her means of coercion were not powerful enough'

to place and keep the people in subjection
;

and she therefore

needed the arm of the State in order to get her decrees recognised

and put in force. In return for this secular aid which the State

was called upon to give her, she permitted the State to impose

some restrictions upon herself, and to take some share in her govern-

ment, as, for example, by the nomination of lushops, by taking part

in the promulgation of ordinancoji, and in the moulding of ecclesi-

astical policy. So it was of old, so is it now again of late years in'

Catholic countries. Now, however, everyone must see that the

mode of action is entirely altered. 'I'hat supremacy to which the'

Church has set up a claim, but which she cannot enforce, she now
effects through and receives from the State, whose supremacy 8hc|

‘ See Martin, vol. v, p. i. > Utid., p. 16.
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denies, allowing it in return merely nominal privileges, which do

not secure for it any practical control of the Church. In this way
the State hccoincs the servant of the Church, and the Church

keeps up a grudge against the State for inter-meddling with her

administration an interference which she repudiates upon principle,

and practically only tolerates because she is peace-loving (?) and

meek (?), and does not seek for power (!)

But how is it, then, in a Protestant country ? Here the Catholic

Church is not meridy in the position of setting up a disputed claim

to supremacy, but is, moreover, charged with the divine mission to

destroy the actually existing heretical Church and to convert the

people to the true faith. 'I'he power which she borrows and receives

in this case from the secular arm by means of a Concordat becomes,

therefore, an instrument, not merely to tyranni.se over the people,

but also to convert the Protestant population and to annihilate the

Protestajit Church as being a Church that is false and usurping.

She cannot consent to the interference of the Protestant Sovereign

with the govenuruait of tlie C’atholic Church by way of counter

concession ;
tIu;reforc even the equivalent, futile as it is, which she

concedes in the ease of a Catholic Htute, utterly fails. What mad-

ness, then, is it for a Protestant (Jovernment to impose fetters upon

itself, and to surrender its own weapons into the hands of the

Catholic Church 1

'I'hc only thing which a Protestant State can do is to take its

stand upon its own fundamental principle -that of freedom of con-

science.. Let it therefore leave the Catholic Church free from all

control and fronr all pressure from that mixed civil anti ecclesiastical

authority which Catlmlic States affect, but at the same time let it

not place at her dispo-sal one jot of its own power. Should the

Catholic Church oppnws her people, then this is the affair of both

the. parties to the Concordat. But the State should not be a party

to a lesser act of oppression in order to protect its subjects against

a greater, and so make itself re.spon8ible for injustice. The oppressed

will soon help themselves, and the Church, left to her own resources,

will be wary how she acts. If she proceeds to extreme measures,

her subjects are very likely to turn Protestants. If, on the other

hand, oppression be to their taste, they may be left to enjoy it.

Under such a state of things persecution of the Protestants by the

Catholic Church is simply impossible, for she has always made use
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of the State for that purpose, and that, being Protestant, will never

lend itself to what would he suicidal.

'Vo the Scinie.'

Windsor Casti.k, 2$ih Jan. i8f)0. My best thanks for your kind

letter of the 20th. I was certain that the Saint's Tmgedy would not

only interest and impress you, but that you wotdd comprehetKl and
grasp the inner spirit of the work. 'Plic substituliou of doctrines

made by stupid men for laws of (lod-made nature is the core of

Catholicism
;
the good Clod did not understand how to make His

own world, nature is wicked, given over to de.Htruction -a thing to

be abhorred. Yet stay. Not so. 'I’hc good (lod made it in the

beginning altogether good, and the Devil has spoiled I lis hatuliwork
;

it i.s, to speak properly, tlie workmanshi]i of the latter, and Clod is

unable to help Himself. 'Fheu comes the Chui'ch and helps Him
out of His trouble

;
she destroys this wicked, degenerate, nature for

Him and magnanimously gives Him his o^vn.

This is tlic true meaning of the flesh and the devil, as presented

by the Church. Kingsley has depicted tins work of the C’hurch in

all its purity in hhzaheth the Saint, and the reader’s own nature

shudders before, the image of what the Church has substituted for

God’s own work.

7o the Sained

Windsor Castle, usthjan. i860, -ft is just two years to-day
since the wedding-ring was placed upon your finger, and Fritz

became your lord. May the auspicious beginning of this union
form the exemplar for an auspicious future for it, and may God
continue to bless as He has hitherto blesseil it I In love consists the
inward tic, in love is the fundamental principle of happiness.
Very soon, in two days, the first birthday will be here of the dear
little boy. . . . Accept, both of you, for both dear festivals, the
very warmest good wishes of ray heart. Time flics on with wonder-
ful rapidity.

We came back yesterday afternoon from the opening of Parlia-
ment. Alice and Lenchen [Princess Helena] were present for the
first time.

1
vol. iv, p. 340. The book u by Charle* Kingsley.

• IM., vol, V, p. 34,
” '
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To Baron non Stockmar.^

Windsor C^akti.i',, wf/i Feh . i 860 . ---I cannot let this clay come to

a close without writinjj; you a line. It is twenty (1 ! !) years to-day

since we plighted our troth in St. James’s. I .sec you still standing

in the peuv not far from the chancel, as the negotiator of the marriage

treaty, when 1 made; my entry into the Chapel between Papa and

Ernest ! We have gone through much since then, and striven

after much that is /;nod
;

if we have not always succeeded, the will

at least was good, and we cannot he sufliciently grateful to heaven

for many a blessing and many a success ! You have been to us a

true friend and wise counsellor, and if now we arc separated by

distance, and old age and feeble health do not allow you to lend the

same active aid as in former days, we are still united in feeling and

in spirit, and shall continue the same, so long as this earthly garment

shall hang together.

We arc (piite well. . . . 'ro-morrow we make our way to town,

'[’he children ai'c to give me a surprise forthwith, which is to remain

a profound secret to me till half-past six.“ All (;ood be with you,

Alkkrt.

One little word 1 must add on this blessed day 1 Words cannot

express my gratitude, and my happiness. 1 wish I could think I

had made one as Iia|ipy as he has made me. But this is not for want

of love and devotion. Few possess as much. My kindest wishes

to you, too ! Vic.TORiA.

To the Princess Royal^

0.<3HORNK, 14th March i86o.—I’hc snow is now, I am glad to say,

gone, and the camellias blossom again more freely ;
not a few con-

ceited and too forward buds have been destroyed, however, by the

frost at their first outburst. The fragrant heath, which commonly

is long past its bloom about this time, has not yet begun to blossom.

Still, 1 have not lost one of my pet plants. Of the alterations in

progress, there is nothing to speak of, but a new line that has been

given to the road between Barton and the Barton Cottages, which,

^ See Martiny voL v, 33.
» llie “ awrprwe '' wa» a mvm of tahkmx vimnts by the Royal children in

St. George*®! HalL
^ Sec Martin^ voL v, p- S3'
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to the eye of an artist, gardener, and lover of nature, is a great

improvement, although it will escape the notice of the unreflecting

many,

- . . Prussia’s position is a weak one, and will continue to he so,

as long as she does not morally dominate Cicru\any
; and to be

herself German is the secret to bring this about, , , .

Nobody will be inclined to go to war about Savoy, but le

concert Enropden ” would be a powerful check to similar tricks in

the future.

To the ScinteP

21st March i860.— I read yesterday, in tlic Itnglish papers, the

passages in Humboldt’s Letters, in which 1 am rather roughly

handled. . . . Discourteous to him I believe I never was, ami most

assuredly I never said that the Poles and Irisli deserved to be thrown

overboard together, although it is ejuite possible we had some
conversation about the similarities and faults in character of both

nations. The matter is of no importance, for what does a man
not write or say to his intimate friends under the impulse of the

moment ? But the publication is a great indiscrcaion. How many
deadly enemies may be made if publicity he givaai to what one

man lias said of another, or perhaps even in many oases has

not said ?

In politics, one must never assume that a point nuiy be reached,

which may be compared with tlie end of ihc^ world. The wa)rld

goes on, and must go on
;
and there arc ups aiul downs% but the

individual should never say, ** Only .vo far will I go and no farther,’*

if things do not turn out precisely as he wishes
;

just as little

as a soldier would be justified in cpiittiiig lus regiment in the

midst of the war, because it is upon the cards that a buttle may
be lost. . , ,

^ See Martin, vol. i, p, aSi ; v, p. 54.
^

The Letters of Alrxmukr vmi Hum-
boldt to Varnhagm von Mnse^ (Leipnic, eaujani a nciiwulion owing
to the indincretionH in them. There are tw(i tilluaionti to the Prince CUnuan’t, botli

sarcastic and deprecatory. The fkat (axat Febrnary, 1H47) alltaka deriaively to
the Prince’s letter of thanks for the despatch of the Kosmos to hint, line aecond
(a7th February, 1847) runa as follows :

** You are quite right to mcoUI me for being
too severe on the man of the * star-terraa^s/ 1 am only iievere on the migluy,
and that man made a very unpleasant impression on me at Stol 5r.cnfeslH, 1845.
* I know/ he said to me, * that you sympathise greatly with the misfortunes of tile

Russian Poles. Unfortunately, the Poles arc m little deserving of our sympathy
as the Irish/ That is what he said to me, one wlm is the glorious husband of
the Queen of Great Britain 1

** The press at once launched an attack on the Prince.
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To Mr. Alfred Tennyson, Poet Laureate.^

tl(!cKiN(;HAM I’AtACn, tji/t Mfiy i96o.

My dkau Mit. 'I'knnyson, Will yovi forgive me if I intrude upon

your leisure with a renuent which 1, have thought some little time

of making, viz. that you wouhl he good enough to write your name

in the accompanying volume of your /dy/ls of the Kirtf; ? You would

thus add a peculiar interest to the. hook containing those beautiful

songs, fronr the perusal of which I derived the greatest enjoyment.

They (piitc rekindle the feeling with which the legends of King

Arthur must have inspired the chivalry of old, whilst the graceful

form in which tlu'y are pre.sented hle.nds those feelings with the

softer tone of onr pre.sent age. Itclitwc me always yours truly,

Amihut.

To the Princess RoyaL^

OsHOKNf., -’.p’t/ Mny Your letter of the 30th has found me
in the ciijoyment of the. most glorious air, the most fragrant odours,

the- merriest choirs of birds, and the most luxuriant verdure
;
and

were there, not so many ihing.s that reminded one of the so-callcd

World (that is to say, of miHcrahle men), one might give oneself up

wholly to the enjoyment of the. real world, d'here is no such good

fortune, however, for poor mo ; and, this being so, one’s feelings

remain under the itdlneiua- of the treadmill of never-ending business.

The donkey in Clarishrook, which you will remember, is my true

counterpart. Ho, too, wamld rather munch thistles in the Castle

Moat, than turn round in the wheel at the Castle Well ;
and small

are the thanks he gets for his lahtmr.

I am tortured, too, by the prospect of two public dinners, at

which I am, or rather shall ho, in the chair. The one gives me

seven, tlui other ten toasts and speeches, appropriate to the occasion,

and distracting to myself, 'rhen I have to resign at Oxford the

Fre,.sideiicy of the British Association, and later in the season to open

the Statistical Congress of all nations. Between these come the

laying the foundation slone of the Dramatic College, the prize-

giving at Wellington College, &c., &c. ;
and this, with the meetings

' Sec Murtin, vul. v, p. <n. 't'lte MvHs wore « favourite book of the Prince

Coniort. lliri daughter Victuriit wind tdcnul to him during hot vitit to Eug-

knd in iirul m liie tinu* of hia denth nho wiw engaged in maltmg pictures ot

tiwnes taken fnnn them on his BUggestiom
* Bee Martin, voL v, p* *09,
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of my different Commissions, and the dclcetablc Ascot races, and the

various Balls and Concerts of the season all crowded into the month
of June, over and above the customary business, which a distracted

state of affairs in Europe, aiui a stormy Barliamcnt . . . make still

more burdensome and (.lisagreeablc than usual.

Some successes, however, gladden me. 'I'hc Ministers have at

last determined to unite the separate Ivnglish armies in India. In

this I sec the averting of a great danger. . . .

To Baron von Stockinar.'

BuCKiNOriAM Palack, pf/fyi/HC i 860.— . . . We. returned ye.ster-

day from the Ascot races, which unfortunately were made, more
tedious than usual by incessant rain.

The two young Princes of nc.ssc-I)armst,a<lt leave ICngland

to-day, and have just taken leave. 'Pherc is no doubt that the elder

(Louis) 2 and Alice have formed a mutual likiitg, and although the

visit happily passed without any declaration being made, 1 have no

doubt it will be followed by further advances from the young gentle-

man’s family. We should not bo unfavourable to such an alliance,

as the family is good and estimable, and the young man is

unexceptionable In morals, manly, and both in boily and mind

distinguished by youthful freshness and vigour. As heir-presump-

tive to the Grand Duchy, his position would, moreover, not be

unsuitable. . . . 'I’lic Queen and myselflook on as passive observers,

which is undoubtedly our best course as matters at present stand. , .

.

To the Princess Royal.

^

Buckingham Pauack, 26th June iSdo. - Accept my best thanks

for your welcome letter and the photographs of your plastic labours.

They arc a real success, and I can fancy that their creation has given

you great pleasure and satisfaction. After a time it will become a

necessity for you to master architecture, as the complementary and

third, if not highest, art. Still, I hope it may be some time yet

before you enter upon this study, inasmuch as it cannot be carried

into practice witliout a very serious expenditure, and you (if you

should have the means) would have many purposes to apply them
to, more useful to your country.

* See Martin, vol. v, p. iia. * l.atcr the (Jrand Duke Louis IV of Hesse.
* Sec Martin, vol. v, p. taj.
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7 () the Same.^

Buckinc;uam I’Af.ACK, .pit July iH(>o. Your plastic efforts have

arrived, and they have licen duly admired, 'rhe attitude of the

Jai\e (ircy is especially natural and happy. CJretchcn in Rctzsch’s

Faust must have hovered before y(»u in producing it, as Lady

Lichfield did in the Mary Stuart. 'Lhey are complete successes.

We. have seen the Orpheus (CJIuck’s) twice, and I admire it

extremely. It i.s a real refreshment after our modern sound and

fury, and the works of the Italian school, which depend entirely on

individual “ inorceaux,'’ and have, no regard whatever to the poetry

of the drama. Here we have a poem presented in music, and this is

why, with the. scantiest materials, the eifect is so impressive. Rchillag

plays the part admirably.

I am engaged on the preparation of my Address for the opening

of the Statistical t’oitgress, which costs me a deal of hard work.

To the Prince Reyeiit of Prussia.

OsilOKNH, l$th yxify 1 860 .

Dkar C’ousin, It may not be uninteresting to you to hear

sometliing that I will beg you to regard as strictly confidential. It

was the intention of the Lmperor Napoleon, when he offered to

have a conve.r.sation with you, to show that he wished to maintain

peace in Ifurope, But he intended also to explain his cherished

scheme for altering tlu^ frontier without disturbing the peace. The

key to this work of art is to incorporate the Danube Principalities

witli Austria, i hear that he has conferred privately with Russia,

but, against his expectation, found himself up against a great

obstacle, for Russia dticlaretl that she must absolutely withstand the

idea of incorporation. 'Phe Emperor N. must now be very dis-

pleased with himself, since this reply, received just before the

Conference sit Batlen, has thrown him tpiite out of his stride.*

'Po Princess Atijjiisfa of Prussia.

0.*monNi!, »Sth pfuly i860.

Dhar Cousin, 1 must write you a word to say how pleased I am
that all went so well sit the Ncues Palais. God be praised 1 The

^ He® IVfiirttRj vol» 1^, 1 36'#

* Th® Kmpe,mr iif th® French met the Prince Regent Baden on i6th June

to discuis the Emiwrw'si theory of ** Natural frontiers/* which in the Emperor
mind included a lihine frontier for France*
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little daughter' must be a darling, and f can imagine Fritz’s joy and
patriarchal pride with which he. now looks upon a child of either sex.

If only the mother will keep quiet enough ! With her liveliness

that will be hard to manage if she feels well, as she probably docs.

The Prince Regent nuist be on his way back from 'i’eplitz. I am
curious to hear how the interview went off, and if anything was gained

or sacrificed. The Imperial I louse suH'ers from the human weakness
of accepting more easily that it give.s. 'I'he threads of intrigue,

which are spun in Paris, extend in the. most extraordinary way in

all directions. One comes acro.ss them eveiywhere. 'The main
idea is to bring about the changes in the I'iast now, and then proceed

to the great transforntation of the map of Fur(»pe.

The Belgian celelirations and the loyal and national enthusiasm
of the whole population made the most splendid answer to the

suggestion that any free Belgian could be longing to beeouui a .slave

to bVanee with the luibc ()f Dacle LeopoUl may well

be a proud man !

To the Princess Royttl.'^

Balmorai., z'jth Aug. tSfio. Hearty thanks for yonr dear lines,

which I found yesterday on my table under the Htaghorn chatule.liers.

I did indeed miss you ! I'our of you were absent Bertie, Affio,

Baby, and you ! hut all wore well employed and doing well, and
for a fatlrcr’s heart that ks the chief concern. Your little Inhkau
vivant • is indeed the best of gifts and the best of productions, only

it has the disadvantage, that I cannot manage to sta; it. I console

myself, however, with the hope of seeing your lirat work before long,

and although you have always something to object to in it, yet it is

to me a source of great delight. The 26th fell upon a (|niet day in

Scotland, hut to me the quiet was the very thing, and accords best

with my mood.

The people, however, intend to hold a festival on 'I'luirsday in

honour of the day.

To the Duchess of Kent.^

Coburg, zBth Sept. i86o.-~I am writing a letter to you myself,

although Victoria aitd Alice will have written to you already.

<
Charlotte, later Duchcaa of Suxc-Mcinirjgen.

See Martin, vol. v, p. 177.
* William and Charlotte, the Princess Royal’s children.
* bee Martin, vol. v, p. 198.
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Cohurj' is prcttu'r thiin ever, and the weather hitherto has been

unusually propitious. Yesterday we visited Kctschendorf, which

remains wholly intact, as if good CSrandmama might step in. at any

moment. 'I'lie Kalenberg and the Festung liave become exceptionally

beautiful.

Vicky and Fritz are well, and your great-grandson is a very pretty,

clever child - a cotnpound of both parents, just as it should be.

Stockmar has aged, and complains terribly of weakness, but is fresh

in spirit, and as warm in heart as ever. . . .

1 went to (Jotha ibr the sad ceremony, which took place at the

Palace yesterday about seven in the morning. ... Ah
1
poor Mama ^

must have bad an infinite tleal of suffering 1 . . - Gotha was very

sad under the circumstances.

To the Prince Rctjcf/f of Prussia.

WiNDKou Castlk, axjfi November x86o,

My di!AU Gonsm,- I use to-day’s courier to thank you for your

truly friendly letter. You were yourself at Warsaw as you were at

Teplitz and Baden, and were perhaps the only one who was able to

be eittirely honest, iwt being led astray by your own character nor

tied by secret engagements or selfish side-issues.’

It may be Irtie that Baden prevented a great disaster, and I’eplitz

helped to force Austria into a course which may prove her salvation,

but 1 cannot discover that any result was arrived at at Warsaw. I

can find no proper explanation of the secrecy demanded by Russia

concerning the Ihxaich assurances. But since these satisfy neither

you nor Austria, and since the only prospect of their being improved

upon is through the medium of Prince GortschakoflF, I can only

assume that P'runce and Russia arc clearly acting together, and there-

fore we may expect no help from Russia against the velUit4s napo-

Umimnes
;
also that the desire to form a Continental coalition involv-

ing lingland’s isolation has been foiled by your loyalty and statesman-

> DuchiwH Mark- of Saxe-C'oburK and Gotha, the Prince’s stepmother, had

died on »4th Sitpteruber. Bhe was already^ dc^ad when the Queen, the Pnnee

Consort, and Princewa Alice croaaed over to Germany.
^ , th •

® In answer the PVench demand for ‘‘ revision of frontiers on the Ilmne,

an asHembly of Princes at Paden (15th to 17th June) had proclaimed the integrity

of Germany. The meeting there at the same time of the Prince Regent and

Napoleon was without result. That between the Prince Regent and rrancis

Joseph I at IVplitv. (26th July) gave the AustrianJimperor assurance of Prussian

aaaislance in the event of an attack by France. Both of them met the Emperor

Ak‘5cander II at Warsaw, but without anything coming of it.
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ship. But solid co-operiition of Prussia and Austria with Ihijjjland

is made infinitely diflicult owinj:!; to our diflcring ways of regarding

Italian affairs, seeing that in this nation tliere are excessive and
unaccountable sympathies for the revolts in Italy, which met with
disapproval in Prussia and aroused horror in Austria.

So far we have heard nothing about this h'rench assurance
; hut

it is clear to me that Napoleon is going on with his double game,
because he finds it easiest and most profitable. lie cannot wish to

see a strong Italian State with Liberal institutions set up on his very
frontiers. He has the power to stop it, and his only motive for not
doing so must be that he means to turn the new Power to things

which have a more than compensating value, to him, ami these I can
only imagine to he the Rhine and Belgium. He will always he
inclined to refer to our policy and his relations towarrls Itngland in

justification of maity a contradiction and inconsistency arising from
his wish to keep the door open, either to shape Italy in accordance
with purely French interests, or to turn against (Jermauy that Italy

whose peculiar development he is fostering.

I personally still fail to believe that the corporate .State in Italy,

brought into being by revolution, civil war, treachery, and invasion,

can prove a success. I lerc, however, enthusiasm is so high that such
a view is regarded as high treason. It is a peculiar phenomenon
which Statesmen may do well to study and lay to heart. 'The deep
horror at the long misgovermnent ofRome and Naples, which Austrian

prcs.surc alone has made possible ever since i8i6, is the thing which
causes the nation to shout aloud for Liberty, and dulls every other

feeling or consideration.

Popular feeling i.s fixed by the facts and circunuHtancca that are

presented to it, and not by calculations touching its interests in the

future
;
a factor which I have often atutetl and which counts in the

management of States governed by popular comsent. One may not

count on cool appraisement of interests, but must present something
accomplished and follow a political line, calculated to call forth

the feelings which will effect what is rcc|uircd at the decisive

moment. Supposing new conditions really have been established

in Italy we may expect that a clearer view of them may induce
the British people to see the matter in a different light. At prc.sent

its only feeling is a justified longing to see an end of the old

conditions.
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f inuigino that Tx)rd John Russell’s Note ' has probably made a

bad impression in (Jermany, and we were annoyed at finding that

it had been published. We certainly had not expected that. It has

not been well received here either, and has interfered with our urgent

desire to soften the reluctant Radical public over the exhortation to

Sardinia not to attack Venice. It should be remembered, especially

in (rcnuany, that the right to revolt (i.c. of resistance to an illegally

constituted authority) has been for centuries an integral part of the

liberal doctriive of the law of the State in England and is now

embedded in that law, and that therefore the principles dictating

that Note ought not to cause surprise as if it were something new and

terrifying. 'I'hus it would be distinctly unwise to make heavy weather

over a principle at a moment when it is highly important to reconcile

divergences of opinion and serve far higher interests. There is

nothing to be gained by trying to reduce a violent breach of every

principle of law to a legal basis. 'I’he best thing is to say nothing

about such things even when the results of them may meet with

one’s approval. (By these means I recently compounded a dispute

with someone regarding the manuring of a field.) One may be

convinced in the utility of such methods, without ever dreaming of

trying to justify the stink. Cela serait de mmvaise odeur !

1 trust that the Austrians will be successful in recovering the

prestige in (Jermany and I lungary which their long vacillation has

cost them. 'I’heir power of resistance in Italy, and also Germany’s

security against French lust for conquest, will depend on the peace

being kept with Hungary and the rest of the States.

'Fhe limpress of tire French has burst upon this country like a

bomb. 'I’hc secret history of her visit is unknown to us. I will

not bore you with mere guesses ;
thousands are in circulation.

I’o-day wc celebrate Vicky’s twentieth birthday, and I wish you

also much happiness on it. May her love and devotion sweeten for

you many hitter hours, which arc unfortunately inseparable from

the duties of your position, and may your children and grandchildren

* A C’apUtin Macdonukl was hauled out of a train at Bonn by the poliw.

The incident caused an acrid cxch«n«e of Notes between England and Prussia.

Captain Macdonald complained of the violence used, and also of the way he was

treated in prison. But the chief cause of offence was the tone and langiwge in

which the conduct of English travellers generally was spoken of by the btaats-

procurutor or public prosecutor. His words were :
" The Bngjlish residing and

travdling twe notorious for the rudeness, impudence, and boorish arrogance ot

their conduct/* Captain Macdonald was kept in prison from the %2th to mh
September, when he was tried and fined twenty thalers and costs.

23
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compensate you for the lieavy loss you have sufFercd.’ Our sons

arc on a visit with us, I am jjlad to say, and have naturally a great

deal to tell us. Bertie left to-day for his last I’crm at Oxford.

To Baron tmi Stockmar.*

Windsor Castle, yd Dec. 1860.- -Close on the hcel.s of my last

letter comes this, to announce to you the betrothal of Alice to the

Prince Louis of Hesse. You, like ourselves, will have expected this

event, but you will not the less share our joy at it, when you are

told that the young people are sincerely attached to each other, and

justify the hope that they will one day find their mutual happiness in

marriage. We like Louis better every day, because of his unaffectedly

genial and cordial temper, his great modesty, and a very childlike

nature, united with a firm character, and genuine goodness and dignity.

You will be grieved about poor Bunsen.* I had a very friendly

letter from his widow, communicating the sad intelligence. . . .

To the Princess Royal*

Windsor Castle, i 8th Dec. i860.—Yotir letter with the Memo-
randum as to the law of Ministerial responsibility has given me great

pleasure. I send the Memorandum back, as you wish, but 1 have

kept a copy of it for myself. It is remarkably clear and complete,

and does you the greatest credit. I agree with every word of it, and

feel sure it must convince every one who is open to conviction by

sound logic, and prepared to follow what sound logic dictates.

The notion that the responsibility of his advisers impairs the

monarch’s dignity and prestige is a complete mistake. Here we

have no law of Ministerial responsibility, for the simple reason that

we have no written Constitution, but this responsibility flows as a

logical necessity from the dignity of the Crown and of the Sovereign.

“ The King can do wrong,” says the legal axiom, and hence it

follows that somebody must be responsible for his measures, if these

be contrary to law or injurious to the country’s welfare. Ministers

here are not responsible qud Ministers, that is, qud officials (as such

* In the death of the Empress Alexandra Fcodorovna, William’s sister. She
died on J7th November.

’ See Martin, vol. v, p. *53.
• The Chevalier Bunsen had died at Bonn, aged sixty-nine, on aSth November.

“ A great loss for science,” is the Prince's remark in hia Diary for the day.
See Martin, vol. v, p. a6o.
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they arc rcspoiisililc to the Crown) ; hut they are responsible to

Parliament anti the people, or the country, as “ advisers of the

Crown.” Any one of them may advise the Crown, and whoever

does so is responsible to the country for the advice he has

given.

The so-called “ accounlalrility ” of Ministers to Parliament does

not arise out of an abstract principle of rcspon.sibility, but out of the

practical necessity which they are under of obtaining the consent of

Parliament to legislation and to the voting of taxes, and, as an essential

to this end, of securing its confidence. In practice Ministers are

liable to account for the way and manner in which they have adminis-

tered the laws which they, conjointly with Parliament, have made,

and for the way they have expended the moneys that have been

voted for definite objects.

Herein, too, lies that Ministerial power of which Sovereigns are

so much afraid. 'I'hey can say, “ Wc will not do this or that which

the Sovereign wishes, because we cannot be responsible for it.”

This practical responsibility is of the utmost advantage to the Sove-

reign. Make independence, not subservience, the essential of service,

and you compel the Minister to keep his soul free towards the

Sovereign, you ennoble his advice, you make him staunch and

patriotic, while tinie-servcrs, the submissive instruments of a mon-

arch’s extreme wishes and commands, may lead, and often have led

him, to destruction.

But to revert to the law of responsibility. This ought to be in

effect a safeguard for law itself. As such it is superfluous in this

country, where law reigns, and where it would never occur to any

one that this could be otherwise. But upon the Continent it is of

the highest importance
;
as where the Covernment is an outgrowth

of a relation of supremacy and .subordination between Sovereign

and subject, and the servant, trained in ideas natural to this relation,

does not know which to obey— the law or tire Sovereign—the exist-

ence of such a law would deprive him of the excuse which, should he

offend the law, and so be guilty of a crime, is ready to his hand in

the phrase, " I'he Sovereign ordered it so—I have merely obeyed 1

”

while it would be a protection to the Sovereign that his servants, if

guilty of a crime, should not be able to saddle him with the blame

of it.

And now a word about the patriarchal relation of kings to their
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people aiul about pci-staial Koverntiicnt.* 'That patriarchal relation

is jirctty nmch like the idyllic life of the Arcadian shepherds, a

figure of speech and not nuich more. It wa.s the fashionable phrase

of a transition-period in hi.story. Monarchy in the days of Attila

of Charlemagne, of the Hohenstaufen, of the Austrian hhnperors, of

Louis XI, Xll, XIH, XIV, XV, &c., was as little like a patriarchal

relation as anything could be. On the contrary it was sovereignty

based upon spoliation, war, murder, oppression, and massacre. The
patriarchal relation was sedulously developed in the small Oennan
States, whose rulers were little more than great landed proprietors,

during a short period in the last century, and was cherished out of a

sentimental feeling.

As for the personal government of absolute Hovercigns, that is a

pure illusion. Nowhere does history present us with such cases of

government by Ministers and favourites as in the most absolute

monarchies, because nowhere can the Minister play so safe a game.

A Court cabal is the only thing he has to fear, and he is well skilled

in the ways by which this is to he straitglcd. Hi.story is so full of

examples that 1 should be ashamed to cite them. . . .

The Hovercign should give himself no trouble uliout details, but

exercise a broad general supervision, anil sec to the settlement of

the principles oit which action is to he based. I’his he can, nay,

must do, where he has responsible Ministers, who are under the

necessity of obtaining his sanction to the system which they pursue

and intend to uphold in Parliament. This the personally ruling

Sovereign cannot do, because he is smothered in details, does not see

the wood for the trees, and has no occa.sion to come to an agreement

witli his Ministers about principles and systems, which to both him
and them can only appear to be a great burden and superfluous

nuisance, . . .

To the Princess iloyti/.*

Windsor Casti,h, 25^/1 Dec. 18O0.- -Again wc miss you greatly at

our Christmas table. “ Wir ssdhlten die Jldupter unserer Liehen, und
siehe, es fehlte ein theures limpt ! ” » Oh ! if you, with Fritz and

‘ The Princess hud dealt in her Memorandum with the in'tijHisition, that “ the
patriarchal relation in which monarch* of old were supposed to stand toward*
their people was preferable to the Conatitutional, system , which interpose* the
Minister between the Sovereign and hi* subjects."

* See Martin, vol. v, p. 370.
> We counted the number of our loved ones, and lo I one beloved face was

missing.
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the children, were only with us 1 Louis was an accession. He is a

very dear good fellow, who pleases us better and better daily. In

my abstraction 1 call him “ Fritz.” Your Fritz must not take it

amiss, for it is only the pcrsonilication of a beloved, newly-bestowed,

full-grown son. . . .

But to return to the dear Chrisjtmas festival ! Your gifts which

were there have caused the highest delight, and those we have yet

to expect will be looked for with impatience. To the latter belong

William’s bust, bVitz’ boar’s head“for which in the meantime I beg

you will give the lucky sportsman my hearty thanks. William shall

be placcci in the light you wish when he issues (I hope unbroken)

from his dusty box. 'I'hc album, which arrived yesterday morning,

is very precious to us, as it enables us to live altogether beside you

—in imagination. . . .

Prejudice walking to and fro in flesh and blood is my horror,

and, alas, a phenomenon so common ; and people plume themselves

so much upon their prejudices, as signs of decision of character and

greatness of mind, nay, of true patriotism ; and all the while they

arc simply the product of narrowness of intellect and narrowness of

heart.

To the Satne^

Windsor Casti.e, 26th Dec. i860.—The article in the Kreuz-

Zeitung which you send expresses in plain terms the view that

Monarchy as an institution has for that party a value only so long

as it is based upon arbitrary will
;
and so these people arrive at

precisely the same confession of faith as the Red democrats, by reason

of which a Republic is certain to prove neither more nor less than an

arbitrary despotism. Freedom and order, which are set up as

political antitheses, arc, on the contrary, in fact, synonymous, and

the necessary consequences of legality. If, therefore, upon the one

aide the binding power of the law is viewed with jealousy as a

limitation of the ( Jovernment’s power, and upon the other as a

limitation of the popular will, the fiery advocates of these doctrines will

have no true order and no true liberty. “ The majesty of the law
”

is an idea which upon the Continent is not yet comprehended,

probably because people cannot realise to themselves a dead thing

as the supreme power, and seek for personal power in government or

^ See Martin, vol. v, p, a66.
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people. And yet virtue and morality arc also dead things, which

nevertheless have a prerogative and a vocation to govern living men~
divine laws, upon which our human laws ought to be moulded.

I<) King William T of Prussia.

WlNDSon Castlk, and yamtary j86i.

My dear Cousin,—^What a sad and painful beginning of the

fresh year for you ! We have just received by telegraph your

message that the good King has fought the last fight of his life’s

struggle. May God’s blessing be on him and give him eternal peace

and happiness. He was sorely tried here on earth, both morally and

physically, and the state in which he lay for so long must have cut

especially deeply into your heart. How I pity the poor Queen,

although the end must have been in some ways a relief to her. Can

you find an opportunity to express my deep sympathy for her ?

Sadly though the year has started, I must wish that it may continue

in happiness, and I desire joy and contentment for yourself, your

family, and your people. That God bo with you, guard, strengthen

and bless you, is the earnest prayer of, Your loyal friend and cousin,

Albert.

To the Crown Princess of Prussia (Princess Royal).

Windsor Castle, z^th Jan. 1861.— . . . I’hus you can both

consciously work for good, and what can mankind desire, more ?

Can anything offer more genuine happiness than this consciousness ?

To Baron von Stockmar.''

Buckingham Palace, gi/t Feh. jSfii.-T'o-day, twenty-one years

ago, was a Sunday, and we were engaged in preparations for great

events. I went with you through the Anson business, and, on your

advice, gave up my objections to him.*

To-morrow our marriage will be twenty-one years old I How
many a storm has swept over it, and still it continues green and fresh,

and throws out vigorous roots, from which I can, with gratitude to

God, acknowledge that much good will yet be engendered for the

world ! It is now with these twenty-one years, as with the fourscore

^ See Martin, vol, v, p. • See p* 47*
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years of the Bible, “ if they have been delicious, yet have they been

labour and trouble.” *

To the Duchess of Kent?

Buckingham 1*alack, toth Feb. i86i.—I cannot let this day go

by without writing to you, even if I had not to thank you for your

kind wishes and the charniing photographs. Twenty-one years

make a good long while, and to-day our marriage “ comes of age,

according to law.” We have faithfully kept our pledge for better

and for worse, and have only to thank (5t)d, that He has vouchsafed

so much happiiu'.ss to us. May He have us in His keeping for the

days to come ! You have, 1 trust, found good and loving children in

us, and we have experienced nothing hut love and kindness from you.

In tlui luipe that ymir pains and aches will now leave you soon,

I remain, as ever, Your affectionate son, Albert.

7(' Baron von Stockmar?

.
Windsor ('astle, iMi March i86i.- -Accustomed as I have been

for so many yeans to share my joys and sorrows with you, my thoughts

have been much with you. You were so truly devoted to the poor

departed,* and know too what the loss of her is to us 1 Victoria’s

grief i.s terrible
;
when she has somewhat regained her composure

she will write to you, and this will do her good.

Clark sends you his report to-day on the event, to which I have

nothing to add but my conviction that from the moment her malady

asstimed a deadly f«>rm Mama did not suffer. Unfortunately she

was unable to recognise us when we hurried to her on Friday evening

at eight. . . .

Death has saved her many a pang by which we can now sec she

woultl have been afflicted ; and we must thank God for His gracious

kindness. That she had not to take leave of us, and of this earth,

is also a blessing.

‘ 'rhe Mihwion hew is to the »oth verse of the 90th Psnlm in Lutlwr’s version,

whicli gives a reading tlilferent from our own :
“ Unser Leben taShret siebenxtg

Jfahn, and tmm t's hnrh kammt, to tind w af-hbtig yahr«, und mnn ei kSstlich geviesen

ist, so ist « MUhf und Arhit gmmn." In our version there ate no words corre-

sp(tnding to " und tvtnn « kdstlieh gmtsen ist," the words being,
" The days of

our years are threescore year* and ten ; and if by reason of stren^h they be four-

score years, yet is their strength labour and sorrow.”
* See Martin, vol, v, p. aga.
* /Aw/., p. 3**.
* T'he Duchess of Kent had died on i6th March, j86i.
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My telegram will, I fear, have caused you great distress. Ixt me
hope you have now your son beside you, as we expect our daughter

to-day. I trust you will make him send me a line to say how
you arc.

Yesterday we hail tidings of Alfred’s safe arrival at Barbados

after some heavy gales. 'Phe other childrcti will all be united arotind

us. Louise celebrates her birthday to-day, and will receive the

presents which her Clrandmama selected for her with loving

care. . . .

To the Same.'

OsBORNK, 5 /// April i 86i.-“T write from Osborne, to which we
retired three days since. Our leave-taking of Wind.sor and Frog-

more was a very painful one, .still the Queen’s mind will find more
rc.st here. She is greatly up.set, and feels her whole childhood rush

hack once more upon her memory with the most vivid force
; and

with those recollections comes back the thought of many a .sad hour.

. . . Her grief is extreme, and she feels acutely the loss of one whom
she cherished and tended with affectionate and dutiful devotion.

For the last two years her constant care and occupation have been

to keep watch over her mother’s comfort, and the influence of this

upon her own character has been most salutary. In body she is

well, though terribly nervous, and the children are a disturbance to

her. She remains almost entirely alone. . . . You may conceive it

was and is no easy task for jue to comfort and support her and to

keep others at a distance, and yet at the same time not to throw
away the opportunity, which a time like the present affords, of

binding the family together in a closer bond of unity.

I am well-nigh overwhelmed by business, as 1 do my utmost to

save Victoria all trouble, while at the same time I am Mama’.s sole

executor. As Sir G. Couper died just fourteen days before Mama,
and was not able to hand over her complicated affairs to anyone, I am
wholly without advice or assistance, and have to puzzle out every-

thing bit by bit, and to hunt up whatever is necessary for their

comprehension. I’o add to which, Lady Phipps had a nervous

seizure the day after Mama’s death, and Sir Charles has not been
able to leave her side since, and is detained in London powerless to

help me.

‘ ScelMartin, vol, v, p. 335.
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Mama has rememherccl all her relations. . . . The Queen takes

upon herself the pensioiring of her servants, and the continuance of

the allowances to Priuceas ami Victor l lohcnlohe and her grandson,

Edward I^einingcn. She has taken Lady Augusta Bruce (perma-

nently) into her own household, who is not only very acceptable for

her own sake, but may be of the greatest use to her as a kind of

female secretary, She is a most excellent person, and was a great

stay to dear Mama, besides being always cheerful in her temper and

having a kind heart.

The Frinces.s Royal has arrived safely in Berlin, and the Prince

of Wales goes back to Oambriilgc on Monday. He is to take military

duty at the. camp of the Curragh of Kildare in Ireland during the

summer vacation.

Now farewell 1 I hope the approaching spring weather may not

prove too exhausting for you.

To the ('rown Princess of Prussia.

'zifih April 1861 . 1 regret that tlie right equilibrium is still not

discovered for (lermany. There is no defence or weapon against

the really great dangtirs that menace Germany from the side of Italy,

France, 1 lungary, Poland, and Denmark, except a German sense of

nationality. As I said in my letter to the King-statesmen cannot

afford to lose sight of this fact, and must cheerfully and boldly seek

to guide it. I do not defend the inconsistencies and tactlessness of

our policy, which seem to have pained and excited people in Berlin

sf) much. But they ought to recollect that our policy includes the

noblest t)f all qualities, that of being national, and that British

sympathy with Italy is baaed on a very noble principle, that of

admiration for that nation’s self-liberation and self-determination

after more than fifteen centuries of ill-treatment, oppression, and

mismanagement by other#. The Englishman does not believe in

German nationality, for hi# eye is merely met by extravagances on

the part of professors and students (Benedek’s complaint also), petty

rivalries, intrigues, greed, fear, local conceitedness, &c., &c. Let

them look to their own failings and refrain from condemning

the British 1 But you and I, who belong to both countries

and know where the shoe pinches, arc, as things are, condemned

to tlie pains of hell and may well weep tears of blood. Aumale s
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pamphlet ^ has made a great sensation here and is thought by many
to be unseemly on the part of a prince. I personally derived much
amusement from it* Even as a child I was beside myself with joy

when the villain in a novel or a play came to a bad end* lluit

pamphlet caused me the greatest enjoyment.

But this is personal and subjective. It must bejudged objectively

and by the measure of success drat it has among the h'rcnch to

whom it is addressed. In France it is regarded as the worst blow

that the House of Napoleon has had, and it has promptly dragged

Prince Napoleon down to earth out of the skies. He even wanted to

retire from the Senate and get himself elected to the (Chamber of

Deptities by the Reds of Paris, and to play a more indcpcaidcnt part

as a popular leader. The passage in the pamphlet about his descent
** dcs bancs de la Montagne an Palais oil le Due d'Orhkms cst venu

an monde ”
has unmasked him. He Is not forgiven for not having

challenged the Due d’Aumalc. The Empress is said to have told

him that if her little son had behaved in such a way she would have

smacked him.

I cannot say much about Syria.* Neither party amounts to very

^ The language used by Prince Louia Napoleon with regard to the Bourbon
and Orleans families led to the publication aoon aftorwurdH of a pamphlet, called
Lcttre sur eiltstoire de France^ aareuie au Prince by the Due d*Aiunalt%
which produced a great sensation in Paris, where it had obtained a large cir-

culation before it was suppressed. The brochure was damaginij: to the. Napoleonic
party, not less from the facts which it recalled, than from the singular ability with
which they were applied. It was known to have causetl the banperor the greatest
uneasiness. In a letter from a well-informed autliority, among the IVincc's
papers, it is said that at a meeting of his Council, which had been cal led to consider
what course should be taken in regard to it, the Emperor stopped the Ministera
when they spoke of it as a tissue of falsehoods and exaggeration : No, gentle-
men/’ he said, with great firmness, it is not so. Nobody knows the truth no well
as I do, and there is but one calumny hr the letter, and that is the accusation agiunst
me—"that while my mother was asking protection of Louis-Philippc, I was con-
spiring against him with some of the chiefs of the Republican Party. In fact, 1 was
ill in bed, with a bad^sore throat. Louis-Philippe’s reception of my mother was
that of a father receiving his child. He folded his arms rountl her, and pronused
to do all he could for her and hers ; and when she returned to my bedside, her
face was still wet with the tears which she had shed.” 'Phe Emperor, througji his

secretary, M. Moequard, published, a few days afterwards, m explicit denial of
the Due d’Aumale’s accusation.

* In i860 a savage civil war broke out between the Druses and Maronites, who
were nominally Christians. There was a massacre of ChrintianH at DamaHcufi, in

which Turkish soldiers took part, Napoleon HI sent a force to restore order.
Once there it became clear that the French intended to stay there. ’Phe Ihince
wrote to Stockmar on 4th March, 1861 :

** We are at this moment pussxled how
to get the French out of Syria/* In the end, however, a joint Comtniwdon of five

Powers ^(on which Lord Dufiferin represented England) was appointed to settle

the affair. A Christian Governor under the Porte was appointed, and in May,
1861, the French force returned home*
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much, and they are all the most barbarous and cruel ruffians in the

world. I think that tlie. Maronites arc the worse of the two. France

is acting purely for herself, anil in a purely C'atholic, not a Christian,

sense. With all these executions of people, who arc in the bad books

of the Catholic priesthood out there, we must connect that same
priesthood in h'ranoe, ami :d.Ho the French claim to be the protectors

of all Fastern Catholics, which appear-s with such ostentation in

treaties with ( 1una, in Japan, C’oehin China, the South Sea Islands,

Arabia, Abyssinia, and even in India. It is no interest of England

or Pru.ssia to help to build up this new menace to the world.

To Kin(> Leopold I of the BclgimsL

Wnrra Loixu', yd May 1861. Were I at the head of the Prus-

.sian fJovernment I would go to work with all the energy I could

conunaud ;
doing so, however, from pure patriotism, prompted by

sincere enllnusiastn for popular rights, for a Constitutional system,

freedom, and (Jennan unity, and not actuated by hypocritical feel-

ings, like those of the Prussian Government, which makes an immoral
“ convenience ’’ of the Holstein question, lays stress in Denmark

upon the maintenance of the rights of the States to control their own
Budget, and at home rai.sea money for the augmentation of the army

without the knowledge of the Chambers, and in the face of all its

promises to them, while at heart determined not to listen to a word

on the subject of popular rights. Standing in such a position as this,

Prussia ought to hold her peace, and nothing but mischief can happen

to her from omitting to do so,justashappenedin 1848, 1849, and 1850.

7fl the 5th Earl Stanhope,*

Buckinoham Paiacb, znd July i86i.

My niiAK Loan Staniioph,'---! take the liberty to send you a

recent Gertnan publication, which I think will interest you.* Herr

Freytag is the author of the popular German novel Sollen und Haben,

known in this country as Debit and Credit ;
of the tragedy The

Fabians, whlcli attracted as much attention as the above novel

;

and many other works. In this work he has (inspired perhaps by

I./ord Macaulay's Introductory chapter to his history) tried to give

pictures of the social, political, and military life of Germany from

» See Martin, vol. v, p. 344. _ * Bid., p. aoj.

• (Justttv Freyiag'» JHlder ms der dmtschm Vergaim«nhett. Freytag wa» an

intimate friend of Stoekmar’s.
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the sixteenth to the eighteenth century
;
and the care with which he

reproduces interesting and forgotten documents of the time is most
meritorious, as he makes the people ofttimes speak instead of giving

us his own words
;
and in this exactly lies the originality and attrac-

tion of the book, liivcr yours truly, Ar.iiHUT.

To King William I of Prussia.

OsnoKNii, i4f/i Jufy iHfi

Dkar Cousin,—Fritz has decided to hasten to your side, and

be able to reach Baden by to-morrow afternoon. I have or

minute before he undertakes this tour de farce, but I must repe

two lines what my telegram of this morning expressed, Fritz

will tell you by word of mouth of our gratitude to (Jod for

preservation.^ We pray that lie may likewise avert fr(nri your bcl

head every danger. I can imagine your thoughts. You were ri

with me in Hyde Park when a similar attack was made on Viet

Since you arc sure to be besieged with letters, 1 beg you to 1

mine unanswered.

'To Duke Ernest U of Sa.xc-Cohwg and

O.snoKNK, iznd Jufy

Dear Ernest,-- I have received your prf)toHt a.f>;ainsi: tlie

(in embryo) of a marriage between Bertie and a Danish prim
I am not, as you suppose, asking, “ What has it to do witli yoi

for your position, relationship, and friendship entitle you to a

interest in Bertie’s welfare and in future poa8ihiIitic.s in pol

But I do complain ofyour discu,«wing matters of so private and del

a nature with third parties, and sending me a Memorandum written

by a secretary.

As regards its contents, I find nothing to object to in them, except
a disregard of certain political motives, such as Franco’s interest in

the Holstein question not being decitlcd in (lermany’s favour, and
England’s supposed interest in maintaining the Danish monarchy
intact. In fact, my personal feelings are really in perfect harmony

j
The King of Prussia was attacked hy Oscar Becker, a atudmt of I^eipKig

Umveraity, betrn at Odessa, in the X.ichtcnthaler Allre at Baden-Baden, and slightly
regarded the King as an nbatadc in the way of (rcnnan unity.

Evidently I ruasia was already harbouring the designs which led up to the
Danish War of 1864. rhe Prince of Wales and Princess Alcxarnlra met at Spires
on a4th beptember, 1861, when the Prince Consort notctl in his diary (joth Septem-
Mr) that the young people seem to have taken a warm liking tor each other."
They were married on 10th March, 1863.
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with your Memorandum. Therefore if we managed to keep Bertie

and rriuccKS Alexairdra apart, putting bcihre him at the same time

a mnnher of other possibilities, it is curious that you should be the

one to enlighten liim on the subject, and by naming the Princess as

one whom he must not be tempted into marrying, to call his attention

to the existence of that forbidden fruit. (I refrain from mentioning

that we, as his parents, had a right to expect that you would not

discuss such important matters with Bertie without our knowledge

and behind our hacks.) Since then, all manner of reports have come

to him of the young lady’s beauty, which has been further confirmed

for him by a photograph on the walls of the Duchess of Cambridge’s

hotisc at Kew. Wc have explained to him the difficulties in the way

of such a choice as well as we could, and he has taken it in as far as

a youth of his age and disposition can do. Since, however, these

political views are shared by no one else in England, and we have

against us the Ministers, the press, and the public, all we could do

in practice was to discover some other partie tiiiat Bertie would accept

(for he wishes to marry early, and it will be for his good morally,

as well as socially and politically). There is such a complete lack

of competition for the honour ! ! Wc made opportunities for Bertie

to see two others, and he look a dislike to both. Vicky has racked her

brains to find someone for us, but without success ! Princess is

not pretty enough, and there is no one else. . . .

I'hus it became clear to us that Princess Alex was indicated by

sheer force of circumstances. This being so, it was and is of the

highest importance that such a marriage should not appear in the light

of a Danish triumph over ourselves and Prussia, hut that it had been

set on foot purely through the intermediary of our Prussian children,

without the knowledge of Denmark or of the Cambridges, and that

our ( Jovernmeut had nothing to do with it. This is the only way

to prevent a break with Prussia and the only way to keep the game in

<mr own hands, impose the conditions that wc think necessary, and

as far as we can, take olF its political edge.

I have always been worried by fear that the public might get wind

of the plan, therefore 1 am sorry that you know about it. For if it

gets known about (mere rumours may be ignored) before we are

ready, our Ministers will take charge, and we shall come into direct

touch with the Danish Court (a Power which we desire to keep out

of it), and it will become obvious to the world the match is
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immensely popular here. Neither statesmen iioi- the press have

made the slightest progress recently in the. 1 lol.stein allair. On the

contrary, whilst you in your Memorandum coldly describe the

Protocol of 1852 as a vague statement, involving no responsibility,

that it would be a good thing for the Danish monarchy to be kept

intact, Lord John Russell, supported by Ia)rd Palmerston, proposed

six weeks ago that Holstein, not Schleswig, should be guaranteed by

Europe to Denmark. 'Phe proposal was only got rid of after a hard

fight. Such an alliance as that which is suggested for Hertie would

not weaken us in our struggle for truth, justice, and fairness. It

wotild strengthen us, for the altruism of our sentiments would be a

very strong foundation, whereas at this moment these sentiments

in me are suspect, since I am a German and your brother.

In short, we know the dangers arising out of politics and our

relationship, and we realise all the argtmreuts against the match.

But since, in our anxiety to found Bertie’s future on a happy family

life, we cannot pick and choose, it is our duty, this being so, to keep

the matter as far as possible in our own hands, so as to be able to

diminish the disadvantages as much as we can.

I do not know if it was wise to write so fully to you on this

subject, but 1 had no choice between cither entering upon a long

and perhaps dull explanation, or refraining altogether from replying

to the point raised by you, and that would have looked unfriendly

and discourteous.

To Queen Aui^usta of Prussia.

Kbnmark Housii, KiiXAHNity,' Augutt xfUii.

Dear Cousin,—On our arrival here yesterday 1 telegraphed my
thanks for your good wishes, and the first thing I do this morning

shall be to repeat my thanks in writing. I value greatly your un-

changing love and friendship. It seems that Vicky arrivetl with the

infant safely at Reinhardsbrunn, and the same with Fritz in Berlin.

Their long stay with us was a great refreshment to us, and I think

it did them good.* Fritz has decidedly made a conscious advance

’ The seat of Lord Castlerosse.
’ When in exile in Holland the Emperor William H recollected dearly this

visit in the Isle of Wight from June to August «86i {he was then two and a half
years old) with his father, mother, and Princess Charlotte. In hia Memoirs of
his Youth he writes : “ I visualise very exactly the personality ofmy grandfather.
He paid a great deal of attention to his eldest little grandson, and would place me
in a napkin and swing me.”
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in his mental and spiritual development, and that pleased me.
Vicky als(» has made good progress, and the children will certainly

tlovirish, if properly managed, and especially if they get good air.

Neither the child nor his father is naturally strong, either as regards

the mixture of blood or the strength of their nerves, which latter

particularly should not be over-strained.

To William I of Prussia.

Balmobal, lit September 1861.

My dear Cousin,—A despatch from Lord Augustus Loftus

informs us of your friendly wish for Bertie’s presence with you during

the lirst part of the Manoeuvres so that he may see those instructive

movements of troops. If we cannot meet your friendly kindness

and affectionate consideration in every particular, it is because of a

long-standing engagement for Bertie to be present at a function

which the City of Dublin desires to give on the occasion of his

departure from Ireland, and which cannot very well be upset. We
much regret this, but hope that the second part of the Manoeuvres

will be profitable and instructive for a young soldier. He did his

part at the Curragh Camp very well, holds himself better, and has

learned everything methodically from the bottom up to command of

a company. 1 le has been drilling three times a day, and appears to

have enjoyed it.

We were very happy in having Fritz and Vicky with their dear

children with us for so long, and hope that the stay at Osborne and

the sea bathing did them all good. I trust that you were pleased

with the result of your baths, and can allow yourself the rest which is

necessary for their success, for you have a very exhausting autumn

in front of you.

We were extremely pleased with our visit to Ireland. The coun-

try has vi.Hibly made great progress in the last eight years, and is

conscious of the fact. We had a most hearty reception everywhere

that we went, and returned here yesterday rather tired. We hope

to stay here until the end of October. At Osborne we had a swarm

of royal visits about which Fritz will have told you, as also about

the remarks of the King of Sweden, on which I have written to

Fritz a full account. The French neighbour seems to have made

him greedy for conquest, and to imagine that if he can get his
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finj'crs round Italy, Hungary, Poland, and Sweden, he merely has

to dose his hand and give the bodies lying in it a tight sciuccze.

'I'hen he will be able to give his neighbours on his right and left a

good blow oil their noses 1

To Kin^ William I of Prussia.

It,VI.MORAL, bill October 18O1.

My dear Cousin,—Lord Clarendon will he the hearer of these

lines, and will take care to be in Berlin by the day imlioated. It

was a very kind thought on your part, that on the day of his arrival

he should gain a step in advance among the envoys. Witli reference

to the further kindness wliich you have dcsigneil for him by the gift

of “ The Black Eagle,” 1 am authorised to say that, gratefully as

Victoria would be disposed to accept such a distinction for her

representative, and happy as this particular distinction would make

her, she is nevertheless compelled to suggest that the otfer of it

should not be made.

Over and above the reason, which I have already taken the liberty

of submitting to you through Augu.sta as likely to govern the

decision, there is the further reason, that Lord Clarendon as I'oreign

Minister had to prohibit numbers of persona from accepting b'ereign

Orders, and it is possible he may have again in the same capacity to

follow the same course, and it would be taken amiss, were he to make

an exception in his own case to a rule which has been so rigorously

maintained. Lord Granville, at the Coronation of the Emperor

of Russia, the Duke of Northumberland at that of Charles X, laird

Beauvale at that of the Emperor Eerdinand, were alsri compelled to

decline the distinction, and the case of the Duke of Devonshire seems

to have been a peculiar one, and to have arisen through the relations

of personal friendship which had subsisted between the Itmperor

Nicholas and himself.

Bertie has come back In raptures with his excursion to the

Manoeuvres, and cannot speak sufficiently highly of your kindness to

himself, and to all the English officers. It was a matter of great

satisfaction to me, that so many of these had an opportunity of

witnessing the reception given to you on the Rhine, and of bringing

back with them so good an opinion of the Prussian army.

' Sec Martin, vol. v, p, 394,.
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Your interview at Compiigne^ is to take place to-day. The
whole Diplomatic Corps is pricking up its ears, and as these are

tolerably long, the spectacle is remarkable.

However, to-clay, I will spare you on the subject of politics and

remain, as ever, Your true cousin and friend, Albert,

To Baron von Stockmar.^

Windsor Castlk, 28//^ Oct. 1861.—I must announce to you our

safe return to ancient Windsor, where we arc once more settled.

The first day the (}uccn\H wounds were opened afresh, and she

suffered greatly, as it is the first time she has stayed here without

finding Mama at Frogmorc. The void struck home to the heart

;

but now habit, with its healing power, growls daily stronger.

Tint death of ho old an acquaintance as Sir James Graham ® will

have distressed you not a little. Politically he was used up, especially

as he had not the courage to undertake the part which, from his

position and experience, devolved on him, of moderator and arbitrator

amid the complications of every-day policy. . . , His loss, important

as he was, will therefore be scarcely felt in the country as a loss.

The speeches of th<5 King of Prussia at Kdnigsberg * have pro-

duced a bad impression here, and the theory of the Divine right of

kings (apart from being an absurdity in itself, and exploded here for

the last two hundred years) is suitable neither to the position and

vocation of Prussia nor to those of the King. The difficulty of

establishing united action between Prussia and England has been

again infinittdy augmented by this royal programme. Otherwise,

everything seems to have gone off admirably at the Coronation. . . .

To the Crown Princess cj Prussia.^

Windsor Castlb, xgth Nov. 1861.—May your life, which has

^ During the return vi^it nuid by King William I to the Emperor Napoleon
at on i ith to lath October, Napoleon avoided long political discussions,

and merely touched on a few questions, such as a proposal ^of a Franco-Geman
trade treaty, recognition of the Kingdom of Italy, the business of the National

ConfederiitioiL William I refused discussion, but gave it to be understood that

recognition of ittdy depended on pacification of the whole Apennine Peninsula,

and that he did not mean to follow Victor EmanuePs example by driving out all

his felkiw-princes in Germany.
* Bee Martin, vol. v, p. 407. ^ r 1

® Sir Jarnet Orahtin Home Secretary 1841-46; First Lord of

the Admiralty under Lord Aberdeen.
^ ^ ^ t %

* King William I was crowned at Kdnigsberg, the original home of the Dukes

of Pruasia.
« See Martin, voL v, p. 4x4.

24
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begun beautifully, expand still further to the good of others and the

contentment of your own mind ! Tnie inward happiness is to be
sought only in the internal consciousness of effort systematically

directed to good and useful ends. Success indeed depends upon
the blessing which the Most High sees meet to vouchsafe to our

endeavours. May this success not fail you, and may your outward

life leave you unhurt by the .storms, to which the sad heart so often

looks forward with shrinking dread !

Without the basis of health it is impossible to rear anything

stable. The frightful event in Portugal * stands in strong outline

before our eyes.

Therefore see that you spare yourself now, so that at some
future time you may be able to do more.

To Kiti}:’ William 1 of Prussia.

WiNDSoK Lah'i'I.e, 23w/ Nmvtnhrr i86i.

My dear Cousin,—I must not longer tlelay in thanking you for

your friendly and gracious letter of the 6th, brought to me by I^ord

Clarendon. He returns most delighted with his missitm, and deeply

appreciates the distinctions that you showered upon him, and in

particular the confidence which you showed him.

It must have been a great strain on you and the dear cousin.

It was a great shame that Vicky’s health gave way under it, and that

she had to mi.S8 Breslau.** She seems to have been quite ill and still

to be delicate, and we hope that for the time being you will forbid

her to. do anything rash, and especially to tire herself in society or

sit up late at night, so that she may not come off the sick li.Ht —in the

military sense—too soon. Then, when quite recovered, she will be

able to do her duty properly.

I'hc death of poor good Pedro has affected lier deeply. It has

shaken me in an extraordinary way, fcjr I loved and valued him
greatly, and had great hopes that hi.s inlluencc might contribute

towards setting on its logs a State and nation which liad fallen low.

* The death of Kmg Pedro V of Fortugal» who^e father wan a counm of Victork
and of the Prince Consort, <leeply affected Albert. There ii triiitedy iit tun warning
to his daughter when we consider his own deaths which followed ao %mn after**

wards—'Caused not a little by his own neglect of this same warning.
* The Crown Princeai had caught a severe cold at the Coronittion at Kdnigi-

berg. Breslau was the scene, on lath November, of the unveiling of t monument
to Frederick William IIL
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It is to be hoped that the fruits of his government may long outlive

his short span, for it was his desire to establish sound principles and
implant roots in his people’s minds, which might eventually grow of

themselves. Louis will be a poor substitute for his brother, although

he is a good honest soul, and has the advantage of having seen some-
thing of the world before being called upon to bear the burden of

government. The second brother, John, whom you saw at Konigs-

berg, is a fine fellow, and much like Pedro in character.

I am greatly indebted to you for your account of the Compiigne
conversations. You seem to have skilfully avoided the evils that

might have attended your meeting, and your opponent had to be

satisfied with a mere “ tirer au mur” Since then he has been obliged

to take an immense stride—to render an account ! This account does

not look nice, but we firmly believe that it is not the complete or

entire one. Just as a wild youth, whose debts his father has at last

promised to pay, goes straight off to the horse-copers, jewellers, &c.,

&c., and orders a lot of things, which will go into the hotch-potch

to be paid for with the rest, so the Emperor, on the very day of his

signing his repentance from sin, goes and orders another twelve

armoured Irrigates. Whilst not reducing very much himself, he

has cleverly managed his confession so as to give you and me a great

deal more trouble in keeping up the standard of our defences, and

the blow, after your Proclamation, is perfide. For the moment the

lack of money in Paris will work in favour of maintaining peace, and

will be much in the way of his Italian-Hungarian-Polish schemes.

I trust that the respite may be used, especially by Austria, for setting

domesitic affairs in order. We know that since he ascended the

throne Napoleon has added each year 80,000,000 thalers to the

PVench national Debt, and now comes this little incidental matter of

1 ,000,000,000 francs 1

I can tell you little of what is happening here. Both privately

and politically we arc in complete calm. The potatoes have failed

in Ireland, and here there will be unemployment in the cotton in-

dustry, but they hope the distress will not be excessive. Bertie

wi8he.s to visit the “ Promised Land ” this winter, and will probably

travel via Vienna, Trieste, Corfu, &c., &c. Little Leopold has

arrived safely at Cannes. Alfred has sailed from Halifax to Bermuda,

to join the squadron destined for the (unnecessary) Mexican Expedi-

tion.
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With Victoria’s and my own sincere greetings for tlic dear cousin,
I remain as always, Your loyal friend and cousin, Ai.bj'rt.

Draft for a Message from the Queen to Lord John Russell^

W. Castle, ist Dec. icSdi.
—

'I’hc Queen returns these important
Drafts, which upon the whole she approves

;
but she cannot help

feeling that the main I )raft--that for communicat ion to the American
Government—is somewhat meagre. She should have liked to have
seen the expression of a hope, that the American captain did not act
under instructions, or, if he did, that he misapprehended them—
that the United States Government must he fully aware that the
British Government could not allow its Hag to be; insulted, and the
security of her mail communications to be jilaced in jeopardy

; and
Her Majesty’s Government are unwilling to believe that the United
States Government intended want<»nly to put atj insult upon this

country, and to add to their many distressing complications by
forcing a question of dispute upon us, and that we are therefore glad
to believe that, upon a full consideration of the circumstances, of
the undoubted breach of International I,aw committed, they would
spontaneously offer such redness as alone coiild satisfy this cotmtry,
viz. the re.storation of the unfortunate passemgers and a suitable

apology.

This last political act of the Prince Consort meant the mainten-
ance of peace between hingland and the Uniteil States, where, ever
since the spring of i86i, the Civil War between North and South had
been raging. On 8th November a Federal warship had stopped the
British mail steamer Trent and taktm prisoner two Cionfcdcrate
agents. The British Cabinet resolved to demand satisfaction for the
insult offered to the British flag and the breach of International Law.
Ihe garrison in Canada was reinforced, and tlie British press
adopted a tone of menace. It was due to the Prince Consort that
a Note, based on the draft prepared by him and written in a far
milder tone than that originally intended, was despatclied by Ix>rd
John Rtisscll to Washington. 'Phe sentence inserted by his advice
was that it was impossible to believe that the American captain
had acted by the ordera ot hia Covernmeat, or had properly under’-
stood their directions, and the captured Confederates were released.

‘ See Martin, vol. v, p. 4*®. Note in the Queen’* imndwriiing :
" This draftWM the last the beloved Prince ever wrote j he wa* very unwell at the time, and

VwTOKU
Qucea he said :

*

I could hurdly hfdd my pen/—
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Weeks after Albertis death, when the war danger was over, Queen
Victoria wrote to her Prime Minister ^

:

** Lord Palmerston cannot but look on this peaceful issue of the

American quarrel, as greatly owing to her beloved Prince, who wrote

the observations upon the Draft to Lord Lyons, in which Lord
Palmerston so entirely concurred. It was the last of the kind that

he ever wrote.”

Lord Palmerston answered (12th January, 1862) in these words :

There can be no doubt that, as your Majesty observes, the

alterations made in the Despatch to Lord Lyons contributed essen-

tially to the satisfactory settlement of the dispute. But these

alterations were only one of innumerable instances of the tact and

judgment, and the power of nice discrimination which excited Lord

Palmerston’s constant and unbounded admiration.”

* See Martin, vol. v, p. 426.
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Desert and Delta
by Major C S. Jarvh, C.M.G., O.B.IL {kte. Governor of Sinai)

Author of^’ Three Deserts,” etc.

It is perhaps only necessary to say that this hook is by the author
of Three Deserts to convince renders that tlusy will ho (getting some-
thing exceedingly good,. No one can give really usefid information
in a more lucid, enticing, and humorous way than Major Jarvis.

Here wc have Egypt since the war displayed in many diUcrent facets,

with the limeliglit turned on to Kings, Prijiccs, at\d High Commis-
sioners : hard-working and long-suffering fellaheen

; officials iigyp-

tian and British, adipose and case-loving or lean and sport-loving
;

attractive, exasperating, time-ignoring, thriftless, and hospitable
Arabs; nomads, bandits, travellers, aiuf all the, varied crowd that
make up life in modern Egy{it, both in the Dcdta and in the Desert.
Above all, we have pictures of life and work in the great and barren
spaces, the tumbled hills aixd tlie palm groves of Sinai.

Hith [llustrations. tos. (xL net.

Charcot of the Antarctic

Foreword hj Admiral Sir William Goode/wueli, C.C.B.

{ex-President of the liyal Geoj^raphieal Soeietj)

by Marthe Oulu

Author of “La Croisiere de Perktie,” etc.

Few names have been held with such distinction by both father
and son as that of Charcot. I'he Fame which was attained by Jean
Charcot’s father in mwliclue and a-s the " Genius of the Saltpetriirc

”

was carried by his son to undiscovered lands. 'I'hc world that had
known that name as the curer of the incurabk^ came to know it also,

by the exploits of the Pourquoi Pas, as the name of the most distin-

guished of French explorers. 'I’his first biography is written by his

goddaughter, herself a di.stinguished travclhsr and author, who, with
the help of private papers, has written a vivid account of adventure
and a charming portrait of a great man and one of the most dramatic
in the realm of exploration.

With Maps and Illustrations. 12s. (\d, net.


